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ABSTRACT
!

The audio-visual character of television vas used as the
~c~tual focus of this examination of television nevs broadcasting.
The research comprised both a macro and micro level analysis.
On the macro level, a study vas undertaken to examine the
influences of the cultural context of broadcasting with special
r~ference to the structure of television and its news organizations
upon the formats and content of television nevs programmes. A
comparative content analysis was carried out of the principle ev.ening
newscast dur:l.ngone fortnight of n~s broadcast by the public and the
private broadcast networks, in Britain and Cauada, and the NBC in
the Un!ted states. A speQial "code" was developed for this pUrpose
~ch vould categorize not only content but also format, with a special
emphasis on the relative role of the commentary and the visuals. Comparison
betveen the countries revealed differences in both content and forwat,
pointing toditferent cultural emphasis·upon specific issues. Differences
in the formats used ill the nevs revealed a grp.ater trend to 'entertainment '-.
valuest-particularly the use of the taction visuals' and the newsreaderin the more cormnerciru.ized cultur&.l settings. Within Canada and Britain,
those differences between the public and private sectors which did occur,
had to do with the style of news presentation, not with its contents,
pointing to the standardization of production within tlle nevs organization
under the conditions of competition and inter-dependence inherent in the
structure of broadcasting in these countries.
The micro level study examined the effects of the visual and
auditory components of the nevs story by means of an experimental study.
A BBC type newscast about demonstrations vas systematically varied in
six experimental conditions to examine the relative effects and t.'1eir
interactions of modalit,y, consistenc.y or inconsistency between the
modali ties and of content bias 011 retention and opInion change. Specifically
designed verb~visual techniques of measuring the Hi~ressionn and the
visual retention of the event vere used. The results showed that viewers
shifted their opinions in the direction of the story bias. Visual information
increased the impact of the commentary and had its effects principally on
the affective ~omponent of the opinion. Where visual information and commentary
vere at variance, the visuals had greater impact on the affective component,
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with t.b.e, commentary influencing the cognitive or bellef component more.
, The research points to the need to extend the concept of bias
beyond that traditionally used in communication research, not only
'.

beyond content to svle of presentation, but also to 8ll examination of
the different cultural and organizational factors vi thin the industryi
vh1ch lead to variations in the emphasis upon the visual element within
n~vs programmes.
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-.7CHAPTER ONE

lNTRODUCTION

_. Section 1.1:
Relevance and Research into ColllJl!llll1cation/Attitude Change Phenomena
.

.

1'h.e Social. Sciences, as prominent members of Academia, have
frequently come tmder attack for failure to be of relevance to the" "real
vo:rl<111 (And;resld. 1972, Bennis 1970). 'With "the institutionalization of
research, wi~' the univers1ties 1, the resultant reluctance of JDaZq' aCJP.~l!dp.,a. ,to 1n'v?1~, ~e~elv~•. in ~ssues that are controversiaJ., or

..~~ :~i"~- .~t1'em-ou.tside-1nfluence that the universj.ty
:1s~ SUWO.~ ~!'N-.o.rf:"oomea ~s

t)o surprise, Recently in a critique. of social.

·.pqch.91oa, h1Distead(1974) has pointed out the lack-of-relevance aspect
as a major problem in this field. Although criticism can be seen to centre
around several. issues, the major one i~ the role of "scientism" as the
predondnant paradigm 2 for research in this field of study (Smythe 1972, "
Gross 1974, Sedgeldck 1974, Armistead 1974). By viewing his wrk as
objective and neutral (Gross 1974) the social scientist has an inherent
reluctance to apply or admit to the val.ues that underlie or are implied
by his work (McQuail 1972, Nordenstreng 1972). The results ao Ro\l8Jl (197/:.)
states is the reluctance of social psychologists to see themselves in any
sort of intervention role. This leads to the avoidance of research that
eitha-has or is intended to have influence or application (Ro\l8Jl 1974),
3
or even explanatory power over (Harre 1974) events in the "real wrld".
Compounding this. is the practical. difficulties inherent in
the carr.ying out of research that strives for relevanca in the field of
COmmunications. For example, in the case of television news studies, the
resistance of the insti tutions involved ld th regard to a:ny kind of
surveillance, criticism of cooperation are considerable (Lazarfield 1963)
(Harioran 1968). There is likewise a lim! tation on access to materials, to
1. This is in contrast to the instutionalization of research in large corporate
or civil service organizations in which tho expectation is that the research
serves the interests of the organization.
2. nParadiemftis used here in Kulm f s(1962) sense and in the way Thomas and
Bennis (1972) further d~velop it.
3. The obvious exception here is research done in the name of advertising.

\

to the hstitutional processes, and to ~ternaJ. information 4,

and even

copyright restrictions on off'-a1r recording. In combination lIith the
d1.f'ticulties and expanse entailed ~ access to the technologies ot
production and transmission the l1m1tations within this field
of research may be understandable.
\.
A ,further general 11mitation vithin the field of research into
communication and attitude change phenomena has been the emphasis placed
upon attitude processes without regard to content or form ot tc.e
communication (Lana 1969, Armistead 1974). This has sh1tted the emphasis
ot attitude theol'1' to the COJlcentration on tcognitive-a.ttect1ve~ structures
rather tha:n the'sOciall7. relevant attitudes' (Novak 1972) that are
important in the dq" to dq transactions ot social lite. HOllever, th:I.s
Deed not be the situation. The study ot those information processes can be
ilade particularly relevant, wen vieved in relationship to the ,f'soCi81 context, and to', the structure and content 9t the message systems that influence
them.
The problem that the experimental. approach, embodies, is that the
resultant complex!.ty ot the phenomena to be studie<i is frequently overlooked
in experiment8J.. research. As Nowak(1972) states, bofu the narroll operationalization ot variables, and their subsequent study in isolated environments
in order to achieve control" can be important limitations on the research
process. It_.Dne is to approach research vith the assumption that the
complexity ot an,.. social behaviour needs an~sis on III8.ll1' levels from macro
to micro, in order to achieve complete descriptions (Miller et al 1960),
then the study' ot attitude phenomena -out ot their communication context cannot
be adequate. On the other hand Seller(1963) has vamed ot the problems
inherent in such integrative approaches. He states , ,
that ·one ot the most vex:lng problems for the social analyst as he tums
hi, attention toward the more complex forms ot organization, is how to
account systematically tor significant infiuences upon behaviour without
beCOming lost in a maze ot infinite interdependence".
The need is to 'balance the systematic ana.l7sis of collDlllmication
phenomena with a sensitivity to the problems ot compiex1tyand interdependence
1nherent in multi-level studies. The problem area tmder research, or the

4. Several requests made tor internal. studies carried out by the broadcasting
organizations vere retused, on the grounds of the vel.ue of the information
to competitors.
.

or
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88t'tJ.Dc, man DOt 'b7 its operaUoD8l.1saUon

tll ter oat .aD7 .

of tbe 1a.Portant aal world iDte1"-relaUoD8h1ps. As Sber1t(1954)

bU 8&ld.,tld.s _taUs ltestabl1ab1Dg "det1D1te treDda iD l1te-l1ke
a1taaUoult vitb1D the a;per1aeDt vitbout aac:r1t1c1Dg the "litelike oharaoter that sifts Iftateat hopes tor the ftlJ.diV ot 'bee

tzeD4a1t.
In . . field of
iDt.~t1ng

OOW"U'1 oaUon

aDd attitude,this enta1ls

the specitio atU tuMn&) plMmomeua investigated in the

laborato17 with tbe 8II&lysis ot .the real world 118S8888 I17BWm aDd
its c1etem fnEQ:lts •
.... Bowak(1972) has eped,"Integration zequ1res soing back
to releT8Dt real 11te a1tuatloDB - a step that 80 far 'hM DOt been
taken in BOoial-pqcholog1cal research in _ s ooammloation aDd
attita.ae champ".

ot this neld, lb.-ovn(1970) attributes
aub-d1via1on. ot, the tleld~: into schools

In his historical _viev

·1I1d.s ,l.U1£ ot integration to the

ot thoUBht based on. Its.jor methodologies that dictate the perspecUve

taken. on. the COJlllllUDioat1on/attltude change .phenomena. The '.tteots'
zeeearoh, being divided 1D methodology between the controlled experiment
aDd the aurve~,were at odds over the 1mpaot ot CODDDDicat10DS on attitude.
Hovland's demon.stra.tlons ot attltude challge 1D the laborato17 were 1D
tirect contrast to napper' S8UIIIIIU'Y argument for the no1'll-re1nto~
zole ot the media baaed large17 on 8UrVe7S. Hov18lld(1959) birluJelf c1en1ed
that olear imcompat1b1l1tles existed between the .xperimental azul
BUrVe7 _thode He poiDts out TBri.atloDB in the two types ot des18118
that l.ad to ditferenoes ot emphaais and argues tor the ItDlU:tual
iIIlportaDoe ot the two approaches to the probla ot oomnnmfoation
.tf.otiftD8s.... SUobman and Gutman (1954) had poiDted to the l.1JIited
parpo.. fer wh10b the IJIlr9'81' questiOnnaire as a research 1nstraMnt vas
c1es1gaed; measuring attitude

f

change f ,4s not included. Emmet

(1966) baa aped that there 8:1.'8 tew studi.s abow1ng specifio eftects
of uD1:tR7 1D-the-tield broa.d.0ast8 and that "the oaloulatlon ot the
total attltude shift IIq' tbu.s poss17 underestimate the etteot ot a
b1'Oadoaat owiDg to the O&DCelling oat ot ah1ft. in. oppoa1te cl1reotioDB".
In either caM, the l1m1tatlon.s ot the 'ettects' approach SO
bqoDd the coDalot ot MtbocJolosies back to the complexiV ot the
pbenana. A8 !anstal1(1970) has stated, the "hup number ot ftriable.
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..us ,aDf COIIlplete17 olearcut 'ettect' ot specitic media outputs on
epec1t1c aud1ence behavicur ••• 1mprobabl.-. Sm;ytbe(1972) has pointed
out that ~ic)'th '~~~~~~€?-e8 entail· c11rect caue aDd ettect thfnlcfng
',: 1D Was ot the alaticD8h1p between content aDd behav10ur and, as
Ifardock(1974) Stat8S, subsame the view that the aw11ence is a passive
aceiTer ot oontents. Bovever, this does IIOt mem aD outr1sbt rejection
\.ot the dom1na.nt metbodologl..s entaUed by' those theories.
Aa BoYBk(1972)expla1Ds "the theoretical developaent ot
oownmtoat1on/att1tude chaDp theory has taken place within the
trad1tioD&1 oatesorie. ot pqcbolo8T', ~ hence there are DO 8Ocial.P87Obo1ogl.cal. tb.eode. that are helpfUl in 8D8l.yziDg the fall
oonmmf cations phencme~. In working towa:rds such a theory one 1II\18t
Qep in m1Dd Katz's(1954) DOtion that asearcb. enta.Us the balanoing
ot tbaoretioal. objeotives aDd the aal.1ties ot the field situation.it is then
. that ,Jlovak's(1972) emphasis on the importance ot the overriding theory,
zatber than the methodology is helpfUl. As he puts it "it is necesSU'1'
to teed real world notions into the Ps7cholog1cal experiment" rather than
ileri:ve theory troll the use ot a particular methodology. Xe &1"B'les that
the 'ecological validity' ot the expe:ri.meJ1't CaD only be judged in
tems ot the nature ot the F1d1ng theory. A theory mq be said to have
eoologJ.cal validity "to the extent that the theory encompasses relations
alid interactions between variables as they occur in the natural babi tat
ot .the phenolll8D& in question". This means that al thou8h the laboratory
1s eome senses will almQ's be an artiticial eJlViroDlll8~t, there is a
41tterence between aD 'atypical' ellVironaent - in lIh1ch the pqohological
processes ot the real world are moditied, aDd a miorocosmic emriroDlDent
- in which real world processes continue. The simplitioation and isolation
of fev aDd ZIR1'OV17 detined variables is not necessarily' the asult ot
the laboratcZ07 BDViroDlD8nt, but rather ot the F1d1ng theoretical
oonstra.cts.
)i.·

.

I

In order to achieve ecological validity in the laboratoZ07, the

Yariables controlled aDd studied DlU8t be traced troll the 'real world',
. aDd III\18t both retain their natural interaction and DOt exclude other
n.riables that would chanp this interaction. The expectational 'set'
ot the laboratory situation IIlUBt be one which is aDalogaous to s1m1lar
situations in the real world. It IIlUBt a1gD1tioant17 alter the motivatioDal
.tate or subjective oogD1tive anticipations ot the subjects with regard

-11to Ta.r1able. iImI.Up.ted. IntervenUOJUI Rob . . the ada1n1 .ter1Dg
of qUlJUODIJ8.1re_ II1sht, . . alteraUona .in the natural _ttiDg,
be viewed . . ftd.able_ 111 theuelfts. As ltatz po1l1ts out, the
1DvesUp.tor .eda to 'be a'V&'N of the Um1 t&tion. of his reseazch.
even 1t he c1oellD.'t 1IIpose tbea. Ult1matel,. this abould _8D the

of

~

etud;r
aean1 ngtal. ccmmamdoationa 111 tnJ,callaborato17 enviroDmenta 1£. still po_dble for ooamm1cat:l.cm/atUtude cbaDp re_azoh.
.
!hi. p1"OV14e. the baai. for 8D altemaUve appmach to
ooannn1 cat1on _MUCh bT ....,n,Dg the att1tnd 1paJ effects of]llLri1oul.u
.

.

00."n1 oat1ODa' W1111d.a the nltunl •. 1DaUta.tiODal 8DCl orpD1zaUmal

oonten. 1Ib1oh ~ tbeae ••saps. h l'ftDke~c1I:(l'54) baa
said -aD .~ J.ilto the total.1V of the 8001&1 pzooes. 8l8t ~
OOD81c1er the s~ta:N of 8001&1 1DatituUona . . _n .. c11ffereat
111 wh10b the econoa1o a:a4 soc1al orga.D1zation 1s exper1en0e4 by.
8D4 1Dcorporatec1. v1th1n theiDd1T1c1ual~ Thus, vheD the .xam1nation i •

.-S

1D41'f"1dual level of social PB1'obology', 1t 1_ am.
that relates tho_ variable. which 8ft UDder .tud7 to the

.~ OR . .

_

111

a.,.

"ft:doua aspeots of real world oammn 1 0ation phenomena.
It 1s within this tramework that this studT v11l attempt to
..-rate 8D .integrative model tor COIIIInlDications research that 0811
saJ,de such an approach. The a.sumption made is that a transdiscip11D&7
5
approach will result in social research that is ot greater relevance

\

to the real vorld situations in which cvmmmnicatioDB occur. Althoush
taetors on ODe level ot 8D8l7s1. a:re not expected to 'be reducl . able to
others, 1Uld.erl.yiDg trends or tendencies that relate the OOIIIIDUn1cation
'etteots' to its context IIII18t 'be 8Dtioipated.

,
.

.; ,

,

5. !raDs41so1pl1Dar7 _tancla in opposition to the mul ti41soipl1Dar7
. approach in which research into various d1sci~lines. are. aggregated
topther, aDd the interdisciplinary' approach {see Halloran, 1968)
in wh1cb 'tiber. is 8D inteZ'-relatioDship drawn from the interplq
ot various areas UDder study, As R.L.Ackott(l969) states I "b7
'. integration I do not mean a synthesis ot reaul ts by' 1Ddepen4entlT
oonducted UD1d1scipl1Dary' studies, but rather results obtained
from studies in the process ot which disc.)ipl1.na:r)r perspectives
have been synthe.ized••••• integratioD clur1ng the pert01'lD8DC8 ot

research".

!he transd1ciplinary' approach utillzes a unifYing theoretical.
framework·to organiH the synthesis ·ot knowledge from various
41scipl1Des, tor example pneral .,..t. . theo17 as expla.1Ded
b.r Laazlo(1912).
.
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Communica.~1on

and the Social System

Baoent emphasi. bT BOoio1ogl..ts and p87Qho1ogl..t. alike baa
been Civen to the notion that re&11t7 i. soo1all.7 oonstructed, and
kDov1e. aoo1al17 der1:nd and interpreted. !!his view entaUs that
the Oommmioation process is intr1DSioal.l7 inte%'WOftn viti- the total1t7
ot the social t~o. aDd an 1Dd1viclual. aeDSe ot re&11t7 is derived
to a g:L'8at extctJt.... ~ oamm'oated exper1enoe. :B7 1apUoation, this
PI'OPta$.tion hllbU8bta t1w zelat1oD8h1p between the structure ot BOcie.
ancl the stru.otue and flow ot comnn1Dications. Although IIlfIDT inatitutioD8
aad situations (schoo'].s, church, tamUy) are ult1lDately' 1Dvolved in the
4et1D1tioJl of the 'sense ot re&11v' in a culture,the II&8S media ot
OOIIIlUDioatl.on baTe been a1Dg1ed out tor tithe part pllQ'ed ••• in ahap1Dg
of JJ141Y14u&1 _ ooUective oonsciowme8s"(Ger1mer 1972). BordeDatreng
(1'72) in YiewiDg ~ B%Ow1Dg debate. aboat mecU.a reters to this as the
'problem ot the social role ot the media'. Although tev would disagree "
vith Gerbner's position that the media are related to the overall
oba.nge in sooial relationships in a shared context ot culture, the
debate oontinues about the nature ot that relationship.
Certa1nly most would admit, as Gerbnor(1972) ola1mst that the
ass production ot symbols aDd messages al. tars the IlIymboUo envirouaent"
1i1 a culture. However, a. Murdook(l974) has pointed out, it i. one thing
to assert that there i8 a dominant meaning 81'stem, and another to
deJDonstrate how it works. He goes on to 8&Y' that contact vith the II&8S
media "tor !DOst people oonstitutes
their maiD source
ot intomation
..
.
about, and exp18ll&tioDs ot,social and political. processes", and be
pzooeeds to cr1tio1ze the interpretive frameworks that the media do
provide. Izm1s(1951),wbo vas early to examine the 1mpaots ot
OODIIIIUD1oation technologl.es,argu,ed that the "relative emphas1a on time
or apace will imply' a bias ot sigrdticance to the culture in wh1 ph it i.
-bedded". McLuban(1964) vas to elaborate thi8 argument with a particular
eaphas1s OD the impact ot television. GerbDer(1973) in pointing out; that
telev18iOD has ita own "space, time, geograpb7 and ethnograpby" within
the programme content ot the _~haa extended the notiOD ot oul tural.
bias to include both the nature ot the media and ita oontent. !1'0 the

~. that

lao." people acquire 1nf'ozmation in .oo.ial subjeot8 from the

~den'tal

tzea1aent ot them in the Mdia, then the i8sue. oentering
&Wand telev1e1oD'. role are DOt o~ that television i8 an enential
pa.r1; in tile 8001&1 oon.traction ot zealit7, but that it provide.
a transtODl&tioD of that zeal1t7 as well. In oonclusion to a b1atorioal
oYem.ev ot the . . . mecU.a., Sohraua(l960) haa dravD attention to 'what
\. baa bean at the MIlUoe of' the oontrcmtr&y' over the 11&88 media - their
zelaUonab1p to all authoritarian di8tribution of ooannni cation, and to
poUtioal . .,.. . ., subsamecl within the pattems of ownership and oonuol
otthe ae4l&. tie, vhenooupled with what Roger lh'own(1970) termed the
"OODOept of the isolated, UD1"e8tra1Ded, atomized and po8sibly 8DOIIli.c
1ncU.viduala, le.; ,to the emphasis in Mdia research c.n persuasion by'
the mass _dia aDd to attitude change. A.s LasweU(1960) &r8Q8d, reseU'Ohers
became "awa:re of the strategio sign1f'ioBDCe of' a:r8DaS ot power :-liT· centrol
of OOIDUD1oatiou-, and this vas majn17 viewed in terms of the "aDagement of oonective attitudes by'manipulating aignitiC8l1t symbolsa.
, . auxiet70ver the oontrol of the media)a8 Lazartield and Merton(1960),
pointed out, was in relaticnship to the large interest groups (political
,or eoonomic) that came to shape this role. Mi1l8(1968) added to this

'.

his fears :th&t the media performed this role without being aware of'
its 1nf'luenoe, and to a great extent this holds true tor its audiences
as well(DaV87 Committee 1970). A crucial dilemma with regards to telev1s1on~
then, is that it not only provides a transf'omation ot re8l.1 t7, but
it does so, by' and large, without awareness. A large portion ot this
transfomation is the standardized and f'omalized 'world of' television' vh1ch
becomes the dom11l81Jt image of real1ty (Murdock 1974).
!fh1s ooaoern with the· relationship of' the media to the power
stmcture of' &IV' sooiety, and to the various economio, social and
})Olitioal interest groups that had a potential to oontrol i t,baa lead.
to two factors that are emphasized in the debate. The f'irst, of conoern
to the sooial psycholOgist, was an interest in propaganda and the
PB10h0logioal process of attitude chaDge(persuasion) that baa pre-ooov.p1ed
IIlUCb of the research ef'torts in this field. The second, emphaa1zed moreby sooiologists and political. sOientists,haB been a concern with the
processes of' ,distributmn of lntomation wi thin sooiev, especially
information about real world events relevant to the politiCal deoision

-

pm_ss, aDd. hence DlLtaral.l:T to the DSWII. It it wee true, aa Skom1a
(1965) ol.a1ma, that "p1bl1o op1DiOD can be tabricated by those who
control the meelia", tbeIl a lack ot ~cks in the control ot the neva
,aed1a.'slJOV8r is an important question with1D &DT modem deIIIooraq.
What ,this entails thaD, is ,that these two trameworka tor rega.rd.1Dg
the COJaUd.oatJ.oa process, al'tbouBh, rare17 studied toeether (HoQUu
1972) . .t be reprded in tandem. !rhe persuasibillty' ot an 1nd1v.ldual
member ot aD audience is dependent upon those dimensions ot inf'ODDation
oontzol that media apno.1.s utUize in their transposing ot real world
events into D8Y8.
I
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" !he 1'01e of tel~I.I1OD _ . in a aoo1e• .vI11~!1.'" lt~lt
all a clemooraGJ' 1_ 01 the peateat iaporiaDoe. J.aGroombridp(1971)
•

I

" ' , ,

'_:.
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.

points out, as tbe ~Q1't7 01 a ~eN 1Doi'eaaea, ••Oft ooapla
intozmation ls .eeleel tbroqbout that soole" tor UD4erataDd
aQcl
"48olsion lDaldng. In cleJIoonol.-, tben~ where elective choice 1188D8
adequate intormation for auoh cleola1on -kine, the proceaa aDd.
orgrmizations 1nvolveelin the distribution of that intomatipn are
" flm48JDental.. If one were to asSQ1D8 that the 1'01e of television is
that 01 a persuaaive aDd. 1mpa.otful. il8d1a, then care ought to be
taken to pavent 1nd1vidual- and large interest groups t1'OJD ID8Dipulatmg
television D8V8 in their interest. If on the other hand careful.
regulation of the mecU.a prevented ncb expUcit manipulation of the
"dia, one II1gbt still be conoerned about the unintentional bias
of the orsam.zations that oontrol the media, and present the
dominant image of reality (Mardock 1914). Even 11', as Malo~(1913)
areues1 the real. powr of television news is not expressed as -"
\

d1rect control over political contents, but merely in the maintena.noe
of l~ge audiences integral to the economic &ystea which impUes,J
as Nordenstreng(1972) asserts, that "the cultural perspective is
1UlVitt1ngly borne out through the Dews", then the role ot television
news ls still of concern. In fact, the 'chang'e' aDd 'mirror' roles
mq well both cha:raoterize the potential of the news media to cha:Dge
,"
ael frame some attitudes, and reintorce others. The extent to which
either is appropr.tate can only be discerned when the pa:rt that news
'broadcasting plays in foming people's view of the real world, aDd.
in shaping their judgements ot it, is fIlrther detailed.
Lipmann11960) vas early to point out "that whatever we believe
to be a tme pioture, we treat it as it it were the environment itself".
In its' :relatively short lite as a medium, television has r.tsen to a
POSition of dom1nmC8 in providing audiences with intomation about
the 'real world'. In a 8U.1'V81' reported in the Observer(1975) almost
7~ ot h ito~s questioned reported that the,. relied on television
as their main source ot iDtomation about 'what's going on in the world'.
Several Amer.tcan surYe71S haft reported similar tigares (Boper 1971),

aDd tbe

DIn7 CoDalttee(1910) report .1I'Ii1'eaeea

the degree

to whiah

CaDa41aD audience. o~ telnia10n regard it. news u:a cred1ble
aDd complete piotu:J.oe:of eftllt. 1n the world. The conclusion tbat
we IIq qa.1ckl7 dzay tor all o~ the.. 001UltrJ.e8 ia the po8aib1l1t7
television neva baa become the. major aDd mo8t bel!eved aauoe
ot 1Dtoma.tion abollt moat Jd.nds ot real world .Yent8.

-.,t

'.0.,

-,

!he 8tartliD8 feature ot such 8tudies is that the78ft
iD4er.peD48Dt ot the "I'83!'1iD« _tees ot the 1nst!tutioDal ~ta
tor television neva hIoa40a8t1Dg that extst 1n the .. three countrie••
J'arthe1'tDOre, 1n their depeDdenoe upon te~a1on Deva, audiacea do
DOt sea to ditterentiate between the tnMt of media orgaDization that
~~tro18 its production aDd broadcaatiDg. Whereas 1n CazIada and 1lritain,
i ,.' _ the 87st8ll8 ot broadoaat1Dg JD1x 01'0YD oorporations withprivate

,.'

,

enterpriae organization8, the AmericBD 87stem can be rega;rded as consist·
. 1Dg ot ooaeroial broadcasting only'. lIcnnrter, re~eas ot whether
the Organisational.· 80als ot the broadcaster is to produce corporate
protits, or topertorm public service", "the DeYS they produce 1s
1'8garded 'b7 the audiences as equally unbiased and credible, and watched
with similar uncritical interest. Whether this indioatea the auocess ot
the commercial 87stem or the tailure of the publio networks has 7et to
be aS88s88d.
Although the threat of televisionlgrowitlg power has resulted
in mechanisms of control tor the media in all oountries, we ~ led
to the question posed 'b7 Skorn1a(1965) of whether "the proper
inatituti0naJ. tra.vork and control mechan1sms for the essential
ooDnlUl1oationa .flmctions have been found'" lI1stori~ the institutional
aanotiona that ~de the framework for shaping the power of television
news vere tho.. developed around. the press, and later radio. For instazJce
in Amerioa)as Helody(1973) points out, "the verT concept ot democr&07
has been inexorably' linked to a beliet in the need for the treedoJl aDd
integrl't7 ot the press and III&SS media". !he American model ot 'freedom
of the press', which 60vems policies tor neva diSflA1ll1D&tio~as_8
that ID&ZI7 compet1Dg voices tor the neva audience will a8sure aD unbiased
&r&d helle8t coverage 'b7 the private corporate intere8ts that control the
media. !his p1aoes a baa.". emphasis on the reactions of the aucl1ence
beibg ted back d11'8ct17 to the neva producers. In add1 tion the regulatozo.y

'.

-171tOntzol b7 the hdenl OtAaIDjcationa Commission (FCC) requifts
the Jmel:1caD proprammem 1;0 cover all substantial 'Viewpoints on isstaes
of public importance wi thin the bounds of the fairness doctr1De
(ChiBIII8:Q·1973). In contrast, the institutional ~ts for
b.roadoasting in Oanada aDd. l3r1 ta.1n structure the competitien between
.
'public and private broadcast' DeWorks. The public broadcastiDg orgaDizations are cha;rged with fulfilling tbe tanctions of 1n1'ol.'DliDg aDd.
~

educating the public, and as crown corporations to tunctiDn in the
public interest 1ndependaDtly- of the political powers. Similar to the
Jmericrm system, & poliey ot due impartialit7 f'or the COV8rBB8 of
political and inch1atr1al issues is demanded of' both publio and prJ.vate
brOadcasters.
The presence of 1nstitutional. mechanisms for cont1'Ol of D8V8

broadcasting does not in itself insure that these mecbaDisms work
in the ~ they- are intended. Does & mixed broadcasting &y'stea in fact
produce DeWS that is more responsible? ~Does the competition for audieD08s "eDhsnce the responsibilit7 of the broadcaster, or diminish the diff'erences
between DeWS produced in public and private broadcasting organizations?
Given both the importance and credibili t7 of' television news for the
public, such questions mq help to detemine whether the proper
institutions f'or broadcastiDg have been found. Parker(1973) has called
upon social scientists to commence research that will help to determine
8UCh issues. As he suggests, the 'assessors' of cODllll1Ulication
technologies have a major social obligation simply' because of the vast
implications of these technologies. Such research will not be forth
oom1ng from the media agencies ~lve.. As Halloran(1968) has pointed
outJ it is they- that have most to lose from exactiDg public scmti1:lT, aDd
althoUSh they- undertake much research, it is usually- of a practical
nature in terms of' the organization goals, and frequently' kept secret.
(presumabq for competitive reasons). Balloran(1968) points out that
SUCh reseR'Ch must involve the whole comrmmication process inclucl1ng
the Production process, the content of the media, and the audiences
reaction - viewing the DeWS wi thin the social context and as a social
process. This means focusiDg attention on the actual DeWS senices
Provided, and the features of those services which mq be 1Dlportant
tor attitude chal.Ige. In this W8¥ the researcher can take his place as
an important component in the process of assessiDg the media. If the ..

i .
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Pft8S .1. 1ihe watchdog to%' the puh11C. then let media ftaeamb be a

l-ab. em the vatohdoC. It is PftCiee17 .1n l:eepoDSe to a Deed 1m: 8I1Ch
_88a'rCh that special 00JDII1tteea OIl the mass lIledia have been set up
.t.a lh'1ta.11.t., Oma4a, aD4 t.a. .1JB over tbe laat ten JUZ'II.
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As l7e(1962.) . . no1lecl, the aal.781s ot 0CWIWV!1catJ.cma
pbenomen,. J!equ1»ee a

tz.e_* that lbuts acmss aDd p1'OT.1des a lJ.Dk

between .~ ob~eot1ve 8Ooiologloal'and ecGDOII1o problema baaJ.o 110

-.01"0-

anal.Tsis, aD4 ~ 1Nll3eotive pvoholo&lo4l problems ot lIi~s·.
He urses the adoption of a unified tramewoJ.'k or perspective, _tber
than a mul ti-discip] U&1!'T one . when uncierta.ldng such research into

•

CODIDlWlication p!»nomena. Social PB7cholog, DAturall.7 standhlg at the
. interface between pqo.bololD' and sociolog, should have conhonted this
issue of a general. COJJIID'U'f cation model that could 'be.applied acmss
tbevarious levels of ooamn1 cation analysis. Instead, as Amistead
(1974) has pointed out, this field is split between PS70h0logical aDd
sooiologioal sooial PB70h0lc8'Y'. The result of this' split, and the
subsequent lack of a unityiDg theoryt oan be vi messed 'b7 the varicus
approaches taken by research into DeWS broadcasting. Most studies of the
news have been isolated investigations into various components of the
news broadcasting process and its effects. These include. cultural
factors (MoLuhan 1964, WUliams 1974), the organizations of DeWS
broadcasting (Epstien 1974, :Breed 1960), television DeWS content (Frank

1973, Lemert 1974), and the processing of the news by receivers (FiDdahl
et al 1969). This research, al though isolated in its approach, has olarified
the parameters of news anal.ysis, and identified the levels on which the

anal.ysis must take place. As such,. theY' can be used as the basis tor
4efining the com.ponents ot a general model that can be used in the
aaa.lysis of II&8S media coDllllUDioation (see Fig. 1.1). And;yet a tJ:aD8. 41soipliJlary' approach IllUst also provide a single organizing f'raIDewoJ.'k
that allows for a synthe81s of these various levels ot anal.ysis.
Xodels, theories or examples on which to base a transdisciplJ.na.r.r
approach to DeWS broadcasting are very few. Pl.'obab17 the most successful
and acoeptable approach i8 the 'oase stuq' method, in which the covemge
of a single news event is s1mul taneousl7 exam:l ned at all levels of
CODIIInDlication anal.y's1s. ~ this vq the research is integrated bY' a
tocus on a spe01fio inatallce - a ozuoible - in which all factors are
witnessed topther. The Halloran et al (1970) si;uq ot the DeWS OOftrap
of a demonstration i. illustrative ot the usetalness of this approach.

.1fovever, the ....." ze8011rM8 Deeded fOJ: t i . ~ ... be1oa4
the capaciti8. of . . l1Dale researoheJ:, and c1epeD4 on tbe avaUabW t7

.ot a· tea.
In tb.is a._nation, aD altemaUTe approach has been a40pted
wbicb attempts to pJIO'9'1de ImOther method of a.ch1eviDg a 81J1thesi.

~mss

the Ta:r1ous leTel. of- IUl8l.7si8 that 1Dtluenoe the mY. proce8S.

It 1s suggested here that a sultableconceptual link that reveal.
1D1Clerly1ng patteme at the various levels of the model . . . proride
auch an integrat1Te fooua. ~ tba present research the UD1f7lDg

tbame 18 baaed on the aJ,mple postulate that the audio-visaalDatu1"e

of the television teolmology is a cmcial feature in the dpamics
of the colllllND1oation pm08.8 of television 118W8. !fhe UDr&V81lJ.Dg

ot

the 1Japl1oatioDB of thi8 postulate vUl be the basis upon vh1ch

this di.sertationprooeed8.
In performing this IUl8l.7sis, a

dist1nctio~

SDggested by'
Gerbner(1973) was aleo found usef'ul.. He pointed out that integratiTe
oomrmlnioations research should be oriented to both the !nstitutional.
&Del the Cultivation prooesses that take place within a mass co1llDW11oation

qstem. .The, !nstitutional prooess inoludes those factors wi thin the
cultural and organizational settings in which news in produoe4 and
cti.stributed, which 1ntluence the oharaoter of the message~ The
Cultivation prooess, entails the individual and sooial factors which
determine what happens to the message once broadcast. The beneti ts that
',,(

accrued from adopting this framework were two-told. and are revealed
1n the,part Bl;ra.oture of the dissertation. Firstly, it provided the
element of direotionalit7 in the DiOdel for Em&l.yzing the news process.
!his meant in Part One tracing the determination of the message system,
hom the cultural context, through the organization, to the message i teel!
as a desCripticn ot the oultivation process. Part II loota at the
oultivation process, examining the message system, and tracing its
intluence on the individ\1al and 80cial levels in tems ot how J18V8
iaassimilated back into the oul ture. It is this latter point that i8
alated to the second beneti t of this die ~in~tion, that is' the
reCOgnition that the mass media communication system baa a built-in
feedback loop. The individual viewer is both the receiver ot messages
,..t part ot the cultural context that detemines the production ot the
news. For this reason the anal.y'sis ct the cultural context must include

.

/

-21the audience dynamio as a detera1DaDt vi thin the InatitutionaJ. Process.
!be struotu.re of the Chapters· follove the anal.7ais of the

audio visual charaote:r of the DeWS tbl.'ougb. the various ·levels p:r8'9:I.ousl,identified. It begiDa vi th an 8D8lya1a of the histo:d.oal and cultu:ral
context in which televia10n develops, and the implications tbat visual(
.
ization vi thin this med.im enta.Ued fo:r the tom of television neva, and
it. oredibillt7. Chapte:r , follows the f'o:rces sene:rated with1n the
cul tu:raJ. context to tbei:r expression vi~ the broa.dcastirlg organization
itself.;. Hen again, the andio-visual nature of the tecll!lology and the
task structure for news produc;;ion, are examined as detel'ltinants of the
tomat and contents for ~ws. Chapter 4 1D1dertaltes to analyze the
. Dewa as an audio visual message B7stea.l both as a means ot testing to:r
the 1.nfiuences of various oul tural and organizational variables, and.
to taoilitate the analy'sis of the effects of Jl9W8 broadcasting on 'Viewers.
The anal,-sis of the processing of the news mes~ takes place in Chapters
5 and 6. :Both the audio-visual nature of the message tranGlllitted. and.
the importance of visual as well as oral linguistic intomat1on processes
are considered, to discover what the implications of the audio-visual
oharacter of the news messages are. Overall, the argument sustained is
tbat the audio-visual oha.raote~ of the news message is an impOrtant
explanatory' dimension of the broadcaet1Dg of television news.

Fig lJ.:

A model of the News Broadcasting Process
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TWO
THE CULTURAL CONTEXT AND THE GROWTH
AND CREDIBILITY Ol TELEVISION NEWS
C~PTER

I

Introduction
~

This chapter will consider the evolution of the social role of
television news. This role is regarded as emerging at the confluence
of several factors; those inherent in the nature of the technology
itself, in the institutional arrangements 1 in which this technology
developed, and in the culture,of the SOCiety including the audiences
for'the various media and their content.. At the centre of this
analysis is the audio-visual character of the information transmitted
by television. It is the interplay of this fact with other cultural
factors that seems to have resulted in two major cultural trends.
The first is the ever increaSing importance of television in the
,
processes of symbolic communication. The second, a growing dependence
of audiences upon television news for defining the nature and workings '
of reality.
The analysis of the emergence of the form of tel~vision news
and i~s audience use patterns draws attention Simultaneously to a
number of features of the cultural context. Television news, as only
one programme type within the medium, is influenced by the social
forces that determine the role for the medium in general. These
include the political, economic and organizational interests ~hat
have come to influence both the development of the technology and its
use in SOCiety. At the same time, TV news arises as one form of
journalism, within expectations and institutions, genres of reporting
and audience use pattern~which are well established in other media.
A major feature of this journalistic form, is its 'reality-oriented'
emphasis on current information. As well, television news emerges
within the context of the changing dispositions of audiences for
information, as'they choose and consume contents on these various
media and incorporate the use of the communication media within the
activities of their daily lives.
1

The concept of institutional arrangements being used here'is the
broad one suggested by MeloJy (1973). This concept includes the
legal, political)~nb~~ and organizational structures as veIl as their
internalization within the perceptions, expectations and attitudes of
the society.

Jh1s relationship between the development of the specific
media form of television news and the various forces at work in the
cultural context is made more complex by the nature of communication
med.ia, whose role is to communicate and interpret that cultural
environment to itself. In this way both the medium and the content
(
..
are cultural messages. Given the interrelated nature of these factors,
there may be a danger in a simple cause and effect explanation of the
growth in television and its cultural effects (Baumann 1972, Smythe
1972). Although there is a considerable literature on the broader
80c1al factors and. their relationship to television as an .emerging
mass medium (SChramm 1960, McL~ 1966), this 1iterature'has been
criticized for its emphasis upon either the nature of the specific
technology, or upon the features of the mass culture (Groombridge 1974).
Williams (1974) has demonstrated an approach that elucidates the
.. poss1bi11 ties of a number of middle ground posi t'ions between c1).l tural
and technological determinism. He also points out that very few
attempts have been made to examine these factors as they influence
the development of specific media forms. To do so, demands that
attention be given to factors within the general culture that determine television's role ~d its differentiation from other media, as
well as those that specifically relate the forms of television news
to other information processes and media of neva dissemination.
. !he task of this Chapter is to provide a brief overview of the
cultural context in which the form of television news developed and
in which the organizations of TV news broadcasting operate, as determinants of news broadcasting process. Since the audio-visual basis
of the television tech~ology is a constant, a cross-cultural comparison
can be useful for determining the way different institutional arrangements and cultural dispositions come to influence the form of television
news. To the extent that such factors are determinants of news
broadcasting, then differences in them should result in differences
in television news contents. In this study, the comparison will be
made between Britain, Canada and the United States. These countries
provide an interesting test case for assessing both the impact of
different policy and institutional frameworks for the media in
countries that have similar cultural and economic interests operating
'as" vell as
parallel patterns in the developing role of' television
news.

-26Section 2.1
!he Growth of Television
!he growth and acceptance of television as a new communication
.
.
medium within modern industrial societies has been astonishingly
rapid (Weiss 1969, DeFleur 1966). Within twenty five years of its
introduction to the general public, the television receiver had
found its way into over 9~ of British homes, and over 97% of hOl),,'1eh,olds :iIi North America. Williams (1974) has attributed the swiftness
of diffusion of television to several latent cultural factors, from
which he draws emphasis to the growing isolation of the nllclear
family within the privitized home, the free market economies, and
various institutional arrangements and dispositions that had been
developed around other communication media. Bogart (1960) in an
earlier examination of the growth of televiSion in the US pointed to
the general affluence; and the growing consumption~oriented economies
, linked to advertizing, with its concentration of populations in urban
areas. Baumann (1972) as well, has,stressed the market-oriented basis
of capitalist economies and the way it provides the economic logiC
for television's role. In addition, Nakanishi (1963) has noted the
importance of an increase in leisure time made available across the
population within industrializing nations as an important demand made
upon television.
The combination of these various broad cultural dispositions
certainly laid the groundwork for the rapid diffusion of television
in these societies. However, as Williams (1974) and Bogart (1960)
have both pointed out, the development of the technologies of reception
and bro~dcasting preceeded any egtablished use or role for the medium.
Determined initially by the economics of manufacturing the receiver sets,
large scale distribution of receiver sets depBllq.ed U'poll finding a desirable
content for television. Although the media's first role was
to sell itself as a consumer durable; 'in doing so it became heavily ,
dependant upon the models of programming extant in the press, on radio
and in the ctne~a, to establish a desirable content.
In fact, the logic of programming choice was Simple. Attractive,
exotic and entertaining programdle(\Vould draw audiences to t~le new medium.
Wherever such desirable programming was found, it would be adapted to
the medium-desirability being defined in terms of the programmes' ability
to draw audiences. However, once people had. acquired television se~s,
other' interests~re focused on the new medium. The media itself became
a means of delivering large audiences to such interests that 'viShed to

-'Z7communicate to them. This included advertisers, producers of
programming, media professionals, politicians, governments and
. public interest groups. The rapidity of the mediums growth attests
to the complimentarity of interest of both the producers of the
technology and those that saw advantage in it as a communication
medium.
A spt9c181 feature of the technological base of the television
medium was of specific -vorth
to the advertising interests. As
many media theorists have noted, the broadcast teChnologies have an
inherent capacity to disseminate the same message Simultaneously
over a large spatial area, while mainta~ing centralized control
over a unidirectional flow of in~ormation. To the advertiser the
implications of this feature of the technology in terms of market
penetration offered by a national network system were considerable.
Additionally, the design of the 'receiver end' of the television
technology was to facilitate its acceptance within the hbme. This
~ied the medium to the leisure time structure of the viewers, and
the privitized family-oriented environment of the household (Shulman
1971, Williams 1974). This assured the advertiser of direct access
to an 'everyman' audience, yet to a degree structured the viewing
cycles of the audience segmented by the daily life-style patterns.
These features of the broadcast technology, also typical of radio,
were improved upon by television with the addition of the imagistic
dimension of the television message, which meant engaging the eye
as well as the ear in the communication process. As Schwartz (1972)
has pointed out, radio was in essence a background medium. Sound,
by becoming part of the environm6nt itself, allowed for the continuation of other forms of daily activity. TeleviSion, on the other
hand, also demanded visual concentration for proper message reception,
binding the viewer to the screen and interfering with most other
forms of activity. Television viewing was in itself a complete
activity. The 'visualization' capacity of the television technology
was important in attracting advertising interests to the medium, by
enabling more attractive programming and increasing the attention
of the viewer to the message.
The underlying economic dynamic of the commercial broadcaster
is the advertisers' need for large identifiable audiences.- Although
advertising is not the major broadcast content (10-15% air-time) it
is the major revenue for the commercial broadcasting organi;ation.
The advertiser's interest in proven audiences enhanced the broadcaster's

I

search for attractive programming. It also structured into the
guidance of the programming-audience relationship the processes of
. constant monitering of those audiences. Currently, all major broadcast organizations utilize this inf~rmation on a continual basis.
fhe basic unit of data is the number of te1evisi.on sets or persons
tuned to any particular programme (Skornia 1965, Laird 1966, :&mnet
1972). ThiB information has become the basic means of assessing
and evaluating programming, and for adjusting the programme outpu~. of
the networks with the receptivity of the audiences. Lohisse (1973)
has pointed out the cyclical na:ture of the programming-audience
relationship as being essential to the medium's growth and to the
development of its programming form. The process he outlined includess
the medium selecting its audience, the audience selecting th~ medium,
and the audience selecting within media between networks for contents.
If television produces a program type that in 8.udience terms not
only draws viewers to the medium, but defines a particular type of
content as desirable by their use, then that type of programme will
become a part of regular programming. Further, it will define a
programme type for a particular proven market segment of the audience.
In this way the broadcast organizations were able, by responding to
market forces, to generate the expectations within the culture, that
what television audiences really wanted and needed was entertainment
(Brown 1970, Shulman 1971, Skornia 1965). Audience studies, such as
Stiener's (1963) confirmed these expectations. Hence_.the major role that
became defined for television was that of a...'1 entertainment media;.
~tertaining programming both sold the media, wld provided it with the
continual audiences needed for economic survival.
The consequences of these.processes, however, go beyond the
mere diffusion of television and its preeminence as an entertainment
medium, to the establishment of the very structure of the relationship
between the broadcasters and audience; and to the dependence upon
audience appeal for the definition of programming success in terms
of this audience appeal. Although it may be argued that these trends
.are more observable in the commercial-only broadcasting system of
the United States, the amplification in the consumption of television's
audio-visual contents is common to all three cultural settings, with
daily averages of television viewing in excess of three hours. This
may well be the point where televiewing can be said to dominate the
non-working activities of most persons waking lives, and underlines
I

the Singular success ·of television'S selling of itself.

-29T.hese factors that operated upon television as a medium, were
also to exhert some influence on the growth of television news. If
a market for television could be created, then the corollary, as
Skornia (1965) pointed out, could also'be true that, "a market for
news items, like that for products can either be created or not
created." T~e shaping of the role of television news was determined
by the S8./11e audience based factors that governed television programming as a whole - that is, the ability to attract or maintain a
viewer to the media and, more specifically, to a particular network.
~o the extent that television news as an information service is not
incompatible with these other audience based trends essential to the
medium's growth, it is acceptable within the programming of the medium.
Epstien (1974) has argued that it was precisely through such a developmental cycle .of· programme modification that an entertainment oriented
form emerged in the news. Increasing acceptance of the news by
.,
audiences, lead to increasing producer effort, and hence to further
modifications in the news format, w~ich resulted in increased preference by audiences. Over the period of television's growth, the news
programme has developed from short and quickly read. bulletins
to major prime time productions, with the news service absorbing
considerably more of the broadcast budget than is proportional to its
airtime (Epstien 1974, BBe Handbook 1973).
The implications of the constant demand on the viewer's attentj.on
in order to maintain the .audience for the network, were translated to
the news programme. If the visual dimension of television would
attract viewers to the screen, the visual dimension of televisi.on
news would have to be sufficient to keep th~m watching. Vizualization
for establishing news as an attractive programme was an import~~t
aspect of its development and was quickly grasped by the producers
and broadcasters. As Reuvan Frank is quoted as saying, the "television channel ••• doesn't allow its audience respite or selectivity
in the flow of news it is watching - the only alternative being to
switch channels - in theory every news ~ep~rt must continually
.
.
2
interest its audience."
The growth in the length and budget for the
news broadcast is paral:te.1Qij by the development of a compatible
visual programme form for the news.
2As quoted in Epstien, E.
Vintage Books, 1974.

News From Nowhere: television and the news.

.-30Section 2.2
~e Institutionalization of Television News
Although the general conditions underlying the rapid diffusion
of television receivers were comparable in the US, Britain and Canada,
the processes underlying the development and control of programme
production and broadcasting technologies were different, reflecting
differences in the institutional environment in which the television
medium was introduced. A.s Melody (1973) has commented, "in most
instances, today's technologies are being forced to accommodate almost
completely to the power structure iQherent in our established institutional arrangements." The patterns of use and the formats for news - ....
for responsibility in information services - were already well established
in television'S major predecessors, radio and the press. Already
ownership, organizational control, legislation and guiding ideologies,
norms and professional practices had been established for these media.
In addition, contents and formats, as well as audience use patterns,
were firmly entrenched. Television not only had to be assimilated
into this context, but as well ,instigated a process of change in which
many of these institutions were to accommodate to television as well.
In the United States, television developed in an institutional
framework which prescribed that the media develop under the broad
aegis of the notion of freedom of the press. Although this entailed,
to a degree,the 'responsibility of the broadcasters to provide an
1nrormation serVice, it did so in a context where government regulation
was unable to interfere in their definitions of what this responsibility was, as long as it followed the broad guidelines understood by
fairness.
American televiLion broadcasting, like radio before it, followed
the model of the press as a private business charged with the public
interest. This generated certain obligations for the broadcasters to
provide a news serVice, in order to be seen as acting in the public,
as well as private interest. Like the press as well, television's
basis of revenue was to be the sale of advertiSing time, either by
the station or the network. To insure the public interest,regulation
of the medium was established in a federal agency, the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), with its sole means of control determined by its power over the licencing of the broadcast stations. As
Melody (1973) has pointed out, the FCC has never really had a policy
baned on public or social objectives, and the nature of its control
mechanism precluded any direct influence over content or format.
Siebert (1960) has argued that the underlying assumptions of the
American broadcasting system, was really an expansion of the notion
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principle was intended to insure the 'widest possible dissemination
of information from diverse sources, as a condition of a free society.
What in fact it insured was that competition for the control of the
distribution of ideas and information would be regulated only by the
organizational
place. As the Davy
.
l and economic laws of the market
_
Committee(1970) was to note, the notion of diverse and responsible
voices may well violate the simple laws of economics. Rather thar!
diversity, the major trend has been increasingly to large scale
organizational monopolies over the broadcasting technologies by the
networks. (Skornia 1965, Brown 1972, W~lliams 1966). For the American
situation this has entailed the reduction of television's voices to
three private enterprise network based organization$.
Although regulation and control of the media was assumed to
be' done by the demands of the audience in the market place, the
broadcasters themselves, reacting to a growing perception that the
potential power of the medium for social and political influence
might lead to greater government interference, adopted a policy of
self-regulation in terms laid out in a broaacasting code. The code
mentions the responsibility of the broadcaster to the public, but
phrases it in such a way as to make its impact, that.of keeping
television less obtrusive politically.and less controversial. It
did this by incorporating many of the FCC's guidelines for information
broadcasting generated in the fairness doctrine, which is designed to
provide fair coverage of controversial issues. By applying the
prinCiple of fairness in their own terms the networks have been able
to avoid external control. As Johnson (1973), himself a member of
the FCC states, the confused nature of the doctrine's legal status
and its lack of specificity in defining fairness prevent it from
being used to regulate the industry. Rather, it remains up to the
networks to interpret the doctrine for themselves, and regulation of
the industry proceeds more in terms of the demands of its audiences,
as perceived by the broadcasters than by any external agency.
In Britain the development of television broadcasb08 took place
within a different institutional framework. With the early development of a vigorous national press (Williams 1914) and possibly to a
degree because of it, in 1921 the first charter for radio broadcasting
was given to the BBC~ Radio broadcasting was to be done in the 'public
interest' by an independent Crown Corporation, which was ultimately ,
only responsible to parliament.

The model for broadcasting, used and

-32developed under the Reithian regime, which became known as the BBC
ethos, was a multi-channel approach.

Radio would broadcast as an

authoritative and informed arbiter with an independent voice to the
various segments and interest groups that made up British society
(Groombridge 1972, Hood, 1972). Finance for the medium was
established via a grant 'from parliament levied on the use of the
I

receiver

~ets.

In 1932, television was included in the Royal Charter

of the BBC, but it wasn't until 1954 and the Television Act that
commercial television was created.
As a major change from radio's institutional framework, the
advent of commercial TV created the ~as!s of the mixed broadcasting
system currently typical of Britain.

Under the Independant Television

Authority, commercial television was charged with legal responsi'bility
to the public interest, with various mechanisms for assessing this
responsibility. As Hood (1972) argues, the most important r.esponsibility of the commercial liscenceeis for the provision of broadcasting services disseminating info~ation, education and entertainment.

Not only,then is the ITA bound to provide a news service, but

instructed to observe 'impartiality as respects to current public
policy.' Similarly in its oharter the BBC is likewise bound to
information broadcasting with due impartiality.
Although the situation in Britain differs from the United States
in that both public and private broadcasting corporations have strong
policies for information services; there are also similarities with
the audience based dynamic of American Broadcasting.

Commercial

television in Britain, as in the US, is dependant upon the sale of
advertising time for its revenue. A tension is created between the
commercial broadcaster who is dependant upon audience appeal for his
revenue, and the public broadcaster dependant upon his five-yearly
grant from parliament.

In order to be seen to be discharging its

duty to public service properly, the BBC has to show that it can
compete with the private broadcasters for audiences. With the minority
an,d specialist audiences catered for by th~ second channel, competition
for the large audiences developed between the public and private
broadcasters, and audience research statistics are used in away not
dissimilar to the American situation.

As Shulman (1971) and Hood

(1972) have both noted, this has become the major feedback mechanism
to the broadcast organisations. The dynamiCS of this system are
possibly a more controlled version of the factors that influence
commercial broadcasting in the US.

Williams (1974) in his comparison

-3.3of public and private broadcasting in Britain and the US, concludes
that although the American situation is more polarized than in Britain,
there still remain clear differences between commercial and public
broadcasting programming. On the other hand Shulman (1971) sees little
distinction between the. commercial and public broadcasters, arguing
that both "vie with each other for giving the public what it wants and what the public wants is to be entertained."
Canadian situation is a curious combination of both systems •
. !he CBC, like the BBC is charged with the public interest, which
~e

includes informing, entertaining and educating the public.
however, with the British public

broadc~sters,

It differs,

in that the CBC is

jointly dependant upon advertising re~enue and yearly grants from
parliament for its financing. Only one major national commercial
network exists, and it achieves very little of its own program me
production.

Recent Canadian legislation has placed a greater emphasis

for all Canadian broadcasters to increase Canadian content; however,
most of the television a~dience is within the receiving range of
American broadcast networks. Many Canadians express preferences for
the American

programmL~g,

even on the Canadian networks.

This

segmenting of the Canadian audience between five major networks places
greater difficulty on the Public broadcasters to achi~ve the market
segment necessary to compete with the other networks in audience terms,
and the financing of production by the Canadian networks is frequently
on a smaller scale.

The Canadian situation can be characterized as

a mixed broadcast system, with a weak public sector. charged with a
national interest,but competing in a market in which American programme
influences are dominant.
By way of comparison,both commonalities and differences can be

seen in these various institutional arrangements. Through pol107. 111 all three
-countries, the broadcast of news on television is encouraged; that is
as long as it maintains 'fairness' and 'due impartiality' in its
coverage. Additionally, the nature of the institutional arrangements
structures competition for audiences into the very basis of television
broadcasting.

The differences then,hinge

on whether the competition

is only between commercial broadcasters, or between public and private
broadcasters, and in the traditions and conventions of journalism
historicaurestablished in other media.
In addition to those institutional arrangements for broadcasting
there were features within the very basis of the teievision technology
which further contribute to the structure of television's role.
Wentworth (1973) has pointed out, that the design of the television
technology entailed

a trade off between the number of channels

receivable and the resolution of the image at the receiver end.
It was in keeping with both the American and British models for
broadcasting that better quality reception was sacrificed for

In the American system this was to
ensure competition between channels for the mass audience. In the

multiple broadcast channels.

British system, multiple channels, at first to allow for the
~
simultaneous broadcast to the different segments of the mass audience
I

'

as understood in the Reithien regime, did not close the door on
commercial broadcasting and the ultimate competition between the
public and private sectors. !n both cases the technology that
emerged from the corporate development process was one designed for
a limited number of broadcast channels' within anyone region. When
combined with the capital expenditures and complexity of the broadcast
technology, the result was a few large, centrally controlled network
based organizations which came to control television programming.

As

such the stage was set for the inter-organizational rivalry that was
to play an important part in

defin~g

the programming in the new media.

Comparisons of the British and American situations provide a
means of assessing the impacts of these differing institutional and
policy factors as they come to influence the broadcasting of television news.

The degree to which competitive audience factors come to

override the differences in the organizational goals of public service
and profit should be evidenced not only in the overall programming,
but . also

in the development of the contents and format for televi-

sion news broadcasting.

Several general questions may be raised by

such considerations. In the first place, since television news is.
regarded as the broadcaster's major responsibility in informing the
public, do differences in these organizational goals result in different
types of newscasting?

Secondly, since the main aspects of the institu-

tional context for br~adcasting structure the relationship between the
audience and the broadcaster in terms of competition for Viewers,
are there differences in news broadcasting entailed by these differences
in institutional arrangements for the media?

These should be manifest

as differences that occur between the cultural settings themselves,
and the demands that audiences within them make on their news services.
These questions will be addressed again later in this

d~ssertation

when the contents of television news programming are examined.

-.35Section '2 • .3:
'The Programme Form of Television News
The broad institutional arrangements instilled competition for
audiences into the very structure of television broadcasting. This
competition was not only manifest between the television broadcast
organizations, but between various media as well. In many ways, the
pressures of competition lead to a dual process in which both the
norms and prografume forms of other media were assimilated into television broadcasting,and yet the advantages of television - its
visualization and presence in the home - ~ompetitively differentiated
it from the other media. In the early years of TV, major radio personalities and programmes underwent adaptation to the visual forms of
televiSion. If it could be successfully translated into a visually
interesting presentation, then the program usually survived on TV.
Katz (1973), however, has argued that this process was even more
complete, and that the television format was an "uncritical transplantation of certain of the norms of radio." He notes the similarity
of the market forces that worked on both media, and argues that these
became formalized by broadcasters into professional norms that came
to govern the broader aspects of programming on television. The three
most important norms Katz identifies are the values subsumed in nonstop broadcasting, the everybody audience orientation, and up-to-the
minute ne~s. Non-stop broadcasting describes the way programming
becomes oriented to' the maintenance of audience over as continual a
period as possible. In terms of programming this not only orients
the broadcaster to exciting and attractive programmes, but also to
programme packaging, formulized sequencing, pacing and scheduling, or
any other feature of programme design that can hold the viewer's
attention. The everybody audience norm, describes the orientation
of the programming to as large an audience as pOSSible, and, therefore,
to all types of viewer.

As such, it influences programming to become

less specific or specialized, and tends to use 'open codes' of production that can be easily understood by all (Lohisse 0-97.3 ). A major
by-product of this norm is the exclusion of content from the ~edia
that anyone would find offensive, provoking or controversial. Finally,
the up-to-the minute news norm, describes the emphasis placed by the
broadcasters on the speed o~ reportage, and the time liness of events. This emphasis stresses the immediacy of the media,
and its instantaneity, taking a short term view of events rather than
a historical or contextual one. Each of these norma also app~ied
directly to televiSion news.
This assimilation of radios general programming norms was matched

by television's dependence on the cinema £or developing conventions
~or

the inclusion of visualization .into programmjng. This included
.not only a wholesale use of films as a significant component of
programming, but the adoption of the genres of production of fictiona~ized and dramatic contents for estab1ishjng the forms of television
entertainment programming as,we1l (police shows, detectives, cowboys,
sit coms) (Newcomb 1974). With the adoption of filmic content ce.;:Je
the professional norms and practices of cinematic rendering and editing,
an emphasis on personalities, and a grammer of filmic presentation the structure of cinematic vision (Gessner 1968, Spottis\lOode 1965); ,
Wollen (1969) has claimed that this grammar was also firmly entrenched
.
. '
wi thin ,the audience as well as the programme producer. Forsdale and
Forsdale (1970) have argued, that this filmic literacy is a learned
ability to decode Cinematic messages, and' Carpenter (1965) has assumed
that it operates very much as'a language for a ~pecific medium.
, Stephenson and Debrix (1969) see the essence of this language of film
as the organization of the moving image sequence - its editing including pacing continuity, camera angle, dissolves fades and other
cutting techniques. Although the exact description of the 'filmic
code' is beyond the scope of this discussion, j.t should be noted that
it may include the transmission of various subcodes within each of
the audio and visual modalities (Gross 1913). In Figure n~ 2.1
separation of theso codes within modalities is illustrated.
Fig.No.2.1 The Separation of Code and Mode for Television
,MODE

Audio

.

Visual

.

Linguistic

spoken word
numbers

'Wl'itten word
numbers, charts

NonLinguistic

music
sound

body language
moving image
art, photography, graphics
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reliant upon the cinema, but so was its most general programme form,
whiCh entailed the camerJs' ability to document reality, with the
editor's transformation of it into a fictional dramatic form.
It is within this mainstream of dramatic and entertainment
oriented programming that television news stands out as a unique
reality criented programme form within the medium's daily fare.. However,
~he importance of the process of visualization for making programming
more exciting has been noted as extending to t~levision news presentation as well (Davy Committee1970). As they state
"~elevision news without some kind,of picture to support itfilmed or at least graphics -is considered by the broadcaste:rs as an unworthy use of the medium. It
Williams (1974) has related this principle of visualization to various
aspects of the prog:ramme form of news including sequencing, news
priorities Q4lW.'en'tationaJ. style. Distilled to its' essence a
. v!~liaiized; :ro~' :tor TV ne~s'ent~;i.led the presentation of an oral
~'.

discussion of an event by a visuall~ .presente~ commentator, or
commentary on an event presented over the visual depiction of it,
in either film clips or photographs. However, the growth of television news has resulted in the continuing emphasis of its visual
presentational style. This has included back projection, schematic
drawings, photo montage as well as sophisticated studio settings;
and yet little mod.ification has taken place in the actual verbal style,
with its terse commentary interspersed with quotes and interviews, that
was developed for radio news. De'ath (1975) claims that the popularity
and growth of television news is thus related to the use of visuals
which make the news the equivalent of other programmes, rather than
and interruption in their flow. The expansion in use of these visual
teChniques for television news has been common to Britain, Canada and
the United States, although some differences in presentational emphasis
may be noted.

Certain aspects of the television technology were also
important in the development of the programme form of news. At
the 'head end' of broadcast production and signal emission, in the
formative years of television broadcasting (pre 1956) were certain
limitations, presented by the nature of the production equipment,
to the scope and style of presentation. Before the advent of videotape, ~. fact, the possibilities for the early productions were
strictly
limited. Either pre-produced
and packaged filmed content
l
,
could be used,or 'live' broadcast with the television camera,
As
pointed out earlier,the film technology developed for the use in
the cinema, included elaborate methods and practices for editing
.
\
and rearranging sound and image separately. This 'grammer' of filmic
~resentation ~ad as an essential feature,a means for br~aking d9wn
th~·real.,'f;j,me' @d 'chronological t:i,me ;frame' for evellts-. into a.,
iilmed ~~Ycboi~gic. 'The ability of fi~ to manipul~te and reconstruct
events in time,has a major impact on the structure of television news
stories covered by film. On the other hand, the live broadcasting
of the television camera meant no separation of sound and image, and
a real time relationship had to be maintained within the broadcasting"
of the event. Editing for live television was limited to cutting to
an alternative perspective camera. This made large scale staged events
(parades, sport events, state occasions) a natural for the television
medium, and many early programmes were based on such events. In fact.,
this aspect of the television technology was to give rise to the
popular notion of television as a window into the world; bringing
actuality into tllehome (Mead 1972). Either such events,or the studio
productions were the metier for the television camera, the latter
because of the control that could be exherted on the final output
(lighting, audience priming) without editing.
The subsequent incorporation of the video-tape machine was to
make the television technology more flexible in terms of the control
over editing of the progr~. However, the heavy reliance upon the
filmic technology for programming by the networks had established a
pattern that persists, in terms of the strong links made between the

:3
the breaking down of temporality is the most striking aspect of filmic
editing. This means not only the exclusion of those asrects that are
not of interest, (for example moving from point A to point B can be
depicted as leaving A, and arriving at B) but as well the ability to
rearrange segments in time, for example, flash-back in which historical,
dreamed or remembered sequences are brought into relation with the
present - the bringing of two different time frames together.

-39networks and filmic production.

The effect of this link was to

infuse television production with the standards and practices, programme
values and production organizational structures,of the cinema. These
included a highly market oriented consumer based entertainment ethic,
a concern with personalities and the star system, professional status
and :the practices and genres of. production.
The dual dependence on the two production technologies can be
witnessed in the development of the television news' programme torm.
The earliest forms of television news, were live, radiostudio-like
newsreaders, announcing the major events of the day to the television
camera. Very few visuals were used, and the difference from radio
news was merely that you could see the newsreader. During the subsequent ·years of expans~on and redefinition of the news service, (from
the 5 minute to the 25 minute program) there was a gradual inclusion
of filmed episodes, shot with the cine camera either at the event
1tself,.or of speeches or interviews with important persons. The
style of these episodes was adapte~ ~reely from the • cinema' newsreel genre crystalized for the cinema during the war years. The
'.
present general form of television news reveals this dual reliance
on both aspects of the technology; filmed sequences of events and
interviews interspersed amongst the introduction and commentary/analysis
provided in the television studio. The cine camera with its greater
mobility and editorial control recreates access to the events and
personalities in the news in dramatized form, whereas the studio with
its control, split second timing and personalities orchestrate these
items into a programme.

-J.DSection 24.
!be Credibility of Television News
!bese combined institutional, cultural, organizational and
technological factors were to provide the context in which the form
of television news was developed. !be broad political and legal
institu~ional fr..eworks that were established in the three countries,

,)-

.

regulated not 9Jlll i~e f~. .~tor,~~!lJ-"'.:.1ID4,fa1i'na880~' 'lthe ne~s, but as 1'1$11 stru.oturedthe context in which the relationShip between the broadcasttng organizations and their ,audiences were
established. Wi$. broadcast networks competing to attract and
maintain a~d.it.oe. t the forms of television programming, adapting
liberally from other cormnuni cat ion media, were pressured to evolve
,attractive enterta1nment~oriented programme contents. ~elevision
news was both subsumed within these general trends, yet in keeping
with previous ~ournalistic traditions,was to stand out from the main
thrust ~f fictive oriented programming. It developed as a unique
kind of 'reality oriented' programme.ldtbin the, progrs:mme environment
of an entertainment media. It had to do so not only to disCharge
the broadcasters obligations for informing the public, but in a way
that maintained or in,creased audiences. To a large extent the
poten~ial incompatibility of these 'audience' and 'information' objectives
was avoided by the use of the visual dimension of television. This not
only increased the intimacy of the relationship between the viewer and
th~ personalities that reported or made the news, but also the immediacy
of the events themselves by the cameras bringing of the world's events
into the home directly. Doing so in a way that was increasingly interesting, exciting and undemanding o~ the audience,was the road to success
for television news broadcasting. Large audiences for the news, were
themselves arguments for the success of the television organizations
discharging of their duty to inform the public.
The successful evolution of this compatible form for television
l1ews is witnessed in the audience use patterns and attitudes towards
television news. An ORC (1970) survey in Britain found 56.% of its
respondents using television news as "the information source that helps
you know most about what is going on in Britain." Curran (1970) reports
research that shows 69,% of his sample as daily viewers of television
news. A growi'ng pattern of dependence on television news is reported
in Canada and the US as well. Several studies have compared the use
and preferenoe patterns for variOUS news sources in these countries and
television emerges as the medium most used and preferred for national
and international news information- CDefleur 1966, Roper 1971 t Erskine 19'73t

,-41Chang and Lemert 1968, Davy Commi. ttee 1970).

Roper has argued that

since 1968, there has been a growing trend to the singular use of
television as a news source.

Bishop et ale (1969) have found this

trend to be most typical of the younger teenage sub-group.

Curran

(1970) and Lemert (1970) on the other hand have both presented a case
for the persistence of multiple media 118e or 'dual track' pattern of
\news consumption. They see different iniormation functions being served
by the press and television news services. In particular Lemert (1970)
has argued that it is the ritualistic nature of media consumption that
is the reason for multiple mediR use. Penrose et ale (1974) conclude
from their study "that television, primarily an entertainment media has
made its greatest

inro~ds

against newspapers which emphasize entertain-

in explaining the increased dependence on television as an
information source. Although variations in the media-use patterns occur

m~nt,"

in relation to different social and demographic factors, the overall
growth in the use and preference for television as a news source

c~~

hardly be denied. These studies, are , themselves reinf'oI'ced by the
audience size for the daily news programs, which are frequently as large
as some of the most successful entertainment programs (BBC Handbook 1973,
Davy Committee 1970).
vii th the producers' emphasis on ne"1S as entertainment, the large
daily television news audiences may be expected to relate to news as
m~I'e

than just 'information about the world'.

The gratifications in

watching television news, and the reasons given for its preferred status,
provide evidence that the viewer watches television ne'\'1S lTi thin a framework much broader than intimated by the traditional notion of the
surveillance func t ion'.

f.1cQuail (1972) in reporting research into the

gratifications derived in television viewing points out ,that the news
overlaps with many of the gratifications associated with various kinds
of other entertainment oriented programs.

Of particu.lar interest are

the'security'factor and 'usefulness in social

discours~

that may character-

ize motivations for news vielv.Lng. Nordenstreng (1972) has stressed the role
played by the security motive when he writes
"many people follow the news because in this ''lay they
gain a point of contact with the outside world - a fixed
point in life in ,..hich the content of news is indifferent
to them. Little of the content is understood because of
the lack of background information, therefore, the succession
of items becomes a ritual, a custom serving to maintain a
feeling of s ecuri 1;y".
The ritualized and dramatic form of television news, evolving in response
to the audience demands, reflect these needs of the audience more than
they do demands for information, on ",hich they might make important

-42Booth (1970) and Nordenstreng (1972) both point out
decisions.
how little information is in fact retained from the watching of tele'vision news. Less than 50% of the viewers retained any specific item,
and most recalled that 'nothing special happened' today in the news.
Since the institutions within which the media developed, predisposed
them to the demands of the mass audience, the attitudes of the audience
towards the media may be expected to reflect many aspects of the pro~am~e
fprm. In the extensive surveys carried out by the Davy Committe (1970)
not only was the audiences' well known preference for entertainment on
television confirmed, but also the fact that they regard television news
as the easiest way to get information about events, particularly when
compared to radio and the press. Likewise for the ]3r;.tish audience,
Curran (1970) found that 67'/0 of his sample felt that 'television was
the. medium that makes the news most interesting'.
The evolution of television nel'lS into an entertaining info~tion
ritual, might not be so crucial, however, i f the audiences for television
news were to maintain a more critical.framework for assimilating news
information. It is the combination of the twin patterns. of growing
dependance on television news and credibility of the information transmitted on the media, that makes TV news so central to the public's
perception of events and of reality itself. In Britain for example,
69.% of Currans (1970) sample also stated that television was the most
trustworthy of news sources, whereas only 6% associated trustworthiness
wi~h newspapers.
Several studies have reported similar results for
the credibility in the North American news as well (Roper 1971, Davy
Committee 1970). Although no cross cultural comparisons are available,
the established p~ttern of news creaibility seems to extend across public
and private networks as well as countries,and seems to be c~Aracteristic
to the news form itself. An examination of reasons for the growth in
the credibility of television news may help to reveal certain important
features about the nature of the social role television news broadcasting
has taken, and the importance of the visualization of the news.
Early ~tudies such as Westly and Severin (1964) were among the
first to emphasize the importance of the relative credibility phenomena
and its relationsbip to the reception of news information from the
different news media. At the time of their study (1962) they found an
inconsistency between 'use preference' for media news and credibility-.
Their broad analysis of the intercorrelations led them to conclude that
-the more time people spend ldth each of the media, the more likely they
are to assign credibility to that medium." Their analysis in terms of
demographic factors allowed them to divide the data into 'media use types'

and relate these to relative credibility scores for news media.
Greenberg' s data. (1965) further refining the media usage-credibility
type links, strongly emphasized the demographic factors that distinguished
media use and credibility types.

Older, educated males, they report,

are predominant in the newspaper use/newspaper credibility type.

This

relat1.onship betlfeen media use and believability, has more recently been
called into question, (Chang and Lemert 1968).

Their data supports the

contention that in all media use groups, television is rated as most
\.

believable.

Lemert (1 CJ70) argues for a dual track hypothesis, in which

a lag in television's credibility behind its 'use' occurs at the time
of the ''lestly and Severin study because it is at the period in which
rapid growth of the television medium, particularly its news service and
its news credibility occurred.

Chang and Lemert (1968) report data on

the reasons for media credibility, and emphasize the ritual and habitual
nature of newspaper usage.

This would explain the inconsistencies in

Westly and Severin's subjects that used one medium and relate higher
credibility for anothe:::-.

They go on to argue that although the facts of

television's rise to credibility are undisputed. further explanation
beyond just the relationship to media usage are. required.

Viewers don't

find television news credible just because they are watching television. '
In fact, Weatly and Severin (1964) have speculated a variety of
possible and not necessarily mutually exclusive reasons for TV's credibility.
These are:

1)

editorialized contents in the preas creating lower credibility

2)

anonymity of the newsmen in newspapers

,)

institutions of the press are personified more and therefore
less credible

4)

credibility due to immediacy and visualization.

Rosenthal (1CJ71) has distinguished between content and paramessage factors
in the credibility/attitude change studies.

In examining these above

factors it is useful to distinguish the first _ a content-related factor"
- from the subsequent 'paramessage' factors related to the channel and
formats of media presentation.
Relative Credibility and Content
The institut~onal arrangements for television, 'W'llike the press,
1egislated that the coverage of issues should be 'fair' and 1impartial' •

.such factors' may influence the' viewers' perception of the relative credibility
-of the news on these media.
Source credibility has been a well researched variable in media and
attitude change literature (Giffin 1967).

Jacobsen (1969) has emphasized

the importance of the 'cognitive' aspects of source credibility to the
issue of the relative credibility of different news media. His argument
states that the relative credibility of a news source will bear relationship
to the viewers' perception of the 'bias' in the contents presented b,y these
media. Berloet al (1970) have also argued a similar position which
emphasized the source's 'image' rather than 'objective attributes of the
source' t~ credibility. 'Perceived bias' can stem, as Zanna and Del Vecchio
{197') argue from 'counter-attitudinal' effects of positiOns taken by the
media on issues differing from the publio's attitudes on these issues. In
cases where own attitude is descrepant with the 'facts' as presented on the
news, the souroe will be seen as less credible. Their correlational data
tend also t" support the corollary, "that oredibility is enhanoed when
viewers perceive the position taken by television matohes their own."
Westlyand Severin (1964) point out a speoific relationship between the
political bias of the viewer and a preference for different media.
.
of
In their study, independents' on the pol:ttical dimensionl\9pinion put less
trust in television than either partis~s (Democratic or Republican) or
non-preferences. This may reflect the tact that fairness frequently means
presenting both sides of the issue, but not alternative views. Jacobsen,
(1969) found that newspapers were generally rated as more 'biased' than
television, even by those who use and believe in newspapers most. He
suggests that some respondents may prefer a biased media, particularly
when it coincides with their own view. This, it is considered, is more
true of newspapers where selection is related to the political oongruence
of the paper and the reader than of TV. As Jacobsen (1969) states then
ftthe closer the value system of the source is perceived to be to that of
the receiver, the more trustworthy is the source in the judgement of the
receiver". This explanation, invoked to explain the 'newspaper use/pl'eference problem oases', has implioations for the interPretation of the greater
credibility of the television medium as well. Either beoause television .
is perceived as more unbiased, or because it is so, television news must
seem less counter-attitudinal than other media. Television contents
could be less counter-attitudinal by bei~ more neutral, in the sense of
only expressing majority opinions. On the other hand, television oould
appear less counter-attitudinal if the content is more susceptible to
selective perception (McCombs and Smith 1960) and attention than the press,
hence allowing both sides to assimilate the same information, and not
peroeive it as biased. The third possibility, of course, remains that the
credibility phenomenon is an effeot of paramessage factors of television
news - those that make it difficult for viewers to perceive the 'bias' of
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Data will be examined later in this study to try to clarify these factors
although in terms of attitudes surveyed at large there seems a definite
trend to a perception of 'unbiased, politically neutral, mo~ objective
contents'being associated with television rather than other news media
(Jacobsen 1969, Tannenbaum &: J.lcLeod 196')
Ryan (1.971) has related other credibility factors to the different
types of content that are broadcast on the different news media. His
factor analysis showed that .' demonstrations' . cut across all geographic
boundaries as an issue, and were regarded as ~ore credible on television.
On the other hand, science news' coverage was regarded as more credible in
newspapers along with 'local public affairs' stories. His third factor
consisted of 'national' and 'international' public affairs issues, both of
which were more credible. on television. His data~
--.. supported by the
findings of the Davy report (1970) on relative credibilities for local,
national and international news, as well as Lemert~(1970). They found
that national and international news was more believed on television,
whereas local news more so in the newSpaper. T~~se findings, although
indicative, may be subject to criticisms. If the network television news
does not cover either local or 'science' issues, what is the relevance
of this finding except possibly to indicate the differing credibilities
for 'network news' and 'local news', the latter produced more cheaply by
an ind.ividusl station? (Lemert, 1970). Again, the Davy Report shows
that in terms of preference for media for different sorts of
subject matter, newspapers were far preferred for information about taxes,
economics, politics, labour and the law. Audiences don't seem to refer
to television for in depth coverage, interpretation or background. Although
the scanty data provide9 only an impressionistic picture, it may be that
contents of TV news relates to credibility in a different manner. It is
not processed in the same way that 'information in the written' sense is.
People may watch television news to 'know about' what is going on rather
than to understand it in depth. Studies of the retention of television
news stories seem to support this notion in that so little is retained,
in comparison with reading. The content of television news may only be
important in the ritualistic sense of 'knowing what is gOing on' that
Nordenstreng has mentioned, and not in terms of a persuasive argument
for or against. any particular position as commented in the content. To
the extent that television news is 'visual' it may serve these ritualistic
fun~tions more easily.

Paramessage Factors:
.
.
I
Of ' the factors in the literature that may infiuence the relative credabilitie\

\.

of the· various media news-coverages, visualization is mentioned most
frequently. It has been argued that the completeness of the sense data,
the amount of information transmitted, and the immediacy and involvement
entailed by the television medium's facility' with the moving' image, is an
important factor in media credibility (Frank, 1973). As the Davy Committee
reports: "people like the visual presentation of facts and entertainment~
!'hey understand the neW's better because they see what has happened. It
allows them to partake of lite which ordinarily would be inaccessible."
In Carter and Greenberg's (1965) study, more than half the respondents
that chose television as the most credible medium cite the 'live', 'more
reeent t , 'you can see it happen', or some similar immediacy type of reason.
Chang and Lemert (1968) and Lemert (1968) also report in their studies of
the reasons for relative credibility, that the.live recent reporting and
the more complete sensory information are of importance to TV believers,
whereas completeness in the sense of ~-depth information is more important
to newspaper believers. They further conclude that television not only
has the advantage of immediacy of sensual matel-ial but of completeness in
terms of covering 'the whole range of events', and of being up-to-theminute in timing. In his own research, Jacobsen (1969) is surprised in
viewing this same finding; that subjects· rate TV news as more complete
than radio and the papers. In his discussion of sense modality factors, he
concurs with Carter and Greenberg (1965) that if "the more sense modalities
involved, the greater the realism" then TV presented with picture and
sound "outclasses other media in simulating reality" and this enhances its
relative credibility. It is remembered that factors associated with the
sense modality aspects of television are a result of the nature of the
technology and its transmission properties.
Rosenthal (1971) has pointed out that this sensory factor is
important in relating other aspects of the paramessage to credibility of
news sources. He has criticized studies of media credibility for failing
to distinguish between credibility due to the person originating the
message and the medium transmitting it. Both Jacobsen (1969) and Shaw
(1973) argue that media credibili ty is not uni-dimensional but may have
several components that become confused when single measures of believability or credibility are used. For example, in Jacobsen's data, perception
of objectivity of the media is not always related to believability, or in
Shaw's is trustworthiness of the source related to unbiasedness or to
credibility. They suspect that the scales used in his study do not tap
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the complete range of components of credibility such as dynamism,
expertise or prestige. Berlo et al (1970) used a large number of scales
with three dimensions of source image including safety, qualification,
dynamism, to explain the variability in a large variety of sources.
"These dimensions may be important when it is considered that Some of the
credibility difference may be due to the fact that television includes
information about the presenter of news, in sound and in visual presentation.The visibility of the newsman may be related to believability
'of television news; as indicated by the response to a belief that
'better personnel' is a facto~ in television credibility (Carter and
Greenberg, 1965, Chang and Lemert, 1968). In keeping with this argument
Markham (1968) has measured the loadings of three newscasters with
differing presentations, on credibility dimensions and found the
following factors: .
1)
2.>

reliable-logical: validity of message
showmanship, dynamism, entertainment
3) trustworthiness
It still remains, however, for empirical validation to determine to
what degree factors in media credibility such as trustworthiness,
expertise and reliability may be influenced by the personal presentation
of news men and news reporters, and even news sources via the audiovisual medium of television. Many critics of television news have
pointed out the importance of the. presenter for the 'show biz' side
of the news

(Epstein, 1914, Groombridge, 1912) , yet few have

mentioned a relationship to credibility. This argument will be
further considered in Chapter 5.
A number of studies have demonstrated that institutional image
may also influence the credibility of the media. McLeod and Tannenbaum,
(1963) and Sargent (1965) provide studies that indicate that some of
the credibility of media sources is due to the institution, and some
to the personnel. Differing dimenSions of credibility may be taping
these different aspects of the source. They found that the 'ethical'
dimension of the news
source was related to the
content of the news;
.
.
but most significantly to the distinction between personal. .
and institutional sources of news. Sargent (1965) notes that in his
data,televi~ion has the most marked difference between its personal
sources (rated higher on accuracy, sincerity, responsibility) and its
institutional sources. It is both the direct presentation of the
newsman in the neys progratmne, and the reputation of the media
organization that combine to determine source credibility of media news.
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(1970) have argued that the reference group of the source is important
with regards to media credibility.

The general credibility of

professional groups relating to news broadcasting, and even the
specific reference groups, or personalities that are identified on
the news (newsreader,editor, correspondent) may vary in their
.. (

credibility. Myers and Goldberg (1970) have found that when a source
1~ a 'high ethos' group,· as opposed to a high ethos individual,
credibility and attitude change are both increased.

This relates

to the importance of the ethical dimension that Sargent discusses
for news sources and raises the possibility that the credibility of
journalism itself is an important feature of media credibility.
Jacobsen finds a relationship between relative media credibility and
the ratings on' dimensions of credibility for media sources (Objectivity/
Authority, Dynamism/Respite). Television and Newspaper believers seem
to be operating in terms of different aspects of the various sources.
That data, although riddled with

c~mplexities

and problems in the

research, seem to indicate that with regard to source credibility,
television news and newspapers are regarded differently. As an audiovisual medium, television news not only presents personal information
about the source to a greater degree, but as well includes direct visual
access to events that are being discussed.

The written word format

of the newspapers seems to orient the reader more to the messagerelated aspects of credibility, that includes the perception of the
biased nature of the content as a major aspect of news presented in
this medium. If this were true, then the rise of credibility in
television news is not related to content bias in the coverage, but
to the increased presentation of the credible newsman, and direct
Visual access to the event.
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The growing cultural trend of dependence upon television news
for 'information about the world' noted in Britain, Canada and the
United States has been related to factors common to these three
cultural contexts. Institutional arrangements within these cultural
contexts placed demands on the television broadcasting organizatiohs
provide an 'unbiased' news service. They did so within the
varied institutional frameworks of competition for audiences specific
to the cul tural co~text. The result was the development of the
'visualized form' of television news that not only met the require~o

(

ments of 'fairness' and 'impartiality', but did so in a way that
made television news into an attractive type of programming for these
audiences. The combination of 'impartiality' and 'visualization'
of television news, was viewed as an important element in the rise
in the general credibility of the television news service.

, .

CHAPTER .3

TELEVISIOn NEIlS BROADCASTING ORGANIZATIONS

Section 3.1:
The Organizations of Nevs Broadcasting
"

A recent emphasis in the study of media coJDlll11ll1.cations on the process
of 'institutionalization' of the message system (Gerber 1972) has led to an
increased perception amongst researchers of· the need to examine the broadcasting organizations themselves (Halloran et al 1970, Mc.Quall 1972,
Skronia 1965) as the producers of the messages. As Galtung and Rnge(1970)
suggest, this is' particularly relevant in attempts to study the 'process
of selection 1 involved in the broadcasting of television nevs - 'Why particular
events are covered and others not. Gerbner(1972) states "the va:y the media
define the situation is seen as resul t::4lg from definitions prevailing in the
general culture, and from the institutionaJ. factors that stem from 'Within
the media themselves". In particular, as Epstein(1974) argues) this point
of viev highlights the "effect of the process of a nevs organization on the
nevs product". The necessity of relating these organizational studies to
the corpus of other comnnmication studies has also been stressed by Tunstall

,

'.

(1972) vho asserts that there must be an incorporation of organizational
studies into other areas of investigation including content and audience
analysis. From the political point of, viev, Hood(1972) similarily states
"th~ politics of televisi0n,in an obvious sense, deals 'With the relationship
of the television industry and the organizations that control it".
Although the scope of the study of organizations is vast, the need
here is not to examine television neva broadcaSting organizations per se,
but rather to trace the influence of the' organizational setting on .the
structuring of nevs messages, vithin the given determinants C£ the cultural
context. In this dissertation, factors related to the bimodal aspects of
television broadcasting and information processing Yi1l especially be
examined • The organizational analysis of television nevs production offers
an alternative to the 'conspiracy theory' oriented explanations of political
bias in media neva as offered by Spiro Agnev (1969) in vhich the bias in
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neliS coverage is directly related to the opinions of individuals that
,work Y1 thin the organization. The organizational view offered here rests
on the premise that the organization. can be viewed as operating
independently of the individuals that 'WOrk in it. As Groombridge(1972)
argues, "institutional structures may produce objectively different
.
. effects from those that would ever be intended by those 1I0rking through
,

c·

those institutions". With regard to news organization, Epstein's(1974)
eva:J.uation leads him to conclude that lithe fact that nevsmen have
-certain shared values does not mean that those news values prevail
yhen they run counter to the structural restraints and logic.of the
news organizationll. The basis of organizational analysis must be that
an organization, as a complex social system, must be studied as a total
system if individual behaviour in it is to be truly understood.
Differing approaches have laid varying emphasis on a variety of
factors in the organizational analysis of ne"rs broadcasting. These
include decision making (Galtung and Ruge 1970), economics (Epstein 1974),
personnel (Skornia 1965), roles and organizational goals (Tunstall 1970),
professionalism (Burns 1970), (Leroy 1974), and bureaucratic structure
and editorial process (Halloran et al 1970 , '\{arner 1968). Although each
of these i~rtant issues has been raised with regard to organizations
of newscasting, there are few attempts to relate them to either the
cultural context in which the messages are produced, or the content of
the output of the organization. For this reason, the framellork of systems
analysis, "Thich not only orients the analysis of the ol1ganization to
inputs and outputs of the system, but as Xatz and Kahn(1964) state, is
basically "concerned. with problems of relationships, of structure and
interdependence rather than the constant attributes of objects", will be
more sui ted to the needs of this study, whi~h attempts to relate the
various organizational factors to the audio-visual structuring of news
messages.
Earlier formulations of selectivity in neliS organizations focused
on the notion of 'gatekeeper'. In essence this view sall the regulation
\
", of the fl (IU of' information through the news organization as a sequence'
. of binary decisions (pass/don't pass) at various stages in the news
reporting process. This viell was in keeping with Ashbyls (1969) general
rule for organizations which states that "an organization's capacity as a

(

regulator cannot exceed its capacity as a channel of communication".
As a passive system, only capable of transmitting information, the
channel capacity', dependent upon a one way fiov of information, 'WOUld
be limited. Howver, as Epstein(1974) and Tunstall(1972) have both more
.recent11' argued, nevs organizations engage in active.' search' decision
making as vall as passive 'gatekeeping'. The neva media can make nevs as
vall as report it, "which means that an ana.1.y'sis of news organisations
llUat direct.ly concern itselt vith the variety of transactions of the
organization 'With its environment, and the relationship of such
transactions to the operating rules and structure of the organization
(Gurevitrch and Elliot 1'!7.3). Blumler(1970) has called this the 'stage
and agenda setting'function of the nevs media, Wich not only makes some
issues more important than others, but innuences vho v.Ul speak for
. those issues 1.
Fbr these reasons a s.ystems perspective has several advantages
for the purposes of this study. As Ack4,ff(1969) states, systems analysis
is an attempt to relate inputs (from the eultural context) throughputs
(within the organization itself) and outputs (content and form of the
neve programmes), as veil as considering feedback (agenda setting,
audience reaction, political reactions) to the organizational system.
Since the model for open systems analysis viells an organization as a
dynamic entity striving for stabUi ty - particularly stabUity' 'With i t8
environment, this perspective orients the analysis to both variation and
stabilities vithin the output of the s.ystem.
Emery and Triste(1969) have provided a basis for the examination
of an open system· 's transaction vith its environment. The asset or
Emer,r and Triste's analysis of organizations is their stressing of the
need. to include the 'casual texture of the environment I vi thin the
~sis of nevs organizations. With regard to news broadcasting~ va
may note that not only is there the usual relationship of the
organization to its political, economic and legal aspects of the
environment, as with other organizations, but :.also the· fact that the
role of the nevs media is to monitor that environment and communicate
1. .The most obvious examples to bi9 mentioned are the hyjackings
and demonstrations, although Boorsliin '.(1964) has outlined
a large number of pseudo-events that are created for the media.
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to the public. A news organization JIDlSt not onl.:T generate an

implicit def'1nition of its operating environment, but must react
to changes in this environment as 'information' long before the effects
of changes in the environment have f'lltered .down to 1nfiuence the
organization 2. In addition news broadcasting clearly' fits v.l.thin
(

the typology of environments as a 'turbuJ.ent 1'ield', in which not
only are there other similar organizations of lajmHar intent'

vitbin the environmental 1'ield, but other media (radio,?nevspaper)
vh1ch are oriented to a similar task as the television news broadcaster.
As Emery and Triste continue, the turbulent field situation increases
the relative uncertainty of the organization; hence the. interdependency'
of the televi~ion news media with not only the news professions
(Burns 1970) but 'With other news media (Halloran et al 1970) in order
to reduce this uncertainty. This has become an important aspect of the
analysis of television newscasting organizations.
Add!tiona.Uy:, the reaction of ~e news organization's internal
structure to the uncertainty in the environment may result in two
distinct strategies. 'Reactive strategies' lead to internal routinization
Yithin the o~ganization in its response to the turbulent environment
(ie. news values) and 'aggressive strategies' vhich attempt to change
the organization's relationship to its environment. The latter not only
orients the organization to competition with other similar agencies,
but as well highlights the differences between ne~ processing and news
gathering (Tunstall 1972). '
Underlying Emery and Triste' s vievs of organizations as systems
is a third important point. As they 'say lithe teclmologicaJ. component not
only' sets limits upon what can be done, bui; also in the process of accommodation creates demands that must be reflected in the internal organization
and ends of the enterprise ll • Television news gathering can be regarded
as a socia-technical system in which the organization of tasks and
decision making are viewed in relationship to the technological basis
ot the organization ~ its recording and broadcast technology. This should
provide a clearer understanding of the production of news programmes.
2. A good case in point here is the recent BBC strike of newsmen WO
· vere reporting the economic arid legal factors that ultimately led
to the strike long before the strike decision vas made.
,.
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'!'he above mentioned broad guidelines will be used to orient
the discussion of televison news organizations vithin the framework
of lopen socio-technical. systems'. In particular this ldll look at
the internal decision making and selection processes of the newscasting
•

>

>organization in relationship to the organization I s transactions vi th
its environment,so that in the next chapter the examinations of the
programme output> of these broadcasting organizations can be continued
in the light of both the cultural and organizational contexts vhich
produce them. Fig .3.lshovs a general. model of the analysis of news
broadcasting organizations and its relationship to its environment.
It should be noted that this model has a resemblance to Goto' s (1969)
model of programme decision making, particularly in identifYing
similar levels at which decisions are made and similar forces that
work in the environment of programming. Importantly it distinguishes
between the broad organizational policy, the production units
interpretation of the policy, and th~ actual production decision maldng.

,.'
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This model identifies several aspects of the organizational setting
of news broadcasting which are regarded as crucial. Firstly,
neys production takes place as a subsystem of a larger television
broadcasting organization. This means that news production takes
. place vi thin the broad goals of the total broadcast organization
in which they are imbedded, (Tunstall 1970) and are subject to
policies and decisions established for the broadcasting organization
as a whole. With regard to types of organizo.tions that have developed
in the three cultural contexts examined in this study, a distinction

has been made, in terms of broad goals, ·between commercial (ITV, CTV,
CBS, NBC, ABC) and public service (BBCl, BBC2, CBC, ETV) broadcast
organizations •. Policy interpretation of tbe goa], of 'profitt and

'public service' at the highest level vill set the general orientation
of the organization ~ch can be translated in ~'ect terms of control,

into budget allocation, the career structure of individuals, and
general policy directives for the nevs, broadcasting subsytero. The
broadcast organization itself Yil1 mediate between the demands of
the environment and of the news production process. This subsumes
an organizational hierarchy Yith a clear separation of function
that distinguishes various aspects of the programme production
process (Gurevitch & Elliot 1973) (separation of fUnction include
managemen~production, creative/administrative, and techn1c~production
distinctions).
A1 thoue;h the demands from the environment are various, three
in particular have been identified as being of prime importance for
the newscasting agen~ies. The first is the le"al-ool:i.tical constraints
and expectations on the broadcast of news. In particular the broadcast
organization m11st observe and interpret the demands of legislation 3
and be sensitive to the political system that either controls budgetar,r
or legislative aspects of the broadcast organization (Hood 1972). This
concerns not only establishing overall policy for the programming
of the network,4 but also the striving tor autonomy from political
control while maintaining "due impartialitylt and "fairness" for

3. See Chapter 2. particularly Broadcast Act, Charters, FCC, fairness
doctrine

4. For example w.th regard to BBC the proportion of broadcast time
spent in Educating, Informing or Entertaining and the budgets for
each of these

" !
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politically sensitive issues. As Blumler(1970) points out,
this. is frequentJy; internalized in a defensive wy ldth1n the
organization as a desire to prevent any particular party .from taking
advantage of the media~ In any case it reveal.s a strong interrelationship
. between the political. system and television nevs broadcast organizations
(Hood 1972).
The second has been termed the audience demand. It has already
. been noted that in the 'turbulent .field' o.f the broadcast cultural.
'context, media)and organizations 'Within those media>are in competition
in a market place setting for audiences; A constant monitoring of
the competitive stance of the organizatioJs overall programming ldll
be interpreted. by the broader organization and influence the individual
production units (Elliot 1970). As Gurevitch and Elliot(1973) state
"market .forces in the shape of the beliefs and understandings of
audience tastes and tolerances held bW those in financial. control of
the industry play the largest part· in setting the si t'llation in which
the programme mrucer works". The orientation of television news
organizations to other media news organizations has been discussed both
,in terms ?f 'expectational sets' (Halloran et al 1970) 'age!lds. sett.ing'
(Epstein 1974) and 'percolation phenomena' (Himmelweit 1970), as well
as in terms of pure audience statistics (Emmet 1972).
The third demand mentioned is termed surveillance. By
s.urveillance ,ve mean, the culturaJ. expectations within modern technological
eocieti,es to maintain an 'up to the minute' and credible' distribution
of information about events in the ','WOrld system'. Given the interrelatedness of a multitude of factors v.1thin the 'world system' in
an advanced technological society, the depel)dence of that society
on Itknov.ing what is happeningn not only wi thin its own cultural bounds,
but on a global level as well, has been established in the habits
and opinions of most individuals in those societies (Williams 1966).
Broadcast organizations interpret the newscast as their major effort
"

to 'inform' the public,ond have established a policy that provides
a daily, and up to the minute, regularly scheduled newscast. Not only
is the pollcy to monitor events ldthin the 'world perspective' ,
but. to do so on the time scale of one day's events. The costs of this
var1d-wide surveillance are considerable and place a heavy demand on
the allocation of resources v.1 thin the broadcast oreanizatlon (Epstein
t"

, , '

1974), and demand routinization

a~

•

standardization in search patterns

-for identif)1ng and presenting the day's news (Tunstall 1970).
These broad demands from the' environment, as interpreted in
the broadcast organization 1 s policy, become the operating constraints
of the nevs production system. Breed(1960) has argued vith reg~
. to the nevs room, that executive policy is maintained~ vithout the
articulation of that policy, by subtle organizational means of
COmmunication •. He· suggests that Ita description of the dynamic
socia-cultural situation of the. nevsroom will suggest explanations
of this conformitylt to executive polic.r. The factors that he
identifies in this process are:
1)

institutional sanctions (firing, pr.omotion, using stories)

2)

feelings of obligatimand esteem for executives

3) mobil!ty aspirations 6f starf
4) absence of conflicting group allegiances
5) pleasant and statused nature of the activity
6) nevs as value in itself 'for.reference group-public service
These

f~ctors

have been identified as operating in the television

news room as well (Epstein 1974, Burns 1970, Hood 1972). Though
policy statements are rare, acceptance of executive policy is evident,
although uncodified and more subtly manipulated than in many organizations (Tunstall 1970).

Since executive policy can be established

and enforced in the television neW's organization, it is worthwhile

briefly examining the wy in 1Jhich the demands on the organization
are interpreted and translated at the executive levels.
Surveillance
As pointed out previously, both public and. commercial.

new~

organizations interpret their role as public service-for keeping the
majority of people informed of world events. Since television news
can be one of the more costly programmes to produce per minute,
it must demand a proportionately high budgetary commitment, and
this has been an important factor in concentrating American news at
the netvork level (Epstein 1974). This in turn has led to a rise
in the status of. the 'newsman~ and: even a star system for reporters

and announcers _developing

• As mentioned before, this entails

the scheduling of news as a regular and dependable prime time'

I

"

telettsion programme, that tits into the da.ily patterns of
the viewers. In all three colDltries a continual expansion of the
"nevs service has been the major trend in programming, ld thout
equivalent changes in other forms of inf'ormation shovs (neva magazines
and documentary specials). The news has oocome the visible means
of discharging organizations' obligations to I public service programm:blgl
in all three countries~

Audience'
Audience factors have equally' pla;yed an important part in
establi~g the nevs as prime time viev.i.ng, by'merging the objectives
of the nevs programme ldth the organization's over.aJ.l goals. The
, competitive stance of the new's programme, interpreted trom audience
statistics, play an important part in this executive level decision
maldng (Elliot 1970). As Gans(1972) points -out, these statistics
are most important when they' go dow, and form the basis of the
executive's knowledge about the nature of the audience. As he further
states nnewsmen believe, and research tends to bear them out,
that audiences are neither attentive nor loyal and must be attracted
to the individual. story". These notions about the audience lead the
way to an emphasis on simplicity and impact as the guiding principles
for mass audience appeal. For this reason, audience statistics are
taken into account less for controlling content, than for presentation
format (Gans 1968). Tunstall has made this point in a slightly different
way, by differentiating the audience goals of the nevs organization
from the non-revenue goals. He asserts that although the 'nevs gatherers
tend to support the non-revenue goals of the organization, the neva
processors' (here including executive level) align themselves ldth the
overall organizational goals to a greater degree. The news processors

tend to influence the general neva values - Which he associates
vi th audience impact appeal. Evidence of these audience factors can be

- seen in the gradual changes in the models and format of television neva
in the three countries 5 under study.

5. Changes of format include: up grade to half hour programme in
1963 for America and 1969 for Britain, neva introductions and
formats introduced including increased film reports, back
projection, and inter-announcer conversations. In a BBC2 TV
discussion programme July 1975, a move tovards more casual one
hour neva reports vas predicted by Ryan for lTV and BBC.

(

!'his is true even of the most public service oriented of networks,
"'the BBO. Burns(1970) :!n·his study of the BBO has coJlllDeJited on this
point vith regard to the devolution of the 'Reithian ethos', and
\

discerns two factors. The first is the identification of the BBO~
·via executive decision maldngJv.i. th entertainment goals for television
neva. The second he relates to a 'consciously circulation-building
element 1 vhich has n entered into the handling of new, and comment
on news: successful presentation is related more and more to
exclusive and sometimes sensa.tional interview and reporting".
The ongoing changes in the format of television neys in both
commercial and public service broadcast netvorks can be seen in the
light of these .pressures for maintaining and imprdVing on the
nevs as an impactrul and entertaining television programme. The
particular broadcast organizations~goals and policy with regard
to audience factors should be manifest in format for television

news, as in other programming factOrs.
Legal-Political
Legal-political factors have been cited as playing a decisive
role in·executive decision making for news as vell (Hood 1972,
Blumler and McQuail 1970). As pointed out in Chapter 2 the economic
and legislative relationships of British, American and Canadian
television organizations to the political system differ. However,

in all of these situations the substance

a~d·application of a

common central demand-to maintain 'due impartial! ty' and 'fairness'
vhen broadcasting controversial issues-is extant

in. the organization.

In the first instance this means that television nevs must avoid
overt editorial opinion, especially on politically contentious
issues-although not necessarily avoid explanation. As Blumler(1970)

pOints out)the media producer's view of his job is one of deciding
which events are important on a political level, and wo should speak
for those issues. The ability of the media to control these factors,
in spite of efforts made by the politicians themselves, vas also emphasized
by Blumler, particularly by the uSe of the confrontational model of

debate. The effect is to reduce conflict of ideologies to conflicts
of personality (Halloran et al 1970, Epstein 1974), and

to

see iss.u.es
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in terms

ot polar confrontations ot opinions. The enhancement

of the autonomy of the media in dec!ding these issues becomes
a major factor in determining (fairness' as the prevention of
aither side from using the media to its own gain. As quoted
in Warner (1968) an American television executive has put
this sucointly, "As long as we are aocused of being too republican
; and too .de~cratic,." then we know ve are fair".
This notion of fairness as 'critical opposition' to everyone
creates oonflicting demands in the newsmants role. The new~gatherers
themselves are dependent upon the regular sources of information
(politicians) and are unlikely to jeopardize their relationship
to those source~ (Groombridge 1972). The conflict must be
maintained between the two sides of the argument and not between
the media and any particular politician.
On the other hand, Elliot (1970) has pointed out the reliance
of television news on high credibility formats. This means a
dependen~ on faotual statements, and articulate and concise spokesman.
To the American Executive "experts are dull, and the attention
span of ~he audience is short", so that long explanation ADd
interpretation are undesirable. All nellS executives agree however
that good visuals are the key feature of a news story, and the
editorial emphasis of visuals, as opposed to commentary, is much
harder to detect (Epstein 1974). In reaction to the need to maintain
impartiality in reporting, the organization generates three possible
polioy interpretations for the news producers-balanoe, objeotivity,
and neutrality.6
Balanoe as a model for reportage mean~ proportionate
representation of the major sides or biases identified for any particular
issue. It is legislated in the television act (Britain, Canada)
tor politioal party broadoasts, although interpreted by producers
more freely at e1eotion time 7 • In non party related issues that are
politically sensitive this can equally be interpreted as providing
two opposing views on the issue. In the United states, the balance aspect
-'

6. The Annan Committee(1977) Report has recently noted a
similar trilogy, except they use the oonoept of due
impartiality where I have'used objeotivity.
7. As Blum1er (1970) pointed out, the change in producers
interpretation of tbalance t vas much easier at an election
time Yhen politicians are under pressure to maximise their
media exposure.
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of fairness is likewise part 01' the fairness doctrine, and takes
on a similar meaning for interpre~g coverage of political party
related stories.
ObjectiVity as a broadcast policy, as interpreted by television
organizations, means the maintenance of highly credible, uned1 toriillzed
stories Yith a sense of direct access to the nevs event. Direct acceSS
to .events can be by ~eans of visuals, or by mobll-e and
multiple reporters; both cases entail a quaJi ty of immediacy in
presentation. In addition, a meariing~u1, informed and compl&te
framelJork that explains an event. may enhance the sense of being
fully informed, usually presented by an 'expert' or 'analyst observer'.
Neutrality, as a policy for the coverage of sensit.ive nevs)
offers another alternative. It emphasizes the use of neutral sources
of information as the basis for the presentation. Only the bare bone~
the facts"of a story are covered. In particular the use of statistics,
quotation and basic descriptiol~form the elements of a policy of
neutrali ty - undigested data - nevs· covei-aga.
Each broadcast organization may ueight interpretation of the
'impartiality' demand (as established Yithin the legislative groundrules)
in terms of these three possible models for neus reportage. Together,
or independently, they provide the means by lJhich the broadcast
organization can maintain independence of direct control from the
political system, by attempting to minimize its impact on that system,
or ~ others importantly related to it. 8

8.

If television news were used as a change agent it YOuld not only
attempt to increase the impact of information, it would have to lay
down careful policy directions for that impact, which would tie
it to government as an agent of social changetas in socialist
countries). For example, rather than the factual reporting of
.economic statis:t;ics ldth regard to the impact of crop failures
on inflation; information that woUld change behaviour of consumers
Yith regard to that crop failure would be broadcast. The policy which
avoids sur.h stories can only be seen in comparison to other kinds
of presentations of news stories and is generally subsumed within the
'mirror role' for the nelJS media.

Tb,ese policies, established as unvritten guidelines, internaJ.1sed
.in the da,-to-day operations ot the. new broadcasting agency,
provide the basis tor the work procedures of the television nevs
statt. 9

Operating wi thin the· demands ot the broadcasting organization,
the news production unit must accommodate to these pressures and
assimilate them into the internal structure ot the newscasting agency.
As argued by Emery and Triste(1969), newscasting as::'organizational
system will attempt to establish a steady state vorldng situation
that can respond toO the fluctuations in the environment Yithout
modification of its internal structure. In the surveillance of the
environment this means the establis:b.ment of l..'Orking procedures
that can identify and report dally\;n the., major areas ot 'nevs interest'
from the vast flood of events that compose the 'potential nevs stories~
and discharge the perceived duty ot the broadcast organization for up
to the minute news information. With regard to fluctuations in the
political system)this means the establishment of procedures that
minimize the political impact of nevs broadcasting (Hood 1972, Burns
1970),particularly by not offending either the political powers that
be,lO or the political sensibilities of the public. Flllally, it is
noticed that with regard to audience factors, pressures exist which
tend to submerge the television ~evs prograrr~e into the broader goals
of the television broadcast organization~ concei~l with large audiences,
and integrate the news into entertainment oriented values that permeate
the mainstre~ of television broadcasting.
9.

In this sense, the 'mirror role' becomes a paradigm. Thomas and
Bennis have modified the notion of 'paradigm' as developed by
Kuhn(1962) to be "That dimension of a management ideology that
infornl~ the posture that an organization assumes". They go on to
exp18in "a paradigm emerges from constellation of belj.efs and the
assumptions which individualsin the organj.zation, partic'tuarly
key decision makers, share about the nature of their organization
and its environment" pg.12.

10. Burns(I970) comments that the Reithian version of this vas support
tor the government in pover-authori ty in general.
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Section 3.2:
News Values and the

.. ~

\.

Audi~Visual

structure of the Newsroom

Most studies of the nevscasting organizations have referred
to those operational but UllloIr1tten decision procedures as 'nevs values'.
Since the selection process is complex, the neva values reflect not
the individual choice of the reporter but the series of decisions made
vithin the organization at various stages of the ed1torlal. process

(Tunstall 1970, Halloran et al. 1970). Included within these w:Ul be
decisions made about the internal. organization of the newsroom itself!
budgeting, assignments for coverage of stories, and various aspects
of editing and presenting the neva story. To the individuals involved
,
in nevs se1ection)hoWever, the criterl,a for nevsvorthiness are neither
conscious nor articulated. To the casual observer, the newsroom appears
an exercise in anarchy and chaos. The nevsmen themselves are left ldth
the tautological statement that 'neva is what is nevsvorthy'; they have
no clear tmderstanding of what the internal s~lection processes are
of the organization in Wich they operate (Tunstall 1970, Epstein
1974). In fact, Tunstall has argued that these are incapable of being
clearly articulated. There are no explicit criteJ;.1~· for either evaluating
the 'nevsvorthiness of an eventJarthe suitableness of a story write-up,
nor is there a methodology for gathering nevs. All is left" as Breed(l960)
insinuates)to the implicit "socio-cultural. situation" of the organization.
It is for this reason that data on nevs values can only be
derived from studies of the organization as an operating entity, (Epstein
1974) or inferred from studies or nevs programme content. Fig. 5.2.
relates a variety of studies of nevscasting organizations vhich' have
a-:l;tempted to describe ne'Wsvalues as they operate v.t.thin the newscasting
process. They are presented here regrouped in terms of the demands plaqed
b.Y the operating environment of the news organization on the newscasting
process. The most striking feature of these studies is the high degree
of agreement on essential aspects of nevsvalues, although some studies are
more detailed. This is irrespective of whether the ns'WScasting organization
is commercial or public. It also reveals the degree to which the stabilization
or routinization of the selection preocedure can take place without the
clear written or consciously detailed guidelines (which would limit the
organizations flexibility in response to the fluctuations in the environment).

FigN 3.2:

Studies in 'News Values':

Regrouped in terms of demands

made on the broadcasting organization

. News Value
Author

Surveillance

Audience

Legal-Political

Gans (US)

--up to the minute
,--day to day

--of national interest
--simple
--familiar
--dramatic stories
--peo?le not events

--specific rather
than general

Epstein (US)

--p,reparation
time

--filmic value
--star correspondents

--people in power
--political balance

--number of people
effected
--importance to public
-·audience
intent
.
"
--drama for impact

--political balance

Warner (US)

timeliness

-

Galtung (Norway)

time span
--fulfills
expectations
--issues remain
issues

--clear cut
--relevance to self
and culture
--personification
--exciting
--novelty
--negativity

--elite persons
--balance and
completeness

Halloran '.
(Britain)

--fulfills
expectations

--personalities
--novelty
--negativity
r-action visuals

--balance
--description
over explanation

Ways (US)

r-simple
dramatic
. familiar

- -~

II
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This is particularly
imPortant wen the complex!ty and the variety of operations that
are carried out wi thin the news organization are recognized. The
fact that news values are consistent as a description of the decision
process>however, does not necessarily reflect a commonality of
'news values' applied at all stages of the process. Rather it may
reflect the similarity of the components of the process and their
interrelationships (TUnstall 1970). For example the cameraman and
the intervie",er may be operating with different role-specific news
values, the interrelationship' of which determines the output of the
.
crew, but which on reaching the editor may have f'Drther specific
nevs value criteria applied, and so on throughout the assembling
of the story. This fact is parlicularly important when the
technological base that orients the news broadcasting process for
television is considered. DetermL~ed by the camera-sound-edit
broadcast technolOgies, a variet.y of specialized 11 task-based decision
making, with appropriate role aspec'ts-, will underlie the sequence of
activities that produces television nevs programmes. News values
reflect the aggregated interrelationship of this variety of activities,
and not a unified field applied similarly at every stage in the
process. Moreover, they are specifically related to this audio-visual
separation in the television technology.
It can be further seen that nevs values reflect and influence
decis516nsmade with regard to both content and format of the news story.
Content deciaions refer most fundamentally to 'what' will be selected
for the news broadcast, whereas format decisions refer to the
.arrangement of that content, or its structuring as a broadcast entity.
Both these decisions are related as well to the audio-visual
technological substructure of the 'socio-technical' system. A1 though
content and format can be separated for the analytical purposes of"
understanding how they operate within the nevs selection process, it
is recognized that in the actual decision making these are interrelated.
The following analysis uill attempt to ()utline some of the factors that
influence the selection of content and format for television news, and
their interrelations.
11. Even the reporter role can be regarded as a specialized generalist.
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The structure o£ Decision Making:
When Vice-President Spiro Agnew accused the news broadcasting
in the United states o£ being biased, he was referring to the possibility
that a small number o£ like-minded men control the decision making
process and influence purposefUlly the programming o£ television news
for political. ends. The two assumptions o£ his argument are that,
fir8t~he ne~s broadcast process is centraJ.ized enough to be
controlled by a smaJ.l number of men, and secondly that these. men wo
are of like mind can consciously manipulate the output of medium tdth
regard to newscasting. Fbr the United states Epstein; (1974)
.
and ~larner(1968) are both agreed uith Agnew on the £irst issue(i.e.
Epstein estimates 60 decision makers £or the construction of television
news in the three main netllorks), and this is likely to equally represent
the centralization o£ national nevTscasting 't-11 thin all the broadcast
organizations. As Warner(1968) suggests "television news, because
its compression o£ £orm imposes special editing and ne't-1S gathering
requirements, is subject to much greater central control than is the
case '\-1i th the average newspaper". He further points out that JOOst of these
television newsmen know and interact with each other, 011 a regular
basis. Most researchers into the £ield disagree tdth Agnew's second
point, however, that a conscious bias, based on a uni£ormity of political
position~is the basis of news selection. Hood(1972) suggests in fact
that a ·number of gatekeepers is responsible, each applying at a variety
of levels in the hierarchy some sort of criterion for ~le construction
of the news programme. Gans(1968) further,and more particularl~
asserts that "no one person controls news outpUt because of the
dif£erent role responsibilities involved". Although it has been suggested
for both the pritish (Burns 1970, Hood 1972) and the American (Warner
1968) newscasting organizations that a homogenity of class and values
exists with regard to the personnel, this.broad base consensus w-ould
bias the nevs tovards a broad middle c1c~s framework, similar to that of
~e majority of its audience; but not as specifically political in bias as is
Charged by Agnew. The general position of most researches into television
news broadcasting organizations are ~~ed up by Elliot(1970)t "The model
of television production suggested by this study is a relatively selfcontained process folloving established technical. and occupational guidelines".

Epstein(1974) has suggested that the news selection can be.
viewed as four processes that reflect the hierarchical. and
organizational structure of the news organization including:

a) assignments - stories to be covered, wo to cover them, what
kind of crew to send

.

b) producer/audience decisions - broad guidelines for kinds of
stories and emphasis, balance in coverage, preference for
formats

'.

c)

selection in news gathering - who to' interview, what question~
'Where and what to film,slant on event, general story line"
reporter conclusions
.

d)

selection in editing - selection and organization of visuals,
copy story organization and presentation format, including
presenter, and presenters' body language.

These selection processes he regards as reflecting the various task
orientations within the structure of the newscastblg hierar~. At
the top of the hierarchy is the executive role, concerned with the
overall quality of the programme and concerned ~~th the coorttination
of the whole process of the production of the news programme. On
the next level are the producers, who maintain responsibility for
the day to day process of assembling the stoI'Y.t and control the
overall editorial responsibility for individual. news stories. The
. third level consists of the correspondents or news gatherers who
perform the actual work on ~ news story, interviewing and reporting
events and directing the crew on the job. The final level is the
technicians including camera and sound men, editors (film and video)
and other technicians required for the television production. This
level is characterized by their technical. blowledge specific to the
function they perform and a pride:in their craft. Leroy(1972) has
characterized the levels of the organization differently,
differentiating between news director, newsc~ster, reporter, cameramen
and miscollany. l-larner(1968) in his study of American newscasting
agencies has identified the various task related role functions as
follows: The Vice-President in charge oversees the editorial policy
in relationship to budgeting and the overall smooth running of the
programme. He lays the gro1.Uld rules that set the limits to freedom
of the various other positions. The executive producer is in control

I

II
I

I
I
!

J
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of the nevs selection process andhas the final. vord on the nevs
line up for any particular day. The associate executive acts as

,.

a nevs editor maintaining responsibility for the details of reporter
and crevt assignment. The nevs editor coordinates. the efforts of
scz1.pt and film editing. The vriter is the translator of the
producer's guidelines, 'WOrking autonomously from the wire service
inputs as vell as moni:toring various other media nevs sources for
stories or possibilities. The reporter is in the field, in charge
of the camera crew, and selec~s .the point of view or slant on the
story. The newsreader or presenter can m~e slight al. terations
in the commentary for easier reading but presents the story as given
within the time allocated. Although the organization can be characterized
as a hierarchy, tliere are certain elements of decision making that have
autonomous and independent action. Burns(l970) has argued that in fact
the organizational. structure renects both lateral and horizontal
decision maldng authority, in ,.,Mch specialists who are differentiated
by their function vi th regard to the audio(visual technology act
autonomously at various levels of neus processing. The follouing organizational structure might represent this differentiation.
F1g.~:

Organization in the Newsroom and Broadcast Technology Specialism
EXECUTIVE LEVEL

. overall· programming
assignments executives
.. producer - director

..

I

NEWS GATHERING J..EVEL
. correspondent

interview land conmentary

r

vi'suals
cameraman

audio
,. sound !!lan
script uriter
NEWS PROCESSING LEVEL
I

editor

·r------------~'~--------------.r..

visuals
film and video editors
artists· teclll'rl:c1-ans '
-~

audio
script writer
news reader

t_,ft.·' .

":
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~s

decision

making

structure more accurately refiectsHalloran et aJ.' s

(1910) and Tunstall's(1910) descriptions ot the news programme
production, in which they describe the independence ot decisions
made by cameraman on location and the script writers, edt tors
and producers. The newsmen operate with a bigh degree

task autonomy, but

ot specitic

within the l1m1tations on this autonomy entailed

by bis place in the news organization. As Bood(1912) states "his judgem-

ents are guided by wnat he believes to be possible or tolerated by
the organization he works in", and are cou;aun1cated inf'ormally by
implied procedural rules.
Bowever, with regard to the 'ne~sgatherer"

Tunstall(1910)

bas pointed out that they are less committed to the overall
insti tutional goals than the news processors. The three that
Tunstall describes for the journalist-occupational, collegue/competitor,
and employee-pla.ce a variety of demands on the individual by orienting
him to his peer group as well as the institution. The peer group
values~ of autonomy in decision maldng (Burns 1910) and responsibility

to the public., IlIIlst be mediated with the overall organizational
concern with the audience oriented goals. Tunstall suggests that themechanism by which the 'limitations' are transmitted down the hierarchy
are centred around the control of assignments and the amount of reediting that a journalist's stories receive, as well as the normal
career structure oriented mechanisms. In addition the number of stories
that the journalist has broadcast becomes a major indicator of his
personal success. Halloran'et al's (1910) study shows

the effect-

iveness of this structure, in which the journalist performs his task
fUlly understanding the expectations and limits of acceptability of
his superiors.
The situation for the technician newsgatherer, such as the .
cameramanJis different. As :Burns(1912) points out,he is a specialist,
unlike the generalist journalist. Bis commitment is to the carr;y1.ng out

ot his specialist task in terms of a technical competence. He is not
as oriented to the public service values of the journalist, and hal:'
li ttle concern wi th the content of the news story. Bis training
developed his technical skills in tems ot the • cinematic or filmic'
values of· the film world. This aligns him closely with the executive
level of news production who feel, as Gans(1912) states that "above
all '1!V news tilms must have dramatic quality". As pointed out by :Burns
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(1970), the technician is less upwardly mobile in the news organization's
hierarchy because of his cormni tment to a technical special! ty', and
is therefore more closely tied to the carrying out of his specific
task function for recognition and success. As Halloran et aL(1970)
_further point out. this orients him to increase the amount of
that he gets accepted.
,- -

~rk

P.r his editorial: superiors.

Hood(1972) summarizes this phenomena as follows;
"the narrow social range from which the staff of television
organizations are drawn and the immense pressures wi thin
the organization-among them are job security, team spirit,
indoctrination with the ethos of the working group-are
suffioient to ensure that f~e ground rules of oonsensus
po1i tios are not broken".
It seems that although the news process ino1udes a variety of tasks
llith different selection prooedures, the structure of the news
organization is suoh as to instill an overall set of guidelines
in the newsgathering process that align it with the overall direotives
of the organization.
Professionalism
These observations seem in direct contradiction to the
beliefs of newsmen themselves. Although by and large as W~s(1972)
asserts "journalism is silent about its own performanoe and prob1emsj
newsmen believe themselves as professionals to be working within the
value system of the profession and not the organization (Epstein 1974).
A unified group norm is not
but rather reflects the

est~b1ished

re1at~onShip

as a whole wi thin the newsroom,

of the profession to the broadoast

organization and its technical factors (Epstein 1974). As Gurevitch
and El1iot(1973) state "the structure of the professions as a whole
is determined to a oonsiderable extent by the teohno1ogioal base of
the media". The professional allegiances align the various roles
of the news process to peer groups outside the particular organization,
and as Hood(1972) asserts "thedemaroation line between technioians and
creative elements is clearly drawn and institutionalized"" In partioular
this means a division of the cameraman, film and video editor and sound
,

12.

Stuart Hood, The politics ot Television in McQua.i1 D.
SOCiology ot Mass Communications
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man from the journalistic professions. This is retlected in
.professional associations including the unions. The resul t J "
as Gurevitch and Elllot(1973) argue,is to reduce confiict of content
to that of sty'l~ and qusll ty.
The journalist or editor, probably coming from newspaper or radio
journalism,has strong allegiances to the field of journalism. He is
",

/~'

oono.erned about his autonomy in deoision making,(Blumler.·1970) and
relates his standards 'to those esta'Qlished in the broad field of
journalism (Weinthal and O'Keefe 1974). Unlike an expert,wb.o may be
concerned more with a particular knowledge based area. as a generalist
his oommi tment is to the process of reportage, and he maintains olose
links with other journalists

(Epstein 1974). As Halloran et al.

(1970) point _ out' this entails a dependenoy of the journalist on
others in the same profession to establish the guide-lines
for the 'newsworthiness of any event, or the brillianoe of any soooP'.
Likewise the journaJ.ists mutuaJ.ly depend on the same regular souroes
of information, and like Lasswell"s opinion leaders regularly refer
to a variety of media to establish these oriteria (Gans 1912). The
effeots,as Gurevitch and Elliot(1973) state,is that "the importance
of the professional. oreed is that it provides oommon standards or
judgement to faoilitate work flow" whioh in turn "helps the
organization to artioulate these by providing a. legitimated mechanism
of control and ooordination" that does not violate the importance
of autonomy established in both the nature of the job and the journalist's
view of it as a publio servioe pror~ssion. \3
The professional allegiB.!loe of the teohnioians j.s different.
Of teohnioians' in tems. of the final navEl story, the oameraman and the
film and video editors are the most' imporlalit. 'Like the:; sOUIldmen
and other television engineering technioians as well, these roles,
will primarily be oonoerned with the qua.1i ty of the teohnical prooess,
in the first instanoe. As Epstein(1974) puts it "he is a teohnoorat,
and the knowledge of the running of one of those machines is suffioiently

.

diffioul t to demand all his oonoentration". However, beoause of
television: news'dependenoe on piotures of the most vivid kind, whioh
make it the powerful medium of communioation, the oameraman and visuals
editor have added ooncerns beyond just teohnical reproduotion. As Robin
Da.y(1970) points out "in the oase of events or issues that do not have

.
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convenient visual existence t television tends to treat them
1nadequately". The cameraman and visuals ed! tor

are more

closely

associated vi th the values and practices of film world, and that

ot entertainment television as a reterence g~. Using the grammar
ot tilmic image as a basis of both' thebett!ng up! and t~ of
shOts', .and for editing them ~to sequences, the_c~te;t'a

ot

the reference group orient

unusual,

them to exciting, dramatic,

action packed sequences. This is frequently summarized in the adage
"it it moves; film it". The premise", of the visuals is 'emotive
impact' rather than communication, guided by 'pictorial value'
as an aesthetic. As Epstein points out~ they have little oommitment

to the partioular issues they are dea.1ingwi th, and tend on the \Ionole
to be more politioally conservative in their attitudes than

journalist~.

As Gans(1972) states in his rejection of Spiro Agnew's accusation
of intentional bias in television news "most of the decisions

~ch

the

Vice-President ascribed to the personal bias of the newsmen are actually
based on the desire for exciting f"ilm". It 1s not only in t..l),e selection

ot which visuals are filmed, lbut aleo in the ed!ting process, that the
relationship to the 'pictographic' professions really has. its emphasis.
Sinoe less than

~-6

of the film of an event is actually used, it is in

the ed! tine:, that "film is turned into illusion and drama". As Epstein states
"depending on what fragments are selected and how they are

ordax~d,

any number of different stories can usually
be .."
ed:!. ted from the sa..'11e . '
.
material". Halloran et &1(1970) argue that this selection process is

nOD content-related, in that the reordering of visuals ie for dremati.c
and pictorial effect, rather than to slant the story in a:ny direction.
EPstein has outlined some broad procedures for this editing process
in which the 'visual story"

is put together.

1)

the chronologioal order is broken down-sound used to make
ooherent the visuals, and visuals edited to crea.te continuity of
sound by use of cutaways.

2)

bad quality sound and film are eliminated-the oontrolled event
bas olear advantage in getting in the news since spontaneous events
are bard to film or record.

1,.

The degree of cross-media similarities in news coverage values
well reflect the level of professionalization of journalism

~
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cut out the dull moments and concentrate on the action

4) the use of' sound background:! that are
In addition

to this we

may add a need

already' classified and recorded

to give the story an overall structure

of' its ow, an overaU" coherence; even i.f this structure is just" for a
• talking head' interview sequence in which the background and lighting
for the f'ilming have some importance. In fact, Michael Swann(Times 1975)
of' the BEe is quoted as advising newsmakers to be mindful of' the context
in which

tbe~

presentation.

are filmed and to avoid blatant inconsistenoies in their

~'euven

Franks 14commeliis "lIliat 'tbe.:'Viev that uthe pover of

television journalism is not the tran~ss1on of information but the
transmission of experience,. joy, sorrow ••••••••• these are the stuff
of news" may not only represent the attitudes of American television
news executives, but the general professional values of the 'filmic
professions' on whom they depend.
The relationship between the two professional subgroups is
important for understanding the operation Qf the television news
process. LeroY(1972) has c8.-""X'ied out a study of professionalism in
TV journalism, and using Hall's professionalism scale has compared
newsmen at various levels of their occupational rank with other
professions. His findings tend to support the factors that have
been outlined with regard to the separation of professions in TV
journalism. He points out that television journalism is an evolving
profession and in a process of change. It is for this reason he
attributes the TV professions overall below median rank on the five
scales for professionalism. On the professional organisation of
reference group scale, only accountants ranked

lower~

whereas on

the belief in public service the journalists ranked high-just below
doctors and lawyers. AI though a variety of control variables were
used, the job category maintained the greatest influence over the
degree of professionalism, with news directors, (editorial executives)
ranking Significantly higher on feeling of autonomy scale, and

cameramen lower on the belief in publio

se~ce

scale. Although the

picture remains incompletely documented, it seems that as well as an
14.

Head of NBO television news as quoted by Epstein(1974)
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occupational. allegiance to the organization in which they work,
,

.,

'

newamen.depending on their role in the newsgathering process, 'IIJ&y'
be influenced significantly by either their journalistic, or
.filmio referenoe group',for- the establishment of the uncodified operational prooedures wi thin which they work.
~ Editing Prooess

.\,

It is in the editorial prooess that the differences in the
values and seleotion procedures of the various news gatherer roles
must be reoonoiled for the produotion of the news story. U1. timately
the story must exist as a clear and oomplete whole. This consists

of two options as outlined by Epstein(1974), of either "filling
out a limited number of story lines with the appropriate pict-ures",
or having the "film diotate the story line". This blending of the
spoken and visual aspects of the news story

forms the basis of the

editorial aotivity.
The value of the visuals is always of extreme importance
to the news story, even if this just means the addition of visual
symbols, stock photos or drawings in back projection to, or over,
the commentary of the newsreader, reading a scripted story or wire
service despatch. However, it is in the more costly. and complex
"

,

stories that include filmic sequences,that the true effort of the
editor is called upon,. For as Halloran et al(1970) have pointed out,
the differences of news values and task definitions, applied at
various stages in the news gathering and editing process, DlS\Y" result
in stories that have 'contradiction in sound and 1ma.ge';particularly
since these task definitions are associated with the modal separation
of the news gathering and processing equipment, and hence the
separation of those persons working on either the audio-linguistic,
or visual aspects of the story. These contradictions are not always
in terms of precise inconsistencies, as they occur in the Halloran

study, but may in fact be differences of emphasis or, perspective
as well. In any case, attempts will be made to assimilate the contradictions

lnto the inference logic of the story (Epstein 1974);

o~ by' the avoiding

of an explanation of the event and leave the inference implicit

i
;1

1':1
:.ri
'I

II

!J

-76in the visuals (Gens 1972). Frequently however subtle inconsistencies

of sound and image

mtq

persist into the broadcast of television neva 15.

Halloran et al (1970) in the~ study of the television coverage
of a de~nstration have pointed out hoy the separation of sound and
image in the ed1torial process can bring about these inconsistencies
between modaJ.ities which further indicates that the nature of the
television production and ed!ting technology plays an important role.
FrequentlJr for example, those aspects of the event for which the visuals
have been gathered, become the .focus for the coverage of the wole story.
In Halloran t s example, the assignment and positioning of e&mera crews
in terms of anticipations by the newsmen about the event, played a
significant part. This includes not only the assign"1ent of camera
crews to events, ~t to particmJ.ar aspects of those events. Epst.ein
bas indicated that this is related to the t economic logic' of neva
selection. Those events for 'Which prior lmovledge ensts allov the
necessary time to despatch and set up the camera equipment. Since
the expense of' the C8lIlera crew is high f'or the coverage of' events, the
assignments ed!tor must carefully choose the stories that promise
either to be exceedingly nevsvorthy, or 'visually exciting'. As
Epstein(~974) remarks, the NBC had at least one da~ va.:rnillg from the
nevsmakers on at least 90% of nevs stories covered, and unpredictable
events accounted for less than 2% of all nevs coverage of the evening
nevs •.,Boorstlin (1964) has called these events prepared for television
nevs coverage tpseuda-events t , and points out the degree to which
this reveals a mutual interdependency of the nevsmen and the nevs
makers (this includes IRA bombers who give adequate notice directly'
to news agencies to insure nevs coverage of the events). Given the
expense of the camera crev, the selection of perspective taken on
the' event must justify the coverage g:l.ven, and this means both the
creation of non-events 16 and the emphasis of aspects of events that
justify visual coverage.

15. Aston.i.slrl.ngly, a number' of unrecoenized outlandish contradictions
continue to occur in television nevs in spite of the editors t
attempts to create a unity of story. Some of the most humorous
examples have involved, for example, a smiling f'ull face of Heath
in a crow in \lhich the 'sound over' record included the shouts
of Sig Heil, or a description of. the t terror ridden streets of
Belfast t in vhich the visuals shOll the normal bustle of a busy
day in the City.
16. A non-event may consist of a person attempting to escape from the
camera responding with a no-comment, or a prisoner brought to court
vi th his face masked; in each the visual presentation is of the
lack: of information sought.
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In £'act the ability-of the nevs to totaJ.ly fabricate neva

stories, and generate their own neva "events."is also important. For
exampl.e, a story on the Soyu.s-.Apollo Handshake over Bognor Regis
vas totally fabricated by BBC nevsmen. The only prediction about the
event from NASA sources vas that the exact location of the prediction
COI1l.d not in fact be made. However, several. neva stories, one inCluding
1ntervievs with residents of Bogner Regis about the tolm t s t day in
history' had generated enough false hopes :in the residents that theyhad brought out nags for the occasion declared by the BBC newsmen.
The expense of assigning a full crev to· a story, and the time needed
for the fllming and processing of the visuals for the story neceasitates
a cs.ref'ul control ,over the 1im1ted resources of the news agency.
Foreign assignments increase the coats astronomicall.y, vh1ch
means that in order to get visuals from a foreign story , either the
event must be predictable and important, or likely to be of long
term; otherwise wire service coverage v.ill, be depended upon. In this
manner both the geograpbicaJ. features and time scale of events become
important dimensions of the nevs selection process. As vell, the interplay
v.f..th other media becomes important in terms of anticipations about
events that are knO\Jll to be about to occur. As Halloran et al(1970)
point out, anticipatory stories may not only raise the perceived importance
of some nevs events, but as vell set the stage and provide the
interpretive framevork for it. Although most nevsgatherers believe that
reporting can be done without the biasing of the story, selection in
assignments entails a bias that long precedes the coverage of the event
itself. Since an event must be anticipated to be fUmed (but not
necessarily for reporting) and since, once filmed the story is more
likely to be broadcast because of' the presence,ot visual 6 , oertain kinds
of events are more likely to become television nevs than others.
As Gans(1972) states, this influences the actuaJ. content of the news
in terms of the time scale and the visual drama of an event. If radicals
disrupt a convention, t.llen the emphasis in visual terms is the disruption
and not the opinions or reasons for the disruption. In broader terms,
this leads to an emphasis in the kinds of events ~at are easily and
economicaJ.ly filmable (persons, disasters and action events), and to the
absence of coverage of events that are more difficult to translate into

~

--

....,

visual stories (slow social cba:Dge, social torces, event. with subtle
human ·1apact). G1"OOIlbr1dge(l972) states that there i. a logic to the

'DOt seen' on television D8V8 as well as to the continually occurr1ng
eveDte. ~. can bt· 41rect17 related both to the logistic. ot gather1ng
_wa SDCl the selective biasea ot the Dfta '98lues. It IDIq be tu.rther
worth mentioning the abilit7 of the presence ot the camera and the
orew to signiticantly alter a person' s behaviour. Bot only doea this
elicit expectations ot how a person should be seen to behave 'on
television', but it makes the respondent awa~ of the • significance
ot the event' he is being interviewed or fUmed tor.
Halloran's(l970) and Lang and La1lg's(l968) studies have
documented these aspeci,s ot televised news by comparing them vi th
direct observations ,ot the event, emphasizing television news
. abUit7 to 'transt01'lll'. Epstein(l974) has S1lmIIl8.rized the relationsh:1p
ot the economic logic ot visuals to news story selection and the
operating rules ot the news organizations.
Be includes.1)
2)

the length ot the tilm report and good visuals
the amount ot time and money available tor an individual. story item

3) the areas that are heavily covered-geographic, international, political
4) the model ot the event -confiict resolution, argumentation, hi-lite
5) the ration ot prepared to immediate news
6)

the general categories given preferenoe in coverage

!J.'hese tactors reveal the essential contradiction wi thin the news
broadcasting organization between the dual values ot 'immediacy'
and 'up-to-the-minuteness' and the need tor the organization to have
extensive planning and a high degree ot control oyer the coverage ot
the news story and its presentation.
It is subsequent to the editorial. selectivity in assignments
which is in itself related to the need for 'aggressive' competitive
strategies on the part ot the news organizations, that the more U81al
edi torial. process related to the rearrangement ot the gathered
information takes place. !l'he variety of materials that may be utilized
in a story include. newspaper coverage, radio and wire service despatches,
wire photos, film footage, tape recorded or telephoned interview and oomment,

~,')
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as 11811 as still photos, a.riist Mnderings and action visuals on video
tape or tilm,aDd a scripted news story. !'he editor's job is to choose
,.

'

~~!,t;~:.

aDd orpDiH the. . materials into a tleVs story-ultimately which will
be p1'e88nted in te1'lRS ot the television technology as a combination

~t"

ot vision
\.

and sound. The visual material can be rearranged and

edited tor both timing aDd sequencing, 'syno' sound interviews
organized and ed!ted in, and photo stills arranged. Sound options mq
include actuality sound recorded' on location, or :recorded sound and
music which mq be 'tracked' over. Interview segments may include
"'

'sync' sound or can be talking heads wi~ a commentary track over.
Questions asked by the interviewer may be included or cut, as may the
cutaW'8\V's to the interviewer ,.. part ot the interview. Pina1l.y, the
story- will be organized by a commentary, either by' the newsreader,
:reporter, or editor, or some combination or them. The commentary mq
make a variety of points in m8Jl1' difterent W8\Ys, and can be interspersed
8ZJ1Where throughout the other kinds ct materials. Given the large number
ot options and material that are available for the different stories,
in conjunction Yi th the lim! tations ot the technologies used, the news
story- is constru.cted wi thin a fomat. Although a variety of factors
influence what events are selected for broadoast, and what aspects ot
the event, or perspective on i1) is taken, it is the basic stru.cture
of the broadoast and production technology that has a major impact
on the 'tormat' of the television news story.
The tomat ot the news item reflects the underlying operating
procedures used by the ed! torial statt in the assembling ot the news
story, and through the rout!n1zatj,on of production practices tacilitates
the role ot the news gatherers as well. For example, the cameraman will
de~lop expectations about the kind ot shots that are used by the editor,
and his training will intom him ot the kinds ot coverage that
tacili tate the editing process. This will be equally true tor the
:reporter, in terms ot his choice ot location, the questions he asks,
and the nature ot the report he makes ot the event. Even the BOund man
will have notions ot what will be required tor the constru.otion ot the
news story. The routinization ot editorial and gathering procedures
:results in models ot the tormat ot television news stories that oan
be mutually used by the various persons in the variety ot roles

,,_ .. .,

. .t UDder17 tOe clevelopaent ot a D8V'S story. As well this
atazada.rd1zat1on ot t01'll&t oan extend aD 1mpllo1t control OYer content
v1~t cbal.leDSlDg the aatoDOJll;J' ot the DeWaI8D 1;0 cowr the story in

the vq he vauts. This is

I

\..

,,#'-'

assimilated into the very activities and

task 4e£J.Ii1t1ou ot the DeV8llleD, )'8t maiDtaiDed aeparate17 by the
,a.u.d1O-Tisua1. teobnologtcaJ. base ot the· equiIJD8Dt, and akills that
DeWaD8n ezeroi ... Although each member ot the team goas about his job
gathering and e4itiJlg 1Ji te2.'mS ot his role, he also knows the b1'Oader
tramework Yi:thin which his aspect ot the coverage can be integrated with
the other elements ot te1eTision reportage. !he basis tor this will· be
the ~nt or tomat of the story. For example, although the sound
-man's prime concern is for the technioal aspects ot sound reproduction,
he also knows to utilize a mike system that separates the voice of the
. person being interviewed, tromboth that o.r the interviewer and the
background sound. Althoush he has no say in 'what is being said' his
ability at isolating the 'voice' ot the interviewee, will determine
both the usability ot the sound portion, and the possibilities for
editing or for superimposing the sound sequences. These factors all
contribute to the ability to 'edit out' the questions ot the interviewer,
to use 'sync' interview segments, or to utilize sound over techniques.
Likewise the oamera men and film editors must utilize operating
definitions that detail, when, what, and how to use the camera. These
include implicit understanding of visual grammar in tel.'mS of talcS ng- or constructing location shots, situating interviews, or filming shots
for stories that provide the 'interence logic' of the filmed sequences.
!he separation of modalities is represented at both the gathering and
editing phases of news processing. It is noted that separation of sound
and vision based on the task differentiation in technology of production,
leads: to a distinction between those roles that operate wi thin the
linguistic codes (interviewer, sound editor, newsman), and visual code
(cameraman, film editor, graphics). The editing task, then, consists
of the orchestrating together of these various elements of the news
story. The separation also includes the temporal sequencing of segments
together (newsreader introduction, visuals, reporter comments) and
the arrangement of the audio and visual chamle1s within segments (newsreader voice over a soquence of stills, ·reporter's comment over action
visuals, or even, newsreader quotation over. head and shoulders interview).
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S!he t01'll&ts evolved tor television

DeWS

coverap reveal ~ot only

techn:1cal separation ot tasks in DeVS gathering and ed!t1JJg,
but .8180
the implicit models ot ftl)Ortap that &re used bT all
aemben ot the gatheriDg and edit1ng statf that allows these
divergent elements to be integrated. It is obvious that the degree
ot iDtegration ot the Channels tor stories that only utilize the
D8~ader in the presentation is minimal. This editorial process
of audio and visual. comPonents will be more important Wen stories
utilize the film camera tor. action visuals and interviews.

,

\
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Summarz

...

In this

the prooesses o£ seleotion that take place
within the newsoasting organization have been examined in relationship

'

.. ".

".

seot~on,

to the produotion o£ television news. It was pointed out that the
seleotion prooess oonsists both of 'which stories ought to be
cove~dt and 'how that story is organized and presented'. The
(

integration of 'content' and '£omat' in the news story is seen
to be related to a varie,:tY of organizational factors, including
the operating envj.ronment of the organizations as well as the
stru.oture, professionalism and the teohnological basis of the
organization. Ul tlmately, news 'selection' funotions to redUoe the
'relative unoertainty' within the organization and to bring stability
I

and unifo:rmi ty to the 'output', in keeping with the goals of "he
, organization.

~~:"

CHAPTER 4
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DSSlGE ANALYSIS

•
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Section 4.1:
Ini;roduction and Issues in the Analysis of Hew Messages
"
.

',:~
;:~
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The anal.7sis of lD8sl,lages is central to the understanding of the
overall. communication process, and particularly important in the study
of nevs broadcasting. In the first instance, the neva messages are the
output of highly centralized and formalized organizations wrk1ng
vithin the context of the institutions ~ cultural. settings in which
these messages are produced. As such, they ref'lect, and can be used to
, test"hypotheses abou't the workings of the cultural setting (Hall 1970),
,and about the organizations that produce them (Halloran 1970). In
particular, as Galtung and Ruge (1970) have shovn, an analysis of the
message output can be utilized as a means of validating hypotheses
about news values, production and selection procedures, or organizational
goals in terms of the production of actual. new p~grmmnes. On the other
hand, the 'message system' is not only the result of these highly
institutionalized processes of new production, but also composes the
stimulus field from Yhich audiences select and process information.
The cultivation process for broadcast nellS cannot be directly inferred
solely from the analysis of messages, for account has to be taken of
the variables that mediate the processing of that information. These
include the demographic factors and use-preferences for media , motivations for
viewing -(Nowak 1972) ,and, gratifications (McQuail 1972)0; as vell as the
previous attitudes (Halloran 1970) and ,other credi?Uity factors related
to nevs viewing. Thus, those dimensions of nellS broadcasting messages
that are related to the selection and processing of nevs information
by audiences must also be examined (Frank 1973). It is in this manner,
as Nowk (1972) argues, that the components of information processing
such as concept formation, selective perception, memor.y and retention,and
attitude change \li11 be related to the relevant • message dimensions'
and 'contents' of real messages that compose the actual. stimulus field.,
It is through the study of such message processing factors that the
controlled laborator.y analysis can proceed, vithout the loss of ecological
validity, in relationship to 'real vorld' news messages.

(,

'"','

lbe objective study of messages is onl7 possible if the meaning
is clearly embodied in a signal. Although the nature of the signal
vill vary with the means of transmission (medium), it vill alvays
entail a physical correlate. Hovever, the study of messages is not
identical with the examination of the physical attributes of messages
alone., Although Information Theorists and Engineers have been
"
successful in the study of the efficiency of information carriers in
terms of their abillty to transmit signals independent of the
content of messages, (Garner 1962, Attneave 1959, Cherry 1957,
Miller 1967), a study of message systems must entail the examination
of the 'meaningful' aspects of messages as vell-codified in systems
of signs or symbols that act as referends to these meanings.
Transmi tted in the form of a signal determined by the nature
of the broadcast technology, television neve is presented to the
human sensorium in tvo distinct modalities. Hence, essential to
the structure of the television nells. as for"all television messages,
is the simultaneous transmission of information embedded in a signal
that is processed in tvo separate modalities. This does not imply
that the meaning units are necessarily processed separately, for
basic positions that distinguish possibilities for the structure of
meaning units can be delineated.
1) the meaning units are essentially those of the audio channel
(ie. verbal-linguistic)
2) the meanin~ of un! ts are essentially those' of the visual channel
(ie. VisuaJ..- imagistic).
,
.3) the meaning units are processed as some combination of both
channels (ie. cue summation, meta-code units, selection)
Lemert (1974) has pointed out that the study of television news
messages has remained under-researched, and Holsti (1969) conjectures
that unlike the study of nevspaper or-alidio contents, the difficulty
in this bimodal medium of establishing meaning units is crucial.
FUrther he points out that the study of contents of nevs programmes,
or of any meaningf'ul message, can be broken dow in terms of three
aspects of 'meaning' - pragmatics, semantics and syntactics.
The first of these, pragmatics, is the study of relationships
betveen the sender and the sign, or the sign and the receiver. It
has been argued earlier, that due to the nature of television
production, it is useful to clearly separate 'encoding pragmatics'
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and •d.ecoding pragmatics' • Given the centralized and one-val" nov of
news information.these processes ar~ clearly separate (certainly more
so than in linguistics in vh1ch generative grammars are distinguished
from interpretive grammars (Palmer(197.3». Thus, encoding pragmatics
in the case ot television neva coverage would typically examine the
meaning of contents in terms of the organizations or cultural
settings vhich composite the 'sender' ot the message. Not&ble examples
ot this type of research would be Halloran's study of demonstration
nevs, in which he relates the contents ot the coverage to tee neva
gathering process, and Galtung and Ruge l ·s(1970) study ot nevs that
relates the contents to the cultural setting of neva broadcasting.
These studies would be distinct from studies of contents that relate
. the meaning of contents to the rec~iver. Such research of decocBDg .
pragmatics may range from studies of~e news diffUsion process to
'studies relating media use variables to media contents (Frank 197.3).
Secondly, the semantics of new~ broadcas.ting would in Holsti' s
terms entail the study of the relationship bet\oleen the sign aild its
referent. In fact, two types of methodology have been established
for this kind of investigation. The first method attempts to compare
the news coverage of a given· event (sign) with an independent and
objective observation of it (referent) (Lang and Lang 1968, Halloran et oJ.
•

!

1970). The second methodology entails uncovering the 'bias' of the neva
coverage by comparing across media, organizations, countries etc., to
an inferred and implicit' referent I that is construed from discrepancies
in biased coverages. Studies of this type have been carried out by'
Lemert(1974) and Russo(l97l).
The third type of study of meaning in news messages, and possibly
the most complex, is what Holsti labels syntactics - the study- of the
relationship betveen signs. Studies of this type have used various
terms such as 'grammar' (Frank 1974), 'form' (Williams 1974), formula
(Nevcomb 1974) structure (Barthes 1967, Burgelin 1972) code (Lohisse
197.3), and language (Carpenter 1966) in describing the structure or
organization of the relationships betveen signs. Although the theoretical
implications of the use of one or other of these terms is not denied,

it will be convenient to use the word 'code' to entail the relationship
between signs independent of the nature of the meaning unit or its
level" of abstraction or modality for processing that meaning unit.
Schwartz (1972) has pointed out, vith regard to television's audio-visual

,'
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contents, that 1t 18 most difficult to ident1f)" the 'meaning mdts'
v!th vh1ch to work in the analysis of the medium, because unlike vell

established 'lex1cal' based content studies of the printed new media
(8ee BerelsOD 1966, napper and Glock 1954), the meaning units have not
received consensual agreement nor are they clearly defined. For example
Halloran has used 'persons' and 'locations' as basic sets of visual
content, wereas Frank has used 'tightshots' and Istory treatment'.
Hovever, at this exploratory phase in the understanding of the codes
of television new it is unlikely that the content categories that are
most suitable 1dll emerge until a broader tmderstanding of 'grammar'
of the related images has been defined.
In content-analyzing television nellS, Pride and Wamsley (1972)
have considered wether there is any impact of the video component
on the coders. They compared content analyses taken from 'watched nevs'
to that derived solely from transcripts, and found that there was no
difference for either method of coding.
Two explanations of their null result were posed:
a) visual components have little effect on the audience therefore,
transcripts provide adequate data for analysis
b) standard coding procedures are not applicable to visuals
Although they conclude with an acceptance of the first explanation,
their study reveals several typical problems in dealing v.1 th the audiovisual coding problem. Firstly, the study has no control condition
that measures the impact of the visuals alone on the content analysis,
hence there is no ~ of assessing wether the coders are not selectively
perceiving) for the purposes of the scoring task" the audio track 'With its
11nguistlc-descriptive information. Secondly, the measures used for this
study, adopted directly from traditional content analysis, are heavily
biased tovards the measurement of the linguistic component. For example,
the th ree categories of the Force dimension are US, North Vietnam,
South Vietnam, whereas in most Vietnam visuals it is not alV8.J"S apparent
from the visuals vhich side is engaged in vhich activities. It might
have been more usef'ul., for example, to distinguish m111tary from civilian
activities, an aspect that is elearly denoted visually by the presence
or absence of uniforms. For the identification or the units they chose,
the information was most likely to be delivered through the sound track
and less likely in the visuals. It is also probable that the other,
rather l1m1ted~ measure used in this stud)r (direction, strength) vould not
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be as sensitive to the actual information transmitted in the visual
channel. Furthermore, since approximately only 30% of the newscast
'.

is • action visuals' and almost 70% of the broadcast visuals are of
the people in the nells-nellsreaders, reporters and interviellees-a
good deal of the visual information that is actually present in the
\. visual channel has been completely ingnored. No measure has been
taken or codified that includes the effect of this lbody language l
component of the nellS coverage, such as a measure of credibility
of the person shown. Moreover, by 1imiting their research to the
iDvestigation of symbol analysis of the Vietnam War to determine
'bias I in coverage, Pride and 'Wamsley have not examined the broader
issue related tothe message analysis of nellscasts. This issue poses the
question ttvhat is the actual information transmitted in the audio and
visual channels in nellS broadcast contents?tt For this reason it is
probably more accurate to accept their second explanation pertaining .
to the inadequate coding of visual information.
This discussion illuminates one of the most difficult features
of the audio-visual content analysis problem, that is, the difference
in the levels of abstraction of the information transmitted in the
audio and visual modalities. Theories that overlook this distinction
run into immediate problems. For example, MeLuhan's (19't,4-) argument rests
on the assumption that the visual modality is habituated to transmitting
'Written information entailing thought processes that vould be of an
equivalent level of abstraction as oral spoken transmission. HOllever,
most of television's visuals are not of the 'Written vord, but rather
of image sequences that vould be processed by uhat !rnheim(1969) terms
'perceptual cognitional-processes used to decipher the vorld as rendered
by the camera. There has been a degree of consensus vi th regard to the
importance of the difference in levels of abstraction betlleen the vorld
presented via the rendered image, and the same vorld presented via
linguistic symbols (Gemner 1968, Eisenstein 1957, Schwartz 1973,
SpottisllOode 1965). As Stephenson and Debrix(1969) argue, filmic
presentation, unlike the spoken vord, "does not use abstract terms,
but b.r presenting images expresses itself immediately in identifiable
terms tt •
Wenda! Johnson(1960) vas early to recognize the inherent
importance of this distinction of general semantics for communication
theory. He pointed out that ttthe principles of general semantics are
the principles of abstractingtt and discussed tva specific errors that

are common in communication. 111e first he called· identification,
defined as the use of a: eategol")". to identifY an experience. In general
the misuse of identification occured 111th the failure to differentiate
higher order from lover order abstraotions. This can be seen to be
partiCularly relevant for TV news, in vh1ch information about the real
world is s1multaneously presented on two levels of abstraction in
different modalities. The second problem Johnson discusses is projection,
or the failure to recognize the to-me-ness C'f anT cognition because the
upersonal subjective qualities are projected into event itself·.
It ~ be conjectured that the degree ot projection may vell be related
to the level of abstraction of the intor1ll8.tion, and a true semantic
disturbance created b.r ~he confUsivn of a higher level abstraction
'(nevs audio track) imbued ldth the greater degree of to-me-ness
stimulated by the immediacy of the visual presentation. This general
issue has been discussed b,y several researchers.Berger(1972) has made this
point wen he argues that words become the framework for the interpretation of pictures. Arnheim(1969) explains that naming "indicates
to some extent the level of abstractness at vhich an obj ect 1s
perceived". In more specific terms with regard to television nevs Frank
(1973) states that the "vividness and seeming completeness of television
neva may blind the audience to existing word selection processes and
thus act as poverfUl factors in the effective communication of the
message". The simultaneous presentation of multiple levels ot abstraction
in the television medium has been one of the greatest difficulties
in the analysis of its messages. Watt and Krull (1974) point out that

studies of audio-visual oommunication generally fail, to discriminate
among the types of symbols employed by these media. 111ey define the
level of abstraction of a sign as the distance a concept is from its
primitive term, or the number of logical connections that must be made
for them to be derived. A primitive term is the least abstract concept
and has the property of being s9J.f defining. Watt and Krull also
distinguish betveen iconic and dig! tal (lexical) symbols or sign types
-iconic signs composing the form as oppos'ed to the dig! tal content
1
of- television. Form(sic) and content, theT argue, must be considered
simul taneously before an unequivocal judgement about that communication
can be made. As they continue "Iconic symbols, because they retain
features of tPe referent object and do not require intermediate
association processes, are less abstract than dig! tal symbols".
Just as levels of abstraction may be distinguished within lexical
communication (Bateson 1973) so have several levels of abstraction been
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described tor iconic signs. Gibson (1970) tor example, from adavelopm.entaJ. persepective, has argue~ that at least two stages must be
considered in the perception ot graphic symbols: 1) the disc:! m:t nation
ot graphic units as discreet items and 2) the master,y of the unequivocal

'.'

specificity ot relationships ot the code. Moore(1970), ~eriving her
taxononv ot perception trom previous pqsiological based research, uses
the tollowing distinctives:
i
sensation and detection ot stimulus enera
11
tigure peroeption
111
symbol perception
perception ot meaning
iv
v
perceptive performance
Arnheim(1969), who believes that perception is the fUndamental
basis of cOgnition, distinguishes three functions for images based on
their relationship 1D levels of abstract.11ess-pictures, symbols and
signs. Images as pictures portray things 01' a,lower level of abstractness.,
and, as signs, images stand for a thing \d thout representing its properties
visually. Although these distinctions are helpful, they are clearly
related to the static imager,y of art and graphiCS, in which most of the
relationship between meaning units are spatial.
However, Berger(1972) points out "in a tilm the vay one image
follows another, their succession, constructs an argument which becomes
irreversible". It is necessar,y to understand not only the 'images'
2
'
of television news, but also the organization of the • image sequences t
and presentation style. These may operate at a different level of
abstraction within newscasts. The follOwing diagram illustrates a
breakdown of meaning units at the various levels of' abstraction for the
newscast:
1. The Shorter Oxford Dictionary gives 15meanings of the wrd • form'
helping to illustrate the confusion that centres around this wrd.
The word as used by Watt and Krull has the sense of the definition
asJ)"the visible aspeot of a thing", 2)"an image likeness or representation of a body", 3)" a body considered in respect to its outvard
shape" and is commonly confused \lith definitions, 8) H a model type
or pattern", 9)'style of expressing the thoughts and ideas in
composition, including the arrangement and order of the parts",
ll)"a formal procedure". The wrd format will be used instead of
form to refer to these latter meanings.,
2 These images as presented in stills would consist of the persons,
events and places photographed, as well as charts, graphic symbols
and designs that frequently occur in back-projection. Also, they
, wuld consist of the newsreader in relationship to his studio
background, the reporter on location and other images that can be
analyzed as static image units ie. images of disaster, var, foreign
countries, etc.
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Sequence of stories

JrT

- sequence

I

ot segments, combined audio and visual un! ts
I

Visual. Segments
'- -an organized sequence of images

I
I
I

Images

I

Commentaq
..;an organized sequence of vords
as either description,
inference or explanation, etc.

I

Words
-persons,graphics, maps,photographs. -adjectivE'.l emphasis, statistics,
.
trequence of noun labels

. Given these meaning un! ts the presentational and stylist:f.c aspects
of the newscast may be more easily del:ineated. 'Halloran et al(1970)
have described the meaning of a story's sequential organization as the
inference logic. Burgelin(1972) has stressed the need for semiological
analysis 'CD go beyond the synchronic to diachronic structures, which
entails the study of the changing relationships between signs over time,
within any message. Hall(1970)has argued for the analysis that includes

the presentational and styl1sitc aspects of newspaper contents, based
on layout and emphasis. Frank(1973) has show that it is possible to
use quantificational methods to deal with these aspects of content
in his search for the t grammar of TV news stories I . This search must
go beyond the 'substantive l content of the news message (either in
sound or image) to the presentational format (form) of that message
as veIl, for as Watt and Krull(1974) suggest "the structural or form
characteristics of the programme may also have an effect on the
audience". In terms of encoding pragmatics, the format of television
news broadcast v.Ul. be closely related to the Iprocedural models'
utilized in assembling and editing television nevs stories, analogous

to the wy that editorial selection and Inevsvalues t are related 10the
'tlubstantive I content of nevs. Hence format, in its most general
sense)can be defined as the structured relationships of organized meaning
units, either visual or linguistic and at those various levels of
abstraction. This research vill specifically attempt to carry out a
message analysis that reflect both elements of the st7le and format of
the nevs.
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Section 4.2:
The Methodologies of l-fessage Analysis
l->""

Essentially there have been two established methodologies used
in the analysis of messages. The first
~.

\

,

vas developed by Bere1son(1966) called
.

based on scientific principles
Content Analysis. The second,

originating from Saussures structural lingu.i3tics and developed by ·the
anthropological structuralism of Levi-Strauss and the 1itcrary and
linguistic analysis of Barthes(l967), was applied tothe media by
Burgelin(l972) Be Wollen(l969) as semiology. Bere1son thought of content
analysis as the objective and quantificational classification of' sign
vehicles by explicitly for.m~ated rules. He went on to clearly state the
limits of this method,
.. content analysis is ordinarily limted to the ml'Jli£est content
of the communication and is not ordinari:l.y done directly in
terms of the latent intentions that the content may 6~~reasn.
In fact, he limited the application of content analysis to the study

of syntactic and semantic problems, focusing only on the question
of the content of the message itself. More recently Holsti(1969»)
on overviewing more than fif'teen years of content anaJ..ytic research)
has commented on the growing breadth of application for this methodology.
He points out that the method has changed in response to the demands
for its application to the newer media which come under content analytic
surveillance-particularly the audio-visual media of television and film.
Whereas Berelson(1966), concerned with the printed media, used the
measure of frequency of occurance of symbols, tele'rl:sion studies have
demonstrated the value of stressing the duration and placement of
the symbols (Lemert 1974). Holsti pointed out that in its most general
sense content analysis is merely I the consistent application of a set
of' rules to a content', and as such may be usEd for a wide variety of
hypotheses about the communication processes.
A number of criticisms of' content analysis have been made.
Burgelin(1972) has contrasted content analysis with semiological
analysis. He criticizes exactly that feature of content analysis that
allows endless and random ~reation of categories, and emphasizes instead
the need for establishing control over the generation of categories
through imposing a hierarchy of categories by classifYing messages on
their own level of significance. Inherent in this semi.ological approach

to the analysis of the media is the distinction between message and code,
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vhi~

he point. out i. llke the distincion in strllctural linguistics
betveen speech and language. Essential as vell to the semiological
method is the principle of 'immanence', in vh1ch the constrllction of
"

'."

the 'code' is dependent on the 'interior relations ot the system' that
are uncovered b7 the analysis of the strllcture of messages. It is in
this w~y that the priorities for the units ot significance are meant
to be established. The implication he dravs tor the analysis ot the
mass media is that the vocabulary of this code v1ll consist of units
larger than words. As he argueS, lithe first purpose of the analyst must
be a description of the immrlnent wrld pf significance in the corpus
that he gtudies". Hall(1970) from a similar theoretical perspeotive,
further criticizes ~ntent analysis as not only ignoring the elements
, of form and style, but for oversimplifying the content into basic
units in an attempt for overly rigid objectificatione Barthes(1967)
and WoUen(1969) both emphasize the ability of the semiological
approaall to examine units of signi~icance oth.er than words, to
distinguish and examine content as both substance and form, and to
apply to visual as well as linguistic information-all of which are
necessary in the analysis of audio-visual media. In addition,
Barthes(1967) has recognized the overlapping nature of significd~,which
in the case of film and television may lead to an understanding of the
relationship between modalities and levels of significance, or
~bstraction. He predicts that the extension of semiological research will
probably lead to the study of serial, and not only oppositional
paradigmatic relationships -whiall he sees as more relevant to these
media contents.
These criticisms levelled by the semiologist' against more
traditional definitions of content analysis are valid. None, however,
criticizes the objective or quantificational aspects of the analysis
except in terms of the limitations it imposes on the outcome of the
research. In many cases, one may argue, it is the poverty of t.lte
theoretical constructs that underlie the research and not the methodology
itself that is the central problem. The preced~~ce given by Bere1son
to the ''What is', rather than the1why is' may not be a real limitation
of the method of content analysis ,parti~ar1y when hypothes es and
categories are defined in terms of 'pragmatic' enquiries. Furthermore,
it seems that the domain of semiology is precisely that area in which
content analysis is weakest, that is, the area defined by Ho1sti as
syntactics-the relationships amongst signs. There is no apparent reason

~:;:::'
~i:~ :,~

.
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;~,.~ vb;r both of these methodologies cannot be used in tandem, with an

attempt to create a dialogue betveen them. The semiological analysis
v.Ul be important in early phases of research to help c1arifT levels
of significance, meaning units and emphasis for further quantificational
determination. Moreover, after the broad strokes of the code or the
genre are established in the syntact:h,al sense, then semantic and
pragmatic hypothes es will be easier to define. In addition, semiological.
analYsis might be further ut111zed to deal. with the latent meanings of
the messages, for further interpretation. Ultimately, this type of
combined message anal.ysis would provide. studies that encompassed the
follOwing features:
a) could wrk v.f.th ~sual. as well as linguistic data
.b) could recognize the various levels of abstraction on which the
message is organized
c) could quantifY elements 6'£ form, format and style
d) could examine latent as wll. as manifest content
e)

could quantifY subjective insights for testing and retain
qualitative as well as quantitative aspects
In fact, first steps in this direction have been taken in terms of
television news by Frank(l973) and Halloran et al.(l970). Frank in his search
for the dimensions of television nevs, has used what he terms both
'hard' and 'soft' content anal.ytic techniques. The~ approach,he
states, should be orient·ed. to the quantification of specific content,
whereas the 'soft' approach can be used to gain an overview of the
'gestBl.t' of the news story, segment or programme. He has quantified
his soft approach by use of the semantic differential for judgement
discrimination. To some degree, therefore, his results reflect the
'form' as well as the 'substance' of neva programmes and his coding
protocol includes such aspects of news coverage as story graphics, story
placement, and. tightshot coverage, which are rarely coded in other
studies of television nellS coverage. Furthermore, by studying aspects
of 'content' and 'form' separately, he has been better able to determine
their interplay in television newscasts. This kind of anal.ysis vas able
to distinguish between "story favourab111ty" and Itpresentation
favourab111ty" ldth regard to different election candidates, sholling
greater ~fferences in presentational factors. In addition, he found
differences in terms of visual. story treatment dimensions, and the amount
of voice over quotation for different networks, even though there Y8S
a high degree of convergence in terms of oontent. Fronk's study' has
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certa.inly' shown the vay towards the use ot both hard and soft
methodologies and the inclusion of both visual. and sty-listic elements as
basic units in content analysis of TV new. However, he left tor
further 'WOrk the establishment of the elements of the television
t:

...

new cOde that is related to the format-the structuring of the
relationship between signs' into a rhetoric, inference structure,
.'
or form of discourse that is indigenous to television new. It ldll
be a major interest of this study to utilize both content and
structuralist methodologies to farther examine the nevs message in an
attempt to derive an understanding of tlie part played by the format
ot television neva. Since studies of the lerlcal elements of television
new contents have been performed, and continue to be a staple of many
researchers, this research aims to emphasize the non-leJd.cal. aspects
of new broadcasting. Although the original. intention of this research
vas to build a syntax of television news-broadcasting in order to
relate it to both pragmatic and semantic aspects of the conmrwlice.tion
process, practical. problems have forced a de-emphasis on the oewnntic
issues 3• Rather the emphasis is on the development of the code of
television news programmes in order to relate this code to tile
processes by which nevs stories are encoded in several cultural.
and organizational. settings, and their implications for the decoding of
these messages.

). The study of the semantics ot nevs-broadcasting lo1Ould have
compared the wrld vievs depicted bY' the various netvorkd given
coverage of the same events during the same time period.
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Section 4.3:
The Structure of- Television Neys
The :following section 1dll contain a discussion of the nature
of neva programming in general, in an attempt to create a clearer
'UIlderstanding of the 'meaning mlits' Md the 'structural features'
\. of the nevs. It is based both upon the occasional insights and
impressions of other researchers, as vell as upon the intensiva
nevs vie\dng in three countries by the vrlter. This kind of investigation
j.s being presented because it is felt to be an essential feature of a
methodology that attempts to deal ldth soft e.nd hard aspects of
television neva cont~t. An investigation of this nature helped to
establish the basic un1 ts, categories , priorities and emphasis of the
quantitative studies that follov. Although this type of 'WOrk serves
the purposes of a conceptuaJ. 'pilot study' for empirical researchers,
it is presented here to shov theari~s and development of the
category taxonomy utilized in the 'content' and 'format' analysis.
The Programme
It becomes readily apparent in neva viewing that there are
three essential levels of organization of meaning4 within the news
programme, namely the programme, the story, an~ the segment. The first
level to examine is that of the wole news programme. It stands out from
the rest of television fare as a unique type of content, and yet fits
vell into the daily pattern of TV viewing. From introduction to recap,
the daily news recurs with an insistent regularity at the same time
spot Wile other programmes are marched throughout the schedule. It
presents us with a daily scanning of the vorld's major events. As
McLuhan(1964} vas to point out, this seeming instantaneous contact
with all parts of the wrld vas symptomatic of the general nature of the
impact of the developed television technology-the 'global village'.
The nevs seems to have access to events in a wide variety of places
throughout the globe at the instant that things are happening, and
brings this together in a series of episodic stories that spans
the days occu.rancea. Schvartz(I973) vas to think of this as a mosaic
of events, whereas Carpenter(1966} preferred to call it a'gregorian
knot'.
These levels or organization could probably be traced to the levels
of the hierarchical organization of the broadcasting netwrk i teelf ,
for example, executive/storyslitor/nevsgatherer.

4.
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Possibly the knot is a better image because at" the centre of
these seemingly unrelated events, coordinating and establishing un1 ty

.'j:.

in the programme, is what Will1ams(1974) essentially thought of as

the moderator of the shOll-the nevsreader. This recurring central
character (or characters) emerges as a serious, wise, trustwrthy,
dedicated figure, vell in control of the new programe. He is
somevhat dry' in his humour, with irony being its sole expression,
and emotionless-almost inured to the unend!ng sequence of tragedies,
excitements and important dotngs that he describes or introduces.
That he is the Istart of the sholt is not lett in doubt.
Lesser characters appear also, usually a group of roving
and studio reporters-dedicated men who seem to be able to make events
happen "Wherever they go, wo knov and are f'riendly with everyone, and
. who have access to a large body of facts and data from Wich they
draw their ~onclusions. The roving reporter~ main claim seems to be
. his ability to be at the right place at the right time, wereas

,

the studio reporter seems more able to get his hands on 'inside'
information. The farther they venture from the familiar terri tory
of the studio, the more involved in the events that they are reporting
they become-but never to the point that they are identified as a
participant. There is al~s a proper degree of journalistic separation
from the event or person they are reporting or relating to. Nevcomb(l974)
has argued, that in fact" the roving reporter is" like the vell known
fictional character of the detective, faithfully investigating any
undue disturbance in the natural course of the wrld. Reporters,
wether in studio or on location, seem more prone to "interpreting
the events they cover than the nevsreader; they seem to want to explain
the event so that it may be understood by all, and yet are vary of
expressing unsubstantiated personal opinions.
This image of the reporter is certainly in contrast to the
stream ofmf.nor parts and characters that are played by the 'people
in the nevs', consisting of politicians, government officials, union
leaders and experts in various fields-all of vhom are articulate,
and very opinionated. Others consist of people vho participate in the
actual events·· of the dq, still opinionated, however leas articulate
and frequently overcome with the veight of the emotion entailed by

the event itself.

Through these characters emerges a clear opposition

that permeates the nevs report, a dichotomy between the realms of opinion
and that of objectivity or reportage. Such is the 'dramatis personae'
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for the television new, and it should be noted that most or them
appear usual.ly only from the shoulcters up. Particularly, the neva
reader is know on17 through his fioating head, and our attention
1s focused on the subtle and minute details of facial gesticulation
that he so caref'ully controls. Reporters and others, to various .
degrees appear alone or together, or even in crOw.s, 1dth varying
degrees of I tightshot coverage I .
The essence of the neva content itself is clearly that of hard
nevs-presented as extremely imPortant and 'Ullbiased. The reports are
clear and concise • .AJ.1 events seem to have simple explanations and
straightforward implications. When the outcome is 8.:; yet undetermineci"l
predictions about the most likely outcomes are willingly offered.
However, like the veatbermants report, evaluations o:f those predictions
after the fact

are never made. This can be easily overlooked in fact

because the sense of the report is that the never 1s never real.ly
expected to act on the information ·he is being given. It 1s only to
keep him in the mov.
The actual presentation of the sequence of neva stories
seems to . differ slighly betveen Britain and the USA. Williems(l974)
and Schvartz(I973) have both argued that the :form the American
Network news uses as its model for sequencine·is that of the newspaper,
consisting of headlines and summaries, with a clear distinction made
betveen neys categories
-foreign, local crime, sport etc., presented
in sectional subgroups. In comparison, the British Networks seem to
rely on less explicit relationships betveen nevs stories to provide
links, presumably inherited froni the I radio past I . In his study of
American nevs,Frank(1973) has stressed the importance of the linkages
betveen different nevs stories, and sees a direct effect of this
contextual factor on the story itself. Generally, hovever, the
nevs consists of unrelated items, vhich are presented as discreet
and separate entities, with general tendency to the equating, or

levelling in importance, of items vhich are treated vith the same
formats, or of the same duration. A cue as to the greater salience
of a particular event other than its length and treatment, is the
importance attributed its presence in the headline and recap. All
nevs programmes seem to consist of 3-4 important stories and a group
of lesser events. These key stories are delivered with a greater sense
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imp!)rtance, and imbued ldth a larger degree of drama. In spite of·

such differences in emphasis,as Groombridge(1972) points out, everystory. is presented as both of general. interest, and. of relevance to
all vievers. An interesting interplay is sustained throughout the news
programme between in£ormation and excitement, and. a clear sense of

the whole programme being 'paced' is generated. As Nevcomb argues,
, "the ri tuaJ. opening establishes the theme of the entire programme:
axeitement governed by' order". Underlying the news, there erlsts this
Wlusual combination and interplay of 'mosaic' and 'sequence'. The
mosaic is established over space in time·, by the juxtaposition of
a 1dde vs.:-iety of locations, settings, persons, and types of events.
The mosaic is also es'tahlished wi thin the image of the studio, through
items distributed back and forth betveen different announcers, through
the use of back projection and superimposition, and by the careful
Choice of report and interview locations to create a figure/ground image.
In addition, however, as rlilliams(1974) has indicated, the news must .
al.yays have a sense of sequence, in that stories are presented over
time. Sequence is established through an overall form of intro/headlines/
stories sometimes '\-ath linkage/recap and then on to the weather,
establishing a clear cut beginning and ending to the programme. Ultimately,
it is the newsreader who coordinates this interplay between mosaic and
sequence and this establishes his central role in the recurring formula
o£ news programmes.
Finally, andp:>ssibly most importantly, is the element of access
and immediacy generated in the news programme. Direct access can be

established by taking the point of view of th3 camera. Access to the
words and knoYledge of experts, television's people in the knOY J
to sources of all kinds, 'Who W'Ould normally remain faceless, is

created by the combination of the reporter and the camera and the microphone. These elements of access were stressed by Barthes(1967) 'Who
pointed to the lessening sense of mediation between the viewer and the
event, and the increased sense of immediacy as a crucial element in
television news as a new form of historical discourseft This sense of
'access' is different from the 'voyeurism' and 'peering into other
peoples' lives that composes most of the reat of TV programming. In
those fictional programmes, changes of scene now together through the
vehicle of plot or story, or character development. By vay of contrast
the coordinated mosaic is a crucial distinction in establishing the neys
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t'orm as 'real world t or:t.ented, rather than tfictional', and makes it
easily identifiable as such. For this reason, the machinery and
process of nellS gathering

can in fact become a content \d thin the

programme as vell. The microphone, for exa.mpJ.e, hidden behind ties
or just off camera in other types of programme, becomes a symbol
" of access in the new programme. Distortion of voices in telephoned
reports from far off places, Wich vould make the smmd of 'below
broadcast quality' for any other programme, are important in
establishing the distance in the new report, as are the stills of far
off places 'Where the camera crew have not yet arrived. In fact, the
new room i tsel£, 'With the 'WOrkers busily preparing the reports of
the day (are they reilly 'WOrking at that time of night?) can provide
a backdrop for the nevsreader. The news gathering process, unlike
the fUming in the simulated 'WOrlds of studio fiction, does not have to
simnlate reality, because it is reality. For this reason, the viewer
-'

can be exposed to the persons and techniques that are responsible
for 'br:t.nging you the news', and in fact they become an important
element in establishing the distinction beween new as •reali tyl
and the rest of television as 'fiction'.
A brief description of the introduction sequences of the tw
British networks, help to illustrate and clarify these points. On
the BBC nevs, the visual:! move from the 9 o' clock 'countdovn' to
the image of the earth viewed from outer space -The World at 9.
From the background of news-ticker-tape theme musiC, the image changes
to the fish-eye lens view of the new process, which is graphically
seen to emerge from snd overlap the globe, then to tbe view of the
two nevsreaders at their desk in the studio, and finally to the full
face introduction of the headlines by the lead newsreader. The themes
for this programme are clearly illustrated in this condensed form- the up.to.the-minute global perspective on the news, brought to you
through a large and active nevs service, and reliably presented by

your tteadfast announcers.

Contrasted to this is ITN' s more dramatic

presentation. It commences 'With dramatic visuals from the main stories
of the day, edited to the chimes of Big Ben, and in the sound track
a pulsating music and the terse description by the ne'llSraader. Once
again the same up.to-the ...m1nuteness is conveyed, but more emphasis
is placed on the drama of the event itself, shown directly by the

.
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visuals and the sense of access that is more important than the
nevsreaders' rendering. It seems that the 'theme of the nevscast'
!! clearly presented in the opening sequences of the programme.
In terms of the actual linear sequencing of the programme,
pacing can be seen to be a major factor. BOllever, comparison betveen
public and private netwrks are made quite difficult because. \lith
the interposing of advertising the pacing of the programme mnst change.
Several of the comparisons of American news sequences for example,
f'OlDld correlations for order in story sequence amongst stories and

yet all of these programmes also have comercial interruptions •.
In a wy the commercial interruptions help to establish the element
of pacing, f'or although most newscasts start vith the big story
of the day, for the commercial netvorks. an important story must also
be kept for after the break. The interspersing of shorter reports
vith the longer more complex stories as a respite is a comon pacing
trait, as is the use of a summary before the commercial break which
includes what is to come after the ads. For these reasons the order
of the stories in the programme cannot provide more than a cursory
indicator of the emphasis on the item, and. this is fUrther confused
by the fact that the pacing of the story Yi1l depend on the nature
of the vi&'llBls
itself.

u.~ed

as vell as the nevs'WOrthiness of the story

The Segment
It is in contrast to the larger units of the programme that
the smallest unit of the segment v.Ul be dealt with-as the elemental
unit of the nevs programme. The segment is distinguished by its
visual characteristics, and although smalier un! ts have been discussed
such as the shot, (Gesaner1968, Wollen 1969) or the imge (Eisenstein
1957), and certainly the 'WOrd, or phrase, these units are characteristic
of the audio-visual media themselves and not unique to the nevscast.
Fbr this reason the segment is seen as the smallest unit of meaning
unique to the broadcast of nevs. The segment is defined by its format.,
the organization of image sequences and comment, rather than its content,
and more specifically can be characterized by the folloving types:
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1)
2)
,3)

Nevsreader Segment
Reporter Segment
Interviev Segment

4) Visual, Stills, Graphics Segment
The audio and visual components of sequences can be distinguished
and analyzed separately.
The Nevsreader segment alwys occurs in the studio, and mayor
may not have the addition of back projection o£ images. Several
techniques for back projection exist, and some include back projection
or photo-cine sequences. The comment of,the newsreader is terse and
descriptive, rarely giving more than the outline of the story, or
acting as an introduction to other segments. Occassionally the
newsreadera' Voice Yi1l be used as 'sound over' for visual sequences,
but since a segment is determined by its visual characteristics
thisvould be defined as a visuals segment.
The Reporter segment can be further distinguished as of tw
types·;reporter in the field, and studio reporter. In either csse
the reporter usually will be delivering his report directly to the
camera. Reporters may be identi£ied as having specialist functions
within ~e news organization, such as industrial correspondents,
science editor, or our-correspondent-in, which gives him special
jurisdiction over a subject matter that he is reporting. The BBC in
p~ticular indicates these subtle gradations j-? the journalism hierarchy.
When he appears in the studio, the reporter may have the benefit of
back projection as veIl, although less frequently than the newsreader.
On location the reporter is freq11en t1y to be seen in front ot an
identifiable landmark that indicates a relationshi~ ·to the occurance
he is reporting on (ie. parliament, Scotland Yard Office, the Court
House). The studio reports tend to be longer and more complex with
an emphasis on detail and background information leading to either
prediction or explanation of. events. They are more interpretative than
the nevsreaders, and frequently more specula:bive. In the field, the
reporter can either be covering an event or setting up an interview.
It is not uncommon to see a reporter sequence before a major story is
presented, ou~ining the issues) or
drawing conclusions in the field
at the end or the story. In either case, explanation and investigation
seems to be the staple or the reporter.
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An Interview segment is most frequently associated vi th
reporters, and generally shows a person other than a starf member
of the netvork in the disauasion of some issue. Frequently the sense
of this disauasion being mediated through the reporter is present.
The intervievee is looking askance, rather than at the camera, as he
returns his answers to the intervievers I question off oamera. At
times the reporter appears in cutaways, or frequently the reporter
and intervie~e appear together in the conv~rsation. In some instances,
events created specially for nevs coverage, the interviewee. is seen
to address the camera directly vithout the mediation of the newsmen.
In almost all instances the microphone is present in the visuals of
the interview, with v8.rious degrees of reporter mediation also being
present. The locations for these interviews and the set-up are
carefully chosen, a1 though 1imited mainly to two types; the staged
interview (laws and studies of the interviewee) and the 'on the street
interview'.
In the soundtrack of the interview sequence is almost always
the sync-sound intervie~e t s voice, although in Canada a habit of
editing the reporter's commentary vith quotation

of the

over the visuals

interview is not uncommon.

The final category, the· Visuals segment, is distinguished by the
tu11 screen action sequences, animation, graphiCS or still photographs.
The still of a person's face is quite common when the commentary
includes quotes from or discussion of these persons, as are graphics
and maps where suitable for the story. In the USA an interesting use
of a sequence of sketches is also noticed in parti~ar for court
cases. Hovever on the whole the most important part of the news is
the visual sequence rende".ed by film or video camera and edited into
a sequence ranging from one shot to a narrative series of shots.
It is this aspect of television nevs that is most akin to the rest
of television vieYing. A vide variety of occurances can be rendered
by the action visuals type of story: however, Groombridge(1972)
has pointed out there is also a logic to the not-seen, the places
the camera cannot successfully record, or the types of activities
that cannot be filmed. One can also distingUish between two aspects
of a sequence,that is the organization or format of the segment and
its orientation or enr~hasis. Whereas the orientation of the segment
is determined by the subject matter or content, the format is determined
by the nature of the structure of the visual shots themselves. A typ.icaJ.
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editorial format for the visual sequence is ono in 'Which the rendering
of' a location through several points of viev, establishes a sense
of' being at and seeing the 'place' of' an occurance. 'I'llis has been
termed the You Are There (YAT) segment. This may include 'establishing
shots', close ups or a variety of camera angles on the same locus.
They may establish the setting or examine the effects of an event
(bomb ,fire). They seem to try to convey the sense of havi.'"1g seen for
on. esell the situation or circumstances surrounding the event or
its impact. A second editing format is what can be termed r.hronological
segmen t, in. vhich the' ordering of the shots visually duplicate the
order of aspects of an occurance as they happened (first A then B
then C) although theT may condense or omit aspects of the event.
A third kind of report, the Inference, may be edited to make a
point, or to show a relation betveen occurances. The edited se~lence
will have an inferential structure(ie.agencYt attribution of llltent,

causality. (ie.lf A thru;·:t-ssociatio~), dependent usually on some of the
film editing conventions of cinema (Wollen 1969). These formats are
based on the visuals judged alone, although similar formats may be
discerned for the sound track as well. Usually the voice in the
commentary is the reporter or new-sreader, and the fit 6f the soundtrack
8lld the visuals may vary greatly. T.n a case where the redundancy of
the two channels is high, the newsreader is usually describing vhat
is being vieved in the visuals with both the format and the emphasis
being the same. However, many stories have lesser degrees O.r overlap
of either the format of the segment, or its orientation. For example,
a chronologocieJ. sequence of visuals could be presented td th inferences
by the reporter in the voice over speculating on why' the event
occurred at all, or explaining its causality. The confusion of course
is that while the event is being 'seen as it happened' the explanation
of it or its importance may be much more interpretive. Moreover, a
chronological story could be used to present a story about a person
(first he did this, then this ••••• ) or equally, an event orientation
(first this happened and then ••••• ). For this reason the format of the
visuaJ.s and the sound track, 8..'3 vell as the 'orientation' of these segment
channels can be clearly separated and distinguished. It may also be noted
that the use of actuality sound can enhance the sense of the event
itsel£. In fact Schwartz(l973) has argued that there is a r grammar'
to the sound track as vell, usually based on the reconstruction of
the event in the studio vith pre-recorded sound (ie. footsteps plus
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shots and chants for marchers).
It is the above factors
Wich
,
.
consti tute some of the basic features of the segment.
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1he News Story
The second level of • significance' of the news programme occurs
at the story level which is composed of one or more news segments.
This level is most clearly distinguished by its content rather than
its format, and consists of the treatment of a discrete topic or
issue. Although the variety of issues covered is consider~ble,
the story only has a 1imited number of segment types which can be used
to compose a story, and some contents are less amenable to treatment
by some kinds of segment. type than othe;rs. A story format consists
of the combined elements in the audio and visual channels. The follow-llg
kinds of story format:;J have been distinguished in television nellS.
Balanced Vie'W's:
. Although many luminaries of the netw-orks claim that the
proof of unbiased coverage in their reporting is attested to by the
fact that both sides complain, these comments more accurately l'enect
a particular type of news story that is used t.o deal with many kinds
of controversial issues, by framing the story in terms of opposing
stances t~en on the subj ect (Groombridge 1972, Halloran et al 1970). As
Hartmann.&Husband(1972) point ou~·this imbues the fltory with tension and
conflict between the sides, enhancing the drama of the event. Besides
immediately framing the issues in terms of op~sing sides (union
vs industry, Arab vs Israeli), these conflicts are most likely to be
between dominant and majority group interests. In addition there is a
necessi ty 1D have an articulate sp'okesmen for either side, and this
leads to an increasing dependence on the 'otticiale and representatives'
of those organizations or groups. In fact, this tendency of representing.
movements or social forces by leaders of official groups seems to
perpetuate a leader centred viev of social change. Sometimes camera
shots of the leader in relationship to the crovd are used to emphasize
his backing or heckling, butthe Balance story needs a spokesma...'I'l because
it essentially setR up an opposition between two opinions or' points
of v1~v. The t'WO segment formats used to deal with this aspect of story
are
'therefore the interview, or the quote-over-stills. The effect
of this kind of story is to personalize the issues, and reduce them
to conflicts of personalities. Ultimately, the reporter or news analyst
is left to interpret the conntct, and it is he who is the only one
Who gives the impression of having a fUll grasp of the issues. He is
free to ask penetrating questions in the interview of both sides and
to organize his commentary in such a yay that his command of the issue
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is greater than either side-each of loIhom com$ across as extremely
opinion bound. The reporter's comment is meant to transcend the
opposition of vieYpoints, and is seemingly unopinionated. The
interpretative framework he offers attempts to inform you of the
real significance of the event or :issue (ie. it is unresolvable, there
Yi11 be bloodshed, things are getting ·worse). A scherr~tic of this
kind of story structure lo1Ould be;
Newsreader Introductio~Reporter in Studio/nlterviev with one
side/(optional reporter comment)/Interviev with other Side/Reporter
Wrap-up
Diff'ering styles f'or tJlis type of story might entail a greater emphasis
on pre-interpretation·, in vhich the reporter informs you beforehand
of vbat the conflict is about, or on the yrap-q.> in 'which the reporter
eonclu.dos with a capsule SUIIl1II8.I"Y' interpret.ation. This type of story
never involves misquotes in the areas of controversial subject matters,
because each side is seen to be speaking for himself. Hovever,
ed1torial emphasis can be shifted by sound ed1 ting, and examples where
pauses and uhms are edited.may entirely change the contextual speech
elements and the meaning they convey. The overall sense of this kind of
story is that one has heard for oneself both sides of the story and
can dray conclusions as one chooses.
NeutraJ./Fact:
With objectivity as an ideal of neys reporting, a story vhose
basic structural element is the presentation of factual, statistical
or hard neys-data ray and undigested-is not a surprising feature.
Essentially these types of stories are of tlo1O types. The Report is
a story in which the 'bare bones' of a story is given briefly in terms
of hard descriptive prose, usually by a newsreader. This story
rarely includes more than a quick statement of the outline~ and
interpretive structures are not posed by the commentary. Sometimes
back projection is lISed to fill out the story, frequently of a
map or symbol. The schema of' such a story would be:
(Nevsreadely'(reporter»
A second type of Neutral/Fact story attempts to include raw
data or statistics as ~ell. These stories lo1Ould use visuals that
provide written or graphic/numerical forms of the dare, f'requently
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charts or graphs, or sometimes the superimposition of these on
other visuals. Such stories are usually brief and tersely presented
with occasional interpretive frameworks offered after the presentation
of the data. The schema would be:
(NewsreaderjVisuala (data)/(Reporter Interpretation»
Occasionally an interview with an expert in the field. may be included.
in this kind of story.
It should be noted that these stories rarely contain a
'proscriptive aspect', but maintain only a normative emphasis describing
statisti~al

majorities, and extrapolations from the~For example,
likely inflation rat~s for the next year might be predicted, but never

'you'

. wat
could do about it. The assumption it seems behind these
statistical stories, is that human behaviour will not change as a
result of the information, nor should news influence behaviour. Therefore,
both the prediction via extrapolation,
or the need. to give alternative
.
coping behaviours. is not part of the story.
The

~ent

Itself:

This type of story has several subvarieties, but the main
emphasis of the story is the direct access of the viewer tothe event,
either through the direct visual access of the camera, or by the
mediated access of the reporter/interview. In ~~e1r general schemata these
stories have the follOwing sequence:
Nevsreader/Visuals/Reporter/Interview/(Reporter)
Newsreader/lnterviev/(Reporter)

of

The impression these stories generate is the sense
somehow having
gone directly to the locale and seen or heard for oneself about
the event. In the Visuals stories, the semblance of having experienced
the event for yourself is clearly implied, whereas for the Interview
stories, the access to a first hand source helps to recreate the event.
The You Are There story, (YAT) is 8 subset of this kind of
story in ~hich the impression of having been at the location of the
event and seen it directly, or having been on location) is created
in both the visuals of the 'locus' and frequently in description
by witnesses and participants in the event. On the other hand when

thetocus of the item is an interview, frequently visuals of an official
&.rriving at an airport will precede his speech or interviev, or
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occasionally a camera is allOyed in the room of an important meet.i.ng
itself. It is also noted that t..b.e 'roving reporter' is dominant in this
type of story, and even wen a camera

creW' has not been able to

arrive on location in time, the reporter's voice Yi1l be heard over
a photograph of the place from which he is ealling. The distortion
of the voice on the telephone line is an important audial cue to the
sense of access inherent in this report.
A second subset of the Event story is the Chronological
Format. This type of story recreates the event in terms of chrononological structure-its basic organizational unit is the time :frame
of the e-.-ent. For example the departure and arrival of important
persons, tours, rec~eation of a day's events, or even a crime, are
some of the subj ect matters in vhich the 'chronological story' :ts
frequently used." The general sense of this story is that a much longer
story has been condensed dow to the few crucial highlight moments
(sira:Uar to the recap of a footbaJ.l. ~e in Which the scoring plays
ere show in order) depicting tho span of the story. This Idnd of story
centres around its action visuals, although the cOJImlentary for the
stor,y may be highly interpretative of the event. "
The Inference story is a third type, and one of the most
interesting. The Inference Format centres on the interpretation or
explanation of some phenomena and, as such, tends to emphasize the
part played by the studio reporter in helping to understand the saJ.ience
of the subject matter. Frequently the reporter is identified as being
a 'specialist' or an expert in his field. At other times the interd.ev
is 'With the expert. Occasionally visual se.quancos are used to explain
an event or phenomena, Yith animation or demonstrations included.
Hwever, the key to the organization of the Inference story is a
discussion or an interpretive framevork that analyzes the event/issue.
Predominant amongst these are: attribution of agency or intent,
causality, undue aSSOCiation, responsibility for, predictive
extrapoloations, similarity, contrast, justice-is-done and various
other psychological connections.
AI though the above factors comprise the essential repeto:ir 9 of
newscast format types, several minor story types have been derived
from the others. One of these,the 'Opinion Poll', attempts to give a
vide sampling of opinion oil an is;3ue, instead of a balanced viel.}"."""
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For example, a story, in Yhich an instance of person or event is
developed as a typical case sttuy of the type mentioned (ie. a typical
shopper, a typical backbencher) makes an unusual type of inference
story. These then, along with the hierarchical story used JMinly in
the press (Carpenter 1966), are the general story formats for nevs
reporting on TV. The Format types seelll to be basic to both levels
of significance-the story and the segment.

- '"
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Section

4.4:

~~velopment of the Hypotheses

It has been argu.ed that one ot the crucieJ. factors :in the development
of television nevs has been the highly centralised organizations
that produce the nevs and the related institutional arrangements
that regulate and influence broadcasting in Britain, Canada and the
USA. Indeed, it has been suggested that a number of factors combine
to constitute the culturu setting in Wich the neva broadcasting takes
place. For eXBI!Iple, legislation, budgeting procedures, organizationeJ.
.framevorks, and the development of the teclmology and its uses, have
coincided vi th audience attitudes, use patterns and expectations
. generated in the eultureJ. historical settings that have come to shape
the broadcasting of nevs in Britain, Canada and the USA. Singer(l971)
has performed one of the fev comparative studies available on the

network coverage of the Vietnam War· for a Canadian and .American netvork.
He argu.es that "television neva may be a more sensitive barometer of
the central values of a culture than the printed media, because television
time is scarce" and further mentions that the test betveen these
countries is made particularly valid by the fact that the Canadian
'mtvork utilizes the same American wire services as the American 1 s ,
and hence the availability oflroadcast materials is not at issue, but
rather network policy. His research focuses on the problem of 'violence'
in the nellS, and his content analysis breaks the nevs stories dow into
t aggression

items'. His results show that the American network is more

similar to other American networks in terms of its broadcast of aggression
1 tems, than to the CBC' s coverage. The Canadian station placed less
emphasis on violence and protest type items, even controlling for
different coverages of the Vietnam War.
In particular it is the institutional setting differences,

in terms of the nature of the broadcast organizations, that differ over
countries. Singer's data comparing a private American network and
a public Canadian one is difficult tointerpret hovever. Comparisons
over countries must account fer both the differences betveen privately
and publicly. controlled broadcastnetvorkorganizations, and the
varying deerees of control over broadcasting b,y legislative and enforcement
aspects of government, as vell as varying degrees of dependency on
commercial sources of income. Again, although there 1s little complete
research on cross eultural comparisons Yith regard to the nellS, l.filliams 's

(1974) data for broadcasting in general did tend to indicate differences
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in ov,erall programming between Brita1n and America, \dth a heightening

or the discrepancy between private and public organizations being
characteristic of the American situation.
Certainly, crucial to all three countries is the competition
b.f these few organizations for audiences. In the case of Britain ·and
Canada this is between a major private and public broadcast org~~~ation.
In Britain, an alternative public channel exists (BBC2) vhereas in
Canada smaller private networks (Global) and cabled Alllerican programming
distinguish the settings. In the USA the competition mainly exis'lis
between three private broadcast networks, with a less important
educational public network also functioning. In either case the dominance
of the market forces. seems to have led to a mass audience principle~ .
. dominating in broadcasting with a high degree of uniformity and
similarity being typical of both entertainment and lltformation programming.
The degree to Yhich the differing organizational objectives actually result
in different kinds of news progr~g has b~en questioned in Britain
by De 1ath(1975), and with regard to diversity of political vieva for
broadcast news in the USA by Spiro Agnew(1969). The general assessment
in many cases is that in all three countries, differences between
broadcast organizations are less noticeable than similarities. Any
differences in actual broadcast output should be traceable to differences
in policy interpretations made at the executive levels of these organ~zations, and hence to the differing objectives of the organizations
themselves. For example, the degree to which a public organization
interprets its role to be that of competing for audiences, as opposed
to providing a.lternative progranune content in the mixed broadcast
situation, should be related to the nature of the broadcast output
ot the organizations.
This question has been taken up by researchers,ilith regard to
competition between the three private broadcast networks in the US,
for news broadcasting. Fowler and Shoualter(1974) make the distinction
between having a1healthy similarity and an unheal~lY conformity in
network newscasting'. Their study of news judgement stressed the
similarity in news values applie4 in the three national networks for
story selection. In a content analysis using both story and segment
breakdown units, they fotmd that 41% of all stories were show on all
three networks, with about (XJ% of stories shown by at least two networks.

:1
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They,conclude that a signifioant agreement amongst network news
editors with regards to story Belec~ion must exist. Lemert(l974),
in overviewing content duplication studies in both the press and

television, criticizes many of these studies on methodological
grounds. His study attempts to evaluate duplication over the three
netwrks w.i thin a concentrated period of time, and it is even more
convincing than Fowler and Showalter's study. Although he found
less duplication on weekend newscasts, he finds hOvTever for
the weekday broadcasts duplication on at least tuo ne"liworkb for about
7C1fo of stories, with 58% of stor-les duplicated on all networks. He
concludes that "the most routine cut-and-dried stories were the ones
which were covered bJr everybody, and there waren' t many other kinds
'of stories on the network news".
These indicative results lead to the formulation of tw general
hypothesis with regard to news broadcasting:
-I) The development of television news in dif.ferent cultural and
institutional settings should result in news broadcasting which
differs between Britain, Canada and the USA.
2)

1vitbi? these countries the factors that have led to competitive
relationships between broadcast network organizations will
minimize the differences between these organizations' newscasting
in any given cultural setting.
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Cont:f:nued Development of the Hypotheses:
Foremost in the development of TV neva as a distinct type of
journsl.1sm. has been the groldng use of the camera, entailing the
visual presentation of aspects of the nelft, and this has had a
considerable impact on the broadcasting of television neva.
Visualization of the neva emerts an influence on both the
content and the format of the new story. Access of the cameras to
locales, places and events can increase the 'neysworthiness' of
a story. In addition, organizational and professional factors wen
combined with the competitive stance of the media organizations,
lead to a high degree of consensual validation of what are the
'most important neys items, both amongst the television organizations
specifically and neys media generally, yhich leads to the mutual
coverage of events by all media. Highlight~ this, Halloran et al
(1970) have discussed this interplay between an neys media orgardzations
in establishing the 'expectational sets' td th regards to the nature
of forthcoming events and their relativeimportsnce. Further, Epstein
(1974) has related this to the limited broadcast time for TV neys and
the economic logic leading to concentration of neys broadcasts on a fey
,key stories that reflect the front page of the major neyspapers.

'.

McCombs and Shay(1972) have discussed the outcome of this consensual
validation in terms of the 'agenda setting' role of the media, in which
interpretive frameworks for the understanding of events are generated.
The similarity of television neys coverage vas sho\m by Russo(1971)
in his comparative content analysis of American net~rk neYs, were he
fotUld a remarkable degree of similarity in terms of the t bias' of the
coverage of the Vietnam War. Such research implies that similarity
of the neys organizations' outputs may go beyond simply the selection
of the same stories to the nature of the treatment of those stories.
For example, Foyler and Shovalter(1974) found significant correlational
relationships for treatment of news stories on different networks in
terms of the story length and the placement tdthin the broadcast. This
data reinforced their notion that the "neysworthiness of an item did not

var.r

much between organizations". Moreover Lemert's(l974) data concur'
v.l th this point relating the same trends of length of broadcast and
placement criteria, pointing out that the emphasis on different contents
is similar beween broadcast organizations. We can hypothesize then that:
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H3: difi'erences in the emphasis of contents lli11 vary over countries

but not between organizations 'Within the same country. If there
are differences they are more likely to be in the more peripheral
subject areas, rather than in the centra]. stories. The new
broadcast is likely to consist of a small number of stories
several key stories.

With

On the other hand, the visual. presentation and i'ormat factors

£or television news are unique to the television medium. Increasingly
sophisticated visual presentations can be used to make the news into
a programme, that fits into the flow of' other programming on the media.
It is through the presentational format that the nc.tuork can establis!:J.
a unique style i'or its news programming to gain in audience app::tal.
Fbr example, the personality of the nevsreader has been mentioned
as one important feature in competitive presentational aspects of the
nel/sbroadcast, as 'WOuld be the particular uses of the camera, studio,
reporters and story formats. The generaJ. direction of the ohift in
i'ormat stylistics should be tovards formats tha'c make neys broadcasting
more like the 'entertainment' programming that is the main media fare.

H4:

In countries where legislative and control factors interfere

less Yith broadcasting, the visual aspects of neys presentation viII
tend tovard the entertainment and dramatic type of formats.
It has been further noticed that a high degree of 'procedural'
unifOrmity is necessitated by the technology 'Of news gathering and
edi ting, leading to distinct but lmwri tten models for newsmen concerning
the gathering and processing of nevs •. These unwritten procedural
rules result in highly structured news formats for news stories, and
regularize the nevs gathering process.
HS: Clear and recognizeable neys story types should be evident
for story formats, if not a code or grammar for news broadcasting.
Although 'impartiality and fairness' are meant to be hallmark
attributes

for all of television journalism, policy interpretations

Yhen required may vary over countries or organizations. Subject areas
or iasuesmay be more or less sensitive in different cultures (ie.
free trade, unionism and federalism) and may be dealt \lith by story
formats that are less oriented to impartiality. It has been argued that
three possible interpretations of format impartiality can be made-balance,
objectivity, neutrality. Hence it may be expected that:
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j

,

H6. Countries ~ var,y in the subject matters that are
treated \lith impartiaJ. sto17' formats, as may organizations
var.r in their preferential use of 1nterpretaions ot
,

• impartiali ty' •

Particularly revealing in terms of this cultural sensitivity
should be the difference between the coverage of domestic news stol-les
in contrast with those reporting international events Ullrelated to
the news stories,and those reporting 1nternationaJ. events unrelated
to the native country directly (ie. the Vietnam War would ue regarded
as a related internationaJ. event from the US~. In the light of this
principle, different countries may be more culturally sensitive to
different kinds of subject matter~and the relationship between
'content types and formats -for nelrlS stories may be expected to var,y in
different countries.
It is hoped that the examination of empirical aspects of nelrlS
format use Yill help 'to clarify the nature of the codes used for
television news programming. Regarding t.his, a particular determinant
of this code is the audio-visual nature of the television technology.
Both teclplologicaJ. and organizational factors lead to the ~onclusiol1
that the separation of functions in the nevs gathering and editing
process leads to a lack of redundancy, or even inconsistencYj in the news
message. This lack of redundancy between audio and visuaJ. channels of
information transmission will be important in'the understanding of the
nature of the information processing entailed in news viewing.
Furthermore, vhether intermodaJ. redundancy is high vill be important
in determining vhether a dual c1iannel processing or an intermodal
'meta-code' is necessar,y.

"
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Section 4.5:
Methodology and Research Design for Content Analysis
\,

The following study vas carried out to investigate the
preceding hypotheses. Following Holsti's(1969) criteria for a content
analysis procedure, a consistent set of rules vas applied. Attempts
vere made to include both quantitative and qualitative data, and to
perform what Frank calls 'soft content analysis as well as hard'.
This study also attempt,s to develop a m~thod of content analysis w:tch
can deal Yith linguistic and non-linguistic information, particularly
the use of camera techniques. Going beyond the usual cont~nt analysis
metho~ an attempt is made to describe the 'form' of television neys
stories. The study utilized the usual measurement for television
nevscontents, (see Lemert, Fovler and Shovalter) and included an
analysis of both the 'story' and 'segment t • Measures of content
taken vere:
1) the frequency of occurance of a content categor,y
2) the length of time of the content category.
Additionally, the 'proportion of total broadcast time' vas considered
as a third indicator. Whilst not lending itself as a measure to usual
statistical analysis it was taken into consideration because bysubbUnnin3
both the above types of measure it proves mo~e easily interpretable. 5
Ten evening veekday newscasts were sampled for each network
studied, concentrating on t.he maj or neys report of. the evening in
Britain, Canada and the USA. Excluded were local news (after the
national), sports sections, and the 'leather. The foUowing· chart provides
the basic information on the newscast covered:
CTV
CBC
lTV
Thames
Cana.da
Country
Britain
Britain
Canada
Public
Private
Organization Public
Private
Title
The lVorld at 9 ITN News The National CTV News
Report
.:::::
llpm
lOpm
llpm
Time of
9pm
Broadcast(pm

Network

s.

BBCl

NBC

USA
Private

7pm

For example, in comparing the presence of a short and infrequent,
with a short and frequent content type.
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Although the original intention ll8S to sample 10 consecutive
days simUltaneously for all netvorks, problems with the video
equipment led to two different types of sampling. The British sample
consisted of ten consecutive weekday newscasts sampled between July
9 and July 24 1975, whe~eas, the Canadian and American samples,
recorded in Toronto, included three newscasts for each netvork betugen
\. the .July 9 to July 24 period, and the rema.inder consisted of a random
6
sample of nevscasts recorded between August 10 and September 20 1975 •
This unfortunate turn of events leads to certain problems !n the data,
particularly since the Soyuz Apollo link night, which was
unusual,
but major news story, took place durine the period of the British study
which also covered d~ing the same period a National budget.
The above factors certainly put some restrictions on the
interpretation of story subject matter betveen countries. Although a
sample of ten newscasts may be slightly lover than usual, as Stemple
(1952) has sho\ffl, a sample of 12 nerT,spapers l@.S sufficient to obtain
a representative sample for a year. 1M this present study the limited
scope of the television newscast, and the highly formalized presentation,
as ve1l as other logistical reasons, necessitated the sacrifice of the
sample of more broadcasts for the ino1usion of the three countries.
All newscasts vere recorded on ~2n videotape, direct~y on
broadoast by off-air recording procedures7 • The coding procedure
minimally entailed tvo separate stop action replays of the tape, and
all segments vere coded separately. The first run through was carried
out for the ooding of the 'Visuals t, and the tape was played vi thout
sound. The second run ll8S for the audio codes and ws made lIith both
sound and vision. The tape could be stopped and replayed for any
segment as ~ times as vas necessar,y for coding all the information.
Finally a third run ws taken to assess the overall aspects of the
story, rather than the segments.

an

6 Once the abillty to sample from the same slice of current events
vas loat due to the malfunction of a video recorder, it vas decided,
for the rest of the sample, to reduce the amount of story overlap
by alloYing at least three days betveen any two network llevscasts.
7 This procedure is illegal under broadcast copyright 1avs without
the permission of the netvork
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Two coders vere used, 'With the author coding the British

~

part of the sample and several. of the North American nevscasts. The
-coding assistant was a graduate student at the Faculty of
Environmental. Studies, York University, studying communications. In
a pretest phase, both coders practised on severaJ. nevscasts until
familiarity 'With the coding instruments
was established. Interjudge
,
reliabillty measures, as vell as test-retest measures vere taken, for
each coding section. A1 though reliabillty measured varied over
sections, the lovest achieved re1ations~p was .65 for inter judge
reliability and .71 for test-retest. Several of the sections were
easily coded and near perfect reliability scores vere achieved. The
average intercoder reliability for all sections was .75, and for
within coder reliability, .81. The most interpretive of sections yere
the folloving:
--audio organization
--audio orientation
--visual orientation
All coding vas done on prepared coding forms, vith the coding key
(see Appendix).
As Bere1son(1966) first stated and as Holsti(1969) and others
have clarified 'With the groYing research in content analysis, arty
content analysis stands or falls by the categories employed. The
categories must refiectthe purposes of the research, be exbausti7e
and mutually exclusive and derived from simple classification
principles. On the other hand, research such as the present one seeks
to develop the 'underlying code of nevs broaicastingl V-hich necessitates
a more clear and simple classification hypothesis. Furthermore, there
are no clearly established principles for the categorization of nonlexical. materials(Frank 1973, Holsti 1969). In the present 'WOrk most
of the classification system vas formulated in ~~e pretest pilot study,
in vhich personal experience in media production was tested against
actual neys coverage until a comprehensive typology was developed.
Some of the category types are vell established in the practice and
teaching of journalism (ie. hierarchical story) and are part of the
conventional 'Wisdom of the profession. Others yore derived from the
watching of neys in the Iilot phase (ie. opinion poll). The follo"Wing
was the classification scheme used in this study 'With regards to
nevs broadcasting~ in all cases, a forced choice for any judgement
entailed that the coder indicated the category that it was felt best
represented the observation, as in many cases the categories yere not

-»9mutual.ly exclusive.
sto1"1 Analysis
Classification of the Subject Matter of Stories:
1) Labour and Industrial

including strikes, labour disputes,
shut downs, takeovers, meeting, deals

2) Poli tical

pertaining to acts of governments, or
of relevance to persons identified
as politicians., ie. conventions, speeches
declarations, parliament, lav etc.

3) Economic

pertaL~g to reports of the economic
functions of some system, inflation,
costs, Dov Jones, stock market, Budget

including wars, mill tary parades or
exhibits, var policy, guerilla actions
involving at least one official organized
force such as bomb defusing of the IRA
5) Social

including education, health, fami.lYJ
recreation, a..'ld environmental issues
ie. squatters, nev developments.

6) Domestic Issues

included natural, accidental or man
caused disasters or accidents ie. fires,
earthquakes.

7) HUlloUr and Personality

included oddity items on unusual
personalities or events that vere colourful
or state occassions - a Royal fall from
a horse, Chaplin1s 85th birtlday.

g)

Technology

reports on nev technological or scientific
developments ie. space, medicine or
science , machinery.

9)

Crime

reports on criminal offences, actions
and court proceedings.

In m~ cases the above categories closely resemble the desk organization
of nevs rooms, and frequently reporters or editors are used to present
a story and they are identified as lour political correspondent I lour
science edit~rt. In these cases the category presented by the news
organization itself was used.
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Classification of Fbrmat
For the organization of story formats the folloYing classifications
were used:
1)

Balance

A story in which two sides of' an issue
were presented together~ including quotes,
interviews or outline of issues (ie.
in a strike a labour leader and then a
representative of industry etc.)

2)

Inference

A stoTT stI'"llcture from which a single
theory, explanation inference logic
or interpretive fI-amev1Ork is the
organizing principle (ie. A and D cause C)

3)

Chronological

A story in which the actual sequence of'
events in time is maintained as the
organization of 'the story (ie. a de.y in
the life" the morni.a.'1g broke with •••• )

4)

You Are There

A story where' the ability of the camera
or the tape recorder (ie. telephone)
is presented as bringing the viewer
into a more direct observation of the
event ••• the main orga~ziug principle
is being able to witness for yourself
(right noW' as loTe join the cosmonauts
it's Bupper time in Soyuz.)

~)

Statistics and Facts

A story ill which the presentation of' data
statistics or documentation is the
central element of the neys story.

6)

Report

7)

Pyramid

A story in which the report of a news
. reader, editor or reporte~ either in
the studio or 011 location is the maj or
component of the story.
A story in which the central and most
dramatic point is presented first,
with other aspects of the story following
in their development.

Deriva,tive story structures such as the 'opinion poll' vere
considered separately, but subsumed in the data under the general
category to vhich they belong (ie. balance views). In the opinion
poll, the impression of surveying a large body of typical opinion
is used to shov hoy people feel abo~t an event, rather than two
official views. Another story format that occurred infrequently is
the 'For Example' or 'case study' type of nevs story in vhich a typical.
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instance is examined in depth as an example of a general is sue. These
stories vere grouped in the Inference category generally and typically
,has the structure, "Peter is a squatter ••• "
,

Locale

...
'I:~

:\~

.

~.~. . '

Stories vere categorized as being domestic or international:
Domestic stories

stories that take place within the
national boundaries of the Broadcast,
and storie2 vhich relate to the foreign
policy of that nation •••••••
ie. a statement of British policy with
regards to EEC made in Brussels, for
Britain. Action of American sold:1.ers
in Vietnam for USA, but not all of Vietnam
war nevs

International stories

are stories that clearly relate to actions
of other countries, or are only peripherally
related ·to actions of the Broadcast nation.

Segment Analysis:
Segments vere considered as subsections of stories that vere
distineuished by a change in the visual presentation. Five types of
segment format vere distinguished:
1) Nevsreader
2-) Reporter
.3) Interviev
4) Visuals
5) Stills
Nevsreader Sequences:
Nevsreader sequences consist of a report being read by an
anchorman in the studio. The format jbr these sequences vere distinguished
by the presence of some form of visual or back project procedure, and
the content of these superimposed visuals. Categories of back projects
vere:
1) None
2) Still
.3) Nevs process
4) Photo cine
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The content of the back proj ection vas distinguished in the
t'olloving categories:
1) Person
2) Place
3) Event
4) Other - symbols and maps written in
Reporter Interview Segments:
These sequences first distinguished were the report was
being presented from:
1) In the studio
·2) On location
The sequences vere further distinguished for the context ot' the
presentation:
1) Live report from the event
2) Live report presented from a standard location
3) Live interview on location
4) Reporter from studio
These segments were ~trther distinguished for the degree of presence
of the reporter visually in the report:
1) Reporter is visually sho'Wl1
2) Reporter off camera
3) Other direct to camera (ie. camera rather th~~ intervieyer is the
addressee)
Finally, the Interview sequence~ were distinguished in terms of the
subject of the interview:
1) Report only
2) Official or representative or delegate-legitimate authority
3) Participants, witness in an event or issue.
4) Expert opinion-person identified as having a specialist knowledge
in a relevant area
5) Other-opell ended with a write-in
Wi th regard to this above distinction the identity of the
interviewee vas sometimes indicated visually, and labelled,or implied by
the context of the interview. At other times this distinction was made
on the second replay when the audio information vas added, and therefore
is not a pure Visuals category.
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Action Visuals Sequences:
Action visuals vere distinguished by fUll screen use of
either f11med"rtdeotaped, or animated sequences. These sequences
were broken doun in terms of their organization or format for a
" sequence. The visul\l segment formats used essentially the same
categories as the story Formats, but were judged purely in terms
of the visuals viewed alone. The categories consisted of:
1) Chronological
a visual segment showing action taking
place in a sequential time series
that r~sembles the real event - no
breakdo'Wl1 of temporality

2) Balance

. ,3) Neutral

a visual segment that presents two
perspectives on an event
a segment that visually presents charts.,
graphs or data in a direct vay

4) Pyramid

a segment that presents the dramatic part
first and then fills in background

5) Inference

a segment that is sequenced to present
an inference, for example causality,
intent, responsibility, agency

6) You Are There

a visual segment that shows the event
directly or instills & sense of direct
access through the camera coverage of
location
.

A judgement of the orientation of the visuals segment vas also made.
This was certainly one of the 'softer' classifications and vas used to
·lndlttlte. the emphasis of the visuals:

1) people oriented-hutlan interest, people in emotional situations, faces
2) conflict - disaster or crisis oriented, visuals of damage or injury
.3) action - visuals emphasize novelty, excitement grandeur, humour,movement

4)

situation - visuals survey location or background to event area and
location shots, preparation, situation

5) explanation'" visuals emphasize an explanation, reason or procedure
for some action, ie. how to plant roses

6) immediacy - the visuals are of some action of event that is the new
story
stills

Sc~uences:

Full screen stills were not used by all broadcast agencies. However,

this category vas examined and coded in terms of the content of the

still:

'l.••••
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1)
2)
3)
4)

Person
Event
Place
Symbol or map

In addition the stills vere coded for any superimposition of another

'- still on top:
1) None
2) Reporter photo
3) Statistics or written documentation

Audio Segments:
The audio segments 'Were anaJ.ysed and their times assigned in
terms of the visuaJ. segment to vhich they corresponded. Separate
judgements vere made for the
portions.

foJLlo~g

attributes of these audio

First the segments were coded for 'whose voice' vas heard:
1) Newreader
2) Reporter
3) Interviewee
And aJ.so for the nature of the sound track;:
1) Commentary
2) Quote or parapr..rase
3) Other speaking
In adCtltion the audio portion was coded in terms o£ the format of the

verbaJ. track, which consisted of a similar format structure as. that
used for the visuaJ.s and story formats:
1) ChronologicaJ. recap
2) BaJ.ancedvievs - ie.one interview and then another
3) NeutraJ. fact - data or statistics presented
4) Pyramid of importance - aspects of the event

5) Inference - argument or interpretation is made
6) Description - situation or background, location., event, are described
or opinions of another given.
The audio orientation closely resembles the visuals orientation with
only one additionaJ. category:
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1) People oriented - describe persons appearance or emotions, human
interest
2) Conflict - accentuates difficulties, opposition, trouble, calamity-

3) Ac~on - speed or novelty, humour" irony
4) Situation - circumstance, background. location described, setting
5) Explanation, analysis - a reasoned examination, in depth analysis."
attempt to explain without bias
6) Opinion, allegation1 claim - the presentation of clearly stated
. . personal point of viev
7) Event - actuality sound of the event.i tself - 11 ttle commentary
These categories vere applied by means of th~ coding key
(see Appendix). The data wereanalyzed on IBM 3600 with an SPSS programme.
The Cross Tabs subprogramme vas used for the f'requency stories', and the
Anova and One vlay programmes \..ere used for the Analysis of Variance.
The Classical model for the multiple-f'actor analysis of variance ~~s
utUized to obtain interaction effeets. Since1.n the American sit-ua:tion
only one level or organization existed, all analysis Yhich included
,

Organization as a factor, vere performed on the Britigh and
separately.

Canadia~

data
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Results

Data and analysis from the content

s~

are presented in

Fig.4.1 to Fig. 4.38. Fig.4.1 summarizes the mean times for all
DeWS stories, aTerage number per day and length of newscast. The
British newscast is on the aTera.ge the longest, with the Canadian
the slightly shorter of the North .American newscasts. The mean

time. for a :Sri tish newscast is about 30 seconds lOl)8er, and is
significantly different from the others at the .001 level. The
American network has a larger number o~ shorter news stories,
about four more per day' than the British Networks. No significant
differences emerge from comparisons of the Pu.blic and Private networks
,for either length of news stories or number of stories per day.
In general, almost 7(J}6 of the news time is for. the broadca.st of

Domestic news, with a Domestic story being significantly 9 seconds
longer. Approximately 9 Domestic and 5 International stories make
up the average newscast, with an obvious emphasis on the Domestic story.
Fig.4.2 shows this data broken down in a different wa:y. It
is interesting to note that in Britain the private networkst stories
are approximately 10 seconds longer on avel.~, whereas in Ccna.da.
the Private network averages 6 seconds shorter than the Public. T.n
the USA and Britain, Domestic news composes about three quarters
C?f the newscast, whereas for Canada. it is approximately

5596

of the

airtime. The high percentage of Canadian news that is foreign is in
keeping with the observation that much of Canadian news is American
in its content • Private networks tend to devote a a1ight1y smaller
percentage of their newscast to foreign news item~,. and the average
story length for Domestic stories on public networks is longer.
Fig.4.3 breaks down the mean story times for different content
categories. The mean times for content types are significantly
different, as is the frequency of oocurance of different content
categories. The longest content type stories were Technical, followed
closely by Political stories. The Humour and Personality category bad
the shortest length. The frequency of Technical stories

wa.~

not high,

and the difference can be seen to be attributed by the extremely
long Technical stories that were broadoast in :Britain, which can be
attributed to the oocurance of several Soyuz/Apollo stories during the
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"
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sampling period thAt vere of unusual length. Although there was DO
significant interaction of Content by Count1'7, certain slight mean time
differences can be noted. CanMa has especially long Labour and
JUlltary Stories, and mother shorter Political ones. The 'USA broadcasts
relatively short Domestic stories. Comparison by Organization shows
11ttle difference in story length, whereas the relationship between
Locale and Content shows a significant interaction at the .001
level. Generally it seems Domestic stories of Labour, Political
or Economic content are longer, whereas for Social Domestic, Technical
and Crime News, shorter.
Fig.4.4 shows mean story time broken down by Country, Organization and Locale for Fomat types. The longest Format types were the
Chronological and :Balance Views, followad by Inference and YAT stories,
with the Report naturally being the shortest. The interaction between
the factors of Country and Fomat are significant at the .005 level,
as is that between Format, CO'lmtry and Locale; t.herefore the data
needs carefUl interpretation. Difterent oountries utilize different
length Formats for Domestio and Foreign DeW,:s, with the 'US network spending
longer on their YAT story for.mats and the EritiBh spending longer on
the Balanoed Views and Chronologioal Format Types. The Canadian networks
utilize extremely short Statistioal Stories, whilst the chronological
format is rarely used. Differenoes between Public and Private
organizations exist on the Ealanced Views Format. For Domestic stories,
the Balanoed, Inferenoe and Chronologioal Stories are longer, whereas
tor International news the YAT and Statistical Reports are longer.
It is fUrther noted with re~ to these charts that significant
interaction oocurs between Content and Format in ~er.ms of story lengths
so that a Content type JI18Y va:ry in length depending on the Format
chosen for the story.
Al thou8h story times and frequency provide adequate measures
of the differences between factors, a more indicative measure is their
combination as a single measure in ter.ms of %Total broadcast time.
Although this measure does not lend itself to significance testing,
the highly consistent results of both the Chi Squares and F tests
seem to indicate that for descriptive and interpretive uses this
measure is in fact more valid.

, , : MEAN STORY TIME BROKEN DOWN FOR FORMAT BY COUNTRY,
ORGAN I ZATION AND tQCALE •

Fig. 4.4'
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Fig.4.5 displqs content oategories expressed in percentage
ot total Broadcast time for Countries, Organizations, and Looale.
The greatest emphasis is given to Political Stories, althoueh the
Canadian networks underplay this content type. It is also noted
that Private organizations produce almost 1,;6 more Political
a1rtime than do Public organizations. Crime and Social news are
much'more highly stressed in the North American context, with Canada
showing an inordinate amount of Military news. However, analysing the
distribution between foreign and domestic news for Military stories,
it is olear that the emphasis on Mili t~ news is on foreign events
ot this type, and the Canadian Milltary reports are likely to be
ot American Military involvements. It is likewise interesting to
note that Domestio stories of Labour, Economio and Social oontents,
are predominant, whereas for International Stories and Military and
, Technical news outweigh the coverage for these contents on the
Domestic soene.
Fig.4.6 shows similar data for Story Formats. The YAT and
Inference Formats account for about 34% of the newscast each, a1 thou.gb.
the trend is tor the North American Networks to usa the Inferenoe
Format, whereas the British emphasize the YAT. The Balanoeci, Views
is a Format type more heavily used by the British Networks, and.
partioularly by Public Networks, and for Domestic news stories.
The YAT Format receives more emphasis tor International stories,
and these tnterpretive frameworks of the Inference story format are
'more likely to be used for Domestic than for International News Events.
Figs.4.1, 4.8, 4.9 examine the relationship between Formats
and Content types and show that the interaction between these and
other factors is elaborate. Overall, the Balanoe Format is most
common and used for dealing with Labour stories, while the Inference
story structure is used on all but Domestic issues in the news it
distributes most heavily on the Social and Economio content categories.
For the Domestic issues category, the YAT Format was clearly the
predominant one. The Statistics and Report Formats were most common
for Economic news. Fig.4.9 further shows these relationships broken
down for all networks. Some interesting trends can be evinoed from
these data. The lTD report is more likely to use a Balanoed Views Format
for Labour stories, wlwreaa the l3l3C is more likely to use this tomat

Fig. 4.5.'

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STORY TIME FOR CONTENTS
BROKEN DOWN BY COUNTRY, ORGANIZATION AND LOCAL£
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for a Political story. BBC is also more likely' to provide the
Interence Formats tor Economic and Social news contents, whereas
the !TN broadoast tends to use this tomat type on Political news

;1
"

stories. The C13C is more likely to use the Balanoed. Views for
Labour contents, and Interenoe stories tor Sooial news. The American
network uses Balanced Views Formats tor Economic ami, to a degree,
Politioal stories, with the Inferenoe Format and YAT to deal with
Labour news. The Canadian and American networks very seldom use
the Statistios Format, and CTV uses the Inferenoe story more tor
Poli tical contents. Summated data is l?rovided in Fig.4.8 in whioh
comparisons of Formats tor Public and Private networks show that the
.:Balanced Format type is used for Labour and Poll tical. stories more by
the Publio networks, whereas the Inference is ,used more tor Social

and Statistios for Economio news. Private networks use the Inference
Format more tor the Labour and Politioal. stories, with the YAT being
emphasized for Social and Domestio Issues types of news. Fig.4.10
and 4.11 show results of analysis of variance and chi square tests
ot significanoe for these tactors.
Segments
Data relevant to segments are displqad in Fig.4.12 to Fig.4.38.
In Fig.4.12, 4.13 are displayed breakdowns of segment categories
expressed as percentages of broadoast time f,or Countries, Organization
and Locale. F1gs.4.l4-4.l7 show the tests of significance for mean
times of all segment formats and for the frequencies of ocourance ot
segment categories. It should be noted from Fig.4.l4 that in terms
ot mean length and frequenoy of Segment Formats, there is a significant
interaction with both the story Content and Format. That is, the use '
of a Segment Format is dependent both upon the subject matter and the

.,

Presentation Format in which it is embedded. A newsreader segment,
for example, may be longer or shorter, depending upon whether it is
a Labour or Economio story, and whether the overall Format for the
story is 'Bel anoed Views or Inference.
Fig.4.12 displays the percentage of broadcast time devoted
to different Segment Formats. Overall the greatest amount of time
just under ;0)6 of the 'broadcast- was devoted to 'action visual'
sequences, with the Newsreader segments being close behind. The mean

I

'I
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 00 S'IDRY TIMES
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FlGl1 4.11

Chi Square Tests of Significance for frequency of stories Occurance
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Fig #4.12' Visual Segment Format Broken Down for Country,Organization and .Local e
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Fig #4.14:

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CN SEG1ENT TIMES
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Fig # 4,;1,5
Chi Square Test of Significanre en Frequency of Segrrents
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Fig # 4.16
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Fig i
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arl. Square tests of significance for frequency of Segnents:
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times and frequenoies of ooouranoe of these segment types are
signifioantly different at the .001 level and .05 level
respeotive1y, although in interpreting this data, the significant
:Interactions of Segment Format and Country, Segment Format and
Locale, and the three way interaction of Segment Format by
Countr.r and Organization must be considered. For example, Britain
devotes less of its time to action visuals than the North Amerioan
Il8tworks, but is the dom1 nant user of tu.l1 soreen still photographs
which compose 11% of the Visuals of broadcast time. The United States

"

uses the Newsreader to a muoh greater ,extent than does Canada or
:sritain~ and tends to use the newsreporter less than do the other
networks. The US network as well, has oomparatively the largest
amount of time devoted to interviews, whereas Britain has the
smallest. With l."8ga-ras to International stories, action viSt18ls
tend to be used on these stories more frequently, as do newsreader
segments, whereas fewer interview or reporter segments ooour in
International coverage.
Fig.4.13 shows the oomparison for &11- networks separately in
order to fUrther examine the interaction of National and Organizational
factors. In Eri tain, the RBC untilizes the newerea-der less, and the
reporter more in its ooverage than does the ITN, whereas in Canada.
the CBC utilizes the newsreader and action visuals mom as well as a
slightly higher peroentage of Interview time, than doss the C'lV. This
.pattern is more like the Amerioan private network in terms of Segment
Forma.t, whereas the C'lV network is more akin to the British stations.
In fact in order to understand these Segmen~ Format types more clearly
the dataare broken down for each individually.
Newsreader Segments
F1gs.4,18, 4.19, and 4.20 display the peroentage of broadcast
time for newsreader sequenoes. The newsreader appears overall about

53% of

the time Without any back projeotion, however

Canada tends

to use the back projeotion facility more in its newsreader sequences~
as do Private organizations in general. International news, when it
is presented bY' newsreaders, is more likely to have back projection
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-150than Domestio news. A oomparison of the photographio images '\lsed
in the back projeotion shows a tendency to emphasize either persons or

looations in the news stories, with maps reoeiving the highest
priority. Photographs of persons in the news ware given greater emphasis
in Britain and the least emphasis in Canada. Domestio news was more

likely to have photos of persons projeoted behind the newsreader,
and International news either maps of photographs of a lIlace. In tact,
other than this general tendency, the use of photographio stills seems
fairly idiosynoratio for different networks as evidenoed !n Fig.4.20.
Beporter and Interview Segments
Since these Segments most frequently ooour in relation, they will
be oonsidered together. Figs.4.21 and 4.22 display-)for the oombined
Reporter and Interview Segments, data broken down in various ways and
Fig.4.23 shows, in the f'o~ of' a deoision tree, the choioes inherent
in the prooess of oonstruoting these segments as news stories. It is
evident f'rom the data that the :British networks report from the studio
more r.re~uently than do the North Amerioan Networksjand in partioular
the ::s:sc emphasizes the studio report whereas the CBC tends to emphasize
on looation reporting. Only 1'r;6 of' International reports of' the
Beporter/Interview variety are done on looation, whereas 72fJj, of' Domestio
reports are done in this way. All :sri tish reports are filmed in the
_ studio of professional news personnel (editors and oorrespondents)
whereas in Canada. and the USA an oocassional non-journalist commentator
will report direotly from the studio, although this is only about 4%
of' the total airtime of the combined Interview and Reporter segments.
Or the Reporter Segments on the l1ritiBh Networks 'that oocur from

looation, there is an emphasis on the 'live from the event' coverage,
and this is particularly oharacteristio of ITN. The North Amerioan

reporters tend to deliver their reports from a. 'known or identifiable
place' as baokground. The reporter appears alone most frequently on
the CTV network, and this is generally more typioal of the Canadian
news ooverage, and International stories as well.
In terms of the anonym! ty of the news reporter in the Interview
sequenoes, it is more oharacteristio of the North Amerioan networks
to keep the reporter off camera to a greater degref' than for the :sri tiBh
networks, and this is most true of the CBC. As well the Canadian networks
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film the Interview segments with the interviewee speaking direotly

to theoamera about 14% more frequently than the other networks.
In addition, upon examining who is more likely to be the
subjeot of an interview, it is noted that the Cl3C and ITN networks
spend 44.3 and 39.~b of their interview time respeotively with
'offioials and representatives', whereas the Bl3C spends 26.,;6
of its interview time with 'experts' - more than any other network.
The Amerioan network heavily favours the 'partioipant or witness'
as interviewee. From the Flow Chart in Fig.4.23, it is further
noted, that in general, for the interview sequenoes in whioh the
speaker addresses the oamera direotly without a visible journalist
as intermediary, or one off oamera, the interviewee is al~s an
"offioial or representative. This would ooour most frequently in
the context of a press oonferenoe or speeoh. Reports ooming live
from the event are likely to inolude 'partioipants' and the reporter
tends in these sequences to be in the pioture. This is oompared to
the interview from an identified plaoe, whioh-is likely to be with
an expert or" offioial, and is also slightly more prone to exolude
the reporter from the oamera. Reporters who deliver their reports

from the studio are frequently identified as speoialists or
experts in a field of journalism, wherea.s in the field reporters
are identified as either 'oorrespondents' or 'our reporter in'.
stills"
The Stills Segments, only used frequently en?U8h in Britain
for our oonsideration here, are presented in Fig. 4.24. Essentially
these stills are of people, or of maps and symbols. "As well, the
practioe of presenting an International report as oomment over
a pioture of the plaoe it is ooming from is used on these networks.
On oooasion, the photograph of the journa.list is superimposed. Maps

and symbols are most oommon for establiShing looation in Domestio news.
Aotion Visuals
Aotion Visual segments, being the single most prevalent segment
type, were broken down in terms of the Fomat of the edited sequence
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of shots, and the predominant emphasis, or orientation, judged
for that segment, termed the Visuals Fomat and the Visual.
Orientation. The mean time for the Visuals Fol.'Dlat types differed
significantly at the .006 level and for the Visual Orientation at
.005 leV'el. The frequency of occurance of Visual Format types in
different countries showed significant differences at the .0005
\. level, and for Visuals Orientation at the .05 level. A complex
interaction for length of segment was found between the Orientation
of the visuals, Country of Broadcast and Locale. As well, the Visuals
Format was seen to interact with Locale at the .01 level for length
of i'roadcast, but was not significant for frequency of OCClU'allce
of segment types. ~ relationship between Organization and Visuals
·Segment factors was qUite complex as well. Although the length
of the segment for the Visuals Format differed significantly between
\

Publio and Private organizations.) the .differenoes for frequenoy of
use were not significant. It is further evidenoed that in tems
of Visu.als Orientation, when broken down by count17 controlling
for organiza.tion,
differenoes are significant for Private, but
not between the Public Organizations.
Fig.4.25 shows this data displ~ed for peroentage of broadoast
time. It is noted that the YAT Visuals Format is the most frequent....
composing 59.1% of broadcast Visuals time. The use of this Format
varies over countries:from :Britain 40.4. Canada 62.1 and the USA
at 88.8)6 of the time. It is .further noted that only the Balance
Format does not have a oomparable Visuals Format that is used as the
basis of organizing action vi~~ sequenoes in parallel with stories
format. Chronological Visuals Formats, on the other hand, are used
more to organize Segments than for Stories at 21.,-;6 of the broadoast
time for Action Visuals Segments. Inferenoes (oause, agency, assooiation
etc.) are present in Visuals Segments just under 20;6 of the time. A
main difference between countries oocurc in the use of the Chronological
Visuals Format, with :Britain using it almost on a par with the TAT
format, whereas the American networks rarely uses this Format. The
Canadian network, low in the use of the Statistical. format for stories;
does show a slight tendency to use the Factual Format for segments.
Data over Organizations are generally comparable, with the Private
organizations, weighted by the USA networks' data, with a higher

:
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proportion of TAT segments. International. news tends to utilize
the Chronologioal Visuals Format to a greater extent and the TAT
Format less than does Domestio News.
Fig.4.26 breaks down the relationship between Visual Format
and Orientation in the form of a now diagram. Generally, the

orientations of the Chronological sequences are Immediacy (39.7%)
and People (24.~) oriented. The YAT format is Situation (39.7%)
\. and Aotion (25.0;6) oriented, with the Inference segment being more
evenly distributed over a larger variety of orientation types, with
a slight emphasis on Situation (29.2}6); Fig.4.27 breaks down the
Orientation of the Viaual segments and abows that for these Action
Visual sequenoes the prime orientation is to Situation, with People,
Immediacy and Action.following olosely. Differenoes of emphasis for
'countries showed Canada to be the most Aotion oriented, with the USA
emphasizing Situation. The l3ri tiBh Networks tend to emphasize the
Immediacy of the event to a much greater degree than the North American
networks. Slight differences for Orga.nization~ also ocourred with Private
networks emphasizing people and situation more. Immediacy seems more
important in the presentation of the International news segments
whereas Situation is more important for Domestic news.
Audio Components of the Segments
Fig.4.28 displays a now chart for all data showing choices
in the Audio track in the production of news stories. Figs.4.29,

4.30, 4.31,. and 4.32 display data broken down for

Who speaks, What

kind of comment is made, the Format for organizing the commentary,
and its Orientation respectively. It is noted that, differences between

lengths and frequencies of occurance of the Audio oategories oocur
at highly signifioant levels for the whole sample, although these
factors interaot with Country and Looale, and to a degree with
Organization, to produce the distributions shown. It is also noted
that the reporter, although appearing less frequently than the
newsreader visually, is the predominant 'voice' in the news oommentary,
aJ.though tPIs is slightly less true of the American netw"rk. International news tends to be reported by the,Newsreader to a greater extent,
and actual interviews are much less frequent than for Domestio news.

,
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Diagram Showing the Relationship between
Visuals Format and Visuals Orientation
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:sritish networks tend toW'a:MS a higher proportion ot commentary'.
whereas North American networks tend towards a greater use ct
quotation. International. news is more likely to have a comment.
For Domestic news, however, the use ot the quotation is slightly
greater. Public Organizations seem to emphasize commentary rather

I.

than quotation, by comparison with Private Organizations.
Fig. 4.33 displ~s data tor the Format, or organization
of the commentary in the sound track. Basically there is a split :..
between descriptive and inte.tpreted stories, with Canada favouring
Description to a greater degree than British or the American
networks. The COO, and ITN both favour the Desoription Format for
the commentary, whereas the CTV, no and BOO networks all favour
the Inference Format for the oommentary. It is further noted that
the CBC, and to some .degree the Nl3C, organize their segments in a
;Balance Format as well, as far as the oommentary goes. It is further
noted that International news leans more towards the Desoription
type comment, wi th Domestio news tending towards both more Inference
as well as slightly greater Balanae and Factual oommentaries. It
is seen that the Hierarchioal Format is rarely used for either
organizing the Story, or for the oommentary on a segment.
Data for the Audio Orientation of the commentary is displayed
in Fig.4.34. It is fairly evident that the audi.o portion contains
information about the situation or circumstances, explains the
relationship between certain phenomena, or most frequently is used
to provide means of expressing opinions about events and issues.
An increasing emphasis on Opinion orientations is noted for the North
Amerioan content, whereas the Bri tiBh tend slightly more to emphasize
Explanation oriented oommentaries than do the others. The interactions
for length of segment between Audio Organization and Country, and
for Audio Orientation and Countr.r, are signifioant as is the
crosstabulation ot these oategories in terms of frequenoy of segment
types by Organization. The !me and r:rv use the Opinion oriented
commentary to a greater degree than do other networks. The BBC seems
to emphasize confiict in the Commentary. Foreign news stories tend
to be less Opinion oriented and more Situation oriented than do most
Domestio segments, and also emphasize Confiiot more. It should also be
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noted from the Audio Track Flow Chart, that when the newsreader
comments the segment is usually a description of the Situation,
whereas when the Reporter comments' the segment is more likely
to be an Inference Format oriented to Explanation, or a lesser
degree opinion.
When the Newsreader quotes, the segment is most likely to
be an Inference expressing an Opinion, or also frequently a
Desoription of Opinions, or of a Situation. The Reporter is more
\, likely to apply an interpretive framework when he uses quot8.'llon
in an Inference Fomat, and this is to .a high degree for the
expression of his opinion.
Channel Redundanoy in Segments
Since for segnients, the measurement of a.udio and visual
information was taken separately u~ing a. oommon set of Format and
Orientation categories, the amount of redundanoy of these two
channels for both Format and Orientation can be estimated. Sinoe
in the Newsreader,Reporter

and Interview segments the visual

information depicts the speaker, it is only the aotion visuals
sequences that will be oonsidered in this analysis. Fig.4.35
breaks down this data.. for Country, Organization and Locale, and
Fig.4.36 shows tests of significance ~n the frequency of oategory
concurrence, for audio and visual channels. Redundancy is considered
~o

oocur when the same oategory for Format or Orientation has been

recorded for a given segment in -both the audio and the visual
segment oodes. Fig.4.31 displays the percentage of total time in
Aotion Visuals for which Format redundancy occurs. It is apparent
that the amount of Redundancy depends on the Visu~s Foo.-mat that is
being used for the segment, differing over countries. The Inference
Fomat tends to be used simul.taneously in the Audio and Visual
channels to a greater ext~nt that the YAT/Description, or the
Chronological Segment Formats. Fig.4.38 displ~s the percentage
of redundant segment time for Segment Orientation a.s well. For the
visual Inference segments, both Explanation and Opinion categories
can be considered redundant. The small percentage of overlapping
Formats is verified at the .004 level in the Chi Square comparison
and at the.OOOOI level for Segment Orientation.
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au Square test an Frequency of Segrents for Redundancy of
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Section 4.7:
Discussion of Hessaee Analysis
This discussion will proceed with two purposes in mind,
revealing the dual role of message analysis in communication research.
Within the approach taken by this study, the 'message' is rlewed
as determined by the combination of the cultural and organizational
~ettings iri which news in produced. This process by which me~sages
are generated and broadcast has been referred to as the institutional
process. Additionally, the message composes the stimulus field
from which receivers process information, and as such~factors
within the structure of the message itself may be extremely important
in determining how that message is processed by receivers. This
do~s not imply that those factors found in the analysis of the
cultivation process are directly re~ected in the way the news
messages are processed. There are good reasons to believe that the
cultural and organizational based factors which determine 'encoding
pragmatics' f~r the news message bear little relationship to the
'decoding pragmatics' of individual human receivers. In this study
one particular feature of the television medium - the bimodal
(audio-visual) nature of the information it transmits - has been viewed
as an essential underlying feature common to the whole communication
process. It is this bimodal nature of television news that is used
in _this study, to provide the analytical link between the analysis
of the institutil)nal process, and .the processing of the news message.
The News Message and the Institutional Process
In an exploratory study of this nature, it is not easy to
draw simple and definitive conclusions from the data. A large variety
of factors have been thought to influence and shape the. production
of news programmes, but,.as they \lork in relation to each other and
interact, the message analysis reveals the effects of coobincd
influences and not single causes. This has certainly been shown tobe the case in this study, with second and third order interactions
of high significance being typical of the results. However, some
tontative principles relating the outcomes of the message analysis
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in terms of 'institutional process',of news broadcasting, as

stated in the research hypotheses,may be outlined.
Of prime importance in the discussion of all of the results
presented is an observation related to the confirmation of Hypothesis
5. Essentially this hypotheses vas concerned with the degree to
which news broadcasting does act as a highly codified message
system. The degree to which the news programme follows 'formulae'
" in Newcomb's(1974) terms, or imPlicit rules of procedure iu the
gathering and editing processes, should'be evidenced by regularity
and pattern in the actual messages. The paradigms f?r production,
and the news values combine with the procedural limitations of +.he
technology, in addition to the general values and practices of the
neva profession, to giv~ form. to the stories. One might initially
be surprised at the similarity of the 'news' not only between
different organizations within the f)s.me country, but across the three
countries under study. In fact there does seem to be a limited number
of story types that occur with a high degree of regularity on most
networks,~s veIl as some general principles by-",hich the v:fsual
segments and the commentary are organized. Different contents and
story formats are not only used selectively, but also the length
of these story types and their emphasis vary within common bounds.
The identification of these basic and recurring elements is the
necessary first step in establishing the 'code' of news broadcasting.
Strong evidence has also been gathered for the argument that this
'code t establishes relationships 'between the content (subject matter)
of the story, and its format (presentational aspectsb rendering
a differential emphasis on different stories. These formats also
seem to give expression to the different models of f~rness - the
journalistic paradigms as to how to avoid story bias. However, different'
networks apply these in a different manner to different content types.
For example, ITN uses the Balance Fbrmat for Labour stories, the
DBC uses it in the coverage of both Labour and Political news, whilst
,
NBC uses this format for Economic news. This is typical of t·he results
for the three models of fairness. Strong similarities were also fOlIDd
across all networks for their differential treatments of International
stories and Domestic ones. A sense of this general code can be derived
from the Flow Diagrams which illustrate the choice sequences in terms
of likelihood of occurrence of various elements in the production of
news stories. Although each network speru~s the news 'language' with an

.'
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accent of its own, there are grounds for asserting that a Icode l for
television journalism does exist.
Having accepted the existence of this 'code', it becomes
important to turn to the cultural and organizational factors that
infiuence the use of this code, and which result in the particular
styles of news broadcasting evidenced in the data. It was argued
in the formulation of Hypothesis 1, that the institutional and
eultur~historical settings in the three countries differ enough

"

,

to result in differences in the news broadcast within them. The
Nationality factor was strongly significant throughout all the
dimensions of content and format measured, lilth the general tendency
for greater differences to exist between the British and the North
American contexts. The situation of Canada in this analysis is most
interesting. The institutional framework for broadcasting in Canada
is similar to that in Britain (soe Chapter 2), particularly in tel1l1S
of a mixed broadcasting set up, and "a well publicised emulation of
the BBC by the CEC. On the other hand, Canadian broadcasting is
competing in market terms with the American netuorks (Davey Committee

,"

.

,

1970)" and not only betveen public and private networks; the CBC
less than 50% of the audience at prime
and CTV together connnand
time. Due to the proximity of Canada and the US, many other cultural
factors link the countries as well, and this tends to make the tradeoff between cultural factors and the institutional arrangements a
difficul t one for Canada. In the results of this study, for presentational factors at least, Canada seems to lie I between I the US network
and the British netwo:--ks.
With regard to content of news stories however, this pattern
is more difficult to interpret. Social and Crime stories are
emphasized similarly in Canada and the US, both to a "greater degree
than in Britain. For Labour, Political, Economic and Hilitary stories,
however, Britain and the USA show similar emphasis, whereas Canada
displays a different pattern. It is further noted that for these
latter content categories, large differences occur between Domestic
and International news. This becomes important when it is realized
that it is "precisely in terms of Canada I s larger proportion of
International news that the interaction between Country and Locale
vas structured. Canad~~devoting about 45% of its airtime to International
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newsl is more similar to coverage of Swedish networks (SRjPu:B 1973) than
to the other two. The

25-3'4~

foreign coverage of the Amerioan and

1lritish .networks is similar to that found in other studies .of. American

news (Lemert 1974, Russo 1971). This suggests that a third factor
enters into the elements of the oultural setting. Canada, like many
other minor powers (Gal tung and Ruga 1970), is more dependent upon
events that take place within the major nations that make the news,
and. is itself a 'white spot' in the international news map. As the

\·seleotion of foreign news oontents has its own priorities, ~d Canada
reports more foreign news, a different overall emphasis in the content
of the Canadian networks results. In fact, it is in just those categories
of Political, Economic and MilitarJ contents tha.t illustrate theee
trends that relate selection of foreign news to the content emphasis
of Cana.dian news.
This explanation offers a new interpretation to Singer's(1970)
findings of differenoes between the· Canadian and American coverage of
the Vietnam War. He had overlooked the simple fact that the War
for Canada was by and large a 'foreign story', whereas for the USA it
was domestio. In the light of our evIdence comparing the contents of
Domestic and International news stories, it becomes difficult to
ascertain where the differences he turned up are due to 'core

Qu1tu1~

values, 'or due to the difference of emphasis given to foreign stories.
In this present study i twas found that Canada. has the highest

proportionate coverage of both Military and Crime stories J which is in
direct contradiction to Singer's findings in which the CBC is attributed
fewer 'aggression items' j and here his definition of an aggression item
may be questioned. The interpretation offered here is that differences
in proportionate foreign news coverage between high status and low
status nations will be a major element in shaping the overall emphasis

ot news contents.
However, when a comparison is made of the presentational aspects
of news messages a. slightly different pattern emerges. The trend on
all dimensions ot tormat is tor the Canadian results to lie between the
:British and the American proportions. In the use of the Newsreader,
Reporters and Visuals, as well as in the use of the Inference, Balance
and YAT formats for news stories, the differences between the cultural
and institutiQnal settings in these countries seem to be ordered.
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This result" is in keeping with the argument that the American situation
reflects the demands of the mass market forces to a higher degree than
do the more regulated Canadian and Br1 tish situations. In Ca.na.da.
the opposing influences of the institutional framework and the market
forces seem to result in a compromise position for news presentation.
The directives of the legislation to inform and educate the public,
and a greater 'public interest' orientation present within the workings
of the mixed broadcast systems t~public service ethos} muatbe
balanoed against the need to oompete in the ~arket for audiences.
The workings of suoh forces are exerted more upon • style' of
presentation than upon content.
Further, it was hypothesized that the part played by market forces
on influenoing television news would tend to m1n1mi~e differences
between organizations w~thin any cultural system through the process
of mass market competition. Again, it was thought that differences
in' content would be less significant than differenc~s in presentation
or 'style' for these organizations. 'The statistical comparisons between
Organizations for content, and for most dimensions of Format... 'fere
not significant nor were there interaction effe~ts. Only several
dimensions of Audio Format were related to the difference in Organization.
The interpretation of these comparisons by Organization require some
prior elaboration, however, because a variety of factors and levels
of editorial policy are thought to jointly influence the output of
the organization. In broad terms, the goals of the organization (public
service and profit) might be thought to vary the balance between the
demands of the institutions of broadcasting, the legal and political
frameworks, and the d~mands of the audience. General editorial policy
could either lead to an emphasis on 'in depth cover~' with
interpretation and explanation of daily events, or it could lead
to a 'hard news' style, with basic reporting and description. In
add.! tion the emphasis of the programme might be directed towards
the impaot e.nd appeal of the news stories fur its audienoe.
Tests of significance for organizations seem to reflect that,
within countries, these broad goal-related differences do not occur
in any consistent pattern. Possibly, the fact that public organizations
tended to use commentary more than quotation, and to use an interviewee's
own speech, and to use the balance story format, are indicative of some
of the broad differences in the 'ethos' of broadcasting for Public
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organizations.
In tems of the 'bias' or • fairness' in the treatment
of the news by networks, it is extremely difficult to make a:ny broad
interpretations concerning editorial policy. A network may use,
wi.th different emphasis, a:ny of the three general models for
'fairness: and may apply these differentially to differer-t contents.
Public networks seem to place a greater emphasis on the Balance story
,for the coverage of Labour and Political news, a..."1d a lesse,.. emphasis
on the more interpretive Inference format, but tend to use Inference
more for Social stories than do Private networks. However, in most
instances in this study, the patterns of data are more indicCltive
of a 'style' of coverage for an individual net'fOrk) rather than of
any consistent differences that might be related to the contrasting
goals and objectives of public service and profit.
It may be usef'ul to provide. a brief encapsulation of nf:works'
individual style before proceeding with the discussion:
BBC:

The BEe seems to place some emphasis on educating as well

as informing the public. It makes infrequent use of the new'sreader
and tends'to rely more heavily on the reporter in the presenta.tion
of its news. The reporter frequently appears in the studio, or
alternatively on location at the event itself. A hallmark of this
network is the Balance story format. A frequent use of the Inference
structure in the commentary, in keeping with the Explanati on
orientation of this networkJ also .results in the use of experts as
interviewees. .
ITN':

ITN seems to have a. more varied and flexible news coverage,

using a greater variety of formats for different contents. Although
similar in IDallY ways to the BBC, ITN tends to emphasize the Inference
and Description stories more equally in the commentary. revealing
a greater differentiation of 'hard' and • soft' news. Possibly the
most distingui shing feature of ITN is its Immediacy orientation, and
its 'at the event' approach, with less emphasis on the interpretation
of the

new~

and more

empha~is

in presenting it.

OTVz At CTV, the emphasis is placed on the reporter and action
visuals. The reporter ei thar appears alone, or is off camera in the
interviews. The interview sequence has low priority. with the interviewees own voice frequently eliminated in favour of commentary made
by the reporter using quotation and paraphrase heard in the 'voice over'.
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On this network the Inference structure for the commentar,y 1s

highly emphasized, and the report as a whole gives the impression
of being opinion oriented, I the opinions frequently being those of
the reporter himself. The total effect is of a highly editoria.1ized

newscast.
CEC: The CBC 1s characterized by the highest use of action
visuals of all the networks, frequent interviews, and only slight
use of the reporter. When the reporter does

~ppear,

it is from a

\

location with a standard background, rather than from an actual
event. Moreover, he is seldom filmed in the interview sequence. The
Balance story is not Ullcommon, neither ia a higher degree of commentary
rather than quotation. The commentary is usually of a descriptive
nature oriented to the background or situation surrounding the event •
.NBC:. The NBC news report tends to combine the highest utilization
of 'the newsreader, with infrequent interviews and only occasional use
of the reporter. Interviews are usually conducted with participants
involved in the actual events, and whose quotation is frequently
conveyed in the commentary. The Inference

forma~

for the commentar,y

is typical, arid the news tends to be oriented to the expression of
opinion.
These stylistic trends become important when the networks are
separately examined for the relationship between story format and
content. 'f.i. th regards to Dri tish newscasting Hood(1972) has commented
that the dependency of Public networks upon parliament makes them less
critical of the governmental powers that be. Although both British
net~orks

tend to use the Balance story format for Labour news, the BBC

tends also to use this story format for

~oli tical

ne'fS. This trend

of using the Balance format for Political news is also true of the aBC
to a greater extent tha n CTV. ITN

and CTV tend to u'se the Inference

story more for Political news, indicating a greater trend towards
providing interpretive frameworks for these contents. However, both
public networks do use the Inference story extensively for Social and
Economic

n~ws,

and to a greater extent than do the private networks.

This is interesting in the light of the fact that both CTV and NBC use

the Balance. format to cover Economic stories, with the Inference and
YAT fonnats to cover Labour and Political news. It is further noted
that both the -oro and 1TN tend to spend most of their _interview time
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wi th 'officials' whereas CTV and NBC tend to emphasize participants

in their news coverage. Certainly these tendencies are indicative
of 'editorial emphasis', but there is little clear cut evidence
concerning outright difference between Public and Private organizations.
There is a degree of consistency amongst all networks in the use
of the YAT format for Domestic Issues news stories. The Report and
Statistical Formats are particularly used for Economic news in Britain,
whilst only the Report is employed for this kind of content in Canada.
The Report was used most frequently in the USA showing an incliniation
towards 'hard news presentation'.
It had been felt that Private Organizations being more oriented
to the market).mlght show a greater emphasis upon dramatic visual
presentation in the visuals sequences. Pr1v~te Organizations were
found to use the YAT format approximately 1~ more frequently for its
action Visuals, whereas Public organizations tended to use the Chronological
and Inference Visuals Formats. In addition there was a greater emphasis
for ITN to use an immediacy in its segments, with all Private organizations
being more oriented to People and Situations in .the news. On the other
hand, the Canadian public network displayed a greater emphasis upon Action
orientation for its visuals. Visuals on all networks tended towards
the dramatization of the event. Although certain networks use different
formats for the presentation, action visuals must always have the quality
of being 'Visually interesting'. This feature of visual interest may be'
broader in its definition than might be at first thought. Raw action
and violence are not the only drama that can occur in a news story,
for simply the access to a location or event, or to personalities in less
usual settings can be interesting, as well as sequences of shots that
show the actual effects of an event. The high propok'tion of YAT story
formats that are used for Domestic issues (crashes, fires, explosions)
1s typical of this emphasis, whereas the :Balance and Inference formats
are more typical. of political and economic stories, in which personalities and analysis rather than the event or its situation dominate the
news.
factors combine to determine which stories are covered by
action visuals. These include the simple pragmatics of filming such as
advanced warning and the ability to get to a suitable location, along
with factors that determine the perceived vi~~ newBWorthiness of
an event. In the case of foreign news these factors are especially
accentuated and are combined with the need to present f01~ign news
as relevant to the viewer. This not only refiects itself in the selection
Many
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of content and treatment of international items, but in a 'national
sensitivit,y' which proscribes a different treatment for similar content
types when an item is foreign. For example, foreign political news
is much less likely to be treated with the :Balance format, but rather
covered with a YAT story. Visuals are proportionately more common in
Foreign news, with the alternative being a short Newsreader commentary
if it isn't worth sending out a orew for the story. Suoh stories tend
to be muoh less opinion oriented (foreigners ~are1y get to express their
opinion direot1y) and much more 'ooncerned with the immediate situation.
The lack of reporte~ sequences and interviews with foreign personalities
are indicative of the economic logic of the news process. With an emphasis
on descriptive reporting, such news stories frequently go uninterpreted.
If on the other hand a foreign news event is covered by either a reporter
or by aotion visuals, then the story is more likely to be an Inference
format "'hich offers some explanatory framework towards the understanding
and interpreting of the event. In this way the coverage of international
events is divided between the immediacy orientation of action visuals,
with the interpretive framework overlaid in the commentary, and the terse
newsreader delivered Report with its hard news orientation.
The preceeding discussion has begun to reveal the way factors in
the cul tura.1 and or&"allizationa1 settings of news broadcasting are part
of a determinant system that gives shape to the newscast. These underlying
trends were more easily unveiled when both the audio and visual nature of
the newscast, as well as the oontent and the format of the news were
examined. It is felt that further research can now proceed comparing over
a larger number of countries, possibly with greater speoificty of the
content categories under examination. It is also hoped that the categories
for content and format analysis will undergo further refinement and
validation with future research.
\.
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The News Message and Message Processing
In the following brief discussion several aspects of the

message

~sis

data vill be considered for the purposes of relating

the processing of the nevs by the viewer to the stru,cture and format
of nevs messages. This examination of the data in terms of the 'decoding
pragmatics' places the emphasis upon what the viewers do 'With the nevs
mesSages. This in turn leads to, a search for those factors 'Within the
content and format of the news programme ~t infiuence the impact of the
nevs on the viever~ attitudes. The results of this present study have
indicated that given nevs items of the same content can be presented
differently in terms of the format used in the story. Most researches into
television news have been more concerned 'With thosefeatures of content 'bias'
that come to influence the 'proc~ssing of messages than with presentational
style (Frank 1973). The problem that remains hovever, is that of determining
those elements of the nevs format that are relevant to the processing of
television nevs.
In the .preceding.
chapters, the discussion has focused upon the audio
---...,.,-.. ..
and visual character of the television nevs broascasting process. This
particular bimodal feature of the medium has been related to the grovtb
.

"

and credibility of television as cultural processes, and to the separation
o~ tasks within the broadcast organization leading to d1fferingvalues being
. applied in the production process to the audio and visual channels. In
the message analysis the implications of such factors vere 'Witnessed in
terms of the audio-visual form of television neva. This same distinction
is useful for highlightillg the basic difference between the information
presented in the audio and visual channels, and for raising the implications
of this difference for the processing of the ,messages. It can be argued
that there are essentially two types of audio-visual combinations of
information in the nevs. The first is the presenter sequence, in vhich a
parson
is presented in the visuals with a commentary in the audio channel.
,
The' second is the action y:l.suals sequence, in vhich a fUmed depiction ot
the situation or event is presented in the visuals, with a spoken comentary
in the audio channel. Figure 4.39 illustrates the va1' these tvo types of
sequence entail the transmission of different types of information, coded
in different ~s l~ The remaining portion of this disser+~tion attempt~
to prove the usef\tlness in making this distinction for addressing the

,

17.

The nature of these codes vill be developed in the subsequent
chapter
,

.

'
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Figt! 4.39: Modality and Code of Information transmitted in Presenter
. and Action Visuals sequences.

Action Visuals Sequence

Audio Modality

Visual Modality

XlI

content channel-linguistic

YJ,: . visual information related
to content

X2 :

indexical information related
to source-vocal

Y3 :

X3:

contextual information related
to the event-sound over

visual information related
to context

.

Presenter Sequence

Visual Modality

Audio Modality

~l:

content channel-linguistic

Yl :

visual-information related
to content in back projection

X2:

indexical information related
-to source

Y2:

indexical information related
to source

X3:

contextual information related
to event in sound over

Y3 :

contextual information related
to source
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issues concerned ldth
;. the processlng of television nevs messages.
The most dr~tic illustration of the difference betveen these
tvo types of sequence oan be seen in the coverage of foreign nevs.
Here the clearest division betveen the studio basis of the nevsrea.der
and the event orientation of the Action Visuals sequence are noticed,
~th these two types of segment dominating the presentation of
International nevs. Even if it vere assumed that the commentary was
identical in both sequences, the differences beween the visual
\..
.
presentation of the 'source' of "the news rather than 'the event i tsell'
may be of great significance, at least to tne degree that visual information
is important in message processing.
It is precisely this differenc6 betveen 'source' and 'event'
related information in the visuals that v.lll be considered here as relevant
to the effects of these segments upon attitudes of the receiver •
. In the 'presenter' sequence the source categories included the
nevsreader, reporter and interviewee It is noted that the different
netvorks a~eve various proportionate uses of these roles. The American
Broadcasters tend to favour the nevsreader and make little use of the
reporter, revealing the degree to whic-ll the newsreader emerges as a central
feature of this nevs programme. The British networks on the other hand,
use the reporter to a greater extent, with less emphasis on both the nevsreader and intel"Vievee. The type of intervievee also differs, with the
Americans favouring an eye-vi tness and the British a know official or
expert. The effects of these differences in 'coverage t style on nellS
cred!blli ty and att1 tude change, v1ll binge on the effects of the
presentation of 'persons' in the neva; particularly their presentation
in the visual channel. There has been 11ttle research hovever which has
investigated the effects of nellS broadcasting in the light of the
of 'the presenter' in the news programme.
The Action visuals sequence comprises approximately thirty percent
of the nevscast, and is the common and highly prized feature of all
netvorks. It is this aspect of the nevs programme that vas developed to
attract viewers to the screen and make the nevs impactful. It is also in
the production of such sequences that the differences between the values
of the journalistic and filmic professions most manifest themselves in terms
of differing emphasis and story format for the audio and visual channels.
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Although both audio and visual channels transmit information directly
about the news event, the organization and emphasis of this information is
seen to vary in its similarity depending on the nature of the format used.
The Inference format for the visuals is frequently commented upon by a
similar formats . sound track. However, 35% of YAT stories, 56% of Factual
stories, and . 21% of Chronologic81 stories also use the Inference
commentary format. This indicates the extent to which a seemingly nonintetPretive visuals format is accompanied by an interpretive framework
in the sound track. The 'orientations' of tlle audio and visual channels
also lacks redundancy. Again, except for the, visual inference format
(which usually receives an explanation oriented sound track), the emphaEds
of audio and: visual channels is frequent~ different: person oriented
visuals are toa:t;ched w:f.th explanation oriented commentary, or action oriented
visuals \d th inf'erence in the narration etc. What is revealed by these
differences is not only the separation o~ task and technology in news
production, but also a separation in the actual message presented in the
audio and visusJ. charlllels. Neither the effects of adding similar visuals
to the nellS commentary, nor the implications of modal based difference
in information, have been considered in investigations into the impact

ot television nells broadcast.
This issue v.tll. form the basis of the study undertaken in Chapter

Six.
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PART TWO

THE CULTIVATION PROCESS
The Effects of Broadcast
Nevs

.-

.

I
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INTRODUCTION TO PART II

The Social Context of the Individual and Message Processing

,

,

The impact of messages on a receivers

opinions have been a.

centralooncern in most analyses of the cultivation process. Differences

..

in broad theoretical approaches has led to an emphasis on either the
effects on the recalver as an individual, or the effects of the message
~tem on the cul tu:cal collectivity, or some subgroup thereof, (ie.
"-

opinion leaders, minority groups). The following two chapters will be
oonfined to the consideration of message processing in terms of the
effects of the 'presenter' and 'action visuals' type news stories
on opinions, on the individual level of anaJ.ysis. Fu.rther work, beyond
the scope of this

dissertion~must

seek to relate these factors on the

individual level to the broader issues relevant to the whole cultivation
process and social change. However, before proceeding, it is '-Torthwhlle
to briefly overviell the social conteXt· of the individual as a message
processor.
Central to a concern with the relationship. bet1.,een indi.vidual
message reception and social processes, as Halloran et al(1970) have
clearly stated, is the notion that "what the viewer brings to the media
situation is just as importa.nt as the content presented to him". This
view marks a transition from earlier notions of the effects of media
systems on homogeneous and passive audiences, with ito explicit concern
with content determinism. Rather, it sees the individual embedded withirl
the social order. Variations in attitudinal, perceptua.l and motivationa.l
factors

characterize individuals in their relationship to positions

within the social struct1tre. These characteristics the Viewer brings with
him into the viewing of television ne",s ann-they are pertinent tA) the

viewer's perception of TV neW's.The effects of the TV message system are thought
to depend upon these factors that influence individual processing, as
much as upon the content and format of the news itself. Theories of norm
re~orcement

am selective

exposure effects of the mass media information

system, are based upon such differential processing by subgroups of the
mass audience, as well as individual. differences.

1

However, the effects of television news on social. processes must
also be considered as an element in the viewers predisposition to the
processing situation, making this equation self modifying, for. the media.
1..

Although most of these theories focus on content related factors
and discrepancy from the individua1~ opinion of the message system
as the basis of suoh phenomena,

-1898.1stem itself must be considered part of the process for socia1i~ng
atti tudes (Himme1wei t et al 1960) and for the ongoing regulation
of them (Murdock 1974). This is made 'InOre complex by the fact that
media consUmption~ is seen to vary with social structural variables
(Greenber~ and Dervin 1973), and therefore the effects of television

-on various aspects of the social structure cannot be thought of

as unJ.£'orm.
The above features emphasiu how attitudes must playa focal
mess~

1'<\le in the analysis of

processing in the social context. Receivers.

are not identical. To the extent that

att~tudes

are j.ntegra1 to and

determined by social processes, they can be seen as a means of operationalizing social processes on the individual level of analysis. Diffflrences
in attitudes Should be related to various &ocial structural factor3

and other social phenomena - one of which is the impact of television
upon. attitudes. However, 'to the extent that established attitudes wi thin
the receiver

are themselves determinants of

p~

individuals' message

processing, they must also be considered in the impact of the media
system upon attitudes.

In this way

atti tudes, by influencing

the processes of message assimilation in indh'fdu-als, reity thoce
factors within the structuring of attitudes as a flocia1 process. ".'lthin
this merry-go-round of effects, attitudes play a crucial role in the
analysis of message processing. They become the mediational variable
that allows us to examine the relationship bemfeen the individuals'
processing of the news, and the broader impact of news broadcasting on
society.
Recently, the impact of
overall societal processes of

tel~vision

infol~ation

news broadcasting on the
distributicn and attitude

change, and. on the derinine \ . ImalJes of reaJ.ity, has _~ecoived some examinatio;).
\-1i11iams(1974) and Murdock(1974) have been most conce~ed with the role
of television news as confirming the normalcy a..."'1d 1eBi timacy of the
television interpretation of events - establishing and maintaining
an ideological context in which events in the world are viewed. Gerbner
(1973) has also emphasized the learning of these contextual elements as
the greatest impact of the news media: for example, the assimilation within
the audienoe of television's use of the distinction of legitimate and nonlegitimate vio1enoe. Halloran et a1(1970)have sho,m this phenomenm to be
important in terms of the

gene~ation

of 'expectational sets' for specific

events, and for providinG,'.,ri thin these, explanatory and interpretive frameworks for the assimilation of these news contents. Knopf(1972) has argued
that in the long run, through repetition, these interpretations become a
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kind of mythology about events. Within this mythological framework,
. single events are peroeived as examples of themes, provided by the
frame of reference of the news media.
Klapp(1964) has developed the notion of the cultural impaot
of the news media to include the symbolio impact of the personalities
and role categories that recur in the news.

He suggests that audien"es

need to oonsume 'heroes', and television news is part of the prooess
whioh defines the limited dramatio themes for the charaoters, and
determines the aotors that play in this important publio dra.Al8..
Further, Funkhouser(1913) has demonstrated the way television news
establishes priorities for events in the publio

eY~~~ilst

MoCombs

and Shaw(1972) oonfirm the presenoe of thio agenda~setting aspect of
the funotioning of the media. Probably of greatest concern to researohers
and politicians alike,

ha~

been the impaot of the media on the

politic~l

processes (Blum1er and McQuail 1968), throuBh its influence on political
attitudes, issue selection, and voting behaviour, as well as on perceptions
of politioal personalities. Additionally, Hartmann aJld Husband(1972)
have demonstrated the way the news media can create these perspeotiv"es
on other sensitive cultural problems suoh as racial issues.
However the direot influenoe of televisfon news on collective
atti tudes should not be over emphasized." It is the a.eenda, or frame
of referenoe,for the interpretation and establiShing the significance
of events, and not the oonditioning of partioular individual attitudes,
which is the main effect of the television news broadcasting message
system. Structural variations in the distribution of attitudes and
prooessing capacities

are also of 'interest because there are other

factors whioh also determine the individ.uals· atti tud~s,. such as
education, class and family, religion, job, group membership etc.
Due to various seleotion and attitude assimilation phenomena, differenoes
in individual or subgroup attitudes will ultimately play an important part
in the explanation of how viewers process news messages wi thin the frameworks set by these agendas. The relationship between individual attitudes
and information prooessing of the news is basic to the understanding of
the impaot of the television news broadcastins s.rstem on these broader
cultural processes.

-191This dissertation will not address itself to the relationship
between television news and the dissemination of information and
opinions as a social process. However; it will be argued that the
effects of television news on individual message processing - on
attitudes and opinions - will ultimately provide a basic building
block upon which such a theory may rest. The fact remains that opinions
and expecta.tions are instilled in the general audience not only about
events, but about the credibility of the media and personalities that
deliver the news. The individual receiver must be viewed ffi having
well formed opinions a.bout most events he sees on TV news. liS a condition
of info1~ation proceesin$,this remains a crucial element in determining
the ete~ting point from which the eY~ination of an individual's message
processing Should proceed.
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CHAPTER FIVE
MESSAGE PROCESSING AND THE PRESENTER SEQtJmCE

Introduction
In chapter tw, the general credibility ot television neva was
noted as a common cross-cultural trenil. In vas argued that the growth

in television neva t credibUity vas largely due to the visual immediacy
,
.
aftorded by that medium. The visualization of the new determined a
presentational style for nevs stories that both m:in1m1zed the perception
ot content bias, and increased the perception that the new was trustwrthy
and obj ective. A1 though the legislative factors pressured the neva
organizations to adopt forms of reportage for controversial nevs items
that framed the stories as fair and impartial, these aspects of content
organization vould not be sufficient to explain televisions greater

,

credibUi ty than radio - a medium that l18es a .similar narrative style for
reportage. Rather, it was thought that two consequences of visualization of
the nevs vere crucial to explaining the rise in credibility. The first
was the direct visual access to the event afforded by film in the action
visual sequence•• In this way the viever by seeing the event for himself
felt .that the event ws being more directly presented to him. The second
1188 the greater immediacy of the nevsmen themselves, and the people :In the
nevs. This feature of the nevs form seemed to generate the perception ot
having heard for oneself directly or from a reliable source, the content of
the new. The visualization of the nevsmen seemed to result in an :lncrease
in their perceived trustvorthiness and objectivity in the reporting of neve
events; hence explaining the general credibility of the neva. Westley and
Sever1n(1964) vere to conclude that this presence of the newmen was the
major feature in the rise of TV new credibility, and their observations should
b. examined more closely in the light of the tw facts confirmed in this
study. In the first place, the tendency of television news to personalize
events, and to present issues in terms of intervievs with individuals,
has been documented by the large percentage of internev segments that occur

in television nellS reportage. Additionally, the importance of the visual
'. presentation of the newsroader and reporters, who preside in the visuals
for almost one half of the nevscast, and wo are responsible for generating
whatever interpretive framevorks are provided for the nellS ~ent, cannot
be overlooked. In total, the visualization of the new has resulted :In a
form ot reportage :In vhich seventy percent of the new cast includes the
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presentation ot a personalized source tor the commentar,y: yet there is
11ttle research that has paid attention to those aspects ot presentational
style for these sources that may come to influence the processing of
television nevs information (Frank 1974).
In this chapter, a number of dif'ferences in the details ot
presentatio~ style for the nevsreader, reporter and interviev segments
will be discussed in the llght of some of the research into interpersonal
perception, source credibility and attitude change. An attempt ldll be made
to relate these features of presentational s.tyle to the processing of
nevs contents. Although remaining quite speculative, such a discussion may
help to justi1)r the attention given to 'visual format' in the anal.ysis
ot new messages; it also ms:r help to explain the more general trends of
rising credibility tor television nevs.
Source credibiliiy has been an important variable in the 11terature on communication eftectivenesst although since much of it has been
directed at alternative theoretical questions it is not read.ily applicable
to the news viewing situation. Hovland et al(1953) were among the first
to raise the issue of the innuence of source cred1bill ty on the processing
of' contents by receivers. Since that time a considerable accumulation
of' attributes of' sources, (expertise, trust, power) (Giffin 1967) and of source
image dimensions (Triandis 1971, McCrosky & McCain 1974)have been considered
as relevant to attitude phenomena. In addition to these souroe credibllity
studiest considerable' development has also taken place in the understanding
of interpersonal interaction, perception and judgement processes. The
possibilities of the direct application of this research to neva media
analysis concerned. with the judgements of the people in the news, has been
advocated by Warr and Knapper(1968). However, still quite recently Kaplan
and Sharp(1974) have raised the issue of a lack of f'ramevork or model that
oan integrate all this research. The following discussion will attempt
to clari1)r some of the issues, and outline some of the parameters, for such
a model. Such a basis is considered necessar,r before further empirical research into source credibility and the presenter sequences can be undertaken.
A first distinction has already" been made that clarities the
nature of the information transmitted in the presenter sequence. Abercrombie
(1972) has argued that a clear dif'ference can be noticed between 'content'
and 'indexical' information. Content, in the presenter sequence, is transmitted in the audio-l1nguisticchannel, and consists exclusivelT of
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inf'omation about. the neva event itself. Index1cal. information is that
inf'ormation conveyed about the interpersonal communication act. As vas
noted earlier, it vas this feature ot the new eto17 that vas used to
distinguish the presenter sequence from the action visual sequence, bT
distinguishing wether content or indexical information is being transmitted in tn.e visual•• In this chapter ve v1ll be overlooking content
factors in attitude change, in order to concentrate on those factors
of vdsual presentational style related to nevs credibility.
The importance of modality in th~ further consideration of
the transmission ot indexical inf'ormation has been raised by Abercrombie
(1972). He distinguishes the indexical information into 'visible and
audible' components; this distinction is clearly relevant to a medium
that separates these two modalities in the production and broadcasting
process. As noted in Chapter 3 different roles and technologies are involved
in the gathering and editing of the audio and visual components. For this
reason these modalities should be oonsidered both separately and in
combination. Furthermore, as Argyle(1975) has pointed out, non verbal
(ie. indexical) communication entails the combination of a number of coding
systems that utilize various parts of the body. He states:
There are a number ot separate communication systems
involving bodily expression vhich have different properties
but which use the same parts of the body, often at the
same time. None of these codes alone is as complex as
language, but wen three to five of them operating at once
in an interlocking vay, and are cOfbined with language,
the system becomes quite complex.
Mehrabian and Read(1973) applied this notion to the issue of
analyzing the transmission of indexical information by pointing out that
eeveral- codes may be transmitted simultaneously in the same modal!ty. For
example, the visual modality may transmit information vhich is separately
decoded tor body posture and facial expression; the audio modality, besides
the content of the stoI7, may transmit information coded for accent and
tone of voice. In addition then, to the modill ty distinction, the codes vh1ch
define the transmission of the audio and visual information should be
further examj ned.
1. Michael Argyle. The syntaxes of bodily coiDmunication in J .Benthall
and T.PolheDDlS EXis. The Body as a Medium of Expression N.Y•. Du.tton.1975.
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Probab:Q' the most important distinction in codes relevant to the presenter sequence' is' that between 'expressive' and 'contextual' information.
As Cook(lm) suggests, expressive information is confined to that information
'"

transm1tted about the source himself; his appearance, emotions attitudes,
etc. Contextual. information conveys the sourcJs relationship to the
coDllllUllication act (oul ture, setting, role). l.fehrabian and Read (1973)
have alternative~ defined 'context' more generally as those aspects of
the 'Communication situation Wleb, i f changed, result in a change in the
processing ot receivers. Although this definition 1s tautolOgical, they
are obviously tr.y:1ng to convey the sense that almost anything in the
total environment ot the source may be considered contextual, i t it
1nnuences processing. Attention to the setting aspects of context tor the
decoding of the meaning ot ~peech acts has been stressed by (B1rdwh1stell
1970, Trudgill 1972, Cicourel 1973). MaHugh(1965) has fUrther elaborated
the notion of context beyond that ot se.tting, to include the 'def1n1tion
of the situation' in which the c01'llJlltU1ication takes place, thus relating
the interpretation of behaviour to the role-related situation. In the light
of this research ve w11l. examine the aspects of audio and visual presentational style separately for Contextual and Expressive Information.
Visual Contextual Information
Contextual £actors may be of considerable importance in establishing
the varying credibilities of the different presenters in the neva. It is
thro~

their repetitive and regularized appearances in specific contexts
that the roles for television nevs performance have become defined. Horton
and Wohl(l:956) have called such roles 'television persona' because they only
. occUr in, 'or have significance 'Within the world of television. In the
news, the filmed setting in which the persona . is show b~comes a major
means of defining the nature of his role. For the nevsreoder, the' context
1s the studio desk usually with back projection ot visuals. The reporter,
appearing in the field, is usually filmed near the event, or in front ot
some vell knovn land-mark. The intervievee. depending upon \/ho he is
(official, expert, eye-'Witness), will also be £ilmed in a standard location
(office, lawn ,laboratory or event). In fact, the control over the filmed
context ot the presenter sequence is one of the major concerns of new
production. Svann(1975) vas to warn those 1ndividuaJ.s who might find themselves in the neys,of this media practice. He pointed out the importance
of concordance betveen onJs role, or personal! ty, and the t:llmed setting,
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in order to generate the 'right impression'. For all three television
persona the setting is spec1f'icallJr chosen to enhance the associated
qualities ot the specific presenter.
The strect of these visual.ly presented contexts however, may'
extend beyond the segmentation ot the new roles to the expllcit judgements
that viewers make about them. The nevsreader j tor example, occurs only td thin
the bounds of the studio, most .frequently tdth photographic back projection

and in a tall .frontal. relationship to the camera. His persona seems to
dominate the neliS programme with its authority and emotional neturality
- his personality almost completely being submerged within his role.
The studio enhances this by' conveying the mechanical precision and
thorouglmess ot the wole new gathering organization and process. The
back projected pictures vhen. added to the speech also have the impact
of increasing source credibility and attitude change (SeUer 1971). The
nevsreader is lent authOrity by' being ~e visible centre of the new process.
On the other hand, the reporter persona is v.I.tnessed appearing in
the very extremities or the world. His reports come from a 'Wide variety
o.f locations, either identi.fied verbally, or filmed in .front or those

ve1l know landmarks. These on-the-spot reports are used by the neliS
organizations, even though the same copy could easily be read in the studio.
at less expense. The repeated appearance o.f the reporter in these various
locations infuses the nevs v.1 th a semblance of p.ccess that becomes a defining
feature o.f this specific role; that is, the reporter's ability to get to
the places were the nells is made. The visible microphone, an important
visual element in the on-the-spot report denotes this access by signifying
the reporter's link back to the studio.
The intervievee role is distinguished from these other j ournalietic
tanctions. This role is most interesting because" to a degree, the de.finition
of this role lies outside the boundaries or the nevs organization and reveals
the mutual. interdependence ot the neliS men and the nellS makers. There is a
process by' which the general expectations about the role and correct
performance must be acquired by those wo are intervielled (Go.ffman 1<)67).
This or course can be established by the nellS organizations editorial
, control over the broadcasting or those aspects ot the interview they v.1sh
to use. The pattern ot who asks questions and who aDSlIers is the basis of
the interviollee role, although more subtle teatures such as how long to
spe8k, what kinds or expressions to use, what tn>e or cormnent is desirable,
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1t,ow emotional and opinionated the comment can be, are also part of the role.
Performances considered by the broadcasters as 'bad' (i.e. inarticulate,
contusing, nervous) YOUld simply' not be used, except when the occasion
calls for such (emotionally charged situation). A 'non-performance' (ref'using
to participate in the interview) both establishes the boundaries of
performance when incorporated into a story (he i~ guilty) and enhances the
importance of co-operation with the interviever. For the most part however,
the 1nterv1evee is being consulted P7 the media for his opinion, expert1ze
or perspective on some issue or event. The consultative nature of the
interview is conveyed by the frequent inclusion or the reporter, or his
response to comments within the sequence. The context of the interview
segment is ~ a location that either demonstrates the interviewees
relationship to the event, or conveys the role related reasons for his
appear~ce in the interv1ew~ For example, 1lll1on leaders may be t11med in front
of the faetol",1 or at labour conventions, scientific experts ~ appear in
laboratories or at of1"1ces encircled tdih books, and eye v.l. tnesses v.l.ll
appear on the street near the event, or even in the hospital. In each case,
the filmed context provides a sense of involvement that the interviewee
has v.t. th the content of the news story.
AI though there is no empirioal literature that specifically investigates
the influences of these contextual factors on establishing credibil1'tyj or
upon the assimilation of news contents, the' possibility exists that these
different contexts are extremely important in determining the viewers
perception of the 'role', and hence the ascribed credibility. In this case,
the authority of the nevsreader, the ,access of the reporter and the involvement of the interviewee mq be thought to have differing effects upon
attitude change. There is some evidence that supprts the notion of the role
spec1f'1city fbr credib1llty factor structures (Applebaum an~ Anatol 1972).
This implies that 'the overall credib1l1ty of television new mq be contributed'
to differentially' by these three different nevs persona, in terms of these
roles created by being fUmed in different contexts. That perceived roles are
important in innuenc1ng the processing of information has been suggested
by Barnlund(1968) and Saral(1972). The literature includes a variety of
role related attributes (status, power, expertize) that have been show to
1ntluence -bOth judgements about sources, and the processing of inf'ormation
from them (Hovland et al 1953, Triandis 1m). As Triandis (1971) further
points out, it is only specific dimensions of the social judgement process.
that IIl8:7 be infiuenced by changes in role def1n1 tion, and which in. turn may

,
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have varying influences upon meassage processing. For example, the
emotionality' ot the nevsreader may have a d1.f'f"erent influence on the
acceptance ot in£ormation, than wa1.d the emotionality of an 1nterveivee,
because the nevsreader's role 1s detined in terms of emotional neutral1ty2.
In television news, the information transmitted about the source is
alwqs in£ormat1on transmitted in the context of a role defined by the
visual setting ot the presenter.
AudiO- Contextual Information

.

It must be noted that the context ot the source is rarely transmitted
in the audio component ot the nevs message. In certain cases, an international
reporter sequence may be presented vith a poor quality sound track creating
a muf'tled telephone impression, which 1s used to convey the reporte/s
distanc.e. Occasionaly as vall, at other times, speeches or street .intervievs
v.lll use an audio 'actuality sound' (:frequently librar.r recordings) to convey'
a sense ot location, but such use of soUnd is rare. It seems the sOllndmants
main task is to isolate the voice ot the speakers and not to convey the
sense of context through the sound track.
Expressive Factors
1-11thin these specified. roles, there are other teatures related
to the nature of the tilmed presentation and the specific mode of expression

ot these presenters that

m~

also influence credibility judgements made
about them. Control in the style of audio-visuaJ. presentation may accentuate
the transmission of difterent types of expressive intormation tor difterent
role categories. Add1tionaJ.ly, a previously formed source image which m&y'
be thought to have been established tor each role may entail the
application ot difterent 'identitication and association rules' in the
social judgement process (Cook 1971). ·,For this reason the same piece ot
information about the source (ie. anger) cannot be assumed to have the same
I

consequences. for the receivers assessment ot credibility tor both an intel'ow
vievee and reporter source. In the folloYing discussion, some teatures of
expressive intormation transmission w111 be examined to determine their
possible intluences on judgements ot credib1l1ty and attitude change.
2.

A classic instance that may be cited is Valter Kronk! te I s performance
on the announcement of President Kennedy's death in which the salience
of the event ws emphasized by the announceis obvious eJlX>tionality.
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Before proceeding,hovever, a cautionar,y observation regarding
the differences betveen media presented television personalities and
direct interpersonal interaction should be made. Frequently these
differences are overlooked in the research of social judgement processes
by researchers wo use video or photographs in their research on interpersonal processes. On the other hand as Horton and Wohl (1956) have pointed
out, such parasocial contacts are successful in generating the illusion
of face to face contact, even though a major element-reciprocity"is absent.
In tact a surprising number of people do report ta.lld.ng back to their
television sets (Davey Committee 1970).
Reciprocity itself, has been regarded as an essential feature
of interpersonal processes· . (Argyle 1969, Goftman 1967), and attempts
to compensate for its absence, by' simulating eye contac'l; and conversational
pacing are important features of training for ~ television performers.
Argyle(l97S) in his analysis of the syn~ of non-verbal interaction, notes
the importance of syncronizing signals in the conummication process. He
argues that this feature of face to face contact is most important for
maintaining the interaction. He classifies the channels of interpersonal
communication as follows:1) syncronization-mainta1n1ng nova.'ld exchange in interaction
2) prosodic-emotive expression, speakers non-verbal comment on what is said
;3) feed back to speaker
4) conveyance of interpersonal attitude.
In parasocial interaction, it is precisely the synchronization and

feedback to the speaker channels that are either stylize1 or absent.
The 'prosodic' and 'oonveyance of interpersonal attitude' channels
in Argyles' typology, are s1m:Uar to a distinction advocate~ by Milbourne and
Stone(1972) and stone and Hoyt (1974) for analyzing the relationship betveen
source-message and source-reoeiver credibility in attitude change. It 'Will
be considered that these two channels define the information transmitted in
parasocial oODmKUlication that comes to influence credibility. Fig. no.S.1
illustrates this distinction by ;moditying a model of the communication
situation suggested by' Heider(1958) and used by Nevcomb(1968) and Mehrabian
anel Read (197.3) for analyzing interpersonal communication processes. The
model notes that for parasooial communication, the interaction dynamic is
based on the reoeivers perceptions and not on interaction proper. This limits
the channels,of communication to that of contextual information, souroe-message
.

,
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Fig. 5. ',:

A model for Paramessage social. judgements including
sOurce-receiver, source-message, and contextual factors
in the processing of the presenter sequence

Content of Message

CoDDlll1n1cator

o

A(O)

Ao

Acontext
Receiver

Ao: Attitudes ot X towards content 0
A(CO): Attitudes of X· towards source-message relationship
A(O): Attitudes ot X towards source (source-receiver relatipnship)
Acontext: Attitudes of X tow.rds the context in which the communication
takes place
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relationship and source-receiver relationship as perceived b.Y the receiver.
It is these channels that are thought to expla.1n the effects of the
reoeive~ oredib1l1t7 judgements on attitude change. The peroeption of the
source-reoeiver relationship(AC) ~ be influenoed b.1 the transmission of
intormation in the communication act that influences those relevant
dimensions .of source credibilit7 (attraction, lildng, similarity, pololer~
stm1lerity)jiimensions ofjudgement for source-message oredibility (objectivit~
reli~bility, expertise, involvement, self interest, intent to persuade)
will be influenced b.r the transmission of information that effects these
judgements. However, the relationship between these dimensions and the
effects on attitude change u1ll depend upon the nature of the role of
the communicator (determined in the DeV8 by visual context). Various
dimensions may have different salience for different sources. For example,
a '1ecturer~ role ma7 entail diminished relevanoe of the source-receiver
dimensions (liking) but a greater emphasis on the source-message dimensions
(competence, expertise). A politician communicator on the other hand may
find his credibilit7 veighted more b7 the source-receivar dimension of
judgement. For this reason the effects of source credibility of the
different presenters can only' be vievad within the context of their specific
source image.
There are various researches in the literature that have verified
the importance of source-message factors for increasing. credibility and
attitude ohange. McQuire(1968) has pointed out the importance of . objectivity' ,
and competence, and Whitehead(1971) has suggested authority as dimensions
that increase attitude change. Sears and Abeles(1969) have presented evidence
that the perceived conmdtment to a content b.1 a source can increase the
amount of attitude change, even vi thout influencing credibility. Expertize
and trustwrthiness of sources have both been found to influenoe attitude
change (Triandis 1971). Miller and Basehart(1969) have. also demonstrated the
importance of the perception of I opinionatedness I for source judgements
and persuasiveness of sources.
The importance of source-receiver variables in credibility and
attitude change processes have also had some general acoeptance in the
literature. In particular liking, attractiveness and preceived similarit7
of the source have been considored as credibility variables. (Triandis 1971).
Simon(1973) has attempted to clarify' the importance of perceived similarity
for its effects on attitude change. He differentiates attitudinal similarity
from group-membership similarity, the latter being a source-receiver variable.
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He argues that in J!l8llY cases the perceived similar!ty' of a source in this
latter sense v.lll increase the persuasiveness, but that this depends on the
nature of the roles. However, as he points out, there are limits to the
1mportance of perceived sim:Uar!ty vhen objective evidence in terms of
cultural stereotype of expertise, objectivit,r and prestige of the source
over-rides the effects of dis simila.ri ty. tn this vay, the separate effects
of source-receiver and source-message variables areSD~es in opposition.
For e~le, Stone and Harrogacle (1969) found independ~t the effects of
self-interest and likeab1l1ty of sources on attitude change. Their results
demonstrated that low-likeable sources arguing against their self-interest
increased their persuasiveness, wereas this vas not true of ,highly likeable
sources. Kelman(l971) reports that trustwrtbiness and expertize of sources
effect attitude change more, vhereas liking and attractiveness effect
ident1f~cation as an attitude process. Simon (1973»using factor analysis on
source judgements, rather than source images, finds that Respec1/Expertize/
Trust act as one dimension, vhereas Attractiveness and Coercive Pover
act as another. It may be helpf\tl then, vh1le analyzing the presentational
style of the presenter sequence,to keep in mind that-the processing of
the information presented is organized along these tw credib1l1ty dimensions
and related to attitude change.
These same dimensions of general source credibility have been
seen to typifY judgements of television nevs. Jacobsen (1969) , using
television nevs programmes as sources,found tw separate factors in his
analysis of the judgements made about nevs programmes. The first factor
structure vas an Objectivity/Authority dimension; the second vas Dynam:l.snV
Respite. Markham(1968~ comparing television news announcers as sources,
found three factors to be important in the receivers judgements, including:
re11able-logicBl,
showansbip-dyanamism and trustwrthiness. These factor
,
structures indicate a separation in the judgement of the vievers betveen
those sourc~ssage and source-receiver dimensions. More generally they
mq also indicate the interpllq betveen 'content credibill tyt and
t attract;tve-exc1t1ng t elements in the news prcJgre:mmets form. There is some
reason, at least to believe that these dimensions of source credibility
:lnnuenced by the neva programme are also important for the attitud.1nal effects upon the: receiver. What reJDains to be examined is wether the actual
information transmitted in the presenter sequence is sufficient to influence
such credibility judgements, and furthermore, \vhether .different
presentational styles for presenters in the nevs may "accentuate the transmission of information Yhich influences judgements of credibilit,r. This
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undertaking ldll be done by' considering the audio and visual channels
ot information separately.
EJcpression in the Audio Channel
Vooal information is the only channel for transmission of
indexical informatioll in the audio
madillty'•. This mq include voice
.
qUA:Uities, rate of speech, accent, level of articulation and vocal.
emphasis. A number of dimensions of both source-receiver and sourcemessage credibility have been thought to be influenced by these cues.
It must be remembered that a major priority in the choice and tra1n1ngof
.the. nevsmen focuses '. on qusllties of voice. Many of the nevsreaders had
prior training in e1ther radio or the theatre, llhere the training of
vecal. expression is of great importance. Allport and Cantril(1972) vera
early to demonstrate the relationship between voice and judgements of
personality. They particularly mentioned the role of vocal stereotyping.
Kramer(1972), in a more recent review, confirms the importance of this
voeeJ. indexical information in the formation of a variety of judgements
~

about sources. In addition to general personality traits, this information
may also convey social class (Britain) arxldemographic and regional traits.
In the light of Simon's(l97.3) distinction in the nature of perceived
credibility, it may be speculated that the 'middle class' and regionally
neutral accents of the news announcer may overcome the effects of perceived
dissim:iiarity through cultural validation, and retain their perceived
authority across classes. On the other hand, for the interviewe, accent
may pl81' an important part in the receivers perception of similar!tydiss1m11ar1ty and hence influence the attractiveness of the source.
Social attraction judgements have been thought to be infiuenced
by vocal information as well, more so thftn competence. Hart and Brow(1974)
report two studies which indicate the importance of vocal cues in the
communication of social attraction. For male sp~akers however, they
found that competence was communicated vocally, as vell as through
the content channel. The nevsreader's voice, with its pleasant richness,
careful. articulation and pacine, may be important in terms of these social
judgements;increastng both his attractiveness and compet~nce. Indeed,
in Brttain, the I BBC accent I has come to connote, these vocal features of the
announcer, and indicate the way vocal cues may even be important in the
,recognition of the neveman~ role.
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A further effect ot the nevsreaders careful and even articulation
ms:r binge on the lack of emotionality trained into the voice. Davitz(1964)
has presented data that demonstrates a degree of accuracy of judgement of
emotional states based on non-contented vocal information. He furthe~ reporta
frequent misidentification of emotion based on vocal stereotypes. It me;" be
suggested that the lack of emotional! ty of the newsman I s voice is important
in theassesement of objectivity and authority found to be typical of the
newsman's role. On the other hand, lack of emotional!ty in an interviewee
may decrease persuasiveness by indicating ~ absence of involvement or
commitment to the issue described or opinion expressed. Particularly
in the case of the eye-witness, the emotional vocal cues (sobbing, hesitation)
may enhance the convincingness of the statement. Untortunat~ly, no empirical
studies have been found that directly test the relatiollship of vocal attributes
to th~ actual processing or content by receivers.
Expression in the Visual Modality

,

A considerable amount of expressive informatitm is transmitted
in the visual channels. The main influence of visualizing the news has been
to bring the viewer in direct visual contact vi th the source: exposing the
receiver to both the appearance and bodily expression of the people in the nevs.
This visualizing of the source has important consequences for the social
judgement process. Since static appearance variables (clothes, age, facial
features) have been demonstrated to effect on a number of dimensions of social
judgement (Cook 1m, Warr and Knapp~r 1968), and since a degree of stereotyping
is typical of these judgements (Cline et al 1972~ then the appearance of the
presenters must be considered.
Appearance stereotypes are more relevant to the ne~sreader role.
Traditionally, the nevsreader is an older male, somewat craggy, but not
unattractive. His attire is neat and conservative. The emphasis in his
stereotyped image was on trustworthiness, and to a degree his face came
to symbolize the overall reliability and regularity of the nevscast. More
recently in North America, however, the use of female announcers, and younger
males vith boyish good looks can be noticedJ although it is difficult to assess
whether this is an important trend (most noted on local newscasts). These
appearance details would signifY an emphasis on the 'attractive' and 'likeability' dimensions of the source judgements by. the broadcasters, and this
may be due to audience research which pre-tests the audience reaction to the
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annoWlcer 3, in the highly competitive bid for audiences. The appearance
of'the reporter is trequently more casual and less stereotyped than the
newscasters and probably has less influence on the judgements made about

them.
In addition to judgements b&sed on appearance, receivers may also be
infiuenced by the channels of bodily communication that are afforded by"

the visuaJ.ization of the source. It is in the transmission of this information
that, camera style and the training of the neva men combine to have their
greatest infiuence. Facial expression, body gesture and posture, eye gaze
and interpersonal distance have all been thought to be of importance to the
processes of interpersonal perception and judgement. Camera technique can
control, simulate and accentuate these various information channels, ~~d
hence may be expected to infiuence judgements of the source. Frank(1973)
tor example haa noted the importance of tight shot coverage in the judgement
process, and Tieman(1970) has similar1l7 investigated the effects of camera
angle.
For this reason variations in the presentation of the different
persona must be caref'ully' examined. The neva reader , -for example, is filmed
in tull frontal position either in close or medium frame (head, head and

shoulders). The reporter, alao in frontal position, is favoured. ,d th medium
or tull frame, vith occasional close ups of the face. Intervievees are
filmed more frequently at an oblique angle, and in f'ull or medium trame.
SUch differences in presentational style may infiuence the judgements
about these sources, by determining the nature of the visual expressive
cues that are conveyed to the receiver. Ekman andFriesen(1969) have noted
the differing eftects of bodily and facial information on the judgement
process. They found that facial cues transmit more information about the
identi ty of the emotion, vhereas posture and body gesture provided information
about the 'intensity' of the emotion, or overall arousal. Since the nevsreader"
is photographed in 'tight shots' most of the time, attention viII be focused
on the identity of the emotion, rather than its intensity. As Epstien(1974)
has pointed out, the nevareader is consciouoq avare of the lim! ts of his
personal expression, and he caretully uses facial gesticulation to indicate
his personal reaction to the news. The effect of eliminating those bodily
cues llhich communicate 'intens!ty of emotion' and concentrating on the
announcers controlled facial expression, may be to enhance those judgements
ot objectivity, and reliability for the newscaster. The closer shots may also
."J'

3.

A recent case in Canada of this audience research influence took place
in the replacement of the CBC's national news reader Lloyd Robertson who
vent over to CTV news.

-'.
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~

simulate a more intimate interpersonal distancet a feature of interpersonal
interaction that has been related to social judgements. (~gyle and. Dean 1965)
On the other hand, the 'long shot' coverage of the interview allows for the
transmission of these 'intensity of emotion' cues vh1le lid nj mizing the effect
of facial expression (resolution is insufficient). This feature of the
presentational. style for interviewees, accentuates the conveyance of intormation
,
that may influence receivers judgements of the sources involvement with or
comm1~ment to the content expressed.
The long shot covo'!"age also emphasizes the role of posture as an
expressive channel. Hehrabian{lm) has examined postural and positional
factors in non-verbal coDllllt:llication, in a study which demonstrated that
'activity' information {facial and bodily activity, speech rate} conveys
arfect whereas postural immediacy {facing directly} and relaxation vere
indicators of status and potency. In the llght of this research it should
be noticed that the combination of training of the newsmen and the 'presentational style' used in their fUmed coverage, insures that a minimum of
'affective' :Information is transmitted, and the relaxed but direct position

. ,

that indicates author! ty adopted. For the interviewe~, such factors will
depend upon their awareness of their camera presence, although the long shot
and oblique camera angles will accentuate any affective information, and
de-emphasize a perception of authority.
Bodily expression may also have an effect on the perceived persuasiveness
of the source. Meharabian and Williams(1973} have investigated the relationship between non-verbals and perceived persuasiveness and found that
bodily expression influences several dimensions of judgement. In their study,
several degrees of 'intention to persuade' were used for sources, and judges
rated the perceived persuasiveness of the communication. They found that
several dimensions of non-verbal. expression were correlated with the
perception of the persuasiveness of the communication. The' factor that vas
most closely related to persuasiveness included. eye contact, self manipulation,
facial activity, speech rate and volume: these are the factors that are most
1nfluenced by the differences in presentational style for the different neva
personas. In a subsequent study, further investigating this phenomena, they
controlled for camera angle, percentage of eye contact and degree of relaxation, and measured their effects on several dimensions of social judgement.

ETa contact was related to persuasiveness, but only in an interaction with
the sex of the viewer. Postural activity vas related to perceptions of
'liking', whereas relaxation in posture influenced the perception of
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persuasiveness. This research again substantiates the notion that the
differences in presentational st,rle vhich accentuate different bodilY
cues of the presenter ~ influence the receivers' judgements and the
persuasiveness of the source. In the case ot the nevsreader, this is due
to the caretully directed eye contact, close-up coverage, and unemotional
body cues llhich generate the impression of domin811ce, relaxation and
objectivitY'. For the intervievee, it is 8ll increase in the importance ot
body',posture and gesture Wich are emphasized. This conveY's the
emotionali ty of the source Wich may influence judgements both of the
involvement v.l.th content and the 'attractiveness' of the source.
Several researchers have more speciticall.y examined the etfects or
eye gaze and camera angle in television SllDOunCing. Since the newr38der
is trained to careful.ly' control his eye contact vith the camera, wereas
the in~ervievee, fUmed at an 8llgle, rarelY' takes more than a sheepish
self conscious glance at the camera. eye gaze and camera· angle have been
considered particularly important in television announcing. Tankard(l971)
has attempted to determine the effect of eye contact on judgements ot
the announcer. In reviev.i.ng the area, he points out. that there is no
research Wich indicates effects of this variablwon either content learning
or attitude change. His own research shovs hovever, that the downvard glance
is judged more negatively, and that direct eye gaze seems JIIOre dominant.
Concluding, he states that some aspects of the vieverr! source image ~T
in fact be influenced b.r eye contact, even it attitudes are not. Tiemans
(1970) found mixed evidence in 8ll investigation of the effects ot camera
angle on communicator credibility. Although there vere some effects on
source judgements, these depended on both the judgement dimensions and a
combination of photogenic factors for each source.
The effects of camera angle (high/lov) upon the receiverd judgements

ot the source have been demonstrated b.r Mandell

and Shav(i973). It vas

the activity and potency dimensions of judgement that shoved the greatest
effects in

a brief

nevscast stimulus.
In SUIIIlnary-, it may be stated that the effects of eye gaze and
camera angle v1l1 again emphasize the author! ty of the nevsreader more
than of the interviewes.
In his investigation of tight-shot coverage of poll tical figures in

the new, Frank(I973) found a strong correlation betveen presentational
style (including tight shot coverage) in the new· and the expressed prefer~ce
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for the personal!ty. In the light of the preceding : research on social
judgement and visual expressive information, his attention to film coverage
in the nells is justified in terms of the effects of presentational style
on judgements about the source. In combination v.I.th the training of the
newsmen, such factors JD81' help to explain not only the credibility of
television n~, but also predict differences in the persuasive impact
of statements made b,y different roles or persona in the newscast.
Bimodal Considerations
Having disCN.Ssed the transmission of information about the
communication act in different channels, the question remains as to
wether the addition of the visual channel has in fact increased the
1nto~tion available to the receiver enough to explain the general rise
in the credibility of the news. The effects of visualization of the news
v1ll hinge on the relative impact of :1ridexical information in the different
modal1ties. For contextual information, the visual channel was seen to
\

provide sufficient information to distinguish the three roles in the
nellS cast-news reader , reporter, and interviewee. In addition to differentiating these roles the context seemed to emphasis specific features of
those roles that might infiuence credibility judgements: authority for
the nellsreader, access for the reporter, and involvement for the interviewee.
The relative effects of the audio and visual modalities for
express~ve information may be harder to assess. Argyle et al(1969) Argyle
et al(l971), in research directed towards this question,have compared the
relative effectiveness of content v.l.th visual and auditor,r non-verbal cues,
by transmitting them separately in inconsistent messages. The effects of
these cues on the superior/interior, submissive/dominant, ,and hostile/friendly
evaluations of the source were measured. They report that nin those
conditions where the verbal and non-verbal cues lIere clearly discrepant ••••
subjects tended to give a heavier weighting to the non-verbal cues". Even
wen the verbal cues were more heavily veighted they fOlUld that the
proportinate infiuence of the non-verbal channels was greater. Such research
tends to indicate that in fact the indexical. information in the newscast
r:JJ'3 play an important part, a part even greater than the content, in
determining the influence of the presenter sequence. Cook(l971)~hovever,
has cautioned that the non-verbals may play an important role in certain
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ldnds of judgements but not in others, and Gaskell(1974) has provided
some evidence to support the notion that the relative importance of the
modalities is related to both the specific dimensions of judgement and
the 'implicit personality theories' (ie. source images) that receivers
have conceming those sources. Hart and Bl'OloI!l(l974) in conclusion to tw
studies Yhichinvestigate the r$lative influences ot vocal and content
aspects of speech, have also pointed out the dimension-specificity ot the
source judgement ettects. Rovever, it must be noted that both audio and
visual aspects of the presentational style ot the nevs consistently' influences
ditferent judgements for nevsreader and int.-mevee.
In a comparison of the relative effects of the 'rlsual, vocal and content
dimensions varied separately in the impression tormation process, Burns
and Beier(1973) have assessed their relative impact on accuracy of judgements
about feeling states. They found that both audial and'rlsual information
contribute to the judgements, but again. vary in the amount ot information
they contribute to particular items. As they say If some items· are more
determined by visual modes, vh1le others (and fever) are significantly
influenced by the audial mode". Overall, hovever, for -the j~gements of
feeling states, the order of importance for inf'ormation is visual, then
vocal, then content. Although the evidence remains scanty, the importance
of the non-verbals in judgements about sources cannot be overlooked. Hovever,
the relative importance of visual and vocal cues are specifiC to the dimensions

ot judgement that are being made,

and the specific role-prescribed source

image that is applied. It is therefore thought that it is through a
presentational style vhich accentuates different visual cues for the varied
presenters, that visualiz~tion of the nevs emphasizes different components
ot judgement,for the sources in the nevs.
This visual style controls and accentuates that information which
leads to judgements ot the authority and objectivity ot the nevsreader.
On the other hand, it emphasizes information that may influence the perception
ot emotionality of the intervievee, hence encouraging judgements on both the
attraotiveness and involvement dimensions ot source credibility.
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CBAPTERSIX
INWRMATION PROCESSING AND THE ACTION VISUALS SEQUENCE

Seotion 6.1:
Visual. Information Prooessing and Attitude

Chanae
In the previoua ohapter it was suggested that the 'presentational
style' ot the news atory has important consequences for the processing
ot information, and possibly for attitude' change. In this chapter, '
the information transmitted in the 'action visuals' sequence will be
aaaes&ed in tems of the impact on the viewera' opinions of the news
, atory_ It ia the action visuals sequence whioh is the producers' most
prized feature in the news' programme, primarily because it involves both
commentary and visualization of the event. However, the consequences
of visually transmitting infomation 'about the news story is poorly
understood. The producers would argue that it merely makes the news
more immediate for the viewer - it illustrates the-event and makes the
news more interesting. However, the possibility that 'visualizing'
the news has further implications for the change of opinions about the news

event must also be considered, particularly in the light of the content
ana.lysis which showed selective coverage of particular types of event
with this format. A further feature of this presentational style
acoentuates the possibility that the effects of this format may go beyond
the mere illustrating of the event. The content analysis also demonstrated
that the orientation of the visuals was frequently different from that of
the commentary; each can convey an entirely different impression of the
event. For these reasons it is important to consider the implications of
conveying this visual intomation in the coverage of a news story.
The task mentioned above demands a theory for relating the
proceasing of visual information to opinion change. However, in the
literature DO olear distinotion has been made between information
proceasing and attitude formation and change. However, several oriticisma
of a solely attitudinal. approach to oommunications research have been
made.
l3ettman et al (1975) criticise the attitude change approach to
media studies because it "avoids other aspects of the information processing
question". These authors base theiroriticism on several factors. ,Firstly,
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as they point out, this approach does not examine the prooesses that
intervene between stimulus input, and attitudes as output. Secondly,
they argue, that attitudes as the dependent measure are too far
removed from specifio elements constitutingmesa&ges, and hence do
not allow the analyst to distinguish which aspects of the message effect
which components of attitude. Arguing along similar lines, Mendelshon

0.97.3) explains the need for a clearer definition of what is being
studied in media effects research. A problem, it maY' be thought, has
been the dependence upon the o~rationalization of attitude change as
the sole and major dependent variable for communication research. This
. leads us to consider two approaches to infomation processing.
1
The first approach uses the general notion of infomation
\,

as being 'imparted knowledge'. Fiahbien(1967) following this definition
distinguishes between the effect ot communication upon the cognitive
(beli~f), and cognitive-affective (attitude) components ot attitudinal
systems. Clark and nine(1974) have argued t:or the relevanee ot: such an
approach to media studies, pointing out that the change in the belief
is a more common result in mass media research, than is the demonstration
of attitude che.n8e. This may be illustrated by :Blumler an.d McQuail's
(1968) study of political attitudes, who discovered that the influence
of television was greatest upon the 'knowledge about political issues'
rather than upon attitudes. Learning, or information gain, is posited
as the main effect of media systems in the usage, and is chara.cter1zed
by a change in the structure of cognitions, or the creating of new

association&! linkages between belief components independantl1 of a
ohange in affect. The implications tor news broadcasting of this
would be that the effects of the news is upon understanding rather than
attitude ohange.
For 1'eoea:roh in news broadcasting, this emphasis has reaul ted
in the consideration of aspects of inromation processing, (belief'

components), suoh as the retention of' news items. As Gerbner(1972)
states "it is the content of the memories recalled for the purposes of
recognition of items in current messages from the outside world which
1. The Shorter Oxford Diotionary, pp.1003
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otten detem.ines which messages will be recognized and transmitted •••
and which other messages will be negleoted or rejeoted". Retention
processes are considered as a fUndamental element in the processing

ot any infomation. This includes a concern with

both what inf'omation

is deposited in stor&88 and its subsequent effects on the processing

ot

turthe:r into1'Dl8.tion. KoLuhan(1964), tor example, has suggested

that, as new items &1'e low in into:rmation, they invoke past memories
for completion and elaboration whilst they are being processed. This
i8 particularly important when it is taken into consideration that
expectational sets for news stories have 'already been estalished in
audiences, frequently by anticipatory news reporting (HDll cran et al
1970). In acoord with this position, and taking an intomation processing
approach to the effects of news viewing, Findabl and Hoijer(1972) have
demonstrated that errors and distortions in news viewing arise from the
'tilling out' or adding to the meaning of the message, and not just in
te1'llls of the info1'Dl8.tion given in the ptory. In fact the majority of
subjeots misconstrued or failed to perceift and retain most news items.
These errors varied with the subject of the story,. and occurred especially
in an item about a demonstration. For this item an exceedingly high
degree of distortion and error oocured,· with a very low retention rate~
Furthe1'lllOre, this 'filling out' phenomena was accentuated when no oause
or explanation of the event was given.
Add! tionally, it may be argued that not only the previously
stored information pertaining to the item, but the nature of the oontent
and the t01'lll&t of its presentation 8,S a news story are important
deteminants of info1'lll&tion processing. In another study Findahl and
Hoijer(1973) demonstrated that different aspects of the news story may
be retained differentially. 'Looation' and 'person' related infomation,
were reported as being best retained, and improved with repetition.
Repetition, especially when it stresses casual factors (related to
the interpretive framework of the story) can improve the overall retention
of all aspects of the news story. l3ooth(1970) using recall of i t8lJlS, also
found that frequenoy of an item, and layout factors were important in
dete1'lllining the recall of news stories as tested over a variety of media.
The second approach t.o info1'lll&tion processing was derived from an
systems engineering fomulation or info1'lll&tion devised by Shannon and
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learning and human peroeption. Work under this defini tiOD of information
prooessing has emphasized the oomponents of, and struotures for the
reoeption and prooessing of information in the human system, whioh are
logioally prior to attitude ohange. These faotors inolude attention,
enooding, seleotion, storage $nd retrieval meohanisms whioh are thought
to be operative in various stages in the prooessing of messages. An
example of how important suoh prooesses might be in explaining
attitudinal phenomena was suggested by Hovland and Weiss(1954) in their
,
study of attitude change. They proposed that differential rc.tention
funotions for source as opposed to oontent info:rma.tion might expla.in
their attitude ohange • sleeper effeots'. However, tb"tre are few studi&A
oonoerning attitude ohange whioh use, or control for seleotion and
retention faotors. MOst of the work done on seleotion prooesses in
the attitude literature, is related to the • infomation seeking'
aspects of information exposure (McGuire 1968) rather than the actual
seleotion or retention in the prooessing of information, with regards
to its influenoe on attitudes. Henoe it IseemB there is a need to explo~~
the possible relationship between these processes ~and the manner in which
different messages influenoe attitudes.
The prooess orientation of information theory may help the above
mentioned task. Miller (1967) has pointed out that information prooesses
oan be desoribed independently of the content Or speoifio codifioation
of the information and henoe oan be disoussed in tems of the struoture
of the system. Reiterating this, Garner (1962) expands upon this implioa.tion
of th9 information theory approach when he states that "problems of
signifioation ••• form a large olass of psychological problem over and above
that of general struoture". As a consequence of this approach,
unfortunately, much of the research, althoush devoted to perception and
storage meohanisms, has been of little use to the students of
oommunioation phenomena due mostly to its utilization of trivial or
meaningless contents. Moreover, since processing is assumed to be similar
over different contents, the research has focused on lexioally coded
material almost to the exclusion of other foms of communication. This
has to be viewed as a major lim! tation in this field of enquiry, and has
resul ted in wb8.t Gross(1973) oalls the linguistio fallacy - that all
thought takes p1aoe through the use of linguistio s,ymbolio prooesses.
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As lloman(1969) states "there is good reason to believe that the

frequent f'inding of' auditory encoding represents more a basic property
of linguistio analysis than of memory i tsel!". In television news, two
obannel~ of inf'omation are being transmitted in tems of the combinations
of code and modality (ie. audio-linguistic and visual-imagistic)
simultaneously, and it remains to be dElte1'mined whether the different
codes are struoturally differentiated in processing. If they are not
differentiated, then the mechanisms for verbal. contents are adequate
to analyse the impact ot the visuals on opinions, if they are differentiated,
then the relationship between the two ~s of processing deserves
attention.
With regard to selectivity in the reception processes, the
minor impact of the inf'o:mation media on attitudes (napper 1961) has
been considered to be due to content related selectivity in the reception
process. However, the differential. retention of news contents were shown
earlier to be due to both content and format related factors. Selection
duri¥ processing may be thought to be particularly important in news
viewing for explaining the retention results, considering that a large
percentage of the audienoe are choosing the news programme in te:rms
of the newsreader's personality, Or the other programming on the network.
Furthemore, sinoe the contents of news differs so little in szr:r
country, differential effeots of news on retention of items Olr opinion
change could only be explained by selective processing, and not seleotive
exposure. If, As Cheny (1951) has pointed out "information acts as a
logical instru.ction to select", then the question we must pose concerns
the nature of seleotion that takes place in news viewing.
Unfortunately, as Treisman(1969) has pointed out, selection
is a difficult process to isolate at the various stages in the processing
of information. Selection has generally been viewed as an un!fom
activity even though it may ooour during perceptual input (attention),
or at the stage of coding or processing the infomation, or indeed retention.
,However, the general notion of selection - that the viewer is operating
on infomation available in a systematio way such as to reduoe the throughput to the higher levels of the cognitive system - must remain an important
hypothesis in tems of explaining the attitudinal phenomena that result
from news viewing. In particular, the notion that seleotion is related to
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the bimodal separation of information of the television DeWS

transmission will also be considered in this dissertation.
Hence, three questions IIIa7 be posed with regard to the
nature of the relationship between the bimodal information processes
and processing of Den intormationa
1) Is information in fact prooessed beparately in the two channels?
It it is when and how i& it integrated?
~) How are the seleotive mec~sms that a.~ at work related to

the simultaneous processing of audio and visual information?
~) How are those information processes through which reoeivers

assimilate information related to attitude change phenomena,
retention and oredibility?
The importanoe of the visual information processes in the
human· system has only recently been stressed in psychology (Segal 1971) •
. Previously emphasis has been placecl on linguistic contents in both
infomation processing and retention research. However, in the study
of the action visual sequences of news broadcasting, the importance
of the imagistio sequenCDs requires an exploratory emphasiD on the
visual aspeot of information prooesses.
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Section .6.2:
Bimodal Information Processing
It is ditticul t to apply much ot the research reaul ts trom the
field ot bimodal infomation processing direotly to the bimodal newsTiewing eltuation. In the tirst place, there is much variation both in the
waf information processes have been operationalized and the methods used
tor measurement. This makes direct comparison of studies difficult.
Sechndly, as Treisman(1969) lias pointed out, differences in experimental.
conditions, instruQtions and testing procedures, make different demands
on the subj9ot, hetting varied expectations for perfomance. This 'I!JJJ.Y'
lead to the adoption of speoific strategies for processing inf.ormation
in different situations. However, we can brieny examine these studies
for the principles offered~
A Visual Channel
Although there have been adequate early demonstrations
of 'visual memory', and perceptual into:rmation processing capacities in
learning (Haber 1970), the relationship of suoh facilities to overaJ.l
cognitive activity has received little attention • MIlch of the early
¥om on the visual. modality was focused on the visual. perceptual system,
ignoring the relationship of visual information to higher levelo of
prooessing and cognition. The 11m! tation of empirioal methodology
to the verbal report or the simple behavioural response helped contribute
to the belief that all thought was essentially linguistic. This was
also true of attitude research, which tended to use the proposition or
verbal statement as its key method for measurement. Although visual
2~

1magery has been oonsidered to be an important component of emotive
thought (Horowitz 1970) and therefore used as basis for personality
measures such as the TAT and Rorschach (Murstein 196,), a paraJ.lel
notion of an imagistic oomponent in the attitudinal system is rare.

a.

Yet, if visual information processing oan be demonstrated to be
systematically related to attitude pehenomena, over and above what can
be explained in terms of linguistio inf'omation processing, a re-evaluation
of the effects of television news broadoasting would be in order. Such
a body of literature is beginning to point in this direotion.
Segal(1971) has examined the auditory and visual modalities in
relationShip to the deteotion of signals, using a separate distraction
2. It ~ be more than just a passing ooinoidenoe as Holt(1972) suggests,
that research in this direotion follows on the heels of a radical.
inorease in the amount of information transmitted visually as a
result of the growing use of the television technology in our culture.
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technique for each. He finds that in terms of signal. detection, the
effects of distraction ws modality specific; it did not generalize
to the 'Whole attention process' illustrating a degree of early
separate processing. Additionally, he finds evidence that 'images'
equivocate betveen being perceived and assimilated into a dominant
expectati9n about the nature of the perceptual event, and being
forced to accommodate to the perceptual event itself. His 'Work
suggests not only separate processing chanr.als, but also differential
expectations operating in the audio and visual modalities. Dornbush
(1968) using a bisensory shadowing techinqueland Margra1n(1967) utilizing
selected recall with modality specific interference, have demonstrated
separate storage processes 'Which are specific to modality, by presenting
different lexical stimuli to both modalities and testing retention.
Margra1n(1967) found auditory retention superior to visual for her
numeric displays. In addition she found indications that for longer
term storage her visual information ws being verbally encoded.
This has been the general result in much of verbal learrdng studies
of visually presented lexical material and is generally known as a
recoding hypothesis (Norman 1970) .. However, Sheehan(1972) has argued
that the difference between recognition and recall tasks as tests of
visual memory processes, is the degree to which recall demands a
linguistic recoding of the visual information. As such he urges that
recognition, rather than recall is a more appropriate measure of
pur~ly visual storage. As the recall task necessitates the translation
of visual-to-linguiatic codes for successful accomplishment, this may
also be true of Margrain' s vri tten-to-visual task.
Parallel Processing
A different interpretation may be rendered to such studies
however if, as Sheehan argues, the different experimental conditions
reveal 'What the information processing system can do - its limits in
certain situations - rather than its physical structures, or strategi~s
that can be assumed to be normally in use in every day information
processing. Certainly the fact that subjects can translate to and fro
between itnages and verbal code does not mean, that under normal
e1rcumstances they are doing this. In keeping with such an interpretation
Sheehat}:(1972) has performed several experiments illustrating how different
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instructions to the subject concerning the recall of imager,y and its
performance expectations, can effect retention. Moreover, there is
no reason to assume that information once translated to linguistic
code, is not still act!ve in parallel visual processing channel
as well.
With regard to the decoding process, Treisman(l969) postulates
that different dimensions of a signal are decoded by' separate analyzer
un1 ts , although various levels of analyzing thest1muJ.us may be carried
out simultaneously. Based mainly on studies of information processing
of lexical material, her model posits three types of relationship
between such processing analyzer units. A sequential process is similar

to a series circuit and entails a linear sequence between analyzers,
al though an output of the first analyzer is not necessary for the input
of the second. A parallel processing unit would simultaneously process
either separate or overlapping components of the message code. The
. hierarchical sequence requires the output of other processing un1ts in
order to accomplish fUrther processing, entailing levels of organization
in the processor. Fig.6J.illustrates these three different types of

analyzer unit -

Sequential

-1------....11----

~I}-

-I.

Parallel

Hierarchical

1-+

Fig. 6.1 Visual Depiction of Analyzer Units
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•
Using this theoretical basis,Treisman(l969) explains vhy in some cases
the bimodal presentation improves performance. She states:
"While two inputs to the same modaJi ty must share the same
analyzer throughout, the tw inputs to different modal! tie,
vould be at least partly analyzed by independent systems".
Her experiment· shows that in a divided attention task, presentation
of the stimuli in different modalities can improve performance, over
dual presentation in a single modality •.
Tho application of such a model to the situation in which
lexical material is presented in the audio modality and imagistic
material to the visual modality implies improvement due to parallel
processing of different but related dimensions of messages - the less
overlap in the decoding process, the greater the efficiency in the
processing capacity of a bimodal ~t. Paivio(1971) has explored this
notion in terms of what he calls trace redundancy h:ypotpeRlw'3L He
argues that fOl" the retention of picture/word pa:trs, separate encoding
in tvo separate channels increases the likelihood of retention and
hence a correct retention response. On the other hand Norman's(1969}
model of verbal memory for visually presented material, llhich has
received general support in the verbal literature, postulates that
after an 1nitial separate processing in the visual modality for
feature decoding, the visual information must go through a translation
into -the auditory encoded channel by means of a naming process,
before fUrther processing for meaning and long term storage can take
place.
Haber(1970) not only demonstrates oxtensive fpictoral-visual'
memory storage, but reports data that indicates that representation in
pictoral memory occurs without a naming or labelling process, 'When
tested with a recognition discrimination task. This effect persists
even when there is verbal interference. He also argues that since pictures
are not stored like vords, the recall task entails a recoding into vords
which explains the effects of linguistic interference in o~~er kinds of
memory tests. Reasoning along similar lines Ro'W'h811.da(l971) explains thci
loss of efficiency in the visual channel as being due to a "bottleneck'

3. Treisman, A. Strategies and Models of Selective Attention
PsychologY Review, 1969, 76 M 289
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in the processing of visuaJfcOded information 'When output demands

the shunting of'information through a linguistic processing channel,
thought to be based in the auditory perceptual channel. Furthermore,
Nelson and Brook (1973) have demonstrated that phonetic similarit,r may
inhibit paired associate learning of vords. Ho'Wever~in their study
there ~s no effect of phonetic similarity or dissimilarity on the
learning of picture pairs; such results YOulq suggest that pictoral

--

encoding and retention are functionally independent of verbal
labelling.
Other research also supports this notion of parallel processing.
Paivio(I971), lficker(1970) and Gehring et aJ.(1976) present a nunber of
studies in whiC'.h pictures are superior to \lOrdS in t.erms of retention.
Paivio(1971) argues that this indicates that a double memory trace
is ~aid dow; one in the visually coded memory and one which has been
shunted through the translation and labelling process. Labelling,
he' points out, may be assumed to frequently happen automatically in
parallel with visual processing, and to be enhanced by rehearsal
instructions. However, Cohen(I976) reports that re?earsal has little effect
on image retention.
Interference may be specific to the recsll task
as illustrated in a study by Levie and Levie(1975) who used an experimental
situation in whiCh subjects were expected to learn a group of yards and
pictures with a verbal interference task during the presentation of the
stimuli. The results showed a marked decrease in the performance in
vord reCOgnition, but not picture recognition. When a recall task ws
used however, both pictoral and verbal memory showed interference
effects. Levie B.."ld Levie suggest that the nature of t...h.e expectations
that the subject has with regard to what must be done with the information
may determine whether single channel or dual channel processing occurs.

farallel Codes
Distinctions in the types of visual information processing
activities that can take place have been made by Richardson(1969) and by
Holt(I972). Although both admit to the tentativeness of their schemes,
each has argued that the most important distinc"liion is that between
vords (lexical material) and pictures (images) in thaircodification of
meaning. As Haber(l97l) has suggested, those represent both
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differentiated code and processing systems. Important to this parallel
processing argument is not only separate processes for pattern recognition
and image retention, but more importantly separation in the codification
end extraction of 'meaning' from these messages. Treisman(1963), Gregg
(1974), SilOOn(1972), Bower(1972) have suggested the importance of
meeningM encoding in bimodal selection. Levy end Cra:ik(1975) have
investigated the semantic features of verbal stimuli in a bimodal
retention experiment. They argue that, as tile meaningfulness of the
stimulus increas as, the semantic properties increase in importance for
retention. They find that for short-term storage/interference Yith both
acoustical and semantic dimensions of encoding were related to recall.
However, in delayed recall, only the semantic dimension suffered
interference effects.
This result is typical of experiments which use lexical material o
In such studi,es meaning is found to be an important feature in retention.
If separate coding also exists for 'imagistic processing, then meaning
should also effect pictoral retention. This has been demonstrated in a
study by Barret(1976) in which he found that pictures were not only
retained better in long term storage, but that this visual retention
interacted Yith the subjects evaluations of the concepts that were
remembered. Better liked concepts were retained better visually.
Other studies have also explored the encoding of meaningful
visual material. Tversky(1969) used a combination of non-sense vords
and racial pictures to investigate bi-codal effects on recognition
memory, 1Nithin the visual modality. She argues that although most
studies have examine<', lexically encoded memory, for combinations of
visual. and audio channels, other forms of encoding are also possible.
Using a reaction time in a code comparison task as her,measure, her
results show that depending upon Yhich code comparison stimuli is
expected, the primary stimulus can be demonstrated to be translated
from either pictoral-to-lexical, or from lexical-to-pictoral storage.
This result supportsthe notion of • translation , rather than recode
processes between modalities, 1Nith a complete and independent form of
separate visual encoding. In another study, Tversky(l975) demonstrated
that reaction times for simultaneously.' presented pictures ,and sentences
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were greater than tor sequentially compared stimuli, 'Which she
attributes again to the translation process betveen codes. Under the
s1multaneous condition, semantic-verbal variations in the sentence
were seen to increase comparison time, which is lllustrative ot the
importance of the verbal encoding ot the pictoral stimulus.
Additionally (Paivio 1971) has slDwn that thematic organization
of the material is more important in the retention of concrete
wOfd (image producing) memory, than it is tor abstract \lOrd stimuli.
Other experiments in the role of visual imagery as a r.:neumonic
device have revealed interconnections betveen the imagistic and
linguistic information process. Rankin (1963) found that instruction4~
to image. improved a shape reproduction recall task, but dec~eased
serial order recall accuracy. Paivio(1970) 'has demonstrated the
superiorit,r of both visual images and concrete vords over abstract
words as memory pegs in paired associate learning. Additionally,
Bo'W'er(1970) found that memory vas fUrther enhanced when the images for
the paired-associate words interact, rather than occur in a separate
imaginal space. This effects holds for both recall· and recognition.
These interconnections between codes may support a translation
hypothesis. Paivio(I971) has demonstrated that pictures are superior
to concrete and abstract words for recall at a slov presentation rate
(which allows for linguistic recoding), but when the presentation rate
is too fast for recodingthe relationship does not hold. Similarly, he
attributes the better retention rates for concrete as opposed to
abstract words to the greater ease of word to image translations.
Bo'Wer(1970) demonstrates that the vividness of the imagery as rated
b.Y the subject is in a direct relationship to verbal retention.
As opposed to a translation model these interco~ections may
suggest that an underlying interpretive system, which processes and
codes information from both linguistic and perceptual information are
handled in a single conceptual-propositional system, vhich underlies
both channels at a higher level of proces~ing. This position offers
an alternative way of vieYing the translation process; however,
differences in prediction implied by such a model have not been fully
explored (Plylyshyn 1973).
I

I
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Visual Processing in related fields of research
Although this experimental literature is suggestive to a
high degree, of lim! ted parallel processing in distinct visually
and linguistically coded channels, research in related fields have
suggested that separate visually coded information may also be impo~tant to higher levels of cognitive functioning. Arnheim(1969), ar~Jing
from research done in the field of psychology of art, maintains that
in fact the visu8~ modality processing channel is the basis of all
thought and conceptualization. Words, to him merely tag the process
b,y which the human species deals "~th its environment - essentially
through perception - which he sees as the foundation of the
cognitive system. He revie\TS evidence that shows fairly extensive
abili M.es at visual abstraction in human thought, which he believes
illustrates some of the potential of 'visual thinking'. A similar
argument put forward by Bugelski(1971) entails that the visual
processing channel is capable of complex active transformations
with category differentiation in rotention. Isenhour(1975) has re\~ewed
literature related to experiments in film 'shot meanings', in which
variation in the order of shots or context, changes the interpretive
meaning of the film strip. This suggests, as many fUm theorists
have argued, that the language of film reflects a rich and complex
interpretive system based on sequences of visual images. ..
Gross(1973) has summarized the general trends in developmental research as related to television~ He concludes that at least
two systems of symbolic thought are used in the processing of
information by the child. However, in his vie"" these are not strictly
identified with specific sensory systems; partial translation between
modes can and does occur, but the extent of this can vary.
Physiological research has provided a basis for such
speculations concerning parallel processing; in particular the
differentiation of visual and linguistic processes at higher levels
of cognition. Physiologically, there seems to be a topological
differentiation of function with regard to information processes
in the cortex (Thompson 1967). This differentiation is relaied to
certain kinds of conceptual and perceptual task performmlce(Sperry 1961).
I

.
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Ornstein(1972) has suggested that this 'split brain' phenomena
can be traced not only in experimental tests with epileptics and
binocular presentation, but through a wide range of cross-cultural
phenomena recorded in language and myth. The implications are a
physiological basis for parallel processing.
Psychoanalytic theory has long ago accepted the importance
of image processes in thought, focusing on its expression through
dreams and fantasies. Horowitz(1970) has argued that not only
is vIsual imagery in thinking common, but at a more primitive
level of thought which is closely connected to the emotive aspects
of the psyche. This thought is shared by a number of film-makers
and theorists (Gessner 1968, Eisenstein 1957, Wollen 1969) who argue
th~t verbal thinking is ~ secondary process and that the underlying
levels of thought are imagistic and closely related to the emotions.
This notion is shared by Horowitz(l:970) 'Who offers a parallel
processing model which includes a latent image storage. Those images
which are difficult to translate immediately into language, continue
to acM.vely press for resolution. Using a film, and varying the
degree of emotive-disturbing featuresof the images, he discovered
that the more disturbing images do remain in a latent storage. These
images come to effect both imaging (in dreams and fantasies) and other
cognitive processes, as they press for assimilation into the cognitive
system. This finding is in accord with the use of visual projective
techniques in clinical psychology to elicit deeper levels of
psychological processes (Murstein 1963). The implications of this line
of argument is not only the possibility of high level parallel
processing, but differential effects of separately processed 'linguistic'
and 'imagistic' information on the cognitive system and attitude.
Indeed, it is possible that the success of advertising in changing
attitudes and consumption patter'ns for instance, is related to the
predominant use, of imagery in advertising messages (Leiss and
Kline 1976) which come to influence the affective components of
attitudes towards, commodities.
The possibility of separate processing channels has also been
taken up in the field of developmental psychology, in rela~ion to the
role that language processes play in the development of thought in the
child. Although most researchers agree that an early 'iconic' stage of,
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development occurs,during which the child's basic conceptual
schemata are related to visual information processin~;; the actual
degree to which the linguistic processes come to modify and
dominate in conceptual development is disputed. Babska(l970) has .
argued that the identity concept remains essentially visual, and
Inhelder(1970) has illustrated the visual nature of the conservation
concept. Similarly Carrol(1964) argues that the object concept is
visual; entailing a category differentiation based on the perception
of objects not changing. ivohlwill(l970) ,has characterized this a
the Piagetlan approach in which "perception and thinking (linguistic)
represent two sharply differentiated processes which display certatn
structural similarities but even more differences". In developmental
te~ms, such an approach i~ the equivalent of a parallel processing
model; the acquisition of lexical symbolic competence only adds a
separate channel in which informati~n ma.y be processed. On the other
hand, Bruner(1956) sees language processes as ttaking over' the
conceptual structures and becoming the ultimate means by \OThich the
child handles information, by mediating betveen perception and higher
cognitive' structures. As he states: "perception 'involves an act of
categorization •••••• in no sense different from other rJrnds of categorical
inferences ••••• there is no reason to believe that laws governL~g
inferenc'es are discontinuous as one moves from perceptual to more
conceptual activities". Language is for Bruner the determining factor
in this single processing channel.
From the socio-linguistic point of view, ~icourel(l973) has
addressed this general problem of cross modal equivalence in illformation
processing. He argues that the act ottranslation between mode entails
an ability simultaneously to attend and process information channels
separately, and selectively to attenuate amongst them for meaning.
However, normative cultural processes, he argues, lL"'lderly the interpretive
procedures for any channel, even though the underlying semantic principles
may be different.Ul timately, for hi.m
the differences between
modal channels is due to differences in surface structure, and
translations between the modes at the surface structure are only possible
because of commonalities in a deeper st~lcture of thought.
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Parallel Processing and Channel Selection
Following from the notion of separate channels for the
processing and storage of imagistic and linguistic information are
the related aspects of channel capacity and perceptual selection
mechanisms. r1hile watching television news, the viewer 'WOuld be
processing a considerable amount of information coming through
th€tse t'WO channels. However, considering thd low general impact
of individual new items on attitude and the m:t.nimal retention of various
items from the programme, it may be considered likely that some
selection in the processing of either channel may occur as the
viewer acts as a receiver of news information. The question that
~ be raised is Yhether receivers concentrate their attention on
either the sound track and its linguistic message, or on the visuals,
or divide attention between the two? If attention is divided what are
the implications for the'processing·of redundant and non-redundant
information on attitudes? And finally what is the nature of the
selection mechanism - for modality and meaning - that filters this information.
Attention and channel capacity phenomena have received ~high
degree of concern in the psychological literature. Broadbent l s(1958)
early model, derived from work in information theory and perception,
applied these notions to the problem of attentional mechanisms. He
regarded the Central Nervous system (CNS) as a limited capacity single
information processing channel. Hence, selection would take place through
a filter system before the information contj~ued through the CNS for
higher processing. Although a short term storage for either acoustical
or visual information might precede the selection mechanism, this store
YaS thought to be based on the perceptual properties of the channel
rather than the meaningful aspects of the message. He reports a number
of studies Which demonstrate that for lexical bichannel stimuli,
selection is based on the filtering of one of the input channels,
determined by the physical aspects of the channel, or in the bisensory
situation, by modality.
Offering an alternative explanation of related eAperimental
findings, Garner(1962) based his theory on the dimensionality of the
stimulus. Increasing the dtmensionality determined by the attributes of
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the stimulus through which it was transmitted (spatial location,
loudness) might either impair or improve information transmission
depending on the role of that dimension in the selection process.
Treisman(1969) further developed this theory in terms of separate
analyzer systems for different dimensiom of the stinrulus. She argues
that in a bimodal stimulus it is likely that separate analyzers
for similar dimensions of the same message can enhance the
efficiency of the processing, in the sense of divided attention for
parallel processing. Hsia(1969) has pointed out that in physiological
terms that the channel capacity of ei thar the auditory or visual
modalities exceeds thtlt of the CNS. Either one is sufficient to
overload its c~pacity. He argues that when messages are highly
redundant, or the information 'bit rate' is slight, then the CNS acting
as a parallel processing unit, could increase efficiency. Hovever,
when the amount of information is sufficient to saturate the CNS channel,
a sequential or unitary processing strategy would be more efficient.
His experiments have demonstrated that for redundant bisensory
information, the combined channels are more efficient than a single
input, ,,,hereas for non-redundant information this does not hold. J.1enne
and Menne(1972) have achieved the same result for the learning of
linguistic messages from a film.
The preceeding results were based on linguistically coded
information. However, the efficiency of an information channel is
dependent upon the nature of the coding used in that channel (Hiller
1967,· Garner 1962). A code is the means by which the receiver extracts
meaning from the message. In the presentation of linguistic material
to both ch81Ule1s it is plausible that ultimately the same set of
analyzers would b~used to process information at the level of syntax
and meaning based on the linguistic code. Most of the research on
attention processes have used linguistic material, and the results
reflect this fact even for hi-modal presentation; attenuation and
filtering occur along the pnysical dimensions of the stimuli (voice,
spatial location) but not along semantic dimensions. This implies a
single meaningful code system •. Researchers such as Travers(1970)
and Findahl et al (1969) assume that even when images arc presented
visually, this visual information mst be recoded into linguistic·
terms befor~ aQY further processing takes place. Such further processulg
is what Findahl et al(1969) call 'active processing'. Active processing
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includes the application of previously stored information (attitudes)
to the message, or selection in retention along the diminsions of
meaning. I f this is the ease then channel selection due to lDOdality
IIIlSt preceed active processing. 'Whatever selection takes place in terms
of the semantic aspects of the message W1l1d occnr independently of
modaJity.
On the other hand, for the bimodal. presentation of eombined

imagistic and linguistic messages, if the visuaJ. information is being
pr6cessed and coded independently, then the possibllity remains that
tactive processing' mightalso occur sepa;rately in different sets of
analyzers. This lrould entail increased rrocessing efficiency for such
bimodal messages. Furthermore, if high level active processing continues
separately in the visual channel, then attenuation of' one 1lIOdality in
terms of the meaningful aspects of the message might occur. Treisman(1963)
has :found that even for linguistic material, under some conditions...
divided attention in terms of the m~aning of the message can occur.
For imagistic and lexical material in different modillties using
d1f'ferent analyzer systems, this is more likely still.
The discussion of selectivity so far has posited three models
for selection in bimodal information transmission. 1-1ode11, follov.tng
Broadbent, suggests that selection occurs in terms of channels defined
by physical properties of the percwtual system. The receiver 'Would be

predicted to attend to information in either the auditory or the visu.al
channels, and to filter out and fail to process the other channel.
Whatever perceptual channel vas selected it would then be processed
for meaning. This model can be represented as fallows:
Modell:

VISUAL - IMAGISTIC
mroID·rATION

-

l-10DALITY
~

AUDIO-LINGUISTIC
INFORl,rATION

I--

SELECTOR

l1EANING
EXTRACTION
AND
SELECTION

r+
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Model 2, following from the recQding hypothesis,postulates that
parallel processing occurs up to the point at vhich imagistic
information undergoes a naming process. After this translation into
linguistic symbols, active processing for meaning would occur
irrespective of the modality of presentation.
Model 2:
VISUAI...1MAGISTIC
INFORHATION
AUDIO-LI11GUISTIO
INFORMATION
I

RECODE

I

LINGUISTIC
BASED
~
MEANING
SELECTION

Model 3, suggested by an extension d>f Treisman' s analyzer units
theory, suggests that parallel proc~ssing occurs in such a way as to
include separate meaningful decoding and active processing. Attenuation
of a modal channel in divided attention, could take place in terms of
the meaningf'ul aspects, or content of the message as well as modality.
Division of attention might also be a strategy, given t:rl.s separate
processing, and depending on the degree of redundancy of the message,
might lead to an improvement of the transmission, or distraction from
the more important message.
Model 3:
VISUAL-nIAGISTIC f-- VISUAL
INFORHATION
PROCESSING ~ 'MIXER'
1-10DALITY

AUDI0-IJnmUISTIC ~ VERBAL
PROCESSING
INFORU.ftTION

v/

VISUAL
PROCESSING

._-

r+

X
MEANnm

VERBAL
1-+
PROCESSnm

It should be remembered that these models do not necessarily
refiect the 'hardt-Tare' of the information processing system,' but rather
the 'software' -the strategies of attention that receivers may use in
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different bimodal processing situations.

It remains to be determined

which is the more likely strategy to be used in the viewing of
television news, or vhether there are individual differences. Each
of these models has received some empirical support under different
processing situationee
In terms of modal dominance, McLuhan(l964) has speculated that
a cultural. bias, in terms of an imbalance in the sense ratios for the
processing of visual and oral information has come about through
television Yibwing. This bias .is gradually shifting receivers to a
preference for imagistic information. Horowitz(l970) and Paivio(l971)
have both argued that modal dominance reflects the characteristics of
the cognitive bias of the receiver, in terms of eitherlinguistic
or imagisti.c thinking as an individual trait. For example, Richardson
(1969) found in several studies, that individual differences in imaging
capacity were related to retention. This preference for modality
seems to extend also to the researchers. Linguistic based research,
has stressed the channel dominance of'the language process, and
auditory modality whereas, art and film theorists have stressed
visual modality. Hovever, a general prediction can' also be made
, dominance hypothesis. If a particular 1!l0deJ..ity is more favoured

the
the
under a
in

information processing it would be expected that information transmitted
in that channel would come to have a greater impact on atti t't.ldes, irregardless of the content of the message or degree of redundancy.in the mess8£e.
The Recoding hypothesis is implied by' some research into·
educational television. Trenaman(1967) has argued for example, that even
when meaningful visual material is presentoo, it is the interpretation
provided by the sound track, along with the verbalization ability of
the receiver that ultimately determines meaning in the watching of
television. Travers(1970) arguing essentially the same point, saw the
ability to translate the visual material easily into language, as an
essential factor for educational television. Findahl et al(1972) have
argued that through such translation, the visu.als acquire me8J'..ing
through the expectations generated in the sound track; similar to the
way a caption provides meaning to a cartoon picture. In this vay,
redundant vi~a1s would be merely 'fitted in t to the verbal argument.
This is particularly so whell the visual stimuli are ambiguous (Segal 1971).
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On the other hand, for non-redundant visuals, the picture-to-word

,--

translation processes might be more difficult; causing interference
in the verbal processing. Anderson(1972),reviewing related findings
in the bimodal viewing of educational television and fUm prograrames,
points out that for the most part the main message is placed in the
andio-linguistic track, and the measures of retention used reflect
this input (ie verbal or written recall). Under these conditions,
he _argues
that exciting or interesting visuals may distract
.
attention away from the sound track and reduce the efficiena,r of
the transmission. He concludes that the effects of exciting visual
treatme~t m~ result in an increase in general attention, and
hence reported interest and enjoyment of the programme,whi1st
reducing retention due to the distraction and interference 'With
verbal processing. For this reason interest and preference are not
always good predictors of information gain due to an audio-visual
broadcast. Anderson further point~ out that these predictions are in
line 'With cue summation theory when applied to the bimodal learning
situation. This theory predicts that when bimodally redundant
information is presented, there 'Will not be an increase in learning.
When the information in the visual track is not redundant but is
relevant then learning should increase: whereas when it is nonredundant and non-relevant learning 'Will decrease due to interference
effects. These are essentially the set of predictions that might be
construed from a recode hypothesis.
Dwyer(l970) has considered the bimodal educational presentation
When meaningful visual information is present and tested for on a more
equal basis. In keeping 'With the parallel processing model, he argues
that added dimensionality in separate channels enhances learning.
In particular he points out that more realisil::ic visual: information
should increase learning. His series of studies demonstrate that
although realistic visuals may be distracting if the amount of time
for processing the information is insufficient; when using the sante
material, an instructional method is used 'Which alloW's the receiver
to control the presentation rate, realistic sequences enhanced learning.
Trohanis(1975) using a multiple image slide show also found the rate
of presentation to be crucial in bimodal learning, indicating a channel
capaci ty lim! t in tmvlsual modality, beyond which processing is
interfered with. Such effects, whilst in keeping 'With Hsia's(1971)
~

11
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idea on the limits to processing, do not indicate whether the
interference is due to 'bott1enecking at the recoder', or \:iistraction
effects'due to divided attention.
Probably a more important predicted diff'erence between the
•parallel' and 'recode' models is the question of' how the meaningf'ul
aspects of the message are selected. As Findahl et al(1969) state,
this is the point where stored information and attitudes influence
the ongoing processing of neva inf'ormation. If a recode hypothesis
is 'correct, such selection could only take place in terms of the
linguistically coded meaningful aspects of the integrated message.
However, if pa.ralle1 processing strategies are employed, then attenuation of' a modal channel because of its meaning would be more
likely. The viewer would be expected to switch out channels that he
doesn't 'Want to see or hear. This s\-dtching should entail preferential
retention of certain images; whereas·. for a recode hypothesis. there should
be no itif'luenCe of meaning on visual retention.
A difficulty for. the 'recode 1' model, is the· method
.f'or integrating the information ;from the dif'ferent
channels after recoding. Fishbein and Hunter(1964) 'have suggested an
'additive' model for verbal information integration in impression
f'ormation, whereas Anderson(1974) has discussed an 'averaging' model •
.Rosenberg(1968) has suggested the possibility that both models are
correct depending on how redundant the information is. The predictions
therefore about the effects of recoding inconsistent ini'ormation are
ambiguous.
'.1

On the other hand an interesting implication of a parallel

processing model is the possibility that information separately
processed and stored in different codes might influence attitudes
in different \-rays. Horowitz's(l970) experiments \-dth emotionally
charged images is such an example. Further, Vemon(195.3) in some
early studies of instructional pictures, concluded that realism in the
visuals 'WOuld increase the emotive impact and change attitudes more
than the verbal message. Otherwise Illustrative material (graphs,
schematics) when structured into the argument, were more effective
for cognitiveaeve1opment. Hence it might be speculated that in
terms of Fishbein's model of opinions the imagistic information might
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have a greater influence on the affective component, whereas
linguistic information would have greater influence on beliefs.
Seiler(1971) has demonstrated in a study of the effects of audiovisual slide progralnmes on lmowledge, attitude and credibility, that
the addition of the visual slides increased the attitude and credibility
factors, but not retention of material~
Unfortunately thal:e is little research that indicates \l'hich
of the processing strategies is adopted in news viewing. Findahl's
(1972) study illustrated that the major effects of visuals in a news
cast was to increase the retention of the news story. The use of the
visuals however influenced not only how 'IlUch was recalled, but additionally
what vas recalled. Action visual type stories were more easily recalled,
followed b.r illustrations and pictures. Stories where the studio
announcer appeared without, visuals were least remembered. Using the
experimental technique of combining different visuals with the same
sound track, he found that the degr~e of correspondence of the visuals
to the verbals vas related to retention of the story. It vas felt that
degrees of correspondence were reduced as the visuals moved from action
visuals of the event, to map, picture of the event~ picture of the site
to announcer. Additionally, they found that it vas those aspects of the
news item that were identified by the visuals that vere best remebered.
In a related study on the influence of different kinds of visuals
on newspaper stories, Culbertson(1974) reports that although written
accounts get higher t emotive impact' (sensationalism) ratings by his
subj ects, there is an influence of visualization on the evaluativaethical and interest-vitality dimensions of credibility. In another
study, Culbertson(I974) has indicated that different levels of
iconicity (completeness and realness of the image) have a relationship'
to the perceived stand of the author (bias) of the article. He suggests
that graphics and charts do not have an effect of increasing perceived
bias; however, when the subject matter is sensational, then realistic
photographs do increase perceived bias. Such research provides some
indication that the effects of visuals in a nevs story may extend to
retention and credibility factors.
A further question is vhether visuals also influence attitudes.
Penn (1971) 'has demonstrated that changes in the visual pres~~tation itself
can influence attitudes. By varying the amounts of motion and the cutting
rates of film presentations he noted influences on the potency and activity
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dimensions of· the semantic differentials of the content. He suggests
that this effect might be due to the innuence of these variables
on attention mechanisms. In a study of nevs films Meyer(1971) has
measured the effects of 'justifying' the violence of the nellS fUm,
by altering the sound track over a constant visual. He finds that not
only does this change of the interpretive structure of the Bound track
innuencethe subjects' perceived justification of the presented violence,
but it also can increase the number and intensity of shocks that are
dQlivered to stooges, in a subsequent test of agressive behaviour. Such
findings as these suggest tha 1j various changes in t,?e kind and organization
of tlle visuals, as well as its relationship to the sound track's
description may be imp~rtant determinants, not only for the retention
of the material, but also for its credibility and effects on attitude.
Atti~udes

and Information' Processes

Attitude theory in the past has emphasized selective processes
based on the relationship of the content of the message to the
functions of the attitude to the receiver. Alternatively, t..be information
.,
approach has Sgen selection as related to the structural. features of
the processing unit - bimodaJ.1ty, attention, coding and retention factors.
McGuire(1968) in comparing these different approaches has argued that
since the information processing capacity of an individual is quite limited,
information selectivity in terms of the limits to processing might provide
a more fruitful line of research than the strictly defence-avoidance
approach. Triandis (1971) al.so emphasized the promise of the approach
for application to selection in attitude phenomena.
The position vsed in this dissertation hopes that by combining
the attitude theory and information processing approaches a more
comprehensive 'Way of understanding attitude change phenomena may result.
This in turn may lead to a more appropriate explanation of the effects
of t real. 'WOrld' complex stimuli sets such as the news, on the attitudinal
processes of the viewer. Such an approach generates different types of
research hypotheses concerning the reactions of an individual receiver
to a communication which may be tested in experimental situations, by
drawing attention to the manipulation of information processing variables
in s:udies .of op~11on change.
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Findahl and Hoijer(l972) favour this type of overall
1information prooessing' approach for their explanation of the effects
of news programmes. They posit both active and passive information
processing mechanisms. Passive processing is related to the structuxe
of the information processing channels, whereas active processing is
related to the 1expectational sets' and stored information that the
receiver brings to bear in the processing of news information. The
news they argue, must be assimilated into a system that has already
~ell established cognitive and emotive frameworks related to such events
- previously established atti tudes and oplnions about these real wrld
events. Distortion and filtering of the news story, they see as being
related to both of these processes. They argue that not only does
information processing reflect the structure of the news event as presented in the story, cha:racterized by the relationship of the visuals
and the sound track, but:
"the receiver of the news story also has his personal world
view ldth its own structure of exents. The news has to be
integrated into this structure".
Unfortunately in their own work they have not controlled for the
effects of these attitudinal factors, as they come to interplay wi tJl
the effects of different; dimensions of the news story presentation;
rather they infer this from the effects on retention. Although t..llis
allows them to conclude that selection takes place, they have not
demonstrated the relationship of this selection to the initial
att~tudinal set.
On the other hand, the way new information is assimilated into
an attitudinal structure has been a major concern of attitude research
as applied to communication. A general concern within the literature
is that the disorepancy between the position presente4 in the comrr.unication
and that of the receiver's own attitude toward the object of the co~~
cation, is an important determinant of the direction and amount of
change (Sherif 1967, Tannenbaum 1968). Variations in predictions from
these different theoretical positions of the effects of the communication
on attitude d1~ are made ldth regard to a number of factors; ego
involvement of the receiver -with the particular issue (salience,
centrality, importance), the mode of resolution used by t~e receiver to
deal with discrepant information (debunking, rationalizing, changing

,.

4. F:tndahl, Olle, and Hoijer, Brigitta. Han as receiver of inforr..ation
Repetitions and reformulations in a news proerarr.me: a study in
retention and audience perception. The Swedish Broadcasting
Corporation Audience and Programme Research Dept. 1972 p.21.
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cognitive component), and the particular experimental condition in
which 'inconsistency' becomes operationalized (cognition and behaviour
between cognitions, cognition and affect, interpersonal liking).
Despite these variations, discrepancy of the communication from the
receivers' initial attitude emerges as the single most important
variable of investigation to be considered in the processing of
information and its effects on attitude change.
Singer(196S) has hypothesized that two kinds of consistency
,mechanisms may be operative in this relationship between the processing
of stimulus information and attitude change. One mechanism he
speculates organizes and maintains consistency wi thin the established
cognitive structure, the other acts as a selective ~rocessing variable,
filtering and modifying information as it ia input. This latter
mechanism
Urests on the assumption that when peop+e are confronted
with more stimuli than their perceptual and cognitive
apparatus can handle, they utilize schemata which
selectively give precedence to certain categories".5
This type of selection process not only functions in terms of the
meaningful aspects of the message, but is a~so expected to follow
the tendency tOlv.ards the maintenance of consistency in the cognitive
system. This entails an interaction between perceptual and consistency
mechanisms. Although there is only equivocal evidence for establishing
selective exposure as a phenomena of import in communication situations,
(Sears 1968, ~tllls 1968, Katz 1968), there has been little attempt to
discover whether some aspects of attitude change phenomena can be
explained in terms of selective attenuation of information as it is input
into the cognitive system, rather than as 'cognitiv~-affective'
restructuring o~ 'avoidance of disturbing' information sources.
The selective processing argument becomes significantly
intensified in the light of the trends of increasing dominance of TV
nevs as a means of distributing information in our western societies;
given the relative homogeneity of content in broadcast nevs within any
given country, selective exposure as a process in television nevs
viewing is a nmch less likely phenomena, than in newspaper reading. If
5.

Singer, Jerome. Consistency as a stimulus processing mechanism
In Abelson, etc. Tn. of C.C. p.341
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norm reinforcement occurs across populations with divergent. j.m tiaJ.
attitudes by eA~osure to a standard message field, then selection
in processing rather than exposure must occur. It may further be
suggested, that in broad terms, selectivity in processing may be a
means of resolving the seeming incompatible roles of the media as
either 'norm reinforcing' or 'attitude changing'. TIle effects of
the meuia can only be estimated when it is clearly determined
which part of the messages are in fact being processed by the receiver,
"and related to at.titude fornation and change. Additionally, such an
explanation uould render the 'complexity' and the 'inconsistency'
hypothesis less antithetical, by pointing out that the seeking of
novel or 9xciting information is possible, witl:out that information
necessarily undermining, or even reaching belief system structures
in uhicit consistency is maintained. As HcGuire suggests in his overvielo."
of a series of essays on selective exposure
n My Olm feeling is that we are left with our initial assumption
that the information encoding capacity of the individual is
quite limited, so that considerable selectivity necessarily
occurs. A study of such seloctivity l.J'otLld be a more fruii;ful
field of research but it seems that defensive avoidance is
not a very powerful factor in the ind~vidt~l selective
strategy. The t.ime has come, I think ~ to turn to the broader
questionsof which are, in fact, the tactics of perceptual
selectivity, and discontinue the current excessive
pre-occupatign with this one possible tactic of defensive
avoidance".
However, the lack of investigations into the select.ive
processing hypothesis is no' doubt due to the methodological difficu].ties .
of- distinguishing between attitude change, or change in credibility of
source, as being due to selective processing of channels rather than
due to attitudinal mechanisms themselves. Halloran' et 81's(1970) study of
attitude change resulting from the broadcast coverage of a demonstrati~l
provides an example of such theoretical difficulties ; although it may
be interpreted as generally supporting the notion of perceptual selection.
Halloran et al(1970) discovered on free response measures that despite
equivalent exposure to the broadcast, students reported seeing demon,
strators provoking or attacking police, to a lesser extent than' police
or neutral viewers. This stUdent group of viewers tended to view the

6. vlilliam McGuire, Selective exposure: a summing up. In
Abelson, etc. Th. of C.C. p.798.
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aggressive acta of the demonstrators as 'hitting back'. These
students, hovrever, perceived the police's actions against the
demonstrators differently than did the police or neutral vieller
groupsj the stUdents say the police as initiating aggression more frequently and responding to it less. This seems to reveal a selective
process1~g 'set' in these groups related to their perceptions of
these acts of aggression. In addition, the 'police viewers' say
the nevscast as being fair and impartial, whereas the students
'tended to regard them as neutral or favouring the police. Hovever,
such data might equally well be explain~ in terms of response bias
of the respondents, assimilation or contrast effects in attitude change,
reduction of inconsistency, as yell as in terms of perceptual selectivity
in processing.
Possibly select~vity in processing becomes a more likely
hypothesis for neva vie'W'ing vhen the results of the content analysis
is considered. As has been pointed out earlier, a typical situation
in .the Action Visuals sequences is to have differing emphasis in the
audio and visual channels. Under such circUDll'ltances it might be expected
that either receivers perceive the 'inconsistent nessage' as such,
possibly leading to a reduction in the stories credibility; or, there
may be an increasing tendency to select the channel which is least
discrepant from the viewer's opinion. In either case, processes of
attitude change which could not be predicted from a simple discrepancy
hypothesis are involved.
The preceding theoretical issues, provided the general framework
for the following investigation, which attempts to clarify some of the
implications of bimodal information transmission in action visual
nel·lS sequences. The bimodal transmission situation provides a means of
examining the relationshdpbetween these information processing and
atti tude and credibility factors. Therefore, the folloldng study l.raS
undertaken to provide a more detailed experimental analysis of the
processing of the Action Visuals sequence by nm.rs viewers, particula:rly
aimed at explorine hOlI variations in the modality and consistency of
the message influences selectivity, credibility and opinion chap~e
ractors. Ultimately such research may help to explain how the ''W'Orld
viev' of the nevs viewer is influenced by the watching of television
nel/s.
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It loTas the intention of the experimental design to maximize
the interplay of a number of these factors that are thought to be
'at play' in the real news viewing situation, so that the results
might throw some light on the effects of news broadcasts: yet to
achieve experimental control, the manipulation of variables was
necessary to distinguish features of perceptual and attitudinal
processes.
ecological validity and theoretical precision
- Of course,
,
are not always able to be maximized together. However, in the
_.experimental ~ituation in which previous experimental work of a highly
similar nature is not readily available, some sacrifices have to be
made. On the other hand, ecological validity can be improved for
the experiment when field research has validated the variables under
con~ideration. In this way, the experiment was designed as a means
of refining the analysis of the impact of 'demonstration nells' coverage
as. presented in the Halloran et al (1970) study. In particular, throueh
the use of field survey method, Halloran was forced to infer initial
attitude from eroup membership (police, neutral .. student) • N.s
manipulation allowed control for the direction cfselective phenomena,
in relationship to discrepancYJ however it lacked the ability to
measure the degree of such phenomena in terms of the relationship
of the discrepancy of the communication from lOW position'. Similarily
this failure to control for initial predisposition is typical of Swedish
researches into the processing of news broadcasts (Findahl 1972,
Findahl and Hoijer, 1973) so the effects of different formats or
stories on retention and distortion \-Iere not related to the initial
'set l of the receiver. Although the group differences in reactions
to broadcast news are important, ultimately the explanation of
differences in effects from the same message system must rest in
the correlation of the individual's predisposition to. the direction and
amount of change.
Althoueh the research into information processing has been
suggestive, the application of these princiPles and models to the
more complex stimulus situations such as ne~-1S have not been made
in experimental situations. Furtherm~re, the information processing
approach has not taken sufficient account of content related factors
whicll have suggested the r9lationship between perceptual selection and
.
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attitudinal fit mechanisms. It was hopedtbat through an analyt.ic
separation and control of these factors simultaneously it might be
possible not only to demonstrate the fruitfUlness of the s.ynthesis
of information processing and attitudinal factors, but also to maintain
the applicability of the results to the unique case of news broadcasting
in which bimodal separation plays such an important part.
A number of sets of theoretical questions have been posed
therefore, ·1rlhich might be helpful in understanding the effects of
broadcast news. The first concerns the abilities of the receiver
to process information that is presented. together in visual and
linguistic-auditory channels, and the effects of such modality factors
for opinion and credibility change. As was argued in Chapter 2,
television t s singular advantage over other communication media 1-ras
its ability at 'visuaJ.i~ation t of information. The addition of the
visual channel to news broadcasting resulted in an information source
that seemed more interesting, and accessible, and involving to the
viewer. However, lTe do not lmow the effects of this additional channel
on actual attitudinal processes and oplllion change. Do the visuals
,
enhance the impact of the story over and above that of the verbal
ch~~el? Is thdsan ~ltensification of the impact of the news message; or
on the other hand dO. the visuals distract the attention of the vieuer
away from the details presented in the verbal message? Indeed, does
the processing strategies used by the viewer depend upon the relatio11ship of the content to his own opinions.
A second set of questions may also be raised about the impact
of the visual channel on the credibility of the news. As was noted in
Chapter 2 the rise of television news' credibility has been ·a
significant cultltral trend, as has been the emergence of the news
image as factual, complete and an unbiased source of information. In
the previous section on the processing of the presenter sequences of
the news, the visually presented information about the source was
considered &1 important factor in the credibility of sources in the news,
and ultimately to the impact of the ne,ofS content on opinion change.
Likewise, the visual presentation of the event in the action visual
sequences, seems to increase the sense of immediacy with recards to the
news story, and hence the credibility of the overall presentation by
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allOlTj.l1g the viewer to 'see for himself'. One can question whether
modality related variations in the presentation of the news bears
a rela.tionship to such credibility factors.
The third set of questions are concerned with the relationship
between both modality and opinion change factors and the processes
of selection. Can it be determined whether the impact of the visual
channel differs depending upon the relationship of its content to
the attitudes of the receiver? Do receivers use different processing
strateeies when the information is discrepant, and does discrepancjr
effect the perceived credibility of the particular news story or the
media. The need to control for the 'expe~tational set' operationalized as
opinions about the event are obvious because the effects of combined
visual and verbal presentation upon selection,and hence attitud~ change,
can only be analyzed properly in relationship to these predispositions
of 'the receiver.
The final set of questions qoncerns the viewers' reactions to
messages that are themselves 'inconsistent'. As this is a common
occurrence in the action visuals sequence, where, channel redundancy is >
low, the viewers' processing strategies for such messages are of
interest. Does the ambiguity of the message increase the selectivity
in the processing, and if so is this a preferance for the least discrepant
channel. Or does the processing strategy of the viewer merely average
the two channels together, with selection or 'fitting in' occurring
after the message has been translated from the visual to verbal code?
What are the implications of such processes for opinion and credibility
change?

Section 6.:.3=
Method
The experiment consisted of showing several. differently
edited versions of a 'BBC type' action visuals new story to small
groups of individuals. The subject of the nevs story WR a Trafalga:Square demonstra.tion. The visual sequences vere taken from the BBC
footage of the Trafalgar Square demonstration of October!' 1968 and
edited into tlro versions. One version was edited to emphasize a
'pro-police' standpoint, and the ot.her, a tpro-demonstratort point
of view. In the pro-police version specific sequences that emphasized
calm, order and restraint amongst the police sides were included:
additionally it included any acts of violence that were overtly
initiated by demonstratc?rs. In the pro-demonstrator -version, the
specific pI~police sequences were replaced qy those that e~phasized
calm, restraint and a peaceable demeanor amongst the de!llOnstre.tors,
as well as sequences of violence L~tiated by police.
The overall style and format of aBBe nevs story using a
chronological visual.s format

v18.S

used in detailing the overall

activities of a day long demonstration. Fig. 6.2 shows the shot
listings of both versions. The total rilm \.T8.S 2.5 minutes
'in length which included in the pro-police version

6 shots or 1.2 minutes in length which were specifically pro-police.
The pro-demonstrator version included 6 pro-demonstrator shots of
1.1, ndnutes in length. Similarily, two voice over narrations were
used with similar pro-police and pro-demonstrator emphasis. The
narration detailed the total order of events from

t~e

beginning of the

march at Trafalgar Square, the splitting of two groups, speeches and
violence at GrosvenorSquare~ The voice-over was read 'by ':1 trained
. actor using a tBBC accent'.
Timing of the narration allol·red each 'voice over' to be used with
either visuals version. A constant background noise track yaS used,
consisting of croyd noises, wlldng, cheering and general bustle
from the BBC sound library, for each yersion. The emphasis
of the sound track and visuals of the pro-police and pro-demonstrator

,~acquired

versions were considered to be approximately equal by three instructors

-211-3of film and tclevi:Jion at Hornsey ColleGe of Art, althoueh the
comparison of hias across modality was ree;arded as difficult. In fact
tho General percnption of the news story, U8.S that a.l though it '.fas
biased, the bias did not appear stronely or overtly - no more than a
typical nel/S stOI'jr.
The various combinations of 'voice· over' and visuals sequences
were used to generate. six experimental 7conditions as follm·lS:

--_.
Aud:i.o Track
Yisua.ls
N of Subjects

Treatment Group
Jl
01
02
pro-demo
nro-derlo pro-pol pro-dcnno

10

ll~

11

22
pro-dcr~o

pro-pol

15

12
21
}lro-pol pro-rol
pro-demo pro-pol
11

15

Key for '1're8tlr:Onts:
1

2

= pro-demon;1tration content
= pro-police content

left diei t = aU.dio channel
right digit = visual channel

This experimenl:hldesign allowed for different combinations of'
factors to be tested by using combina~ions of treatnent groups. ~1e
effects of 'story bias' were tested by contrasting sirro~taneously the
l.Uli-moc1el and bi-modaJ. conditions for each story bias (ie. treatments
1,11 va 2, 22) •. The effects of'modality', (ie. the addition of a
consistent sound track to the visuals) were tested by collapsing data
across story bias (ie. Treatments 1, 2 vs 11, 22). Such a comparison
aJ.lovred for the assessment of adding commentllI"J irregardleas of content.
The effects of 'bimodal inconsistency' were tested by contrasting the
consistent and inconsistent conditions (ie. TreatT1ents 11, 22 vs 12, 21).
Finally, the comparison for the effects of 'visual bias' in the presentations were derived from considering separately those treatments in whicll
different visual versions were used (ie. Treatments 1, 11, ·21 vs 2, 22,
12). Ultimately this allowed for the separate testlng of these

7.
Auditory only treatment conditions were not included in this
research because they wou~d have entailed problems of
comparability with the other conditions. Firstly, to cover
an equal span of time the conunentary would need new material
inserted. Secondly, it would be difficult to explain a sound
only eondition to the subjects Hhilst \.ratchj.ng a blank screen,
other than by introducing it as a radio ne~~ item. If that
were done the diffe~jne expectations about that medittm would
have contaminated the data. An altornative control would ha.ve
been to use a BBC announcer in a presenter sequence, but this
was not possible.
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Sequenc~s

Shot List for Pro-demonstrator Visuals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

*crowded street
*zoom in on march commencing
*march underway
*po1ice and demonstrators marching peacab1y
*speeches and milling about
*Grovsner Square
deomonstrators' faces looking peaceable
B~ *po1ice and demonstrators milling and pushing
9., police violent (hit demonstrators)
10. student rescues fri,~nd from police batons
11. demonstrators r u n .
12. police on horse in crowd
13. police kick demonstrator on pavement
14. police throw girl into bushes
15.*quiet streets.

Shot List for Pro-police visuals

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

*crowded street
*zoom in on march commencing
*march underway
radica1.students/ho chi mihn sign
*po1ice and demonstrators marching peaceably
*speeches and milling about
*Grovsner Square'
B. peaceful police ranks--prepared
9. marchers link arms
10. marchers gaining momentum
11.*po1ice and demonstrators milling and pushing
12. marchers speed up
13. radical marchers charge in ranks
14. smoke bombs thrown at police .
15. wounded policeman carried in stretcher
16. police help other wou:lded police
17.*quiet street

*

indicates shuts used in both versions
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four experimental factors: Story' Bias, Hodallty, BiJooda1 . Inconsistency ,
and Visual Bias.
Each. version of the final video tape had been transferred from the
l6mm film footaee to 1" videotape and edited at the London School of
Economics Visual Aids Centre. Sound mixing a..'I1.d ro-recording onto ~
videotape yere done at the television studios of the Homsey College
of Art.
Each experimental condition consisted of showing the videotape tc
subj ects on a 21" screen in relaxed small f,rOup settings. !Ill subj ects
yere administered the attitude questionnaire two weeks prior to
viewing the video tape. This questionnaire included a measure of
general attitudes, as well as those meastrros desiened and specifically
for opinions about demonstrations. Immediately after viewing the tape
subjects were again administered a questionn~~e. This time it included
only the specific demonstration items, and added a six scale test
that was designed to measure the perception of the neys story itself.
Five yeeks later, the follow up retention measures were administered,
and also the six perception of the story scales~
~esubjects consisted of male and female, first and second
year student volunteers yho were studying at the Homsey College of
Art. Their ages ranged from 19-30. Any subjects who had taken part
in the demonstration depicted, or Who did not complete all parts of
the questionnaire yere eliminated in the analysis (approximately 6%
of .the sample). The experiment ws performed in the Autumn of 1972
and Spring of 1973. The administration of each questionnaire took
from 30 to 50 minutes to complete, and most subjects reported that
they had not filled out attitude questionnaires previously.
The Questionnaire
A questionnaire ws developed specifically for this study.
Its general frameyork ws based on a modification of Tannenbaum's
(1968) general communication model as illustrated beloy:

The modification vas made because in the action visuals sequence
TV medium itself must be considered to be the source. In this model,
the communicator (e= television news) is conveying information about
an event (0= demonstration). The viewer (S) is considered to have
both a general attitudinal disposition to the world (Ag), as well
as specific opinions, already formed, about the event that is the
object. of the communication (Ao,=: opinions about demonstrations).
Additionally, the viewer is expected to have opinions about the
credibility of the mediumr~ed) and also more specifically to make
judgements about the treatment of the subject matter in the communication
vithin the particular news story (Ao~) = perception of news story).
This latter measure is a modification to the general Tannenbaum model,
yet is included here for two reasons. Firstly, it was designed to see
the degree to which content bIas factors were in fact perceived by the

.

viewers. Secondly, it l-lould identify the viewers ability to malee
judgements about the news bias, in specific news stories, as opposed
to the programme or medium as a whole. This was necessary because it
seemed unlikely that the overall credibility of the news would be
significantly influenced by a bias preceived in one story.
Other modifications in the testing procedures were included

to increase the sensi ti vi ty of the measures to the visual information
transmitted. The first, was the development of an Impression Test.
This test used the associations between pictures from the demonstration
and_event descriptions. This measure it was reasoned was more directly
sensitive to the transmission of visual information. The second modification:
.
which was freely adapted from Fi.shbien(l967), separated opinions about
the demonstration into attitude (cognitive - affective (A,o(A», and
belief (cognitive only = Ao(B» components. A third irlMvation included
modality specific evaluations within the media credibility scales.
Pilot work in the development of the questionnaire analyzed
the responses of 30 similar subjects to a large battery of questions.
From these, scsles and dimensions were contructed by the use of cluster
and factor analysis. Although corrected for aquiescence responses, scales
were numerically ordered so that the lower scores represented prodemonstration sentiments, and the higher scores a pro-police orientation.

The questionnaire therefore consisted o£ the following elements:

a general attitudes questior~aire: Ag
opinions about demonstrations: Ao(A), Ao(B)
.3) media credibility scales: A med
4) opinions about the communication: Ao(C)
5) Impression Test
1)
2)

as vell as a follow up retention test.
General Attitudes (Ag)
To measure the general attitudinal predisposition of the
subjects a modified Authoritarian Personality inventory was. administered.
In keeping with the suggestion of Himmelweit and Swift(l971) three
major dimensions from the F-scale were used as independent dimensions
of a general attitudinal instrument to estimate cognitive stl~cture,
and personality factors as determin~l1ts of opinion change due to a
news broadcast. It was felt that this measure might provide a mea."lS
of examining whether the viewers general 'view of the world'influences
the impact of a specific story. Furthermore, it was reasoned that
to the degree that this measure also reflected co~tive structure,
it might help to explain the tolerance of some viewers to ambiguity
in the messages. The three dimensions used vere as follovs (see Appendix
tor specific items):
Ag 1: Force and. Social Change
Ag 2: Powerlessness and Self-determinancy
Ag.3: status Quo
This measure vas used then, to control factors outside those of
specific opinions about demonstrations that might be. related to the
processes of attitude change.
Opinion about Demonstrations

(Ao(A), Ao(B»

This component of the. questionnaire vas developed to investigate
the effects of the message bias on those specific opinions about
demonstrations that might be expected to change as a result of seeing
a news story concerning demonstrations. The items focused on opinions
about the demonstration as an event, the various actors in these events
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(police and demonstrators), and students and radicals as a subgroup
of demonstrators. An original 126 item question list was reduced
in the pilot study to the 27 seven point Likert items that clustered in
6 scales that were intercorrelated. Unclear items, as well as those
that loaded heavily on more than one scale were eliminated. The
following six scales were the ones used in the study (see Appendix
for specific questions) to measure opinions

AO (A)

1

:

Ao(A) 2. :
Ao(A):3 :
Ao(A) 4 :
Ao(A) 5 :
Ao(A) 6 :

general

favourabili ty of dEnoonstrations, legitimacy, necessity

of violence
demonstrators as the initiators of violence
the general qualities of demonstrators
police as the initiators of violence
the general ~ualities of police
students and radicals as demonstrators

The items were scaled in their degree of favourableness with loy scores
emphasizing a positive attitude to demonstrators and high scores as
positive attitude to¥rexds the police's role.
As stated earlier given a distinction between 'belief' and
'atti tude' components of opinions, a separate set of scales were
constructed to measure independantely belief components of these same
scales, using a nine point probabilistic format. The belief scales vere
as follows:
Ao(B)l : probability of violence and success of demonstrators
Ao(B)2 : probability of demonstrators in:J.tiating violence
Ao(B):3

: quantity of demonstratOrs with given qualities

Ao(B)4 : probability of police initiating violence
Ao(B)5 : quantity of police with given qualities
A'0(B)6 : probability of students and radicals causing violence
Constructing the scales in this way ,.,ould thus allo,., for the assessment
of the effects of the different versions of the film on different
components of the subjects opinion about demonstrations, as well as
provide a comparison of the impact of the connnunication on cognitiveaffective and belief components independantly.
Opinions about l-iedia Credibility
Four scales were constructed to maasure the subj ects' attitude towards.
the television as a. news media using both Likert, and scales measured in
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percentiles estimations. The following dimensions vere used:
Amed 1 : believability, clarity, completeness of ne~m
AmOO 2 : visual more believable than audio
Amed ~ : news generally biased in favour of police/demonstrators
Amed 4 : preference for TV vsRadio news
These scales were employed in order to ascertain the effects of
counterattitudinal communications on the general predisposition of
the viewer to the media and news programme as a source.
Perception of the Communication Ao(C)
This set of items was used only in ·t.he post-test and follow
up stages. It posits that the subjects have an opinion about a specific
item comnnmicated in the news which consi'3ts of perception of the bias
of the communication. It may be suggested that this aspect of the
subjects' opinion about the communication is the equivalent of a
judgement about the action visuals sequence as a I source' of information,
b.r estimating bias and persuasiveness of the communication.
The following six items were used:
Ao(C) 1
Ao(C) 2
. Ao(C):3
Ao(C) 4
Ao(C) 5

:
:
:
:

Ao(C) 6

f

f

perception of news story clear/ambiguous
story biased in favour of demonstrators
story biased in favour of. police
perception of violent emphasis in story
would influence typical viewer to believe police initiate
violence
would influence typical viewer to believe demonstrator initiate
violence

Impression Test
This test was developed specifically for the purposes of this
study in order to provide a measure that was not entirely based on
lexically encoded aspects of opinion. The problem was that noWhere
in the literature could a satisfactory measure sensitive t~ visually
transmitted information, be found. In particular this measure \I8S
specifically designed to estimate the 'infor!!l..1.tion transmitted' by the
different treatments, by measuring associations between pictures and
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event statements. This information transmission measure was used so
as to test hypothesis generated in an t information theory approach t
to the modaJity issue as 'Well as an tattitudinal t one. The tve1ve
pictures vere directly taken from the 16 mm film footage of the
demonstrations. Some of these pictures Yare taken from the portions
of the film 'Which vere present in only one or other of the film
versions, whereas others had appeared in both. The statements consisted
of aspects of the demonstration briefly described (ie. the march
gets under va:y, speeches call for violence by' demonstrators). In
the pretest, subjects were asked to indicate for each picture,
the likelihood that the event depicted in the picture immediately
followed from the event described in the response statement in the
course of a typical demonstration. In the post-test these same
Impresnion responses were asked about the demonstration in the nel-1S
stqry viewed on the video tape. Subjects could use one or more response
categories for each picture. Each of the pictures and response
categories had been independantly rated by 7 graduate students of social
p~chology at the London School of Economics for their indications of
Whether the demonstrators, and the police were emphasized as initiating
violence. These separate judgements were used to divide pictures into
pro-police pro-demonstrator and neutral categories •. In this 'Way a 12
x 12 matrix was constructed which indicates the subjects t estimation of
the response statements that were likely to immediately preceed the
events in the pictures. The measure was designed to make use of the
formula for information transmitted
IT

= U(S)

+ U(R)

- U(S,R)

developed by Attneave(1959) for measuring the amount of information
transmitted in a stimulus-response matrix. The change in the amount
of information transmitted by the picture stimuli, could therefore be
used as an estimation of the impact of the different treatment conditions
of the broadcast (for more elaborate detail in the interpretation of this
measure, see A.ppendix). Although the use of this measure to calculate
the informational properties of the broadcasts are regarded as content
free estimations of information (Garner 1962) the measures of U(R) for
pro-police and pro-demonstrator response categories can also be used to
indicate whether the viewer is changing the associations of particular
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pictures ,,11th regards to different types of response category. Although
this is a novel use of the information formula, it was considered
necessary to explore a means of establishing measures of the effects
of the broadcasts that are responsive to visual information. As is
pointed out by Garner(l962) the information calculation bears a strong
resemblance to the analysis of variance although tests of significance
are not developed. As an opinion change measure it is based on the
calculation of the difference between expectations about an event,
and the immediate retention of information.
Visual Retention Heasure
The visual retention measure was developed to investigate the
effects of the dj.fferent manipulations of the treatment on the long
term retention of the visual images presented in the films • Twelve
still pictures from the Impression Test and eight other pictures tween
from the film, were used for this purpose. Subjects viewed each picture
separately and indicated whether that ~eci.fic picture had appeared
(affirmative response) or not appeared (negative, response)in the news
broadcast which they had viewed about demonstrations. Pictures were
selected from this array so that some had appeared in the pro-deroonstrator: film, and .others had appeared in the pro-police films only. Other
pictures had appeared in both versions. All pictures had been judged
by the group of graduate stUdents previously Den"tJioned and proVided a means
of classifying them as pro-police, pro-demonstrator or neutral. These
pho-tographs were transferred from 16 mm movie film to 2t x 2-} film and
enla:rged to ~- by ll-~-I' prints and mounted on cardboard (see Appendix).
All data

frO~1

the study was assembled on IB}t cards and analyzed

by the use of the BND and SPSS programmes. A special progrannne was

YTitten for the Information Transmission analysis.
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Results
General Attitudes and Initial Opinions
The general attitudes of the subj ects as measured by the three
separate dimensions of the modified Authoritarianism ScaJ.es (Ag I to 3)
,aredlsplayed in Figure 6.3 for treatment groups separately. An
analysis of variance showed no significant differences between groups
on anyone of these dimensions of gene raJ. attitude at the p = .05
level. Fieure 6.4 shows the intercorrelation matrix for these three
scales as well as the significant correlations with the six scales of
opinion about demonstrations (Ao(A) 1 to 6). The dimensions of general.
attitude show a degree of internaJ. relatedness, although these correlations are not marked. The relationship of specific dimensions of
general attitudes with specific opin+on scales should also be noted.
For example, the status Quo dimension (Ag 3) is seen to be correlated
negatively with the 'nature' and effectiveness of demonstration' scale
(Ao(A)l), whereas the Force and its Necessity dimension (Ag 1) is
strongly related to the opinion that 'demonstrators initiate violence'
(Ao(A)2) that they lack positive qualities, (Ao(A)3), which the police
have Ao(A)5.
impression generated in the overview of this data tends
to reinforce the Himmehrei t and Swift suggestion, that although
some common factor may underly the F-scale, the dimensions may
be more useful when used independently. Here, there is marginal
evidence to indicate that the dimensions of general attitude are related
to different specific opinions about demonstrations. ,Furthermore,
there is no reason to believe that the treatment groups differed in
these general attitudes.
~e

Figure 6.5 shows means and standard deviations for individual
treatment groups for the initial measurement of opinions concerning
demonstrations. Again, an analysis of variance showed that there was
no reason to believe that the groups held different initial opinions
about demonstrations c. 'rherefore, it seems reasonable to proceed under
the assumption that effects of treatment are'neither due to group
,r~

.
._--------8. Subsequent analysis of variance "rere done on regrouped data

when specific tre8xment effects were being examined, for example
groups 1, 11 and 2, 22, and were llkewi,se nOll-significant.

FIGURE NO.6.3!

Means and standard deviations of three general attitude dimensions for
each treatment group
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Intercorrelation Matrix for . Gerleral Attitude
Dimensions

Fig. # 6.4 :

General Attitudes

Force
Agl

Agl

Powerlessness
Ag2

Status Quo
Ag3

1.0

Ag2

.36

Ag3

.39

1.0

.37

1.0

.,

FIGURE NO.6.4a; Significant Intercorrelations of Independent Dimensions
of' ~neral A tti tude. wi th Op in ion Sca 1es.

.Ag.
1

'.Ag
2

f\g
3

,.

Ag

1.0

Ag

2

.36

Ag

3'

.39

1.0

.37

AO(A)

.33

AO(A) 2

.44

.32

AO(A) 3

.37

.35

AO(A) It

.37

AO(A) 5

1.0

.36

AO(A) 6

P >.05 if r >.30

*

there were no significant correlations between any General Attitude
Dimension and changed opinion scale [AO(A) 1 - 6].
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FIGURE NO.6.;: Means on scales of initial opinion -treatment groups separately.
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differences in general attitude, or specific opinions about demonstrations,
furthermore, it may be noted that the overall distribution of each
attitude and opinion scale seems to approximate a normal. curve, and
Yithin each treatment group are found subjects liho are both pro-police
and pro-demonstrator.
However, before proceeding to analyze the treatment effects,
1 t is useM to see whether th3 general attitude dimensions, as indicators
0\ cognitive structure are related to the quantity and direction of
specific opinion change. It has been suggested by Rockeach(1960) that
the F-scale primarily measures the structural and complexity attributes
of the coe;nitive s;)l'stem. If this were true, then it might be expected
that the F-scale dimensions would provide a means of predicting the
amount and direction of opinion change by measuring this general coe;nitive
structure. HOl.J'ever, an e:xrunination revealed no significant correlations·
betvTeen each of the amount of change on opinion scales and the F-scale
dimension. A further test was used to ,examine the relationship between
direction of change and general attitudes. Subjects were divided into
positive and negative changers9 for each opinion dimension, and mean
scores were compared for each of the three general attitude dimensions
using these groups. In this analysis, only the direction of change on
the Students and Radicals opinion scale was si~1ificantly different
for different scores on the Status Quo General attitudes dimension
(Ag 3), with an F value of 3.7. Although general attitudes were correlated
\dth some specific opinions about demonstrations, as indicators of
cognitive structure, they showed little relationship to direction or amount
of attitude chw1ge. SUbsequent stepwise analysis of covariance within
treatment groups showed that these general att.itude dimensions were not
significantly related to attitude change, and accounted for a very small
proportion of the explained variance, except on the above mentioned
scale.
An examination of the specific opinions about demonstrations
revealed a different pattern. Figure 6.6 displays the intercorrelation
matrix for the six opinion scales. It can be seen that there is a
relationship (.33) between the opinion that demonstrators restrain from
violence (Ao(A)2) and a positive assessment of demonstratorstqualities
(Ao(A)3). Reciprocally a relationship between the initiation of violence
by police, and police qualities does not hold (.05). Th~ strongest
relationship (.47) between opinion scales is between the assessment of
.9. positive change on Ao(A)1 is demonstrations are less useful
positive change on Ao(A)2-5 j.s less favourable to demonstrators
posi tive change on Ao (A) 6 more likely to blame radicals and students

.
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FIGURE NO.6.7:

Intercorrelations of amount of opinion change with initial opinion
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police qualities and the opinion that demonstrators initiate
violence (Ao(A)2). The police qualities are also related to demonstrator
qualities (Ao(A)3) (.46). These intercorrelations indicate that altp.ough
the scales measure opinions about demonstrators and police separately,
that these are to a degree related actors in the context of a demonstration,
and that ~~e assumption of dimensionalizing these scales from a prodemonstrator to pro-police bias is in fa1.~ representative of the 'Way
these subjects conceptualize these actors. For this reason a summated
soale raneing from pro-police·to pro-demonstrator opinion was used by
averaging change scores over the four scal~s concerned with police
and demonstrators (Ao(2) to Ao(5». This opiP~on dimension Yill
be referred to as the Nain Actors dimension. Possibly the most striking
absence of a relationship wi thin this summated scale is between the
demonstrators' initiate violence, and police initiate violence scales,
which may be indicative of the degree to which police are' not vie"lled 'as
being responsible. for-aggression.
Fig. 6.7 displays the intercorre1ations between the various
in!tiaJ.. opinion scores, and the amount of change on the various opinion
dimensions. From this matrix it can be seen that the amount and direction
of change on an opinion scale is positively related to the subject~'
initial opinion as measured by this scale. Tests for linearity of this
relationship were significant for all butthe demonstrator initiates
violence scale. However, initial opinion as measured by anyone scale of
opinion, was not highly related to change of opinion on other scales.
The relationship between opinion change and own attitude seems to hold
only for the specific scales, revealing possibly a relatively articulated
system in terms of opinion change. Although initial opinion on two scales
may be correlated, change of opinion on one scale is not necessarily
predicted by initial scores on the other.
further analysis of this data, as displayed in Figure 6.8
vas performed by dividing the sample into low, medium and high scoring
groups for each opinion scale, in terms of intervals of ± -} standard
deviations. On these groups the direction of ~ange was tested by means
of a chi square test. For all but the demonstrator initiate violence
scale, the direction of change is related to the initial score on the
opinion scale. Both extremes tending to shift more towards the centre,
'H). probably as a result of a veil established expectational set, determined
by havine viel-red news stories which continually use this oppositional

framework to structure the news story•.
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FIGURE NO.6.8 :

Chi Square Analysis tables for each opinion dimension
divided into low, medium and high scoring groups by
direction of opinion change.
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oIRECTI ON OF
OPINION CHANGE
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FIGURE NO. 6.8 continued
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\-
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than more medial :initial positions. For example, those subjects Yhich
indicated a low initial op:inion of the police quali tie~, were more likely
to change in a pro-police direction, and those that indicated a high
initial opinion of the police, more likely to change in a pro-demonstratOr
direction, as a result of seeing the news sto~J. This general normalising
tendency would be predicted by both discrepancy and social judgement
theories 11, wi th regard to the effects of discrepancy of the conmnmication
from own position, under tmasstlmption that th€'l overall position of the
news stories \.rae approrlmate1Y neutral. This assumption seems likely
considering that the data are aggregated across all treatments, so that the
bias overall news st~ries is balanced (as Thany pro-police as prodemonstrator versions are shown). The following graph indicates the general
trends between initial position on an opinion scale and deeree end direction
of opinion change resulting from seeing the news story for all subjects.

+
OPDUON

CHANGE
INITIAL OPTIUOn

Fig. 6.9. Linear Relationship between initial opinion and opinion change
Under the assumption that the effects of the sluruMated versions of the news
broadcaot is balanced, the observed relationsld.p between discrepancy from
own position and amount and direction of attitude chan;;e seems to be a
simple linear relationsrdp. This result might also be 'explained by a
regression effect. Such an effect would occur if subjects were merely making
more medial responses on ~le second application 8f the test. Rather than
resulting from discrepancy, this result would be explained by less extreme
11 ~

If, as is likely in a high credibility neutral source situation
the communication falls within the range of acceptance for
social judgement theory, assimilation predictions and discrepancy
predictions would be similar.
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responses.
Treatment Effects: Bias and Discrepancy
If the larger shifts of the more extreme initial. posi tiona
are explained entirely by regression effects then this phenomena should
be undisturbed by the bias of the news story as tested by contrasting
the pro-demonstrator and pro-police treatment groups (conditions I,ll vs 2,22).
Ho~ever,

if the biasing of the story results in net opinion shifts in the

direction of the bias, this result might justify a discrepancy
interpretation. This argument is illustrated in Fig. 6.10. For the propolice biased film, discrepancy is greatest for extrene pro-demonstrator
initial opinions and they would be expected to show the greater shift.
The net shift would be in the pro-police direction. On the other hand,
'Wherl: the ne'Ws story has

a:

pro-demonstrator bias, the viewers 'With the

most pro-police initial. opinions 'WOuld be expected to shift more, resulting
in a pro-demonstration net shift. Furthermore, it should be noted that the

size of the 'net' shift in opinions actually underestimates the actual.
effect of the story bias on opinions,by indicating only what remains
~'ter

the opposing shifts are cancelled out. The first analysis to

test these effects contrasted the pro-police and pro-demonstrator news
stories in terms of the number of subjects shifting in a positive and
negative direction for the Hain Actors opinion scru.es. The chi square
for this test '-Tas 13.1 significant at the .01 level. The bias of the
nevs, story resulted in increasing the

shi~of

opinion in the direction

of tho bias, as would be predicted in terms of the discrepancy of
t~e initial opinion from the comnnmicatlon. A further test fo~ the amount and
.~rection

of shift on these same four scales,
cqnpa.red
the mean shift of the
'.
,
,
~

,1Pro-demons~rator stories

(-1.14

scale unit~) \dth that of the pro-police

:., version (+.45· scale units). This was tested by means ~f the students. T..st~tistic and :V.ras foun_d significant with a probability

greater than

.01.

In terms of both direction of shift and overall magnitude,

the differently edited versions of the news s"t.ory resulted in opinion change
in directions determined by the bias of the nevs story. However subjects

seemed to sbi.f't. slightly more in a pro-demonstra tor direction, than in
a pro-police direction.
Another analysis of the data also was used to examine the
effects of the bias of the content on individual scale change. The mean
change scores by

treatment groups are displayed for each opinion, belief

..

!t!!'~Im'~"."",:---===...."..~.....-~=-~=~==~====~~==~===-~-----.-.-.-

",

-26.4.~~1g'l 6.10 Relationship of Initial Opinion and Treatment Bias on
Opinion Change:

Cancellation effects
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and media credibility scale in Fig. 6.11. Fig.6.12 displays the mean
.opinion shift for the pro-police, pro-demonstrator and inconsistent
treatment conditions separately. T-te~ts for differences between means for
the pro-police and pro-demonstrator treatments are further displayed
in Fig. 6.13. In terms of the individual opinion scales, the demonstrator
initiate violence (Ao(A)2), demonstrator qualities (Ao(A)3) and the "police
qualities (Ao(.A.)l:;.) scales all show.significant differences, as do the
'success of demonstrations' (Ao(B)l) and 'demonstrator qualities' (Ao(B)3)
belief scales. The impact of the messaees in terms of different BCSIcs
seems to vary in strength. Subj ects are unlikely to changE! their opinlons
about whether police initiate violence, although they do .
change on the
demonstrators initiate violence scale. They arc hO'-lever, likely to changE:l
their opinion about the 'Police I s qualities t \-lhich reveals the greb-test
amount of 'bias' treatment effect.
The relationship between initial opinion and amount of opinj.on
change for the different bias treatment groups was also examined by means
of an analysis of covariance. Tests for interactions be~een treatment
and the slope of the relationship between initial opinion and amount of
change were only significant for the demonstrators' initiate violence
scale. l-Tith.regards to this scale a scattergram analysis illu~trated that
for the pro-demonstra~or bias condition there was n.o relationship bet.ween
initial opinion and amount of shift, whereas for the pro-police condition
there was a direct strong relationship. This explained 'Why the correlation
between (Ao(A)2 elld /lAo(A) 2 was 10\-1. Fig. 6.14. displays the results of
the analysis of covariance for the separate opinion scales. Hhere the
effects of "treatment are significant upon opinion change these effects
can be seen to be independent of the relationship betl-Teen initial opinion
and the amotU1.t of change.
Since bias of the communication was seen to have an effect
on opinion change,the wlalysis continued by investigating the relationship
between modality of presentation, story bias and amOtUlt and direction of
opinion change. Fig. 6.15 shows means and summated shifts for the main
actors dimen~ion of opinion for treatments separately. These graphs indicate
that not only is the direction of shift for treatments dependent upon the
bias of the commllnication, but the amount of shift increases for consistent
messages when both modalities are used. T-test comparisons" for the absolute
value of mean shift for uni~modal and bimodal conditions (1,2 vsll,22)
was significant at the .05 level, revealing the increased strength of the

~'.'~"~

"~
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('CURE. NO.6.11: Hean op' n 'on change. be' i ef change. and med i a cred i b 11 i ty change scores

for treatments.
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FIGURE NO.6.12: Mean opinion change and belief change scores for
treatments grouped by bias.
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FIGURE

10

NOh.l~

T-test comparisons for means of opinion, belief
and credibility scales between pro-pol ice and
pro-demonstrator bias treatments.
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Analysis of covariance tables for 'Bias'
treatment groups on Opinion Change and
Belief Change scales.

FIGURE N06.14:
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tig . #6.15:

Mean Scores for Treatment Groups on the Main Actors
Drmension for the Opinion Change,--Belief Change, and
Percept i on of Commun i cat i on Sca 1es~"
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messaee on the addition of another modality. Two implications can be
noted in this data. The first is the fa~t that the bias transmitted in
visual channels alone was sufficient to cause opinions to change.
The second is the fact that the amount of change is greatly increased
in the bimodal situation.
For the two inconsistent conditions, the amount of attitude
change is smaller; with the direction of the shift being slightly greater
in the direction of the visual bias. For the pro-demonstrator visuals
this means a slight shift in the pro-demonstrator direction, ~ld for
pro-police visuals in the pro-police direction. However, analysis of
variance did;not show differences between these treatmpnts at the .05.
level of significance. It seems that when the modal channels are
inconsistent there is the slight tendency for the bias of the visuals
to influence affective opinions more than the narration.
The results of these inconsistent conditions indicate that
both channels are contributing to opinion change in terms of an integration of the content of both channels. There is no evidence to indicate
that the commentat7 is providing the framework for,interpreting the
visuals. if anything it is the visual bias that has the greateRt impact;
Furthermore, there is no evidence that one or other of the channels
is being selectively attenuated. A casual12scatte~gram analysis indicated
that the reduced shifts in opinion were not due to channel selectivity
at the extremes of initial opinions. Rather it seems that both channels
are processed separately for their 'meaning' and with a relative modality
based'inf1uence on affective opinion.
The displays for the belief components show a different pattern.
In the pro-demonstrator conditions (1,11) the shifts mirror those of
the affect scales. However, when the pro-police biased visuals are .
~ho'4l1; the greatest pro-demonstrator shift results. When' the pro-police
bias commentary is added to these visuals however, the shift is strone
and in the opposite di,rection. Likewise for the inconsistent conditions;
Yhen the pro-po11ce bias is in the audio channel, the shift is in the
pro-police direction. However, when the pro-demonstrator commentary is
added to a pro-police visual the shift is in the pro-demonstrator direction.
For belief components a pro-police shift occurs only when the pro-police
bias is on the commentary. Otherwise the shift is in the pro-demonstrator
•
l~There

were teo few cases to test statistically
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direction.
This result is more difficult to explain in terms of the
models of information processing unless it is assumed that the visual
channel has little impact on belief components. If this were the
case, then the opposing shifts (11,12 VB 22, 21) can be attributed
to the effects of the commentary on belief components. Certainly
in the in00nsistentconditions this is the case. The problem treatments,
however, are the two visual-only conditions. Ilhy should they both
shift in the pro-demonstrator direction; the larger of these shifts
being the pro-police visuals. This point will require further
elaboration although it may be suggested that when no interpretive
framework if> provided by the commentary, the components are changing
in response to the initial opinion of the viewers.
Fig. 6.16 shows the means of the treatment groups for the
six "Perception of the Conmnmication" scales. These conditions are
also displayed graphically in Fig. 6.15. showing the scores
directionally transformed as distance f~om the neutral point on the
scale. Fig. 6.17 displays these results by treatments and shows mean
shifts (before-after) for these scales on the ret~ntion test along
13
the main actors dimension of the tperc' eption of comrnunication t scales.
From Fig. 6.16 it can be seen that there was no significant difference
in the amount of ambiguity perceived in the communication between
treatments. This reveals that the inconsistent and visuals-only
conditions are not regarded as mom unclear than the bimodally consistent
presentations. On the perception of the amount of violence scale,
those broadcasts which had pro-demonstrator visuals were seen as less
violent than those ld th pro-police visuals 14. Otherwise , results
on the main actors (Fig. 6.15) dimension of the perceptions of bias
scales mirror the effects of treatment on the opinion-affect scales.
Again, consistent bimodal presentation is seen to be more effective
in shifting judgement in the direction of the communication than
the similarily biased visual only conditions. Both inconsistent conditions
show a shift in the pro-police direction, although less so than do
both pro~police mes~age8. Ilhen the visual bias in the inconsistent
condition is pro-demonstrator, the shift in the pro-police direction
is less than when the visual bias is pro-demol1strator.
~3.

The main actors dimencion was constructed by averaging changes
on the scales which includod jude;ements about police on demonstrators
", Ao(C)2,ll.o(C)3,Ao(C)5,Ao(C)6.

14.

This j.s most unusual as an actual count of the amount and durations
of violent acts in these visuals shows the opposite result.
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Fig. #6.16:
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..

. Fig. #6.1~; Long Term Retention Shifts in Perception of Communication
Scores for Main Actors Dimension
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Long term retention of 'perception of communication'
judgements are shovn in Fig. 6.18, as the difference between the
post-viewing and retention measures. In terms of the r.1aenitude of the
shift, the conditions which had the pro-demonstrator visual message
shifted less than the pro-police visuals. All shifts however were
in the direction of having remembered the broadcast as being more
pro-demonstrator than immediately after the broadcast.
This result indicates that for all content biases of the story,
after five weeks they are remembe~as being ffi~re pro-demonstrator
than 1mmediately after viewing. The largest shifts in the pro-demonstrator
direction are in those treatments which saw the pro-police film. The
differences due to the visual bias however, might be explained by
differential retention of pro-demonstrator and pro-police visuals.
If,in the second judeeme~t of the bias of the communication"and to the degree
,that the viewers have forgotten the impact of the pro-police visuals,
it may be expected that their judgements shift more in the pro-demonstrator
direction.
Impression Test
Figs 6.19, 6.l9adisplay the mean frequency scores for the total
impression matrix for treatments separately both before wld after seeing
the news broadcast. Subjects averaged about 50 responses in the matrix,
with an average increase of 2.5 responses after seeing the film. Overall,
subjects changed their responses in just under 20% of the matrix after
seeulg the news story. As predicted, there is a tendency for more changed
responses in the bimodal condition (5.6 more changes) although this is not
significant.
Figs 6.20, 6.21 illustrate the changes1nthe average total frequency
and Information Transmitted Scores for modality comparisons. Change scores
were calculated by subtracting the after from the before measurement
means. For the total matrix, bimodal transmission results in a greater
frequency of changed. responses than does the unimodal transmission (p ).05).
Similarly for the measure of information transmitted in these treatment::;,
both uni-modal conditions result in a reduction of total information
transmitted vhereas both bimodal conditions result in an in~rease. The
bimodal news story seems to influence the picture-ph~e associations con~
cerning the demonstration more than does the unimodal stories. This result

FIGURE NO.6.18,

Average change {before minus after} on judgement of broadcast scales for
groups.
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-280FIGURE NO.6.20: Treatment means for total ~umber of
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,

can be more specifically analyzed for the nature of these influences
by examining the components of the information transmission score
separately. Since IT=U{S) + U{R) - U(S,R), and since U{S) is constant
for each condition, then . an increase in IT is due to either a
decrease in U(R) or an increase in U{SR) between the before and after
conditions. Fig 6.22 displays changes in total mean U(R) calculated
b,y treatments. The average decrease in U(R) over all subjects is .23
bits. However, there is a greater reduction in U(R) in the pro-police
bias (.58) than the pro-demonstrator treatments (.14). Since a reduction
of U{R) signifies a change in tile distribu~ion of responses amongst the
response categories, it reveals a greater specificity in their use
in the pro-police treatments. However, the patterns of total Information
Transmitted reveals that the changes in information processing are
due to changes in U(SR) a~ well. The change is U(SR) indicate the
, degree to which the specific response '. categories are being associated
wi th particular pictures. In terms of overall Information Transmitted
then, the bimodal broadcasts show an average increase' of 1.1 bits,
whereas the visual only presentations show a decrease of -.65 bits.
These results are illustrated in Fig. 6.22Q.Since in the bimodal treatments,
although U(R) is decreasing the overall rise in IT is due to the overriding reduction in tJ(SR) after seeing the news broadcast - this means
an increasing specificity in the associations of specific pictures and
particular response categories. In the case of the visual only conditions,
decreases in U(R) competing with increases in U(SR) , result in a
reduction of the amount of information transmitted. In this sense the
combined effects of bimodality and bias are seen to interact in their
effects on the Information Transmitted. The Bias of the story influences
the distribution of responses in the response categories used;
whereas the bimodality of the broadcast increases the specificity of
the associations bet\Tempictures and response categories. However, the
evidence is strong that bimodal presentations do in fact increase the
amount of information transmitted by the receiver 'in terms of this
Impression Test measure.
To examine further the changes in response categories due to
the bias of the news story, the events described in the response categories
vere dichotomized in terms of their judged likelihood of leadiug to a
situation in which lpolice initiate violent action' (response 4,5,7,11)

Figure

6. 22a::
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transmitted(IT), response uncertaintv (U)R) and
stimulus response cont.ingency (U(SR)}
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FIGURE NO.6,23: Change in mean number of responses for treatment groups
(between groups).
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FIGURE NO.6.25;Mean U(R) for treatment groups' for +demo and +po 1 response
categories
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and tlemonstrators initiate violent action' (response 6,9,10,12).
Fig. 6.23 shows the mean scores as the frequency of changed responses
for these categories displayed by treatment. :
"Although there is a slight overall reduction in the use of
these cat~gories, the ·amount of rerolction varies with the bias of the
film. The pro-demonstrator news story leads to B. greater reduction in
the use of 'demonstrator initiate violence' response categories; the
pro-police story leading to a'reduction in the police initiate violence
response categories. The general trend is ~o a reduction in the frequency
of use of those categories related to the.. blas not conveyed. in the film.
A further analysis of this effect can be done by examining the change 1..n
U(R). Fig. 6.25 displays the treatment group means for change in U(R)
on these response catego~ies (before-after). For the pro-demonstrator
news stories the average increase is .05 bits per response category
for the police initiate violence categories. Further an average reduction
of .05 bits for the demonstrator initiate violence response categories
is noted. On the other hand, those who saw the pro-police news story
showed an average reduct.ion in U(R) of .02 bits for the police initiate
violence categories. Although the effects of bimodal broadcast is to
increase the amount of information transmitted, the bias of the fUm
leads to a limitation on the use of response categories, but more
specifically a reduction in the use of those response categories that
are not indicated in the news story, and an increase in the ones
that-are.
Image Retention Test
Further analysis of visual information processing was carried
out by means of the visual retention test. Pictures used in this test
consisted of the twelve pictures from the Impression Test, plus eight
control pictures that were taken from the Original films but not seen
by the subjects lmtil the retention test. Of the Impression Test
pictures three had appeared in the pro-police visual version only
(pictures 4,B,16) and four had appeared in the pro-demonstrator visual
version only (11~,15,17 ,18). '!'he rest of the Impression pictures were
considered neutral in that they had appeared in both visual versions.

.0
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visuals (5,13) and two in the pro-demonstrator visuals (1,2). Fig 4.26
displays both affirmative and negative retention responses for the
Impression. and Control picture sets. Fig. 4.27 shows these results
1.5 •.
expressed in terms of number of correct responses . A comparison
of the Impression Test and Control pictures reveals that subjects
are more likely to give an 'affirmative' , response to those pictures
they have seen in the Impression Test (p>.Ol), than to those which
they have not seen before. Furthermore, they are more correct in
those judgements of the Impression Test pictures (7Q%.correct) than
the Controls (41% correct). This latter result may indicate that since
a greater number of pictures were in the f~_lm than not in it, an
affirmative response is more likely to be correct. For this reason
further analysis will be performed on the Impression Pictures and
Controls separately.
"

Impression Picture Retention
Fig 6.28 shows the number of affirmative and negative ressponses
for the treatment groups separately in terms of the different categories
of picture. Fig. 6.28a shows the chi square matrix table for comparing
the two fUm versions for affirmative and negative respol1ses. The Chi
square test was not significant shoYing that the nature of the bias made
no difference to the number of affirmative responses. Fig 6.28b shows
the table for comparison between visual bias treatment and frequency
of c~rrect response for combined pro-police and pro-demonstrator pictures
only, and Fig. 6.28c ShOlJ'S a similar comparison for the Neutral pictures.
Aea.1.n there is no evidellce that treatment effects result in increases
in overall correct retention. However, from Fig. 6.28d it can be seen
that the pro-demonstrator pictures are significantly better remembered
correctly than the pro-police pictures. Further analysis of these correct
responses ~eveal that they are related to the bias of the film seen.
Figs 6.29, 6.29a reveal that a slight~v better retention of the prodemonstrator pictures is typical of those that saw the pro-demonstrator
films. Moreover, the pro-demonstrator treatment groups make fewer correct
responses to the pro-police pictures (ieeindicatine they yere not seen)
than do the pro-police treatments for the pro-demonstrator pictures.
AI though the pro-police pictures were less well remembered than the prode~~strator ones, by those who had seen them in the film; the pro-police
.1.5. A response is considered correct when the picture is remembered as
having been in the newscast, and it in fact ,,,as, or when it is
remembered as not be~lg in the neYscast, and it in fact wasn't.
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FIGURE NO.6,Z6: Frequency of Affirmative and Negative response or Retention
tests.
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FIGURE N06.28:

Chi Square Tables for Image Retention Tests.
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Fig. #6.29 Chi Square Table for Number of Correct Retention
Responses by Treatment Groups for + Demo, and + Pol
Pictures separately.
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fiGURE

NO~.29a;

Chi Square table for correct responses in
Vlfiual Bias treatment conditions and
different bias pictu\es.
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pictures were harder to identif,y as not being seen by those who had in
fact not seen them. These results indicate an irlteraction between the
bias of the picture and a bias in the film for retention. The pro-police
pictures l.fere harder to identif,y correctly, and less well retained.
The pro-demonstrator pictures were both remembered, and more easily
identifed as not seen.
Control Set

Fie.

6.30 shouo affirmative and nega:t,ive retention responses
for the pro-demonstrator ar.d pro-police pictures in the Control Set.
The nwnber of affirmative retention responses is generally less for
these pictures than for the Impression test. The pro-demonstrator visuals
treatment groups are correct on average 60% of the time whereas the
pro-police vi.suals' treatment are about 40% correct; those subjects
which saw the pro-police film made more incorrect responses, overall.
<x2=12.7,P>.01). Controlling for the bias of the pictures helped to
reveal the nature of this incorrect retention; Altho~gh the subjects
are equally likely to be correct in either treatwent eroup if they have
seen t.he pictures in the film, the pro-police subjects are more likely
to report remembering pro-demonstrator pictures whlch they have not seen.
The pro-demonstrator film resulted in more correct negative responses to
the pro-police pictures.
In general, the retention tests results give a good indication
that selection takes place in the long term retention of visual infornation.
This selection depeuds both on the content of the picture and the bias
of the film seen by the viewer. Pro-domonstrator pictures were more
correctly identified when seen in the film than pro-police pictures.
This might have been due to either the selective forgetting of the propolice film or the more identifiable character of the pro-d.emonstrator
photoeraphs. However, since the pro-police film treatment subjects are
more likely to report havine seen pro-demonstrator pictures which in fact
they had not seen, there is some indication that the pro-police visuals
treatments are remembering the 'film' as having been visuallY~~re
'pro-demonstrator' after five weeks. This result is similar to a shift
indicated by the 'perception of bias in the communication' scale.
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FIGURE N0.6.3C: Control Set Pictures on Retention Test-Affirmative
and negative retention responses by treatment groups.
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Section 6.4:
Discussion and Conclusions
Much in keepine with the tr&dition of laboratory communications
research, significant changes of opinion were found to be effected by
manipulations of the content bias of the message. In this case, opinions
"about demonstrSltions-which ;In our culture Dn.l.st be considered deeply
embedded in current attitudinal dispositions 16 __were influenced b.1
different versions of a short, not overly forceful action visuals ne',,"6
story about a demonstration. As well, a clear relationship occurred
between the initial opinion of the subject and the amount of opinion
change on a specific opinion scale. This relationship is in keepine
with a general consistency theory position. Acl'CJss all treatment eroups
the assumption that effects of the content bias of the stories on opinions
is roughly balanced out is in keeping .with the no 'net' opinion chanee
result. However, the more discrepant the initial position is from the
neutral position, the ereater shift of opinion in the neutralizine
directions. In this sense, the aegregation of opinion chanGe across
populations, can frequently obsmlre differences in the direction of
opinion change that res1.l1ts frana moderate commtmication, unless
initial opinion is controlled for.
Al though the ma:i.n treatment effects were examined in terms of
the 'main actors' dimension of opinions, it was noted that bias of
different aspects of tIll s dimension were influenced by the bias of ne\13
story differentially. The police qualities scale shoued the greatest
differences in the amount of opinion change bett,reen bins trcat:nent grou~s,
follo,,,ed by the 'demonstrators initiate' violence SCR:le. However, the
different versions of the ne\-16 story did not result in differential
affects on the 'police ini tia te violence scale'. noi ther did the
influence of the news story on opinions about the 'effectiveness of
demonstrational, or the role of 'stUdents and radicals', depend,to'
a ereat deeree upon the bias of the news story.
The impression that is generated by this data is of a highly
structured opinion set. Opi"1.ions about police initiating undue violence,

16. William A.Belson, The impact of television; methods and findings
on progrrurJlle research. Hanrlen, Conn.: Archon Books, 1967.
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or acting brutally are unlikely to change; were as the perceptions of
the qualit~es of the policeman will undergo change as a result of news
stories that show them in a bad light. On the other -hand, opinions
about whether demonstrators are initiating violence are likely to be
influenced by the editorial bias of the RtOry; whereas the perception
of the qualities of the demonstrator are only minimally influenced.
In the light of the work of Thiabault and Reiken(1955) and 14:ase11i and
Altrocchi(1969) on the attribution of intent, it might be suggested that
llithin the context of a demonstration, police are regarded as constrained
actors-they are only doing their job--whereas demonstrators are seen
as initiators, in intentional control of their actions. When aggression
occurs witrJ.n the news story, it must be assimilated into this framework,
and opinions are influenced accordingly.
When the pro-police and pro-demonstrators bias conditions are
considered separately for their effects on the main actors dimension,
the effect of the specific bias in the' content is more evident, even
though cancellation effects due to the varying initial opinions are
still present. The net effect of the pro-police ne~s story is to
shift opinions in a pro-police direction. An opposite shift is the
result of the ~ro-demonstrator news story.
Whereas, the specific initial opirdon scales were found to be good
predictors of amount and direction of change; eeneral attitudes as
measu.red by a modified F-scale 'rlere not found to predict direction or
amount of change. Moreover, even the individual scales of opinion about
demonstrations were not ~elated to change on other similar scales. niis
result may indicate a higher degree of articulation within the attitude
change system than usually thought. If such is the case, then the use
of opinion scales of a more general nature may underestimate the specific
nature of opinion change within subjects,resultDlg from particluar
communications about events. Suffice it to say that in this study, the
amount of change on any opinion scale is only predicted from the initial
position on that scale, and not from general attitudes about demonstrations,
nor from measures related to the general 'world view' of the viewer.
Howev.er, the amount of change on several scales was intercorrelated.
Specifically the 'main actors' dimension showed a pattern of a relatively

coherent opinion set, revealing the degree to which demonstrators
and police are viewed as related 'actors' in a demonstration. It was
by summating across scales of this dimension of opinion about
demonstrations that the effects of story bias were most clearly revealed
in the data. What this opinion set may reveal then, is the past effects
of an agenda, set by the media 'With regards to demonstrations; -for as
Halloranet al(1970) noted, the news coverage of demonstrations tended to
personalize the sides and set them in opposition. There is some
il?-dication here, that this 'interpretive framewrk' used by the news
agencies, was reflected in the interpretive set used by the subjects
to process the news information. In this light it might also be worth
noting that neither the 'force and its effectiveness' nor the 'students
and radicals' scales underwent significant change as a result of the
communication;although either version of the news story might have lent
itself to such interpretations. Although this explanation for the results
of the main actors dimensi0n,gives cred~nce to the notion that news
broadcasting creates interpretive frameworks within its audiences --agendas
-the rather limited, and young sample used in th~s study do not in
themselves permit such a conclusion. These findings however, are in
keeping with other survey studies which have shown a similarity between
the interpretive framework for news events generated in media organizations
and those found in audiences (Frank.1973).
The finding in this experimental studY" that editorial changes
in the ne. . Ts can lead to significant differences in opinion chanf,o, must, be
seen -in the context of laborat.ory research. In the laboratolJr, caref'ul
control and measurement strategies encourage the researcher to unveil
the more subtle influences of content, structure and format of news
messages on opinions. In the field survey work, cancellation effects
may obscure or minimize the importance of these variables. Ho\.fever,
the result of this study are in keeping with those of Findahl and
Hoijer!1972) and Frank(I973) who have begun to sho. . ' similar influences
of slight variations in the content and form of news broadcasts on
opinions about news events. However, to those who are concerned with bias
in the news, the clear demonstration of opinion change resulting from
a ne . . rs story and depending on the bias in that story, must be taken
seriously.
\.

.

r
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One possible explanation for the amount of opinion change
resulting from a short news story may lie in the credibility of the
medium itself. It has been argued throughout this dissertation that
television news has become the most relied upon and trusted source
of 'information about the world' in our society. A variety of factors
have worked together to make this so, particularly the visual
immediacy of tb.epresentation, that not only increases the aJ!lO'Wlt of
information abo~t the source, .making the newsmen seem more trustworthy,
but also the sen.se of seeing the event for yourself in the action
visual sequences. This when overlayed upon the institutional credibility
of the media for balanced, objective and direct coveraee makes the
credibility of television news a factor in any study of opinion change
from the news. In this study, not only was the initial high credibility
of the media found in the subjects, but the direct effects of bias and
inconsistency in the news message did not effect opinions about the
general credibility of the media. There· was no debunking of television
news as a source, even when the story was bimodally inconsistent. Nordid the
addition of a narration track to the news.sto~J have ~_effect on any of the
credibility scales, even though it was seen to influence opinions.
This result supports the notion that it is the visual presentation
that makes the television news credible. Unfortunately in this
study, a narration only control was not used and this hypothesis cannot
be considered to have been adequately tested.
This does not mean that subjects do make judgements about the
bias of the individual news story. These judgements of bias are reflected
in the main actors dimension of the perception of the communication
scales. The results on these Bcales mirror the influence of the treatment
effects on affective-opinion scales. Subjects seemed a~are of the
direction in which their opinions were influenced; however, neither
bimodal inconsistency, nor the addition of a narration track, influences
the perception of the 'clarity' of the news story. It is most interesting
that viewers did!not notice the discrepancy b~tween the bias in the
visual channel and the bias in the narration o In addition, the perception
of 'bias' in a news story does not seem to influence the perception
of the fairness of the television nevs media as a source. The subjects
opinions about the credibi1it,y of the media seem firmly ensconced.
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The perception of the amount of violence in the pro-demonstrator
stories is incorrectly judged as less than the pro-police stories, when
compared to actual C01.U1tS of violent incidents in the footage. This
result, although peripheral to tho main discussion~is worth noting
because it calls into question the validity of 'counting violent
incidenb5:: t as a means of assessing violent contents on television.
However, there is an interpretation of this result that cnn be given
when the 'context' of t.he violence is accounted for (Comstock and Rubenst.ein
1970). As pointed out earlier,the police are vicued as 'constrained actors'
witlrl.n the cont.ext of a demonstration. As ~uch, they are unlikely to be
viewed as the 'initiators' of violence. Given this opinion set, it is
not surprising that the agressive acts of the police, depicted in the
visuals, are regarded as less violent than those of the demonstrators.
Possibly themos~ interesting result in this study was the
finding that those editorial biases in the news stor,r that influence
opinion change may be conveyed by visual-imagistic information alone.
.
A1 though the impact of the bias on opinfons is enhanced by similarily biased
'voice over' narrations, the visuals-only version of the news stor,r
was sufficient to convey the specific meaning inherent in tIlo inferentia.l
struct~xe of the images. This result is reflected not only on the '
main actors opinion dimension, but also the perception of the connnunicatioll
scales. Additionally, the :i.nformation transmitted score of the impression
test reveals a reduction in the use of response categories as determined
by the bias of the story. Long term visual retention is also indicated,
with subjects able to identify pictures taken from the news stor,r five
weeks after vieHing. Again the ability to recognize pictures was seen to
depend upon not only the bias of the picture, but also on the visual bias
of the stor,r. These results confirm the notions put forward by film
theorists such as Eisenstein (1975) , Hol1en(1969) and Isenhour(l97/fo ) about
the processing of visual information from moving image sequences. It is
both the content of the im<1.ees, and the sequencing of the series of
images that detel~e the meaning of the action visuals as arranged in
the edlting. If a scene sho1.1ing demonstrators moving tOwards the police
lines l1i th arms linked is followed by a scuffle between police a.71d
demonstrators, then the effect on opinions 1.s to increase the perception
of the likelihood that demonstrators initiate violence. Hhen a scene
shol1ine the poB.ce moving toward the crowd, or wa.ding in with batons ,is
'
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placed before the same scuffle, then the effect seems to be a negative
evaluation of the police force~qualities. A framework for understanding
the inferential loeic or 'grammar' of moving visual images is far from
developed here. But at least an indication that such inferential
structures as causality, intentionality or blame may in fact be conveyed
by the visual sequences alone, is present.
Such a result entails, that in any analysis of television news
b(I'oadcastin.e, both the audio-linguistic and visual-imagistic channels
must be closely considered. It reinforces the position adopted by
Frank(1973) and developed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation, that form
of television news must be defined in terms tha.t recqg.lizes the importance
of both the visual and linguistic dimensions of the news meDsage.
On this point we must disagree strongly with Pride and l-lams.ley(1972)
tha~ an adequate content'analysis of the news can be achieved from a
transcription of the voice over narration. Fur~~ermore, it must be reemphasized that the visual presentational style of a news story has
consequences beyond merely making the story more interesting. A sequence
of images has meaning of its own, and the information presented in this
sequence is ?ufficient to influence attitudes.
It is therefore the combined effects of modality and story
bias that emerge as the crucial variables of this study. The main actors
dimension of the opinion-affect and perception of communication scales
reveal the way these fa.ctors influence opirdons. It emerges clearly
in this study, that the addition of a voice-over narration with a si~tlar
bias in the visuals, increases the impact of the story on opinions and
judgements, in the direction of the'sto~r bias. There is no evidence
of distraction or divided attention for these consistent messages as
might be imposed by limited channel capacity processing,. Rather, these
results elve the impression that two distinct channels are in operation
and the effects in this consistent condition is summative. This result
is also reflected in the Impression test, where the bimodal condit~ons
show an increase in the information transmitted, particularily due to
17
the increasing specificity of the picture-response phrase associations.
over the visuals only condition •. Al though the effects of the bias of
17.

This may be indicative of separate bimodal processing with translation
between channels as well. In fact, the Inpression test measure of
information "tra.nsmitted estimates the between modality equivalence
based 011 the contlgll.ity of 'pictured event' and 'described. event'.

.\
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the story is to decrease the use of response categories that are
not in keeping with the bias of the story, in inform.:1.tion transmission
terms this is more than compensated for by the increasing specificity
of the contigual associations between pictures and event descriptions.
The Impression test i tad£' was desiened for. the purpose to include
visual and linguistic information processes within en assessment of the
impact of the nells story. AI though it is still a yery crude device,
by using eross-moda.l a.ssociations as a basis for measuremont, :tt
suggests a means of incre.asing sensitivity to the visual inforJ:1ation
transmitted in television neuse
The inconsistent treatment conditions provide a means of
assessing the relative impact of 'modality' and 'content bias' factors •
.In these treatments, although the amount of shift is slight and not
significant, the relative direction of the shift3 'provide a basis for
interpretatiuns. It is particularly useful here to contrast the
effects of inconsistency on affectlve-opinion a~d beliefs. For the
main actors dimension of affective-opinion, the amount of opinion
shift lies between the consistent bimodal conditions, indicating the
averaging of the two modal biases. HOllever, in the case of this scale,
the averaging seems to weight the message in the visual channel more;
the resulting shift though small, i~ in the direc'Uon of the visual bias.
The opposite is true of tile effects of modal inconsist3ncy on beliefs.
For beliefs, although averaging also seems to take place, it is the
conunentary that determines the direction of t.he shift. These results
imply a. possible difference betueen the iIllpact of modal channels on
the different components of attitude. The bias of the cow~entary has
a greater impact on the coenitive or belief component of ortnion, whereas
the visual chtt11nel influences agec..t.i~e-opinion more. If this trend is
generally applicable to news stories, then it might be reasonable to assert
that the commentary is mainly responsible for providing the interpretation
of the news event; yet it is the visuals that. change the way the viewers
feel about it. This particular sample of Art college students are not
representativ~ of the popluation ~t lare~. They are probably better

.'.
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Uimagers", and rely on visual information to a greater extent. It is
not surprising then, that for these subjects the visual channel has
a greater impact on affective opinion. Althoueh this places a limitation
on the generalizability of the results it is reasonable to believe that
Art college students are not the only ones to adopt an information
processing strategy that emphasizes visual imagery. Althoueh one may be
loathe toadm1t, it may be that McLuhan is right. The very use of
television, with its emphasis on visuali.zation, demands a processing
strategy that gives priority to the visual channel. There is the
possibility that this equation of visual p~ocessing with effects on
l.affective' opinion change, is a typical and significant result of
increased television vie~r-ulg itself. The possibility merits further
research.
The above interpr.etation may help to explain the main anomoly
in tho data.In the pro-police, visuals-only treatment, the belief shift
Vas in the pro-demonstrator direction •. It seems that, when an interpretive
framework yaS n9t provided by the commentaryjbeliefs changed in the
'direction opposi.t~ to that o'f the visuals. mW should this' be so? . ,
Again, considering the composition of the sample, an explanation
may be proffered. YOlmger persons, and students are more favourably
disposed. to demonstrators and less likely to be positively disposed to
the police (Halloran et al 1970, Belson 1975). '·1hen the distribution
of the initial opinions of this sample is considered, they also indicate
a slight pro-demonstrator bias; all means for the l-1a.:ill Actors scales
are to the pro-demonstrator side of the neutral point. f,here may be a
slight pro-demonstrator bias in the sample population, at least enough
so that when no other interpretive framework is offered linguistically
,in the news, the story will be interpreted wi thin this pro-demonstrator
framework.
There is other evidence that lends support to this notion. For the
retention measure of the perception of communication scales, it was noted
that the news story, is remembered as being more pro-demonstrator after
5 'Weeks, than irnmediatel:y after viewing. This is true irrespective of
treatment condition. There may be t~10 explanations of such a sleeper
effect. The first might entail assimilation of the message about demonstrations into the already established opinion system; as the message
fades in memory, over time it strengthens theslieht pro-demonstrat9r
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predisposition. This implies a reinforcement effect.
A second eA~lanation, can be Dlferred from the phenomena
centerine around the retention of imaees, as illustrated by the
recognition of photographs. In these tests the pro-demonstrator pictures
were better retained after five weeks thrul the pro-police pictures.
Such a reslut indicates that the pro-demonstrator visuals had a greater
latency in memory. In addition, for the control retention test, the
subjects which saw the pro-police visuals '!-TOre more likely to report
having seen pro-demonstrator pictures which they had not in fact seen
in the film. These results raise not only ~he possihility of a visual
selective memory process, but also of a tendency of these selective
images to press to,mrds assimilation \-1i thin the opinion framework. over a
period of time. In thls study a more exactine analys:i.s of the effects
of initial opinion on se~ection processoB was not possible given
the small numbers in each treatment group. However, the lndications are
that selection and retention processes, in particulat' ima.gistic selection
processes may be an important factor for explaining long term attitudinal
change effects.
Another interpretat~on can also be offered for the effects of
treatment orr belief component change. It is possible that visual infol~ti0n
has very Ii ttle effect on 'I:,he belief components of attitude. Beliefs
it would seem, "lith their neasurement ba.sed in exact probabalistic
propositional statements about objects and their 8.ttributes, may be
heavily weighted to'ntrds, or embedded within the linb~stic di~ensions
of the cognitive system. As such, in the viewing of television news,
when the narration is present it mar provide the fr8.Jlle\lork for the
translation of the visual information into the linguirtically coded
system and hence reinforce consistent ir£oTI1ation transmitted in the
audio. When the modalities are inconsistent then it is ·the lin~~istic
centred message in the sound track t~thas tile greatest influence
on beliefs. When no narration is present, then either little effect on
beliefs or reDlforcement of previous beliefs IlI1d opinion framevorks
might be expected. Such an inte::."-pretation would be in keepme with
a good many of the lmage retention studies (Paivio 1971, Bower 1972)
and can be thought of as supporting a recode or translation model of
processing, if it is assumed that recall measures arc predominantly tapPDlg
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the lexical cognitive dimensions.
Rovever, this does not seem to be the whole story \d th regard
to bimodaJ. information processing. tfuen attittldes are considered, and an
evaJ.uative or affective component measured for affective opinion measures,
it is the visuaJ. imaeistic information which dominates in opinion change,
and to a considerable degree does so independently of the sound track,
seemingly without the necessity of translation into lingttistic or
prqpositional based codes, and possibly ~dthout ~ven conscious awareness
of how the images have come to in11.uence attitudes. Such a result is in
keeping with a duaJ. channel processing modei of Horowitz(1970) and Eisenstein
(1957) who predicted that iihe visual channel would have ereater effects
on the emotive aspects of thought. Certainly, in terms of the implications
of such findines, not only for television news broa.dcasting but for
many aspects of the study
the effects of television, these generaJ.
notions deserve more detailed research.

of
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMHARY AND OVERVIEW

This dissertation is an

examj~ation

of tho implications of the

audio-visual character of television news broadcasting. Uithin it, t'WO
studies have raised a number of issues concerned .dth factors which
influence both the production of the ne.TS and its impact on viewers.
In tQts brief chapter, I will attempt to summarise the findings and
put· the research activity as a whole into pe:spective.
The first issue that must be raised is the one uhich motivated
the choice of television news as the object of this enquiry. My personal
concern with television n01JS stemmed from wJ familiarity with television
production, throngh vhich I had become convinced of the compelling nature
of the "symbolic lt rea.li ty that television manufactured as

I

truth. in the

news t. Hos·t media practi Monors are well aware of the ma1leabj.li ty of
I reali ty' as 1.Ji tnessed through the camer'a; yet feH expressed

811y

real

concern for its' influence on news broadcasting. HO'l.-lever, by the late
ninete~n sixties (possibly sptITred by other eraduatB students rushing

horne to .,atch themselves demonstrate on television) this same concern
was

rapid~y

becoming an issue of major social significance. Since that

time, television nel/S has become the focus of considerable research
interest. Behind this interest is the same perception--that television
nevs provides a selective picture of reality •. Although this bias is not
suff:i.cient in itsolf to motiyate concern, "Then coupled with the viewer's
dependence on television as their main source of information, the one
,...hieh they treat as most reliable 8..l1d

trustworth~r ,

it becomes a significant

issue.
AI though such reasons provided T:10ti vation for research into
television news, they did not help t.o define the frame of reference
wi thin .lhich to carry out such an investigat:ton. The tendency was for
r~search

in this field to be fragmented; separate investigations were

underta.l:en into th<'l broadcast.ing orgnnhlatio!'3 as the causes of the bias,
others into the manifestation of bias in various ne\OlS contents, and still
others into its effects on viewers. Few studies attempted to fuse these
various approaches together and provide a. 'holistic' description of
televiRion news as a tota.l c('llr.rnunication process, capable of both macro
and lucro analysis. Little wonder, for without ·t.he euida..l1ce of an inter-
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forbiding, ptU'ticularly to the lone researcher. In vievine this problem,
it seemed to me necessary to focus the scope of the investigation,
hopefully vithout sacrificing too much, the breadth in the analysis
appropriate to television news as a social phenomena.
Therefore, to guide this research, a conceptual framework was
developed uhich was much influenced by my personal experience in media
production. The central theme of this framel-IOrk was the perception that
th~ audio-visual nature of television was crucially related to both the
production of news and its impact on the vi~wer. This was not a McLuhanesque
adoption of technological determinism, but rather a practical realization
that without a medium there is no message, and that the characteristics
of the medium are fundamental to the shaping of its messages. It was
the implications of this audio-visual character of the television
·technology, as it had developed vithin the specific cultural context of
western societies, that might explain both the bias vithin tele\~sion
news and the effects of the news on vie,.rers. For this reason, the
investigation started by viewing news as a cultural phenomenon, as a
media form, developing historically y-l thin the soeio-economic and insti tutional environment of modern industrlal society. It became apparent
that the unique ability of television to bring to the home the news
in visual for~.. succumbed to the same pressures that lead television
to be the predominant medium of entertainment and advertising. The
insti tutional, economic and cultural factors combined to shape the social
role of the media by making competition for audiences the very essence of
all programming. Yet, at the same time, society imposed restraints upon
the presentation of televIsion news by demanding impartiality in ne\-ffi
coverage. The visual component of the news synthesized these factors.
Visualization added to the attractiveness of the news programme and also
to the authority and immediacy required of an unbiased observer of events.
The cultural impact of visualizing the news was the twin trends of
dependence on the news as a source of information and its high credibility
for the viewers.
Given the importance of competition for audiences as an influence
on the production of news programmes, it ,,,as reasoned that the cultural
factors which changed the relationship between the audience and the broadcasting organization, might result in differences in the news programme.

? .

;-,'
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Particularly, it was considered that the degree of commercialization
of a broadcast system would be a major determinant of the extent to
which entertainment oriented visualization and presentational style
are featured in the ne",scast. The cultural settings of Britain, Canada,
and the United States provided a suitable situation to test this
hypothesis hecause of a eraduation in the degree of commercialization
entailed within these countries' institutional structures for broadcasting.
,
On the other hand, all television news broadcastin~ takes
place within large highly centralized networ.k organizations. The split
betl.J'een the a'.ldio and visual components of the techno10eY is matched
by a division of the roles and values within the social structure of
the news production process. Visual roles, those involved with the
gathering and editing of the visuals, work wi thin the filmic orientation
to the uproduction values" of immediacy and entertainment; whereas the
journalistic roles of investigating, wr~ting and editing the story,
operata \lit.hin the values of balance, accuracy and objectivity in the
news. lUthin 1he:oreanization as a ",hole, mediated ~y the policy set
by executives, these dnal tendencies are resolved by implicit and
standardieed task definitions 1.,rhich j,nt.egrate the form and content
of the ne'toT:3 s:J;.ory into a uhole, \-1hile assuring the smooth functionine
of the organization. In this sonse the ne'ws values that are applied
in production, althoueh not uniform 1y throughout the orGanization,
subsume both content and format decisions. The implications of this
hiehly formalised production process, \.,hen vim·Ted \-1i thin the cornpeti tivc
yet mutually dependent. inter-organizationa1 setting of a eiven cOtmtry,
seemed to rermlt in a Rtandnrdization in the selection of neus items,
yet in an individuation of style in the production of news. It wa.s
hypothesized, that aJ.thoWsh motivated by someilhat different orcan.i.zntional
goals, the differences botueen the ne,",8 of the public and private
networks \lould sho\-1 thetlSelves nainly in the visual style of neus
presentation.
It was these factors, that the first study sought to exarnine.
A cede \Ins developed to categorize the format and contents of television
nemJ. This code 'toraG used to corfl!1are the neus of public and private
broadcast netuorks, and also across cultural settings. The results
tended to confirm the hypot!loses. The three countries did differ in both
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received in the coverage. The more commercial the settings were,
the more they tended to stress the entertainment component through an
emphasis upon action visuals, and the neusreader as the predominant
personality. These visual dimensions of the neH8 format varied most
in the coveraGe between countries, although Clutural sensitivities
to particu:lar i-ssues also seemed to manifest themselves in tho use
of the more impartial formats for different issues. On the other hand,
in'the mixed broadcasting situations of Canada a."ld Britain, public
and private networlrs ShOl-Ted little differenae in thoir neys programme.
Rather, it appeared that all netyorks "Tere responding, sometimes in
stylistically different ways, to the shared pressure of utilizing
the ,~sua1s to produce exciting television news and fulfil perceived
audience demand.
In the light of this research, our concern ",1.th 'bias in the
neHs' must undereo some transformation. ,Previous research has tended
to conceptualize bias in terms of specific content selection procedures
that take place wi thin tJle news organization. III thi~ usage, bias is
identified uith both the selective coverage of speci.fic events and the
latent qualities of the verbal interpretation of the newscaster. HCJwever,
the present study shoys that bias L"l the story not only occurs in the
content but also in the style of production. through the character of
t.he visuals.
H01.rever, the investigation CllJ'.11ot. stop at. this po"'nt. Proof
of a bias in the stor~r content and format is not identical with proof
of its impact on the audience. ReseaFch into the agenda setting
function he,s sho'lim that emphasis on particular contents frequently
result j.11 the increased importance attached to such issues by vieuers.
But uhat is entailed by different biases in the presentational style?
These biases in style will only be important to the deeree to uhich they
influence the impact of the news story as well. An eA--a.mple helps to
clarify why this may be the case. Consider for the l:lOment the differences
bet"een a "Bolance story format" and a "Vi:maI3 Inference format". In
the balanced story the viewer 1s presented \orl th tHO int.erviewees, each
ta..1d.ne; oppo3ing sides on an issue. The same iSGue, houever, cover~d
by action visuals sequence, depicts the issu~ visually while the newscaster
interprets it jn the commentary. It may. be argued that the presentation of
\
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perception. On the other hand, the action visuals' presentation, might
increase the acceptance of the authoritative newscaster's interpretation
of the event. It seemed necessary therefore to understand the impact
of presentational style upon the '!tlay the vieuer perceived and thought
about the event. Two elements in the presentational style of news stood
out as particularly needing investigation. The first concerned the
importance of the information transmitted about the presenter as the
sop-rce of the nevIS item. In the light of availahle literature on interpersonaJ. judgement it seemed

reasonabl~

to conclude that the visibility

of the neU'scaster, and those interviewed in'the neus, were important
factors in making the

ne"n~

credible. In addition, it seemed that the

mrumer in which the various news perso!la are photoeraphed might influence
the different dimensions which make up the judgements of source credibility.
This becomes important to 'the extent that variations in these dimensions
of source credibility influence attitude chanee.
A further aspect of presentational style was the object
of the second study tUldertaken here. Tnia study was concerned with the
effects of a vir.uaJ. channel of informa.tion about the event on opinion
change. It exar.dned ,.,hether added visual information increased the impact
of the news story by systematicaJ.ly varying the bias in the neys story
in s:i.x oxperimental conditions. In this way, the study examined the

influences of the difforent content bias of the story in the visuaJ. only
condition, and when the bimodal channels were both consistent and inconsistent,
on

m'fecti ve opinion chance, beliefs, aJ'ld ima.ze retention. The results

showed that not only did the visual information increase the impact
of the nei-TS story l.lpOn opinion chanee, but aJ.so t.hat the separate verbaJ.
and vlsual components of the story, influenced different aspects of
opinion

chan~e.

1o1hen the bimodal information \las

inconsi~tent,

the visual

information exerted more influence on the affective component of opinions,
Hhereas the comnentary inflnenced beliefs.
This research, therefore, raises a general issue concerning the
role of the action visuals in ne\15 programmes. Gj.ven that the

visualizaticT~

of the news r,tory entails greater influence on th.e affectivo components of
opinion than on beliefs of vi Ol/ers , one might speculate that. the .;eneral
consequences of this treatl'lent of the story enables the

vie\~43:':

to feel

the impact of the event, rather than understand it. If this is so, it Bi:ht
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help to explain poor retention of the ne'\oTS story, since in the
action visuals, the nel.fS is not really conveyinG information, but
rather creating an 'emotional' impact.
A remarkablo resonance therefore, seens to be created in the
ne't-1S broadcasting system as a whole. The structure of the broadcasting
organizations influenced by the pressures of the cultural context,
1eud to the varying emphasis on the audio and visual components of
the news message. The visual emphasis is to production values and
exciting visuaJ.s: the audio emphasis is to objectivity, neutrality
and balanco. Yet these srune bimodal components are found to be processed
differentially by the receiver; exciting viSuals amplify the effect of
the story on

·~he

affective component of opinions, a.Tld factual and terse

commentury accentuating the effects of the narration on beliefs.
By implication, this research may demand that the concept
of bias needs to be enlarged, to include not only the presentational
style of t.he story but also the notion of a bias wi thin the very
structure of television ne't<TS broadcasting. This is the same sense in
\lhich Innis(l95l) discussed the bias in a culture that derives from the
use of specific comrnmication technologies. For television nel.]'S
broadcasting, viSUalisation can be raearded as having such a biasing
effect, manifesting itself not only in the contents and form of
\

television news, but in tuI'J'!, on the high credibil:tty of the news
progrrunr.10 and the daily consumption of emotional reactions to the
events sholom in the news.
Another issue, methodological in nature ,is also raised by this
study, namely the extent to which these experimental findings can be used
to generalise about the effects of ne,01S broadcasting. The concern is
whether sufficient eoological. validity can be achieved in the experiment
\n1ilst maintaining the control and sensitivity necessary to examine the
spec:l.fic interactions of modal1 ty, and content bias • Although every
effort '-Tas made to ensure realistic contents and formats for the stimuli
by using the footage and st.yle of a BBC neus story, there is a problem
in the nature of the vieuing situation. The mac;-}itude of the effects
of the experimental manipulat.ions on opinion chanGo, which seemed
surprising from such a short news story, may result from the fact that
the neus story was sho\-m

indep~ndently--out

of the context of the ",hole

110'018 programmo. To test this possibility wou.ld require the I:J.casurement of'
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change resulting from stories embedded within real neHS programmes. If the
magnitude of opinion effects of such presentational factors as are
suegested here, persist, then the issues identified in this research are
of considerable importa.nce to those concerned about the 'bias 1 in the
net-Ts.
It seens lDcely, on the other hand, that the effects of
presentationa.l style on opinions \lould not be detected by using a
post opinion
th~

m~ey

study, for there might be cancellation effects in

meas1.U'ment of net opinion, This can be overcome only if initial

opinion is teJccn account of in the examination of the effects of
specific

cOL~icationG.

This is ral'ely possible in

S1L1"Vey

research.

It is the sonsi ti vi ty of the measures employed, "'hen conb:tned \r.i. th the
ability to control cruciru. variables, that alloi.J's laboratory research
to "tease out" effects that can be overlooked in other forms of

re~earch.

These advrultages mruce the experimental approach an important element
in a strateey for comr.nmication

researc~,

:i.f the variables controlled

in the experiment are ff.l·ounded :i.n an analysis of the lThole comr.runication
process and the findinGS further tested in t.lJ.e fie;td research.
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Narration:

Pro-demonstrator

Trafalgar Square today, where thousands of marchers set out on
what must be the largest ever peaceful demonstration here in Britain.
I~

is estimated that as many as .one hundred and twenty thousand

marched and sang, as they carried banners
Uyde Park.

'OIl

their way to a rally in

Police ranks lining the route were prepared for violence, but

the well disciplined marchers chanted and shuffled along the r·oute
to the assembly point ,,,here they were to hear several speeches.
·Remarkab1y few incidents occurred as this large throng wended its
way through the streets of London.

At Grovsner Square, where the

only real incidents of violence occurred,

p~lice

were guarding the American Embassy attempted to

ranks, which
dispe~se

the marchers

who were gathered there to present their petition·to the Ambassador.
Riot squad and mounted police pushed the demonstrators from the
Square.

Scuffles broke out between police and

the demonstrators were dispersed.

dem~nstrators

until

Injuries were incurred on both

sides and several arrests were made before the streets 'vere r.eturned
to

quie~

~l>"".
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Narration:

Pro-police Version

Trafalgar Square today, where thousands of marchers set out on
what must be the largest ever protest march here in Britain.

It is

estimated that as many as one hundred and twenty thousand chanting,
sign waving and shouting marchers procede from the assembly point.
The police, in view of recent incidents had called out all the
reserves for this event, in anticipation of the violent incidents
that had been threatened.

They lined the whole of the march route,

protecting buildings at crucial points along at the various major
objectives along the march route where violence might occur, such
as:

the Rhodesian Embassy, the American

Hyde Park Corner.

.~mbassy,

Downing Street and

The march proceded along the route to Hyde Park

Corner, where the crowd that assembled was addressed by march leaders.
Trouble broke out as Grovsner Square where a large group of radical
demonstrators and students were trying to gian access to the American
Embassy.

They massed together in large numbers and then charged, but

were .unab1e to break the police rands, ,...ho remained orderly and well
disciplined.

Some scuffles broke out between the police and

demonstrators, but eventually tne demonstrators' attempts were
frustrated and eventually the crowd was dispersed.

Injuries were

incurred on both sides and several arrests were made before the
streets were returned to quiet.

"", .,
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General Att.i tmlos Dimensions

Ag 1:

Forco its Necessity and Lines.

There "Till E.'.hrnys be a war; it is part of human nature.
The police should not he armed.
The law on capital punishment should be restored.
The select fmJ should be trained to lea.d the r.l.'1sses.
The pOller of the police should be increased,
.A good employer should be strict ,~5_ th his employees in order to gain

their respect..
Politics don't play an important part in my day to day life.

Ag 2:

Powerlessness and Self Determinancy.

Ordinary people like myself are quite powerJ.ess~
The government has the right to require the

.J.Oy8~ty

of its citi7.ens.

Once a problem child, a1\fays a probleLl child.
HODt people

"']10

don't get ahead .iust don't have enough will pv....el'.

I find that I an not able to adapt to all kinds of new situations.,
A man has the rieht to deh'mine where his Olm duty to his country lies.

Ag 3:

Status Quo.

Tho young these days have no respect for the Im.j of the land.
Tho so-called breakdovm in law alld order has been

e-xaggerated~

If you start trying to change things very much, you usually make them worse.
The \-'odd is full of possibilities open to everyone.
The rieht to demonstrate is more important than its possible threat to
law and orqer.
Worth'ihile ch8Jleos are not. accomplished oV'ernight.
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1. There will alwoy~ be a war; it is
part of hu~an nature.
2.

The police nhould not be

-

-

-

ar~ed.

3. The law on capital punishment
should be restored.

-

I

4. Ordinary people like myself are
quite powerless.

i

- -

5.

The young these days have no respect
for the law of the land.

-

The select few should be
trained to lead the ~asses.

8. Students are riGht to want ~ore
say in the running of their colleges

9.

It you. start trying to cha~ge
things very ~uch, you usually ~ako
worse.

\m 0

take port in s1 t ... ins
should have their erants suspended.

12. The govern~ent has the right to
require the loyalty of its citizen~

13. The power of the police should
be inc ·;'e.z:.B ed..

- -

- - - .-

14. A Good c~ployar should b~ strict
with his e~ployees in order to gain
their rospect.
.
15. Once
preble.,

<=.l

pro ble" child,

child~

al\"u.~ys

a

16. I have no patience with deMonstrators, peaceful or otherwise.
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the~

10. The world is full of possibilities
open to everyone.
11. Studen ts
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6. The so-called breakdown in law
and order has been exaggerated.
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than its possible threat to
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2, • I find, that I a"l not able to
adap~ to all kinds of new situat':'ons

22. Politics don't play an
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Opinions about

~emonstration

(Affective)

Ao(A)l Usefulness and Violence of Demonstration
The amount of violence occuring in a typical demonstration is greatly
exaggerated.
Peaceful demonstrations are far more effective
Demonstrators stand very little chance of affecting the iesues against
'Which they are directed.
vThat has been called violence in demonstrations is really just scuffles
between police and demonstrators.
Demonstrations are the most effective leCitimate means by which a large
group of people can show their discontent with the government.

Ao(A)2 Demonstrators initiate violence.
Anybody that causes trouble on a demonstration should be arrested.
It is necessary to use police as protection against the violent
acts of irresponsible demonstrators.
.
Demonstrators show their true streneth wllen they march peacefQlly.
Although thousands of people march on these demonstrations most trouble
is caused by a few of their very committed leaders.
Any violent act against the police is a breadl of law and should be punished.

Ao(A)3 Demonstrator Qualities.
The real daneer is
Host demonstrators
is really about.
Most demonstrators
marchinG.
Hany protesters go
issues.

any demonstration is from a hard core of rabble rousers.
don't really understand fully ''''hat the demonstration
don't understand the real issue for wldch they are
on marches because of t.heir friends rather than

There is less violence when '·Torkers march than when students march because
the workers are older and more raature~
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Ao(A)/~

Police Initiate Violence

The police should restrain themselvefl more than they do in demonstrations.
Violence could be avoided if the police '.Jere firmer ui th trouble makers.
It is unfortlmate that the police are sometimes overly brutal in their
dealinGS with demonstrators.
In general the police show good judgement and only use force when i 1; is
necessary.

Ao(A)5 PoJ.ice Qualities
Because of the eood trainine ru1n efficiency of our police the amolmt
of violence in demonstrations is reduced.
Policemen-should be trained not to allow their emotions to interfere
.with their 'Work.
The eood discipline of our police force ensures restraint from using
force under provocation.
A1. t.'lJ.ough it is the policeman's duty to enforce law at ner:1onstrations,
he does not aluays enjoy it.
It is tmfortunate that sometimes a policeman ",:tll allow anger t.o interfere
with the carrying out or his duty.

Ao(A)6 Students and Radicals
It is students and young radicals who cause the trouble on demonstrations.
Students he.ve justifiable reasons that lead them to demonstrate •
.
Students sholud have a voice in deciding their own 8ystem of education.

.

.

Here are eoroe specific views about
demonstraticns - with s~ne you may
agree, with otters not. Read eech
and t 10k the C 01 urnll thE-d,;' best expresses
how you yourself feel. There are no
right or wron~ 8nswer~. It is your
view that matters.
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mo=e effective.

5. Anybody that causes trouble 0~
edemonstration should be arrested.

4.

The police should restrain
tlJemsol v('s more thftn the y do in
demonstrations.
5. The real danGer 1n any o.er.lOnstrat10n is from a herd corp of
rabble rousprs.

6. It is n~cesBary to use police as
proteotion acainst the viol~nt acts
of irresponsible demonstrators.
7. Most demonstr~tors don't really
upderstand rully what the demonstration
i 5 r~ally 8 bout.
8. Violence could be avoided if the
police were firmer with trouble mui:\ers.
9. It is students and young radicals
who causo the trouble on demonstrations.
10. It is unfortunate thut the polj ce
are sometimes overly brutal in their
dealings with demonRtrators.
l~. Bec,use of the good train.ine and
e£ficiency of our police the amount
of violence in demonstrations 1s
reduced.
I
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Demonstretors stand very 11ttle
chance of affecting the i~sues against
which they are directed.
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15 • Most d(:mon~rtrat.ors don't under~tand the r~al issue for which they
are mnrch iIlg~

17. The good discipline of our poliGe
force ensures restraint from u.sing
force under provocation.
18. Wh~t has been called viclence in
in demonstrations is really just
scuffier between police and demonstrators.

19.

ZO. AlthouCh it is the policeman's

duty to enforce l~w at demonstrations,
he does not ulways enjoy it.
21. Although thous~nds of people mlrch
on these demonstretions most trouble
is caused by B few of their very
commi t ted lee.ders.
22 c It is unfortunate thet sO[tletimes
a policeman will BIlow BUBer to
interfere with the carrying out of
bis duty.
23. Violence on the de::',oIistrl:tors
part is futile because the police Are
always more powerful.

24. Many protesters go on marches
bec~use of their friends ~Ather than
issues.
25. Any violent nct a.r?,inst the police
is fl brench of law und should be
t)un1shed.

,
26. Demonstrations ere the most
effectiv~ legitimate meun~ by which
a lurgB Group of people oan show their
discontent with the government.

27. Students should have (j voice in
decidins their own syctem of education.
28. There is less violence when workers
march than Tlnen students march bectluse
the Vfol'kers are older Hlld more 1~I!Jture.
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16. Pqlicemen should be trained not
to allow their emotions to interfere
with their work.

Demons~rators show the1.r true
strength wIlen they march peacefully •
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Opinions about Demonstration (Cognitive).

Ao(B)l Violence and Success of Demonstrations
The proportion of demonstrations that result in violent confrontation
and/or physical injury is:
The percentage of demonstrations which have a positive impact on the
nation (effective)

Ao(B)2 Demonstrators Initiate Violence
The percentaee on incid·onts of viol ence which are provoked or initiated
by demonstrators

Ao(B)3 Demonstration

~lalities

The percentage of demonstrators on the march who actually know llhat
the demonstration is really about
The percentage of all demonstrators who get. injured in demonstrations

Ao(B)4 Police Initiate Violence
The percentage of violent incidents that could be avoided if police
were more restrained
.
The proportion of all violent incidents which are provoked or initiated
Qy police (police action)
. The percentage of violence avoided if police were more restrained in
their 8.ctions

Ao(B)5 Police Qualities

,

The percentage of times when individual judgement by a policeman about
when the use of force is necessary is correct.
The percentage of violent incidents that could be avoided if police were
firmer

AO(B)6 Students and Radicals
The percentaee of incidents of violence initiated by demonstrators,
which are initiated by students
The percentage of demonstrators Hho are student.s

r ----------,--------.--.- '--------------_. ----------------:34s:-----------------------------------:

.

Here ere some questions
about demonstrations. Please
mark v,!i th H tick the percent~ge
c1:!tegory which you believe is
your best estimation of the
quanti ty required. Please read
each question carefully snd give
an estimat.ion for ull questions.

1. The proportion of demonstrations th~t result in violent
confrontatiori and/or physical injury 19:01(:, ••• l~ ••• 20% ••• 305(. •• • /10%,. " .50~ ••• 60~' •• "7ff/c • •• 8c~f ••• 90/L ••• 1CO~ •••

2.
or

The percenti.lge on incidents 01' violence whic!1 are provoked
by demonbtretors:-

lnitia~ed

of ••• 107f. •• • 201. • •• 30'" • ," • 40~ ••• 50'1 ••• 60'~ ••• 70'f •• "eo~ •.. 901' ••• 1000:.
~;

3. The percent~:lga of violent lncidents that could be avoided
if police were more restr~ined:O~ ••• lO~ ••• 20~ ••• 304 ••• 40~ ••• 50~ ••• 60~ ••• 70~ ••• 80~ ••• 9O~ ••• 100~

4.

The

perc~nt~ge

of demonstrators on the march r.ho

actu~lly

know what the demonstra.t.i cn j.s really about:17
rvJ!
?01!
50a!,'"
O ~..... .. • 10C11
7(! ••• ...,;
1')"." 30 /,'; ••• 4'\.'/1,...

- '70~f
• • 60f)~
I\~. II"
if' •• '. 80~
/-. • •

90 01
IC.

• • lor),-rf
\" /"

5. The percentage of incidence of violence initiRted by
demonstrators, whlch are inititited by students:-

6. The proportion of ell violent incidents which are provoked
or initiHted by police lpolice action):0% • •• 1(}}.', ~ •• 20~t • •• 30~ ••• 40~Z. •• ~ 501[. ••• 60% 41

••

70~r. • •• 80% •• • 90';". • •• 100).:

7. The percentage of tines when individual judgemE:1nt by' a
policeman about when the use of force is necessary is correct:i'· •
Or:"

8.

•

It'

INf'
\.i/O • •

,

20'.1.'
rt.Or:1
," •• • V
'"

0

•

•

1
40~~. • • • vhO'" .•• '" 60) tJ1
l~-·. '•• 70.0:
U 11~ •

• • 0"0'..1

~

lOO!!!:~.

('0(11
• ...
' 1; _ • • .

The percentage of demonstrators who are students:-

0% ••• 10% ••• 20~'. ••• 30% ••• 40% • •• 50% • •• 60% ••• 70% ••• 80% ••• 901. ••• 100%
9. The percentage of violent incidents that could be avoided
if _police were firmer:or{ ••• l~ ••• 20~ ••• 30~ ••• 40~~, ••• 50~ ••• 50% ••• 701 ••• 80r • •• 90r;! • •• 100%
10. The percentage 01' all deDiollstrotors who get injured in
demonstrations:0% ••• lO% ••• 20% ••• 30~, ••• 405'~ ••• 50% ••• 60~, ••• 70<1 ••• eoft ••• 9 ()t'l ••• 100c:t

11. The percentage of demonstrations which have a positive
impact on the nation (eftectj V'3) :O~
I'

11.'... 30.,1;'. .• 4~
vi- ••• 50c'.
. /t'... 60(l
l'. • • 70",f • ., • SOIf
7l ••••9"t1
\.... ••• 10"'f'
vI"

10...It• • • • (J
1')0:(

• • ••

12. 'l'he percentuge of 'liolence a-"oided if polle e 'Were more
restrained in their actions:-

L o~ ~ •• 101.••• 20% ••• :30'1: •• • 400/,. 50~~ ••-. 60< ••• 70c; .... 8('~ ••• 90~ ••• 10C~
e.
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Opinions about Television News: Nedia Credibility.
A med 1 Credibility
News coverage on television gives the whole story.
Because of the brevity of ne\/S broadcasts it is very difficult to have
a clear idea of what is happening.
News editors can make even the camera lie.
I find news broadcasts Ambiguous/Clear

A med 2 Visual Dominance
. I p~ more attention' to the short news snippets rather than the comment.
I am more inclined to believe television neHS than radio because I can
see for myself '-That is happening.
I tend to believe what I see rather than the nous commentator's descriptions.

A med 3 General bias (police/demonstrators)
I
I
I
I

tend
find
find
find

to find neus on radio more informative than television news.
neus broadcasts involvingluninvolvine.
new.! broadcasts interestine/uninterestins
ne\.[s broadcasts uninformative/informative

A mad 4 Preference for TV over Radio
TV news broadcasts in general are:- believable
Radio news broadcasts are in general:- believable

..

r·
nere ore
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BOme

on news

ViU~E

bro~dcaotine - ~ith so~e you
~3y Q~reet ~ith others not.

Read each and tick the

colu~n

that best expresses how you
yourself feel. There arc no

It is

right or wronG anS\'ier3.

your view

th~t ~atters.
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1. News coverage on televinion
gives the whole story.

,..

of the brevity' of
news br0&dcasts it 10 very difficult
to hale a clear idea of what is
Bp.cm2St~

4. I lil'll 'nore inclined 'to believe
television news than radio because
I can s~e for l"lyself wh.::t is
hspponing ..

6.

I tend to believe what I $ee
rather ttan the news cO~Mentator's
descripti ons.
than television news.

B. I tend to raty ."ore on newspapers
than radio and television as 9 re)iable

9.

SOUl"'~e.

I find

bi G1l0US
il)Vol vi.ng

~n1

.1 "

1 o.

r~e·...·s

{'Iolice
~l.

...1 r-I

''';

~

'd

'0

-

ne~s brocdc~sts
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •••••••••••

..............................

411

'1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

OJ'

W1inv.ol ving
IJ.nin't erez:inr;
infort'~~t ti 'i e
co~pr~he:1~ivc

C[..lsts and TV docu..,ental'ies tend to be bias in favoul" of
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II>

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

...

de~on~t
~r_.tor~
>'1
.. ..,
-

rY news broadcasts in general are:-

010- • • 10.' •• 20 ••• 30 ••• 40 ••• 50 ••• GO ••• 70 ••• 80 ••• 90 ••• 'OO·;~
12. Redio news broadcasts are iQ e~leral:- .
C~ •• ·10 ••• ~O ••• 30 •.• 40 ••• 50 ••• 60 ••• 70 ••• 80 ••• 90 ••• 100%

believ:=:.ble
believable

~,
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r=:;l C:.a
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jnterzsting
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tlIlinfor"'lative ••• # . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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I tend to find news on r adi.o
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2. I pay ~oreattention to the
short news snippets rather then
tllo c')"'"lent.
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Please rate the broadcast

O~

the following attributes:

clear whet is ha;pening

s.mbi-gU0US

favourable to police

unfavourable to police

favourable to demonstrators

unfavcu:-a::l.:::

~c

·':'er:lOf.stratorR
I

e~~has~zes

. ~ould

th~s

violence

broadcast bies its viewers to bal.e::'ve:

polIce inl tiate vic<:.enee

demcnstrators

...
,
I

U'\

:""\

eo!,hasiz6s peacet'..:::l:!.ess and restraint

initi~te vic:enc~

police :-estrain from violence
1emonstre.tors res1rair:. frOIL vicl,=nce

For each of the following twenty pictures indicate whether you remember having seen the picture in the
news broadcast previously shown.

PICTURE:
1.

~.

I
N
ll'\
:""I
I

l'resent

absent

PICTURE:

present

absent

11.

2.

12.

3.

13.

4.

14.

5.

15.

6.

16.

7.

17.

8.

18.

9.

19.

10,

20.

-

1

1.

march gets 'C1'.der way

25

police line march route
to protect buildings

3.

march assembles at point
for speeches

4.
5.

6.

t

C""\
It'\
:"'\
I

police cordon off marchers
objective
police attempt to arrest
some marchers

speeches ~rom march leaders
cal~ for violence

7.

police begin to push
marchers back

8.

speeches from march leaders
call for order and restraint
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to disperse

are attacked by
demonstrators
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10. marchers dec:i.de to gain
their objective by force
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Notes on the Interpretation of the Impression Test

In this study a modified application of the information
formula was used to estimate contigual associations of pictures
and ev.ent descriptions. Unlike most application of the information
\ formula based on the 'likelihood of occurrance of an event' this
measure uses the subjective estimate of probable: concurrance of pictures
and phrase description. Subjects were asked to ~~dicate whether they
thoueht that the various scenes depicted in the pictures immediately
followed upon events described in the respo~se column.'
The cells of the information matrix were constructed by converting these
independent estimates'into relative pr'obabilities for each picture.
Uncertainty for the individual response categories(rows) was calculated by
. usine the foilol-ring information formUla:

U(F~ =-~P(X:~) 1~g2 p(x.~)
where p(x~) represents an individual cell probability.
The totaJ, response unce,rta:tnty (U(R) waq then calculated by su.mrn!zj~g the
uncertainties of the response cateGories

i U(R~)
''loo

U(R)

=

The illlcertainty of picture-response contingency was calculated by the
folloidne formula:
\...
\').

U(SR).

Assuming that U(S)
then calculated

loT8.S

=-& ~I

p(x:,;) log2 p(x:,.l)

constant, the information transJllitted formula lias

IT == U,(S) + U(R) -

u(sn)

and the cha.'I1ge of Information Transmitted
FA IT =

~(R)

- U(R2)]

From this formula it can be seen that
transmi tted occurs "Then U(F1.)
U(R )
2

al1

+

~ (:~?2)

-

U(Sf1.U

increase in the inforI:!atiol1

>
'or U(SH2) >U(Sl1.)

This means that if the uncertainty of the response categories decreases,
or the uncer~ainty of the picture-phrase.associations increases. This
formula a1loi-ls for an interpretation of the distribution or these associational probabilities witndL~ a matrix. Thus interpretation can be illustrated
simply on a 3 x 3 matrix by comparing the following cases:

-355Pictures
,

CASE 1

co
Q)
co

[

1

2

A

X

X

B

X

X

C

X

X

.3 iFreq • U(R)
X
3 .33
X
.3 •.33
X
.3 .3.3

\1l

~

Pictures
CASE 2

A

1

2

X

X

.3 Freq U(R)
X
.3 1

B

0

0

C

0

0

U(R) = -l(Log 1)
u(sn)= -.3( • .33~oe2 .33)

Pictures
1

CASE .3
Vl

A

2

X

m

8.

B

Q)

C

'

,

3 Freq U(R)
J. .33

X

l'

• .33

1

• .33

u(n)= -3(.33 10g2.33J
U(SR)=-3(.33 10e2 •.33)

til

f-I

X

In (Jise 0 ne all pictures s.re associated equally likely . with all
response categories and there is no discrimination between pictures
and event nescr:i.ptions. This matrix is low in information tra.l1smitted.
In C9.se T\-1o, more information is transmitted because there are
restrictions in the use of the rHsponse categories. HOH0vc'r, as j.ndicated
by a rise in U(S'R.) the subject does not discriminate 'i:\ terms of ea~m picture
and its association with the particluar response cate~ory used.· . .
information transmitted, although higher than in the first case, is
limited to response differentiation.
In 'Olee Three, the information transmitted is maximised. Each
picture is associated ~dth a particular response category, and only that
category. The information transmitted measured here represents both
stimulus and response discrimination, and their association. In this li£;ht
the information measure is a usefUl tecmlique for describing the
distribution of responses in a matrix.
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Impression and Image Retention Test

Picture

(I

Film

Impression Test /I

1

+ Demo

Control

2

+ Demo

Control

3

both

Control

4

+ Pol

7·

5

+ Pol

Control

6

+ Pol

Control

7

+ Demo

Control

8

+ Pol

8

9

Both

12

10

Both

6

11

Both

1

12

Both

3

13

+ Pol

Control

14

+ Demo

10
\

15

+ Demo

5

16

+ Pq1

11

17

+ Demo

2

18

+ Demo

9

19

Both

4

20

Both

Control

~ ••• ~
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Picture Ho!. 2

Picture No : 1

Picture
Picture

0:

3

Pictur Ho: 5
J

o!y'~

Picture 10 : 6
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Picture

i'~o:

7.

Ficturo No : 9 .

Picture "'0: 11

Pict.ure P;: 8 .

Pic ~ur('!

0: 10

Pictu e "'10 : 12
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Picture no: 13.

Ficture Io: 15.

1 ict1l1'C

lJo: 17.

II

,
Plctllt'e lJo : 11:-.

Fictm' e Ho : 16.

Picture Ho : l':j.
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picture No: 19.

Picture 'To

20 .

